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.     Preface 
‘!us we cover the universe with drawings we have lived. !ese drawings need not be exact. 
!ey need only to be tonalized on the mode of our inner space’1
!is work is intended primarily as an original contribution to knowledge in the field of 
architecture and subsequently as a useful text for architects and designers and grass roots 
Muslim community builders. !ough written to serve in particular the Muslim 
communities who seek to establish socially dynamic places of work, and worship, the 
present study is intended to be of interest to those looking at approaches to build 
collectively and create a beneficial spaces and places of great architectural merit. Although 
the particular lived way or praxis that is served is Islam, which asserts unseen and seen 
realms and a life beyond this life, the present study is written from the human 
phenomenological perspective of being and dwelling in this world here and now, and 
addresses the cultural role of architecture today. Islam is equally concerned with the eternal 
now of the present moment. !is open book exploration is enframed by a) the foil of a 
specific proposed mosque project and b) grounded in the history and living tradition of 
Islam, and c) the phenomenologically understood life patterns of those who would dwell in 
the mosque complex daily. 
6
1  Gaston Bachelard and Maria Jolas, !e Poetics of Space, 2nd edn (Boston: Beacon Press, 1994), p. 12.
Research Intent
Research is guided by a key thesis that the simplest and humblest edifice, the most basic 
mosque, is adorned by and serves an ethos, by human rhythms and behaviour that are 
contained by its walls, and walls that are the very ornamentation of that ethos. !is ethos 
shall be known throughout the work as an embodied adab, or embodied ‘gathering of all 
good.’ !is ethos describes both the best or desired intentions and actions of people and the 
architectural manifestation that appropriately responds to an architectural program to serve, 
shelter and sustain this intent. !e methodology to explore the notion of an embodied adab 
is interpretive, and accepts the prejudices of the author as the only valid starting point, 
when asserting that architectural theory and practice is dialogical in nature, gathering to 
itself many inter-subjective and inter-objective realms in a hermeneutic cycle, which results 
in a reiterative design process.
Intentionality
Personal intentionality and embodied experience therefore meet an interpretive reading of 
the Islamic Tradition to grasp the historicity of the mosque complex or imaret. !erefore it 
is important to state that research of the present work is grounded in over fifteen years of 
being a student of Islam and the integral practice of Sufism, studying and practicing with a 
lineage that travels back from Spain through Morocco across North Africa to the source for 
Muslims that is the resting place and abode of the Prophet Muhammad in Madina al 
munawarra in modern Saudi Arabia. !is immersive period has lead to an embodied 
understanding of Islam and Sufism and a deepening understanding of Islamic Architecture, 
and the need for the ethical role of architecture to be reappraised when contemplating 
mosque architecture, as either a historic subject or a live project. 
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Prior to an independent and intensive study of Islam as an adult, was a gently Buddhist 
upbringing which philosophically prioritised not being contained by dogma or controlled 
by religious communities or spiritual leaders. Study of Pre-Islamic religious texts such the 
Upanishads and Buddhist sutras as well as various forms of Shamanism including the Bon 
Tradition of Tibet and the core lojong and tonglen practices of Buddhism have been 
investigated a"rming the universal core message of most ethical ways of living, that of 
compassion and loving kindness. !is is celebrated in the Islamic tradition by Muslims 
trusting that the Prophet Muhammad was quite literally sent by the Divine as rahma, a 
‘mercy’ to existence. !e author has studied Islamic belief, practice and spiritual excellence, 
or iman, islam, and ihsan, directly from traditional scholars from around the world, who 
together transcend any single ethnic or social identity. Some are direct descendants of the 
Prophet Muhammad, Peace and blessings be upon him and his family, and some are not of 
Arab descent. !e priority of adab has come from a personal reflection on the value of life 
as a balance of vita activa et vita contemplativa, and is supported as a specific Islamic ethos 
by instruction from living masters and the great texts of Muslim scholars and mystics, 
commonly known as Sufis.
All religious and philosophical studies have contributed to the notion of an ‘Ionian 
Enlightenment’ or the unity of knowledge, not as some simplistic single answer but as the 
value of interpretation and seeing realms of knowledge holistically and in relation to one 
another. !is understanding mirrors the Muslim perspective that the Real, Allah, is One. 
Such a sentence is mystical poetics to some and reality to others. !e subject of this PhD 
must negotiate both kinds of people, just as the proposed mosque complex must face the 
street on which anyone may walk. Poetically and ecologically our phenomenal earthly 
existence too is one, as observed by holistic and systems theories, living as we do as part of a 
single ecosphere. 
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Despite being in danger of sounding rather lofty due to the nature of the subject itself, this 
declaration is a statement of intent and a personal acknowledgement, in the tradition of 
any phenomenologically hermeneutic methodology. !e author’s interpretation is framed 
by the intent to see unity in multiplicity, the architectural paradox that is drawing order out 
of chaos, as much as to see each whole building as an interrelated sum of parts. Part of that 
intent is to convey to Muslim client builders, in more accessible works that will come from 
present research, the priority of a devotional ethos in the design of the dwelling that is a 
mosque complex; an ethos that may serve the community as a whole, in the context of any 
urban environment. For the Muslim this can be appreciated as both a spiritual and 
pragmatic imperative. !is study and design process is a hermeneutic process of unfolding 
and interpretation by which the prayer becomes the means to reconfigure existing spaces, 
and a place for the practice of ethical halal business transactions can provide a successful 
urban node in the townscape. 
With clear justification, considering the current geo-political climate, the present work is 
polemical. Beyond the Minaret is an open exploration that gathers knowledges, in order to 
revive an understanding of adab as an embodied characteristic of a specifically Islamic ethos, 
and a"rm the ethical role of architecture in general. !e present work is concerned with 
how the Muslim worldview and the perspective of an embodied adab can inform our 
understanding of the mosque complex in the C21st. Despite the Arabic origin of the word 
itself, adab as the ethos that is the ‘gathering of all good’2  transcends and includes any 
culture or language, if we but value the art of interpretation. 
9
2 See Chapter 3.3: Ihsan
Glossary of Arabic, French, Turkish, Latin, Greek and 
German Terminology 
!" #$%& '()* !" +, -., +
     ‘la ilaha illallah muhammad-ur rasulullah’
     ‘!ere is no god but Allah, Muhammad is the 
Messenger      of Allah’
   Seen throughout the present study written and said after mentioning the 
  Prophet as an act of adab, meaning the ‘Blessings and Peace of Allah be 
  upon him.’
adab   Spiritual courtesy, best conduct, respect, finest behaviour, decorum or ethos
abd‘   Slave or servant, lit. ‘substitute’ implying the human being as substitute for 
  the Divine on earth
adhan  Human call to prayer
adib  Student, lit. one with adab
ahsana  To make beautiful or good
akhlaq  Good character
‘alam al-ghayb     !e unseen or ‘hidden’ world
‘alam al-shahada     !e seen or ‘witnessed’ world
al-halimat al-'uliya, ! ! ! ! ‘The overhang,’ an alternative name for 
! ! ! ! ! ! muqarnas stalactite forms 
Allah Hu Alim ! ! ! ! Common expression: Allah is the Knower
arif  Gnostic, knower
‘aql  Intellect
al-akhirah !e hereafter, heaven, paradise
batin   Hidden, in this context, that of a hidden meaning
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Da’ish  Name for so called ISIS/ ISIL, derogatory, slang sounding similar to ‘those 
  who only do bad’
deen  Islam as a transaction or practice
dhikr  ‘Remembrance’ of Allah, lit. “to mention”
dhat  !e essence of Allah, the Unknowable
dhuhr  Noon prayer
diwan  Book of poetry, often Sufic and often sung
dua  Prayer or supplication
Eid  One of two festivals after Hajj and Ramadan
fana’  ‘Annihilation,’ state of separation from the illusory ego, union with the Real
fiqh  Philosophy of Law
fuqara  Sufi follower of a Shaykh, lit. those in need
hadith  Sayings of the Prophet 
Hajj   Pilgrimage to Mecca, compulsory if physically possible, once in a lifetime
hakim  Traditional physician or doctor
harem  Protected area
hammam Public bath
hikma  Wisdom
hijab  Covering for the head of a woman
ibada   Worship
ilm al-nafi’ Useful knowledge
ihram  !e white robes worn in a state of purity when attending rites of Hajj
ihsan  Spiritual excellent or beauty
isnad  Chain or lineage of traditional Islamic instruction
isha  Evening prayer
jamaat  Mosque congregation
jima al-khayr  ‘Gathering of all good,’ Ibn Arabi’s definition of adab 
Juma  !e day of Friday and the noon prayer on that day, compulsory for men
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khalif  Leader of the Muslim world, often disputed throughout history of Islam
khutba  Friday sermon
al-Madinah al-Munawwara   !e City of Light
madrassa Quran school
manara  Place of fire or light
maghrib
Marifat’ullah      Gnosis of Allah
al-Masjid al-Nabawi     !e Mosque of the Prophet
mashrabiyya  Perforated screen
maqam  Literally meaning ‘station’ or position, used also in Sufi vocabulary to 
  denote spiritual stations, in contrast to hal which denote spiritual states
masjid  Mosque
Maturidi Following the theology of Abu Mansur Maturidi, a majority position in 
  Sunni Islam beside Ashari 
Mevlevi !e Sufi tariqa that follows the great Shaykh Mevlana or Mawlana Rumi
mi’dhana  A place from where the adhan is made
mihrab !e niche in front of surrounding the Imam
mizan  !e ‘balance’ mentioned often in the Quran, phenomenal and psychological
mu’adhin  One who calls the prayer
mufti  Judge
muqarnas !ree dimensional geometric stalactite formwork
mu’amalat  Trade or transaction
musalla Place of prayer, often temporary
musahib Close companion, in this context to the Sultan
nafs  !e self, sometimes translated as the soul in contrast to ruh, the spirit




qibla  Axis facing the Kaaba for the purpose of the prayer
Ramadan !e month in which the Quran was ‘revealed’ and in which Muslims fast
ruh  !e spirit
ribat   Fortress
salat       Prayer
Saum       Fasting
sauma’a     Cell for retreat
sa‘       Just over two litres
sadaqa      Charity
safs      Prayer rows
shahada     Muslim declaration of faith, lit. to witness
Shaykh     Master or Teacher
silsila      Line, or lineage of Masters
sirr      Secret (an aspect of the heart or spirit)
sirr-as-sirr Secret of the secret (an aspect of the Divine)  
souk  A marketplace
sunnah      !e practice or way of the Prophet  
spatial sunnah     !e spatial architectural realities manifested 
      in the lifetime of the Prophet ,  term 
      used by Akel Ismail Kaheera
tajrid  Spiritual or personal stripping away or divestment
ta’wil textual  Exegesis
tawhid  Declaring Allah’s transcendental and immanent Unity 
tajalliyat Spiritual insight or unveiling
Asma al Husna      !e most beautiful names (of Allah)
jamal       Beautiful
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wahabi  Modernist extremist ideology after Abdal Wahab, denounced by Muslim 
  majority and religious scholars in his lifetime, and by Ottoman Khalif
waqt  !e Moment
waqf  A charitable endeavor or any kind establised in perpetuity
wird  Litany recited by Sufis
zakat  Obligatory percentage of wealth taken my a Muslim leader and given to the 
  poor at the end of Ramadan
zakat al fitr Food given to the poor at the end of Ramadan, a sa’ for each member of 
  each household
zawiya  A sufi lodge
German
Dasein   ‘Being there’
kunstlehre  Know-how
sein    Being
Greek
ethos    !at which is characteristic, particular, proper and good 
poesis   Making, manifesting from thinking
praxis   Embodiment of skills, and lessons and in this context, Islam
prepon   What is appropriate, in the context of decorum
techne   Skill or know-how
temenos  A secluded place, of spiritual significance
French
bienseance  Decorum
convenance  Good behaviour
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Latin
civitas    !e social body and contract of citizens
decorum  Correct or proper behaviour, characteristics or formal attributes
firmitas  Structure or system
utilitas   Use or function
venustas  Lit. ‘Delight,’ the realm of Beauty and the comprehension of it
hortus conclusus Enclosed garden
religo    Lit. ‘To bind,’ source of the word religion
Turkish
bakircilar   Coppersmiths
darulkurra  School of Quran reciters
kulliye   Mosque complex from Arabic ‘kull’ or whole, root of  ‘university’
muezzin  Mu’adhin in Arabic, one who calls to prayer
waqfiyye  Terms of the waqf  
darulhadis   School of Hadith
sultaniyya  !e realm of a Sultan: Socially, Politically and Spiritually
turbe   Tomb
Tezkiretu’l-Bunyan Sinan’s Autobiography
Osmanli   Turkish for ‘Ottoman,’ from the family House of  ‘Osman,’ after 
   Osman I the founder of the Ottoman  Empire
15
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1 Introduction: The Subject of the Contemporary Mosque
‘What the book is to literacy, architecture is to culture as a whole.’3
!e apperception of the contemporary mosque - to look again at a familiar type of building 
- incorporates both the ongoing story of its myriad historical manifestations and the 
primary horizon of its Islamic origin, from which it has evolved to the present day. 
Prioritising historicity is an approach to embracing tradition in order to look anew at what 
is considered predominantly in terms of style, and laden with a wealth of cultural history. 
!e vast historical ground of this Muslim building, rarely referred to as such, can o#er for 
Architects an ongoing fusion of Arabian nights postmodern pastiche - a silhouette of domes 
and minarets - or perhaps, something else. !e intention of research has been to inform a 
specific mosque complex design and construction project in the United Kingdom, where 
the specificity and constraints of site and existing buildings can become engaged with the 
rich programmatic and poetic possibilities of a devotional communal space. Gaining a 
fruitful understanding of the mosque today is an encounter with not only over 1400 years 
of change and evolution, of continuity and inheritance of building types from the dawn of 
Islamic practice, but is also an appreciation that travels back even further over the Romano-
Byzantine, Persian and desert based Bedouin worlds from which it first manifested. 
Ever present with the study of the mosque as a building, is the understanding of the related 
lived patterns which repeat themselves; the praxis of a people (putting knowledge into 
practice) as the ground from which architectural poesis (as coming into being) and techne (as 
the craft or skill of making) emerge.  !e subject of the mosque, and the subject of 
architecture in general, is both a matter of interpretation and a gathering of multiple 
perspectives. Architecture is fundamentally a hermeneutic process that depends on discourse, 
17
3 Dalibor Vesely, Architecture in the Age of Divided Representation - !e Question of Creativity in the Shadow of Production (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: MIT Press, 2008), p. 8.
and the material act of building is a gathering of these interrelated matrixes of knowledges. 
Architectural practice, through the lens of a materially structuralist techno-scientific world 
view, has largely reduced the matrix of our shared lifeworld - in which we ourselves are 
enmeshed - to a balance of the techne of engineering and construction and the shifting 
tastes of object design, understandably dictated to by the demands of the marketplace. 
Architecture remains a gathering of the arts and sciences and a mirror of each era, yet it is 
simultaneously subsumed as one specialism among others within an industry driven above 
all by commercial realities, constrained and informed and protected by building regulations 
and law, as well as the imaginations and agreement of both client and architect. Despite the 
rich and varied history of the  premodern mosque, it like all edifices must be considered 
today in the context of architecture as an industry. In the following chapter, an appraisal of 
the way in which the role of architecture is understood will clarify a specific approach to 
designing and building and understanding the contemporary mosque. 
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1.1 Aims, Objectives, Methodology & Thesis Roadmap
Aims
To understand the origin and history of the mosque and move beyond a study of its 
formal vocabulary to establish an embodied adab or an embodied ‘gathering of all good,’ 
as a guiding ethos and fruitful way of seeing, developing, and designing a mosque 
complex, via exegesis of traditional Islamic sources and an embodied understanding of 
Muslim praxis and salat or prayer.
To utilise this ethos as a lens to phenomenologically read and study in relation to one 
another: the specificity of a Muslim devotional lifeworld and the very movements of the 
prayer, the quintessential architectural elements of a mosque complex, and a 
phenomenological account of salient examples of Islamic architecture. 
To draw from these lessons and manifest an understanding of an embodied adab via a 
live community consultation project and a written and sketch design proposal for a 
contemporary mosque complex that serves people, purpose and place. 
To see beyond the minaret is to read the mosque complex as a receptacle of shared life worlds 
and meaning as much as a work of architecture, and to examine interpretively the very 
meaning and purpose and origin of that symbol of Islam, the minaret, and the other 
generally accepted necessary components of mosque architecture. Seeing beyond the minaret 
is also to value the myriad Muslim communities who have manifested mosque complexes 
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over a period of 1400 years, and to establish an  ethos of an embodied adab as a sustainable 
ground for mosque design today. !e aim is both universal and specific, in that Islam is a 
filter for culture rather than a culture, and adab  is a ‘best behaviour’ that is not prescriptive 
and can - and has been - freely interpreted, yet is related to all aspects of a beneficial 
devotional Muslim life. It may have been previously unnamed in a general understanding of 
Islamic architecture, but it is fundamental to the aims of Islamic praxis and therefore 
manifest in Islamic cultural products wherever they may be found. !e present ‘open book’ 
study celebrates an embodied adab as an approach to urban design that serves the 
community as a whole, building sustainable bridges in a European context, as a concrete 
architectural and fluid, systemic and programmatic act of devotion in itself. !e aim also 
transcends and includes the European context of the live mosque project to invite a 
revaluation of mosque complexes globally, in the Muslim world and beyond, unifying the 
tired dichotomy of ‘East’ and ‘West.’ 
Methodology
As a further reflection of the meaning of adab (and it could be argued all good design) as 
the ‘gathering of all good,’ a holistic approach to research and design and the utilisation of a 
key diagram from Integral !eory make this present study also an exploration of an integral 
design approach.4  Via the Integral diagram, various facets of an embodied adab will be 
ordered within specific architectural categories, while being able to read holistically and 
holarchically in relation to one another. 
20
4 Please refer to section 1.5 Introducing Integral !eory
Our understanding of architecture is mediated by our bodies and our perception of the 
world, the life world unique to each of us an individuals, and the realms in which these 
lifeworlds become our collective shared experience. !is corporeal fact of embodied 
mediation is our measure and making meaning then of our environment, both natural and 
built. !is mediation is both a phenomenological and hermeneutic act; phenomenological 
hermeneutics is the chosen methodology of the present study, providing an interpretive key. 
5 What is being sought is not a definitive exhaustion of the ‘text’ but an exploration which 
accepts that ‘interpretation is always on the way.’
!erefore the title of the present study is Beyond the Minaret: a Space for the Spirit, a Place 
for the People - Toward an Integral Design for a Contemporary Mosque via an Embodied Adab 
or Ethos. Having read Islamic architectural history to question basic mosque grammar, and 
having considered the human choreography of space within and the built place that each 
mosque complex creates and sustains, to appreciate the cosmological nature of both 
devotional space and of ‘place,’ a holistic or integral design approach priorities the ethos of 
an embodied adab in a specific consultation and design process, and toward a final proposal. 
!e present study and the ethos of an embodied adab are a seed for future mosque complex 
designs.
Objectives:
Toward these aims and as reflection of a ‘gathering of all good,’ that brings all it needs to 
itself as an Architectural thesis, the present multidisciplinary work bridges distinct fields of 
study: 
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5 Please refer to section 1.3 Phenomenological Hermeneutics
A reading of relevant Islamic architectural history drawn from the critique of the leading 
exponents in the field, to reframe discourse and include the cultural and ethical role of 
mosque architecture.
To take from traditional Islamic teaching Exegesis of Quran, and hadith (recorded 
sayings of the Prophet) and the way or sunnah of the Prophet Muhammad, guided by 
the traditionally transmitted living master to pupil study of Islamic practice, law and 
tenets of faith known neatly as Islam, Iman and Ihsan.
To reference Sufi cosmology and symbolism from Sufi masters or Shayukh as an integral 
aspect of traditional Islamic teachings and to bridge the premodern mystical cosmology 
of Sufism and Islamic faith or Iman with the modern European phenomenology of 
Heidegger, and contemporary critical architectural theorists and historians. 
To ground all exploratory research first of all in a revived understanding of the Vitruvian 
triad of venustas, utilitas and firmitas and raise the attribute of decorum as their equal. To 
initially reappraise the general role of architecture via a Western classical framework, 
reviving an understanding of the equal attribute of decorum. !is vital ethical and 
cultural attribute is prioritised to be read in relation to those concerning function and 
structural systems and form and those of beauty or aesthetics. To encounter Ottoman 
history and architecture to connect East and West in the period of the Renaissance.
To assert that adab is a fundamental part of Muslim behaviour, service and devotion via 
the traditional teaching of Islam, Iman & Ihsan. Adab is also arrived by reading the 
sunnah or way of the Prophet Muhammad, who is to the Muslim the exemplar of an 
embodied adab.
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To establish adab as the guiding ethos of Islamic architecture that transcends and 
includes the reading of decorum. Once the role of architecture is considered an ethical 
one as much as one of an appropriate form or serving function, adab or ‘gathering of all 
good,’ or ’best behaviour’ is employed via a clear outline of Islamic theology and 
practice. 
To freely explore an embodied phenomenological understanding of the prayer to 
prioritise the choreography of devotional space that each mosque serves, applying this 
understanding to the specificity of a live project.
To experimentally use the Integral AQAL diagram as a device to order thinking where 
desired and integrate research and conclusions.
Thesis Roadmap
!e section of the introduction will via Vitruvian terminology raise the notion of decorum 
beside venustas, utilitas and firmitas, to enframe the thesis structure with clear architectural 
categories. !ough reached and prioritised through two distinct areas of research over the 
course of years, these practical architectural categories are an exact fit of the Integral AQAL 
diagram.6  Furthermore the pursuit of the ethical function of architecture and a deepened 
understanding of decorum have supported the priority of identifying a specifically Islamic 
ethos. !e introduction also asserts that our understanding of architecture is a 
phenomenological and hermeneutic act. Below is a roadmap of the thesis, a clear outline 
chapter by chapter, with brief explanations to convey the rationale of the work as a whole:
23
6 Please refer to section 1.5 Introducing Integral !eory
1. !e Problem of Islamic Architecture: an Islamic Ethos: !e first chapter is an initial 
reading of existing literature surveying mosque architecture, and an investigation of 
Arabic technical terms, incorporating the voices of Islamic Architecture historians while 
questioning the very term ‘Islamic Architecture,’ to approach the subject of both 
mosque architecture and an Islamic ethos. !e definitions of mosques as vernacular, 
historicist, and cross cultural synthesis are considered, and integrated with an 
understanding of the mosque as a vessel for Islamic praxis, the devotional life and 
practice of the Muslim community. !e life pattern that each mosque serves is 
attributed to the source that is the ‘way’ or sunnah of the Prophet Muhammad. !e 
importance of cosmology found in both sacred Sufi texts and Quranic exegesis is 
established to see sunnah as a simultaneously spatial and spiritual aspect of being 
Muslim. Between the movement of Islamic Architectural discourse and Islamic praxis 
and spirituality, the ethos of adab is proposed.
2. Adab as the Gathering of all Good: From key hadith or sayings of the Prophet, the key 
importance of adab is elucidated as an ethos which holistically speaking transcends and 
includes the fundamental two practices of shariah and sunnah. To emphatically assert 
the importance of adab, a complete outline of Islamic practice, faith and spiritual 
excellence or Islam, Iman and Ihsan is o#ered, and Muhammad as Message and 
Messenger is equally o#ered as the exemplar of an embodied adab. !is  introduction to 
Islam is the product of not only textual sources but direct instruction from the British 
Muslim Sufi Shaykh Abdalhaqq Bewley, who is the C21st living exponent of an 
unbroken chain of teaching going back to the Prophet.
3. Architecture of the Prayer:  An embodied adab as human attribute and ethos is 
extended to explore the architecture of the prayer, the precise choreographed 
movements and collective inner psychological world that lie at the heart of each 
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Muslim’s lifeworld, orientating the relationship with the phenomenal world. 
Heidegger’s Fourfold Oneness is freely interpreted to correlate with the physical 
sequence of the prayer and the intentionality corresponding to each physical position, 
the cosmology that makes each prayer space a place of meaning in the act of prayer. !e 
source of the Prophet’s mosque in Madinah is described, to distill the key elements of 
mosque architecture, and see beyond the general vision of the mosque that grew from 
developing empires and the synthesis of cultures and technical knowledges, and connect 
this original historic space for communal prayer with an embodied understanding of 
prayer itself. Finally a general investigation into the commonly celebrated elements of 
mosque architecture such as calligraphy and geometry reflects architecture as something 
that is culturally and linguistically specific while being also decoration, decorum and a 
designed and fabricated ‘mirror’ of the One. 
4. A European Mosque: Identity & Change:  !e universal essentials of what constitutes 
a mosque, and the elaboration of every society of these bare elements, meets the diverse 
multicultural situation of a European context, where the subject of the mosque as 
symbol of Islam is fraught with tensions and di"culties resulting from multi-various 
global geopolitical socioeconomic crises, military actions and battling ideologies. !e 
chapter is an opening conversation about identity surrounding the mosque, or rather 
about evolving and conflicting identities; negotiating the problem of Islamophobia, the 
East-West dialectic and a largely ethnocentric Othering in all its pervasive forms. 
Focussing on the Koln Mosque as microcosm of the problems and potential of the 
European mosque, important questions are raised about national and religious identity 
in a secular society.
5. Lessons from the Ottomans and Master Architect Sinan:  A phenomenological 
account of three key mosque complexes - the Suleymaniye Camii, Selimiye Camii, and 
Semsi Pasa Camii by Mimar Sinan, and the earliest known university hospitals and 
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kulliye exemplar, commissioned by Beyezid II. By walking through the buildings, by the 
act of inhabitation and exploration, an embodied adab can be appreciated, as the 
decorum of Sultans. What is o#ered in this new encounter is a resistance to the narrow 
association of the Osmanli masjid as the silhouette of conquest and empire, to focus on 
the more nuanced devotional architectural details of an established civilisation that 
bridged the east and the west.
6. Lessons from Sidi Karim Viudes and the Granada Mosque: !is study encounters 
not only an eclectic Spanish mosque, built at the dawn of the C21st, but the vibrant 
Sufi Muslim community it serves, and the reflections of the Sufi architect who built it. 
In stark contrast to ‘Lessons from the Ottomans,’ no ruler commissioned this work, and 
the power to even build it at all was a battle that no Sultan would know. Despite this 
lack of agency on the urban scale, many aspects of an embodied adab are contained in 
both the paradoxical design process and in the way in which the complex serves Muslim 
and Non-Muslim. Above all the account is of an authentically Spanish mosque that 
knows its place, in the spirit of decorum as what is prepon or appropriate.
7. Eton Green Mosque Project Case Study: All previous research meets the real challenges 
and potential of a live community funded mosque project in the Midlands UK. !e 
ethos of an embodied adab must serve not only the client but the surrounding Non-
Muslims and so from inception adab is the guiding principle to find common ground 
and develop a program appropriate to people, purpose and place, that can sustain the 
maintenance of the buildings while benefitting the area as a whole. !e development 
process engages with Islamic trust or waqf law and contracts from which all responsible 
parties are named and the intent of an embodied adab in both building design and 
program is stated.
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8. Walking !rough the Text of Eton Green Mosque: !e intent of the sketch design 
proposal is written as a narrative to be journeyed through, as an act of imagination as 
experience and to avoid the priority of plan, sections and elevation and a model, though 
these are employed to guide the visitor, and show the paths that have been walked 
through the complex. !e imagery is secondary to the text, the broad brushstroke 
tectonics of an embodied adab.
9. Conclusion: A final summary and reflection on insights gathered together, and on the 
ramifications of establishing the ethos of an embodied adab.
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1.2 Reappraising the Role of Architecture
How the discipline of architecture is understood and practiced today connects to the 
cultural and technological foundations upon which it rests, having a direct bearing on all 
building and designing, no less for buildings with a pre-modern pedigree. !e present work 
is placed within wider architectural discourse, and experimentally employs a meta-theory7 
which bravely claims to move beyond the main paradigms of the C20th, while endeavoring 
to embrace their best attributes. However here what is merely sought is a framework and 
filter for design, a way to gather and understand and order the multifaceted role of 
architecture at the dawn of the C21st. !erefore an appraisal of the role of architecture 
today involves a re-appraisal of the generally accepted definition of architecture itself.
 
!e Vitruvian Triad of utilitas, firmitas and venustas, or ‘commodity, firmness and delight’ 
have their modern linguistic counterparts in function, technology and form. It has been 
reasoned that these were but a general list of attributes or properties in the ‘Ten Books of 
Architecture,’ elevated during the Renaissance (C14th-C17th) to become the very definition 
of architecture.8  From that same transformative epoch onwards the academic subject of 
Aesthetics has further rendered the attribute of form as a separate study of formal 
vocabularies and styles, or as decoration. 
Any understanding of what the mosque has been, is, and most of all might be in the future, 
is coloured by the wider perception of architecture, in particular the most influential 
movements of the twentieth century: Modernism, Post-Modernism and Deconstruction. As 
clearly summarised by Dittmar, all movements o#er a di#erent play on the Vitruvian triad 
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within architectural discourse, while all being ‘a product of the object orientated world view 
and paradigm that underlies and controls architecture.’9 
Following Dittmar, we can briefly outline the most notable tensions between these key 
movements. !e architecture of Modernism attempts to abstract human existence to the 
role of function and space (function + technology = beauty), architecture as aesthetic 
engineering. !is is pithily encapsulated by Mies van der Rohe’s manifesto statement, ‘less 
is more.’ Postmodernism reacts to or counters Modernism by adding aesthetics - primarily 
as decoration - as an additional element to the building as shelter (building + form). !e 
ornamentation of any previous era can be appropriated. !is was neatly asserted as a 
reaction to Modernism by Venturi’s witty quip, ‘less is a bore.’ Deconstruction, as a 
tributary running alongside Postmodernism, also attempts to take apart univalent meaning 
to confront multiplicity and fragmentary and decentralised realities; born from the 
overarching relativism of Postmodern thought which counteres Modernisms assumption of 
objectivity. In e#ect Deconstruction experimentally narrows technical and functional 
matters ‘to a mere issue of aesthetics, works of art, to be explored and contemplated rather 
than inhabited.’10  !e immense scope and influence of these movements cannot be 
overestimated, and only a brief summary here must su"ce; however they will be returned 
to once Integral theory has been introduced, and viewed again via an Integral framework.
!is is obviously a simple summary of di#erences. What is being sought is a re-evaluation 
of the ethical role of architecture, to gain a useful approach to understanding the role of the 
mosque. Historicity is paramount in our reading of the lived and remembered and recorded 
continuity of time that is the mosque, written in Islamic histories and connected to so 
many Muslims’ lifeworlds since the dawn of Islam. !e ideas that have shaped and 




many, yet they are unified by the aim of worship, seeking knowledge and sustaining 
communities. 
!is work places the re-reading of the mosque within the understanding that architecture - 
including the shifting emphasis of the Vitruvian Triad in the movements of the past 100 or 
so years - is not only an embodiment of technical, functional and aesthetic concerns but is a 
fundamental manifestation of the mortal human condition of our dwelling in the world. A 
phenomenologically hermeneutic methodology enables a return to the subject of the 
mosque in both its human and revelatory aspects, where praxis is understood as amal 
(arabic, literally action or behaviour). !e entire study is one of translation and 
interpretation illustrating that all architecture and design emerges from this dialogue. 
Notions of Islam as a tradition and continuity, and a set of human life patterns that are 
practised, can be included in an integral understanding of architecture as a locus of our 
being in the world. To quote Dittmar at length:
!e meaning of a work of architecture - and its logic - comes from “within’ rather than 
“without” (i.e. it is not imported from previous precedents, normative theories, or aesthetic 
ideologies). As the nature of the work emerges and its understanding becomes clearer, so 
does its form as the manifestation of this understanding. Design is, therefore, an 
evolutionary learning process, a process of exploration, discovery, understanding and 
interpretation. i.e. it is fundamentally a hermeneutic process. Furthermore, since its subject 
is the question of our being and dwelling in the world, design is more than a process of 
solving functional. spatial, technological and formal problems: it is inherently a 
phenomenological and ontological process.11  
Reading mosque architecture as a subject is fragmentary if framed purely in aesthetic terms. 
Islamic art historian Oleg Grabar’s statement above, that architecture ‘can be assimilated to 
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language,’ testifies to the fact that meaning does not lie innately with each material but is 
openly interpreted as ‘the most unique expression of man’s ambition and aesthetic drive.’12 
An aesthetic reading of each edifice does not reveal the multiple roles and meanings of the 
mosque, so further means and methods are needed to weigh fully the interrelated web of 
phenomena that form the various aspects of the ground of each building as its materiality. 
To assert the Gadamerian understanding that a building is never only a work of art, is to 
seek to reveal inter-subjective and inter-objective perspectives which constitute this ground, 
whether the mosque is built by a sultan or a sufi dervish, a wealthy agency of the state or a 
small self funded self build community. 
1.2 Phenomenological Hermeneutics 
Architecture must contribute to communicative space. It would not survive if it ignored the 
deep semantic conversations through which it can be understood. Contrary to naive 
postmodern attempts to revive historical forms and apply them to contemporary situations, 
its aim is rather to grasp architectural modes of expression and responses to the enduring 
questions of humanity. We can understand historical art and architecture because we have 
learnt to translate through time. !ough humanity lacks a shared cosmology, our historicity 
is a gift that we have barely begun to appreciate. 
Alberto Perez-Gomez, Built Upon Love: Architectural Longing After Ethics & Aesthetics13
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Our understanding of architecture is mediated by our bodies and our perception of the 
world, the life world unique to each of us an individuals, and the realms in which these 
lifeworlds become our collective shared experience. !is corporeal fact of embodied 
mediation is our measure and making meaning then of our environment, both natural and 
built. !is mediation is both a phenomenological and hermeneutic act. Phenomenological 
hermeneutics is the chosen methodology of the present study. What is being sought is not a 
definitive exhaustion of the ‘text’ but an exploration which  accepts that ‘interpretation is 
always on the way.’14 
Hermeneutics is broadly understood as the, ‘theory or art of explication, of interpretation,’ 
indeed of understanding, which Hans-Georg Gadamer (1900-2002) connects to the Greek 
techne (skill) via the direct German translation of kunstlehre (know-how).15 !eoretical and 
practical meaning is bridged when we see hermeneutics as not only a skill but a, ‘natural 
human capacity.’16 !e post-phenomenologist Don Ihde states, that Hermeneutics is not ‘a 
well defined field,’ and historically has a broadness of use ranging from interpretation as 
logic in Aristotle’s (384-322BC) Peri Hermeneias, as the art of making clear what is obscure 
in Plato’s (424-348BC) Techne Hermeneia, and the exegesis of levels of meaning in sacred 
texts.17 
Phenomenology is literally the study of “phenomena,” either the appearances of things or 
things as they appear to us in our experience, or the ways in which we experience things. 
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!e meanings things have in our experience is therefore a phenomenological question.18 
!e contemporary philosopher Durmot Moran describes Phenomenology as ‘a radical way 
of doing philosophy, a practice rather than a system’ which stresses the ‘mediating role of 
the body in perception.’19  !is echoes the founding Phenomenologist Husserl’s 
(1859-1938) notion of the thingly-real, where ‘all that is thingly-real in the surrounding 
world of the Ego has its relation to the body.’20  !e human subject, via embodied 
consciousness, subjectively understands the world in which he or she is enmeshed, in a vast 
shifting network of experiences and memories. 
Humankind, both independently and at a collective level, finds in the built environment ‘a 
place for existential orientation;’ and a locus of ‘meaningful action, (which) contributes to 
an understanding of one’s place in the world.’21 In Built Upon Love - Architectural Longing 
After Ethics and Aesthetics, Perez-Gomez speaks of the pivotal loss of embodied experience in 
place of an objective Cartesian space in the C17th, holding Descartes ‘responsible for the 
thinning and objectification of space.’22  !e ramifications of this shift in perception via 
technology and scientific enquiry, of how we see the world and consciously or 
unconsciously objectify the word around us, are felt today in all aspects of modern living, 
from our ‘virtual social networks’ to the flatscapes of our commercial architecture, our 
homegenised high streets, and our impressive commercial renders which rarely show a 
building from anything but the perspective of a god or a bird or a hot air balloon. Perez-
Gomez poetically (and polemically) states that it is Merleau Ponty who suggests that ‘when 
perspectiva artificialis was consecrated as the prime epistemological level, depth (the 
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19 Durmot Moran, Introduction to Phenomenology, (London: Routledge) 2000, p. 4.
20 Mark Edmund Husserl, ‘Material !ings in !eir Relation to the Aesthetic Body: !e Constitution of Psychic Reality !rough the 
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21 !omas Barrie, !e Sacred In-Between - !e Mediating Roles of Architecture (Oxon: Routledge, 2010) p. 21.
22 Pérez-Gómez, Built Upon Love, p. 58.
bittersweet space of eros) lost its status as the first dimension and became merely one of 
three dimensions, equivalent to length and width.’23  A phenomenological approach to 
design aims to counter this loss of depth, to grasp what Perez-Gomez calls the ‘thick vivid 
present’ of our embodied existence.24 !e language used here may be deeply poetic, and 
this is so because our human condition itself is one of being and dwelling and 
understanding our world. We can cooly examine the poetics and still see that the thick vivid 
present is the stu# of good architectural design.
Phenomenology becomes hermeneutic when its method is taken to be interpretive; 
accordingly subjectivity is the pre-given fact of our experiencing and understanding of 
phenomena. !omas Barrie, author of !e Sacred In-Between - !e Mediating Roles of 
Architecture, states that, ‘it is only by recognizing and contextualizing the subjectivity we 
bring to any analytic exercise that we can fully engage the work at hand.’25 Interpretation is 
not considered to be definitive, and what is more, following Gadamer, ‘the first guiding 
insight is to admit the endlessness of the task.’26 Nonetheless, an interpretive process here 
aims to contribute to the concrete outcome of a building. It is the problem and privilege of 
architecture to understand and engage with the paradoxical and fertile tensions between the 
‘open’ subject of design, and the limits of a specific site and purpose and its final concrete 
manifestation. Via language and memory, a hermeneutic and phenomenological 
methodology may enable us to encounter, along the way, the ethical role of architecture as 
the cultural manifestation of dwelling on the earth, in stark contrast to the classical 
tendency of Art History, which Perez-Gomez cites as describing monuments in ‘stylistic 
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terms, deliberately divorcing ritual function from so-called aesthetic attributes.’27   A 
mosque cannot be divorced from its ritual function; in fact the present study will explore 
the notion that the unseen architecture of the Muslim prayer, the very choreographed 
movements of the body in prayer, is the mosque itself.
As argued by Giambattista Vico (1668-1744), the lived situation - in fact thinking itself - is 
rooted in a cultural context, with its specific history and language, where to, ‘understand 
oneself is thus to understand the genealogy of one's own intellectual horizon.’28  An 
architectural reading of a specific lived situation can therefore encompass ethical, political 
and social realms as well as addressing the ‘onto-theology’ that is at the heart of a 
devotionally defined communities’ life-world. An embodied phenomenological approach to 
an embodied understanding of mosque architecture in no way diminishes the details of 
devotion; rather it re-orientates fixed approaches and clichéd assumptions concerning a 
devotional communities’ praxis when, ‘One of the central problems of Humanism is not 
man, but the question of the original context, the horizon of ‘openness’ in which man and 
his world appear.29
Such an embodied reorientation of our original context, the horizon of ‘openness’ in which 
we find ourselves, a"rms that design is an ontological and phenomenological and 
hermeneutic process. Design as an embodied act returns the matter to the root C15th 
Italian meaning of disegno: simultaneously present as manifestation, intention and 
conception.30 Each Muslim lifeworld, however varied from person to person, shares a single 
source and devotional intent, prior to sects and schisms and modern political movements. 
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!is study celebrates that original ground while acknowledging the specific cultural context 
of each mosque community.
In an essay on the communicative role of architecture, Dalibor Vesely speaks of the 
historicity of our existence as a ‘depth of the present,’31 rather than the idea of history as 
merely a reductive account of our past. Identifying the root of our shared history in 
dwelling on the earth indicates a means to understand our place (with)in the natural world 
and the human made cultural artefacts that have manifested and continue to manifest as a 
part of it. To understand the ‘deep present’ of our life patterns, mirrored by the built 
environment that we live in, requires multiple perspectives of all interrelated aspects of our 
shared life-worlds. !ese interrelated worlds contain many subjective and objective 
individual and collective realms, which are in myriad ways connected to corporeal existence 
and to dwelling, and therefore the act of design. From a simple shelter to a complex city, 
the built environment is an integration of personal experience and of purpose, cultural fit 
and function, form and representation, with webs of networks and systems and changing 
technologies: all surrendered to the inevitability of time and entropy. 
Human intentionality, our history and its concrete and metaphysical manifestation, and 
our relationship with the natural conditions of existence are holistically interwoven, and 
crucial to understanding the ‘communicative’ role of architecture. Vesely concludes: 
!e link between intentions, history and natural conditions (are) vital for the place and role 
of architecture in culture. What is vital for the coherence and meaning of culture is the 
continuity of reference between the more articulated levels of culture and the levels of its 
embodiment in natural conditions. !e continuity of reference can be seen as a reciprocity 
of articulation and embodiment or as an ongoing communicative movement.32
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As has been argued above, the Vitruvian attribute of ‘delight’ or venustas, the attribute of 
beauty, became pinned like a dead butterfly in the archives of Aesthetics. !is study of 
Beauty, and the cataloguing of styles and eras, although valuable, has contributed to the 
disconnection of decoration from decorum. !e reduction of architectural practice to a 
technological skill serving program, and the general use of architecture on a Global scale as 
the most prestigious form of object making, has resulted in one attribute inevitably 
becoming dominant. !e instrumentalisation of technology, beginning with rapid 
technological progress from the C19th onwards and the specialisation of industrial 
production, has seen the key split between architecture (as aesthetic design and planning), 
and engineering and construction (as building). All specialist skilled areas are essential parts 
of architectural design, yet from this objectification not only architectural history but our 
present perception and study of architecture is reduced to typology, to taxonomic 
classification of characteristics. 
Academically, the subject matter of the ontological dwelling place of humankind in the 
world becomes the issue of other institutional departments, beyond the walls of the 
architectural school. While particular architectural theory courses may well attempt to 
prioritise a recovery of meaning and purpose from the realms of the humanities, this is 
often seen as a Postmodern relativism at odds with the necessary techne or skillful 
knowledge of computer aided design, and the preparation of each student for Industry. 
Undoubtedly a pragmatic balance must be met between poetics and professional practice. 
Yet the fundamental first step, the recovery of the ‘subject - the question of our being, and 
the subject matter of architecture, the question of our place in the world,’ involves an 
engagement with the lived reality of architecture, therefore it is a ‘phenomenological and 
ontological process.’33
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1.3 Decorum and Ethos
A key to dwelling as the fundamental cultural role and function of architecture lies once 
more with a principle employed by Vitruvius, absent from the triad of beauty, form and 
function: decorum. !is principle, as decor, can be defined as ‘that by which one could judge 
that the form of a building was appropriate for use,’ fitting or suitable to needs.34 Decorum, 
as conduct, addresses the subject of how a building behaves. Via this definition we also 
approach ethos as that which ‘acknowledges the cultural constitution of patterns of 
behaviour.’35 !e lived patterns which architecture serves have their own specific qualitative 
and quantitative measures, which the principle of decorum unifies.
Vesely observes the continuity of ethos in its equivalents of convenance, or bienseance, which 
emerged from the tradition of decorum, citing Blondel’s assertion that convenance ‘ought 
to be regarded as the most essential aspect of building.36  By means of it the architect 
ensures the dignity and character of the edifice. What we mean by convenance is called by 
Vitruvius bienseance (decor).’37  Where modern use of the term character has, like decor, 
literally brought it to the surface of architectural discourse, in a more considered reading, 
convenance and bienseance ‘move into the depth of architectural reality,’ closer toward an 
order understood as ethos.38 !is revives a deeper discourse beyond the divided ‘tension 
between ethical and aesthetic meaning of representation’ towards decorum as prepon 
(appropriateness), translating from Latin to Greek to a definition of what is proper, ‘a 
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harmonious participation in the order of reality, as well as the outward expression of that 
order.’39 A"rming this definition of an ethos as not only what is characteristic or particular, 
but what is proper and good, and as the priority of architecture, bridges ethical and 
aesthetic and technical divisions. 
!e attribute of an Islamic ethos of the mosque can be sought, with a revived understanding 
of decorum, and of the particular space and place where praxis is reiterated daily. !e 
hermeneutic circle must then identify this ethos, re-reading the historicity of the mosque as 
an embodied architecture, and return it to the subject of the contemporary mosque in a 
manner suitable and appropriate to its present and specific need and situation. Knowledge 
includes the understanding that Islamic praxis transcends and includes the various cultural 
and historic permutations of mosque across the world: it is the key to seeing beyond the 
minaret, moving from appearance to reality, description to understanding.
1.4 Introducing Integral Theory 
Integral !eory is a useful framework for the multi-disciplinary task of design, o#ering a 
holistic overview within which subjective and objective perspectives can be integrated: 
perspectives can be read in relationship and at varying levels of complexity, rather than 
being studied as fragments or specialisms. !e word integral stems back from Wilber - 
‘philosopher, transpersonal psychologist and prolific author,’40 - to the teaching and written 
works of philosophers Jean Gebser and Sri Aurobindo, two of a vast range of thinkers and 
related disciplines from which Wilber has drawn.41 It could be said that Integral theory is 
concerned with moving from knowledge of the part to the whole, in whatever subject it is 
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used for. In that respect it is both a meta-theory and an attempt at what Wilber himself has 
bravely called a ‘!eory of Everything.’ 
!e disclaimer of the present study is that it is not concerned with the validity of Integral 
!eory as a bonafide ‘theory of everything,’ and the attempts through the ages to gather 
and unify knowledge as one, be it in the spiritual and philosophical and often Eastern 
influenced movements of the C20th and C21st (from which Integral !eory has drawn 
and developed much from) or the Ionian Enlightenment of the C6th; All are essentially 
holistic frameworks in themselves, o#ering a picture of the world. !e key diagram of 
Integral !eory will be utilised as an ordering of knowledges and research and design 
intentions. However, the core ethos of Wilber’s Integral !eory, which is concerned with 
human psychological development and spiritual evolution and wellbeing, and the problem 
of how we live as a part of our environment on the earth, is entirely respected. !e popular 
perception of what Islam is may be understandably overshadowed by modern nihilist 
movements that claim their catastrophic ideology as the only authentic Islam, or the various 
dogmas, schisms and sectarian divides that undermine the idea of one unified Muslim 
group or Ummah. !e present study asserts that Islam, as a living and breathing way of life, 
is fundamentally concerned with human development and ecological priorities as part of a 
healthy, grateful and devotional practice. !e theory, and its main diagram are employed to 
gather interrelated fields of research to apply to the singular built thing and sum of parts 
that is a mosque complex or imaret.
!e present study’s experimental application of an Integral framework has benefitted from 
and further develops an architectural reading of Integral !eory by Peter Buchanan in !e 
Architectural Review. Introducing a 12 part series of essays by Buchanan entitled ‘!e Big 
Rethink Campaign,’ AR Editor Catherine Slessor calls them a timely paradigm shift for 
architectural design, and describes Integral !eory as, ‘a rich, inclusive and transdisciplinary 
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means of analysing architecture in both its objective and subjective dimensions.’42 
Buchanan proposes using Integral theory as a complete framework which ‘is concerned 
with integrating or at least bringing into relationship, all the rapidly expanding knowledge 
now available yet fragmented between specialisms.’43  Alongside ‘!e Big Rethink 
Campaign,’ Integral Sustainable Design, by Mark Dekay calls Integral theory a 
‘comprehensive framework for understanding the complexity of multiple competing 
theories, methods and products of any human knowledge domain.’44 DeKay’s priority of 
sustainable design will in part be shown to be in accord with the priorities of a suitable 
design ethos for a contemporary mosque. Nature and our dwelling place as a part of it, is 
no less a priority for a holistic vision of Islamic praxis and the building that serves it then 
the demands of a ritual space.
!is current work is enframed by the subject of the contemporary mosque while extending 
outwards to address architecture as a whole and is an open exploration of the proposal that 
the vital correspondence between a particular program and a specific site can connect to any 
useful knowledge needed via an Integral framework. Via this framework a range of 
understandings and applications can emerge from the very inception of the design process 
onwards. It is worth noting Buchanan’s observations that in formulating Integral !eory:
Wilber sought to bring together the teachings of the East and the West, and so science and 
spirituality. Besides being an intellectual system, Wilber intends Integral theory to guide 
personal and spiritual development, another cause of academic resistance.45 
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Tellingly, Wilber’s work - including his monumental 1000 page long Sex, Ecology and 
Spirituality -   are largely published by Shambala Press, who produce esoteric developmental 
works and primarily a large corpus of translated sacred Buddhist texts. Despite some 
influence in various fields of academia, and the e#orts of Buchanan in !e Architecture 
Review and the recent important work by DeKay, Wilber’s ambitious published works on 
Integral !eory, and the Integral Institute that has grown from them, are paradoxical and 
controversial and have not yet gained the academic approval of peer reviews. Wilber’s 
attempt at one unifying framework that accepts both science and spirituality could in itself 
be said to place him outside such scrutiny. 
!e holistic manifestation of the mosque, in a specifically secular society, is then surely a 
most appropriate subject for the application of Integral !eory in the fields of architectural 
history, theory and design and architectural practice. Wilber has developed Integral theory 
as a meta-theory, which for over a decade has been expanded upon by others in various 
fields, most notably for architectural purposes by Buchanan and Dekay. Buchanan writes 
that the lack of application within architecture to date is a ‘damning testimony to the 
damage wrought by the distractions of theory courses and academic courses still recycling 
the same irrelevant philosophies and literary thinking.’46 Such strong words and polemics 
are used by Buchanan in the campaign essays to urge the reader to address the wider issues 
of ecology and the cultural contribution and role of architecture today. Hearing that call 
and seeing the usefulness of the core Integral diagram, this study is in contrast a gentle and 
openly exploratory use of the basic Integral framework.
!e origin of the deceptively simple All Quadrants All Levels diagram (AQAL) central to 
Integral theory, is in itself a telling story. Buchanan states that while researching his key 
work to date, Sex, Ecology and Spirituality, Wilber was seeking a framework to integrate a 
vast array of developmental theories:
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His operating assumption was that every one of them must have some value – if only a 
framework could be devised to show how they relate to each other, so also highlighting 
relative strengths and weaknesses. He tried placing his folders of notes about each theory 
into piles together with others of similar character, hoping this would reveal further 
commonalities as the basis for an integrative framework. But always the folders formed four 
independent piles with little to link them – until he recognised these as the quadrants of 
what became the AQAL diagram.47   
!e basic AQAL diagram above after Wilber and Buchanan is the key matrix from which 
can follow many variations to suit:
• Upper Left (UL): Personal experience and psychology. Interior and Individual.
• Lower Left (LL): A cultural or meanings perspective. Interior and Collective.
• Upper Right (UR): A behavioural or functional singular perspective. Exterior and 
Individual.
• Lower Right (LR): A multiple or systems or social perspective. Exterior and Collective.
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!e AQAL quadrants occupy two cross axes. !e upper part of the vertical axis (UL & UR) 
marks the realm of the individual and the lower part (LL & LR), the collective. !e left 
part of the horizontal axis marks the realm of the subjective or interior (the dialogical realm) 
and the right part its opposite, the objective or exterior realm (the monological realm). 
Buchanan states that, ‘each quadrant has specific criteria for assessing its own validity and 
its own intellectual disciplines and associated thinkers – very few of whom develop all four 
quadrants.’48 
!e four quadrants o#er architecture perspectives on any aspect of both man made artefacts 
and nature which can then be viewed simultaneously, each quadrant being whole in itself 
yet part of a larger whole; with diagonal lines introducing developmental levels each known 
in Integral terms as a holon (a term coined by Arthur Koestler). Increasing levels of 
complexity form holarchies, which transcend and include simpler or earlier levels. Systems 
holism, seen by many according to Buchanan as, ‘the paradigm to succeed modernity,’ only 
address the right objective quadrants, thereby delimiting all inquiry to monological realms of 
modern positivist modes of thinking.49 However, as Wilber states, human beings are also 
holons, ‘like absolutely everything else in the Kosmos,’50 !e diagonal lines that bisect each 
quadrant not only introduce a developmental dimension, but indicate that increasing levels 
of complexity in one quadrant assume an increase of complexity in the other quadrants. All 
perspectives are interrelated, and lower levels of complexity or development are 
fundamental to higher levels. !is reading of the part and the whole, and the movement 
between them, is analogous to the conception, design and construction of a building and 
both the subjective and objective requirements within any architectural brief. It is 
analogous too of natural systems in general. It is seen in the example of any process of 
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the design process unfolds. !e understanding of a clients intention and budget constraints, 
married to the specificity of program and site, begin to inform materiality, tectonics, spacial 
sequences and so on as the design process evolves and becomes more complex.
Viewing the world as an interrelated network of elements questions the traditional model of 
material science, where understanding is sought through an abstraction of context and a 
rigorous yet reductive method and analysis. At its most ambitious levels of complexity, 
Integral theory builds upon emerging scientific traditions that include Quantum Physics, 
Systems theory, Chaos theory, Web theory and various ‘Green’ and ‘New’ sciences, that all 
point to the idea that things are more fully known within their wider web of 
relationships.51 
At an embodied human scale also, such a world view allows the many aspects of living and 
dwelling to be seen as grounded in the corporeal realm as a whole, which allows nature 
itself, in the language of Wilber, to be transcended and included. Integral theory is 
developmental by nature and is in broad terms concerned with how cultures, organisms, 
and indeed the very notion of human consciousness, evolve and develop. Four key human 
stages along Wilber’s evolutionary (Diagonal AQAL) lines of development are marked as: 
ego-centric, (self-centred), ethno-centric (centred upon the tribe, nation-state or race), 
world-centric (sustainability centred), to biosphere-centred (an Integral vision which 
inspires remedial action).52  It is important to note then that within this shifting web of 
relationships, material science is not rejected, but is once again, transcended and included. 
Buchanan claims that this holistic approach can ‘inform… a cultural vision properly 
grounded in… empirical realities inspiring enough to motivate e#ective collective action.’ 
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!e wider global claims of Integral !eory are beyond the scope of this study. However, in 
the spirit of viewing the mosque complex as a manifestation within and part of the wider 
built environment, which is itself an extension and part of the natural environment, the 
holarchic reality is the same at all scales of life. A holistic vision also resonates with the 
Islamic world view of unity called tawhid, literally meaning ‘making one’ or to declare that 
Allah is One, which also asserts that existence is one, united yet multiple. Integral theory 
further proposes that all elements of humankind’s endeavours, the noosphere, transcend and 
include the natural world, biosphere, which has immense ramifications to how we 
ecologically engage with designing our built environment, as we face the consequences of 
our actions and witness the pollution and degradation of natural habitats a#ecting myriad 
creatures and systems as well as adapting to diminishing ice caps and the cyclic ravages of 
weather systems in the form of storms and tsunamis.53  
While Integral theory attempts to tackle the great questions of what Wilber refers to as the 
Kosmos – the physical cosmos, which includes all forms of consciousness and culture 
manifest within it - our architectural exploration is allowed to focus in on the immediate 
level of architecture as microcosm. !e mosque complex is a microcosm of the Muslim 
community, and most important social dwelling place in a Muslim’s urban environment, 
and therefore potentially a great locus of meaning and benefit. !e work of architecture, 
however humble, as a self-contained environment is yet part of a whole (i.e. a holon), woven 
into the urban fabric and linked to a wider web of relationships, which include both an ever 
changing cultural manifestation and direct human experience. Patterns of movement and 
purpose, even the meanings embedded and shared in language, together inform the 
sequence of spaces in architectural design. 
Arabic can elucidate an Islamic perspective on the ‘wholeness’ of a built form. !e term 
kulliye is still used today to refer to the mosque complex; stemming from the Arabic kull or 
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‘whole,’ a Quranic term that can in fact describe the unity of the entire Kosmos. !e mosque 
complex, like all architectural works, can be seen as a microcosmic unity of parts; 
interrelated functions and consequent forms which create varying kinds of unified wholes. 
!is increases in scope to seeing the mosque complex as a mixed purpose nodal point in the 
urban environment, connected by paths to other urban nodal points. 
!e holistic framework of Integral theory can then include not only the pragmatic and 
poetic but also the spiritual perspectives crucial to the very concept of a mosque complex, 
engaging with the core Islamic spiritual philosophy of those who use it. !is is key when 
the very act of Islamic prayer presupposes a lifeworld which contains a ‘seen world’ (‘alam 
al-shahada), and an ‘unseen world’ (‘alam al-ghayb), a sensory realm (hiss), and a realm of 
meaning (mana). !e meaning realm naturally corresponds to the subjective individual and 
collective AQAL quadrants (UL & LL), and the sensory realm the objective individual and 
collective quadrants (UR & LR). An interpretive and ontological approach to design, which 
includes semiotics, can show that even a single word indicates approaches to understanding 
and designing; as Buchanan agrees, ‘only language plays as important a role as architecture 
in driving the cultural evolution by which we have created ourselves.’54 
Gulru Necipoglu, a leading scholar on the work of the master Ottoman architect Sinan, 
states that the term imaret, and not kulliye, was used at the height of Ottoman society by 
both Sinan and the Osmanli court. !e Turkish word imaret, denoting the mosque complex 
in any variation, from the Arabic word ‘imara, semantically embodies improvement by: 
cultivating, building, inhabiting, populating and civilising. From the same Arabic trilateral 
root the term ‘umran (‘-m-r) denotes inhabitedness, populousness, prosperity, and the very 
concept of civilisation.55 !ere are myriad historic examples of various integrally designed 
buildings surrounding the devotional core of the mosque itself across the globe. All can be 
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said to serve the local populace beyond providing a place for the prayer, with various 
combinations of components including markets, baths, hospitals, or schools. It is indicative 
of a general decay of both language and Ottoman decorum that the term now refers 
primarily to a soup kitchen for the destitute. !e original meaning of the whole has been 
lost in translation and time, and only a single part of it remains. At the very least, this 
surviving fragment indicates the priority of service and aiding those in need.
1.5 Design via an Integral Framework
By expanding upon the basic quadrants of the AQAL diagram, a range of perspectives 
pertinent to architectural theory and practice are revealed. !e expanded AQAL diagram 
(overleaf ), Buchanan’s ‘example of a four quadrant curriculum,’56 succinctly illustrates the 
worth of integrating largely fragmented specialisms in education and practice, to whatever 
degree of complexity may be appropriate.  !e realms of knowledge in the quadrants are 
neither exhaustive nor all essential; they however do encompass the general range of 
concerns that architecture at its very best addresses. 
From such a gathering of perspectives, we can easily conclude that architectural practice 
prioritises in the main the right hand objective quadrants. Any architect or student of 
architecture will begin to identify particular theory and design modules studied at under-
graduate and post-graduate level (in various quadrants), and most will see perhaps where 
their own special interests lie, or where a particular architectural practice may well specialise 
within the industry. Despite the need for a fully rounded architectural education, and the 
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length and expense of studies; despite the need to negotiate professional practice and legal 
accountability, and the possible future of designing incredibly complex structures and 
programs, a modern internationally recognised architectural education fails to fully prepare 
students for architectural practice. Despite the pressing concerns of this age, the ecological 
consequences of human society and the crisis of the global economy, architectural practice 
as a whole is slow to engage with the full range of concerns critical to our built and natural 
environment. Understandably, architecture is a lifetime’s pursuit, and as a discipline 
architecture must surely evolve to meet the ongoing challenges of this epoch. !e AQAL 
diagram beautifully illustrates the comprehensive range of knowledge which may be needed 
for any project, with increasing forms of collaboration across many fields, architectural and 
otherwise:57
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Commercial thinking, essential as it is, often frustrates the possibilities of the design 
process, when client and architect act according to the well worn dictum, ‘form follows 
finance,’ and privilege the art of the object over that of the subject. However, the most 
enduring works of architecture balance aesthetic, technical and ethical concerns. Such a 
balancing, or holistic approach to design, echoes the call for an integration of what Wilber 
calls the ‘Big !ree,’ (after Plato), which correspond with the AQAL diagram as follows:58 
• !e Beautiful: Art & Aesthetics (UL)
• !e Good: Morals & Culture (LL)
• !e True: Nature & Science (UR & LR)
‘!e Big !ree’ can equally be summarised as ‘I’, ’We’ and ‘IT.’ ‘I’ is the Upper left 
Quadrant, ‘We’ is the Lower Left Quadrant and ‘IT’ is both the Upper and Lower Right 
Quadrants. All are an inextricable part of how we experience, share and dwell in the 
manifest world. Wilber (like many others) has argued that the onset of modernity saw an 
ever-increasing di#erentiation and fragmentation of these three integrally linked realms, 
between specialist areas of study and practice, which have resulted in the break of 
relationship between their relative disciplines. !e privileging of a purely objective positivist 
science has seen the ascendance of ‘!e True,’ where rapid technological advancement has 
enabled a mastery of the material world, with both great and terrible consequences.59 An 
architecture, Systems thinking, or Holism, as stated above, attempt to address such a 
fragmentation of knowledge, yet only addresses the objective realms of shelter and function 
and so on, entirely ignoring psychological and culturally manifest aspects of dwelling.60 
Such ‘right quadrant’ objectivity is countered by Postmodern thinking, which prioritises 
meaning(s) and symbol and representation, a relativism that cannot alone rise ethically 
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above social constructs. It is famously seen as an architecture of commentary, critique or 
humorous one liners. !e consequences of privileging any realm over other realms, in any 
knowledge domain, is neatly encapsulated, after Buchanan in the AQAL diagram:61
An awareness of each extreme helps to balance and filter the concerns of design and 
research. An Integral design approach benefits from the technical and programmatic 
possibilities of the right quadrants while learning from the greatest examples of modern 
design which themselves transcend and include ‘form follows function.’ !is would join an 
awareness of the most acute critiques of an ubiquitous Modernism, which have emerged 
from postmodernist and phenomenological thinking; critiques of creating what Norberg 
Schulz terms a flatscape; lacking, according to influential geographer E.C. Relphs, 
‘intentional depth and providing possibilities only for commonplace and mediocre 
experiences.’62 !e framework equally values a contextualisation of cultural identity and the 
revival of the ethical role of architecture - the lost Vitruvian attribute of decorum - to come 
into play alongside a growing ecological awareness. Further still, this gathering of ethos, and 
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oikos as the ecology of the ‘household,’ requires the embodied experiential aspects of human 
being and dwelling. 
Following Buchanan and DeKay, the present study continues the testing of an Integral 
framework as a useful architectural tool. !e historic work of the past can be ‘read’ by such 
a framework, and the architectural design work of the present can indeed be ‘written’ or 
ordered by such a framework. Dekay’s own utilisation of Integral theory for sustainable 
design has begun to prove its usefulness, and Buchanan’s Big Rethink Campaign in the 
Architectural review has provoked not only debate and criticism, but hopefully, action. 
During the research period of the present work, the author has seen the benefit of tutoring 
design and dissertation modules at Degree and Masters levels at Universities across the UK, 
utilising the framework of the AQAL diagram; and student’s have both used it in design 
process and in ordering their thinking in dissertations. Criticism and debate are fertile 
grounds in themselves; DeKay’s book, Integral Sustainable Design, Transformative 
Perspectives, has resulted from the author finding, ‘no collective framework for navigating 
and transcending the fragmentation that attends both academia and practice, locks 
intellectual camps into epic battles and confounds most of the design communities to no 
end.’63
Having connected the Vitruvian triad to the lost fourth attribute of decorum, and 
introduced the framework of Integral design, including the AQAL diagram itself, the 
following research will be a  gathering and focussing of relevant useful aspects of the multi 
faceted subject of mosque architecture.
!e use of the AQAL diagram is neither a total religious acceptance of Wilber’s vast corpus, 
nor does not try to establish a theory of everything that can magically bring in a new 
architectural age. Furthermore, such an approach to design is not a call to unquestioningly 
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accept the total manifesto of Buchanan’s Big Rethink Campaign. It is however a response to 
the important questions raised by such a campaign, and the question of what lies beyond 
both Modern positivist and Postmodern relativist paradigms. !e present work asserts that 
the Integral framework at even its most basic level can be profoundly useful; by supporting 
a way of designing which acknowledges architecture to be an ontological and 
phenomenological act by which myriad subjective and objective realms are integrated.
!e praxis of human being and dwelling involves in its fullest meaning the making of 
ethical decisions by phronesis or a ‘practical reasonableness.’ !is indicates an ethical 
behaviour that is conducive to the well-being of oneself and others, in a concrete 
situation.64 No situation could be more concrete than the situation of architecture. Various 
aspects of skill and knowledge are necessary for this ‘judicious’ way of designing to take 
place. Every design project, every process, is as much an art of memory and experience as 
an act of designation. In Interpretation in Architecture, Snodgrass and Coyne prioritise the 
‘bringing forth’ of the vital faculty of memory in design:
Every design move, every design decision, every judgement or choice, (a design-ating of this 
rather than that), is made by way of an appeal to memory; it is a refashioning, a practical 
application of what is understood in memory, a bringing forth of understanding from the 
place where it lies dormant in forgetfulness, and remaking it in a form that fits the 
circumstance of the programme. It is the past projected.65
!is ‘projection of the past,’ via an Integral framework, enables a ‘bringing forth’ of any 
relevant insights and information to the specificity of site, to the people, place and purpose, 
the concrete situation within which a design emerges. Identifying an overriding ethos 
becomes the key ingredient which balances and goes beyond the Vitruvian Triad, and in 
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Integral terms achieves some kind of ‘All Quadrant All Levels,’ holistic, or ‘joined up’ 
thinking. !e question of what this ethos may be for the mosque will be addressed further, 
via a reading of our historicity as the, ‘depth of our present.’ Memory has a particular role 
in Muslim praxis, from the experiential heights of devotional practice to the designed details 
of devotion; it also provides a cautionary tale of memory as nostalgia, which mirrors the 
prevailing dislocation of Islamic architectural vocabularies from their original contexts. 
What has thus far been called the loss of decorum, will be understood in sufic or Muslim 
terms as a loss of adab, or ‘best behaviour.’ As will become clear, the meanings of both 
terms converge, Old Latin meeting Quranic Arabic, with fruitful consequences.
Phronesis, or we could say, ilm nafi’ (Arabic for ‘useful knowledge’), is a practical 
understanding deriving from experience; knowledge as a living embodied memory. To 
manifest an architecture that is both an evolution and continuity of culture via an 
understanding of history as memory, will be poignantly relevant to the contemporary 
mosque. What is sought for in an Integral design process lies well beyond memory as 
mimicry or repetition; a regurgitation of now calcified and isolated symbols and styles. !e 
particular nuances of culture for each congregation, the embodied nature of dwelling, and 
the role of architecture, have been underlined here to complete the picture of a fully 
Integral framework. Snodgrass and Coyne’s prioritisation of an integration of design and a 
lived and living history are an appropriate conclusion to our understanding of architecture 
as a culturally specific artefact, when we celebrate the fact that, ‘Memory is already at work 
in the design process, the role of the historian is to remind us that this is so; and to bring 
back from the vast oblivion of the forgotten those things that are relevant to us at the 
moment.’66
To summarise, it should be clear that the application of Integral theory in this work is an 
Integral lens to view the specific experiential, cultural, material, and systemic aspects of the 
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subject of the contemporary mosque and its congregation’s intersubjective lifeworld. !is 
way of seeing is hopefully one that indicates something of the wider role of architecture as a 
whole. As an ‘Open Book,’ the work is intended as an exploratory union of theory and 
practice; a resource for future mosque architecture, which has also begun to manifest as a 
humble sketch proposal recorded in the Eton Green Mosque project. 
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2 The Problem of Islamic Architecture: An Islamic Ethos
!e case of architecture is particularly striking in that, far more than traditional 
representational art, it can be assimilated to language. It is strongly a#ected by the material 
of construction. Yet a brick or a marble panel are not in themselves any more meaningful 
than a phoneme. Architecture is constricted by a far more elaborate set of practical rules 
than painting, be it only because of the laws of gravity. Finally, also like language, 
architecture is necessary to and used by all men, in large part automatically and 
unconsciously as a setting for highly private or totally public life, but at times as the most 
unique expression of man’s ambition and aesthetic drive. Yet even these greatest 
achievements are structurally of the same order as the humblest dwellings and subject to the 
same restrictions and rules.
Oleg Grabar, Islamic Art & Beyond: Constructing the Study of Islamic Art67
Literature concerning the contemporary mosque - both it’s manifestation in secular 
societies and the resultant globalisation which has transformed the Muslim world as much 
as any other world - confirms that the movements of the twentieth century have greatly 
influenced the mosque’s manifestations today, and that prior to this, the innovations of the 
Industrial Revolution and resulting colonialism contributed to an orientalist fashion in the 
C19th which treated the few early diaspora communities’ mosques (and many other 
eclectic buildings besides) in Europe as a synthesis of middle and far eastern forms of 
decoration and ‘arabian nights’ ornament or as imitative historic reproductions. 
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!is review of literature does not dwell on the many catalogues that cover the world’s styles 
and periods of mosque architecture, known predominantly as Islamic architecture. A new 
generation of writers, architects and historians and social commentators are beginning to 
move beyond purely cataloguing to look equally at the social and political and cultural 
aspects of the mosque. 
Recently and most notably, in this tragically post 9/11 world, Christian Welzbecher has 
called his own work ‘an appeal for calm.’68  !is appeal is directed towards the socio-
political realm by which it is most polarised, where the appearance of an Islamic 
architecture in Europe is seen primarily through the lens of the media. In Euro Islam 
Architecture: New Mosques in the West, Welzbecher argues that the ‘antagonistic cliches of 
East and West... that are ingrained in our thinking,’ must be deconstructed to engage with 
‘a new level of debate.’69  By briefly addressing Islam’s encounter with Europe via people, 
politics, empire, trade and so on, the nature of each Muslim communities’ built identity in 
Europe becomes clearer. By positing the idiom of ‘Euro Islam’ into architectural discourse, 
Welzbacher confronts questions of identity and symbolism, of Islam as either historically a 
provocative or romantic encounter which has a#ected the architecture of all parties in 
various ways. !e orientalist chinoiserie experimentation of architectural style in the late 
C19th, which embraced the entire ‘East’ as a mythic cultural and aesthetic entity, coincided 
with the transition of each early Muslim community diaspora. Equally in the varying 
communities themselves there remains well into the C21st a nostalgia for ‘home’, despite 
established communities such as those in the UK which have existed for well over a century.
All general architectural literature of value to the present study surveys the regional and 
historical di#erences of mosque architecture and distinguishes such variations from the 
unchanging essence of the mosque. Only some aim to evaluate further how this essence is 
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‘shaped by cultural and climatic conditions, and by the mentalities and customs of those 
responsible for each building.’70  O#ering a critique on the perpetuation of architectural 
stereotypes, Welzbacher reasons that, ‘Within the context of an ever-unfolding history, it 
stands to reason that a recently planned mosque in Denmark should look di#erent to one 
built a century ago in Turkey.’71 
!e more di"cult question is why a mosque in Denmark in the C21st often doesn’t at first 
glance look di#erent from one built a century ago in Turkey. Such provocative and political 
questions, that architecture cannot avoid, come from a relatively recent generation of 
architectural writers who employ a multidisciplinary approach to architecture; in contrast 
to the equally vital academic art historical work of the late C20th (Grabar, Hillenbrand, 
Serageldin, Holod, Frishman, Khan et al). A recent work from young Turkish-Dutch 
architects Ergun Erkocu and Cihan Bugdaci capriciously states itself to be ‘in no way 
intended as a plea to tone down the polemics.’72 Chapter titles such as: If a New Variety of 
Mosques Can Promote Greater Understanding, !en Why Not Build It?, How Can We Shatter 
the Stereotypes Without Creating New Ones?, When Will We Move the Mosque from the 
Margins to the Heart of Society?, indicate the opening up of this matter to further debate, a 
process in which there appear to be more questions than answers. Multiple voices of 
Architects, Researchers, Photographers, Philosophers, Mathematicians and Historians are 
employed, to underline the reality of no single view or monolithic Islamic identity needing 
to be singly comprehended. !e cross disciplinary approach engages with issues not limited 
to architecture, while apropos to the role of architecture within society. 
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!is broad cultural emphasis is valuable, reinforcing Vesely’s assertion that, ‘what the book 
is to literacy, architecture is to culture as a whole,’73 and indicating the need to gather social, 
political, historical and aesthetic threads together, which can o#er multiple perspectives 
reflective of architectures’ manifold roles. 
In regarding mosque designers and builders in particular, Serageldin has addressed the 
‘simplistic dichotomy’ of those voices who would continue to use a limited vocabulary of 
‘easily recognisable, traditional forms... (or) those who believe that the only way to truly 
express the central role of the mosque in contemporary culture is to be iconoclastic and to 
utilise the full range of industrial materials and technology available, in the search for a new 
architectural language.’74 Continuity and a response to people, purpose and place and the 
priority of an Islamic ethos can counter the polarisation of tradition and modernity, which 
Serageldin rightly calls ‘flawed in its simple reductivism, which assumes that a rich and 
varied historical experience can be reduced to a single ‘tradition,’ or that the highly relative 
and complex concept of modernity, as it is now evolving, can be neatly circumscribed into a 
single definable reality that is applicable to all Muslim societies.’75
A parallel polemic put into question by Serageldin is that of either the ‘Muslim World’ or 
of the ‘West’ as single entities.76 !is still all too pervasive world view once again reduces all 
discourse, denying the historical and geographical movement of a people, and the 
temporality of their particular praxis and era, and the shifting cultural mileu in which it is 
enmeshed. Furthermore, the concrete e#ects of globalisation have seen a monocultural 
geopolitical and economic hegemony which has altered the fabric of Muslim societies across 
the globe more ostensibly than the cross-fertilisation of di#erent sub-cultures within the 
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Muslim realm itself.77 Serageldin addresses the reciprocal aspect of this dialectic, stating that 
‘the dominant axis of intellectual endeavour in the Arab-Muslim world revolves around the 
quest for contemporaneity on the one hand, and the search to develop and re-emphasise a 
predominantly ‘Islamic‘ cultural identity on the other.78 While not the main focus of this 
reading again of the mosque, it must be noted that this endeavour by Muslim nations to 
simultaneously assert contemporaneity and an Islamic identity, twinned with the global 
demand for oil and natural resources, tribal identities and the interference of Western 
powers and the ravages of colonialism, have produced disastrous results, puppet dictators, 
and human catastrophe on an immense scale. !e ongoing conflicts that have undeniably 
been born from material demands and the vying for power over so many nation states, and 
the power play of so many opposing yet interwoven narratives of opposed ideologies and 
financial systems, steep any study of the mosque complex into troubled socio-political 
waters. 
!e escalation of global events and interest in the Muslim people of the world naturally 
demands multiple answers, perspectives, and knowledges. In the early part of the C21st, the 
cultural role of architecture as mosque more than ever must assert that Islam itself is a filter 
for culture, as a praxis, and not a culture itself. !is is more than a battle of words, it is the 
question of Islamic practice being able to manifest in any time and space organically, and 
not as some frozen and dominating ideology. !e present study puts forward the proposal 
that Islam as a way to live a good human life - if it truly is an alignment of Creator and the 
created - must result in Muslims living in harmony with their built and natural 
environment, and for this purpose the focus of this identification of an Islamic ethos is the 
heart or core of Islam, the ‘science of the self ’ known as Sufism. !e present study is not 
concerned with sectarian divides or placing one sect over another, or one school or madhab, 
or a nostalgia over an Islamic golden age. It is concerned with the task of designing and 
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building a mosque complex in the UK, and with the task of contributing original thinking 
and useful knowledge to future mosque design.
An appreciation of a specific Muslim community’s life pattern, and the lived situation of 
their place of worship, can bridge polemics. Temporality o#ers up the poetic and the ethical 
dimensions of architecture which in Perez-Gomez’s terms ‘operate only in space-time: any 
“aesthetic” objectification robs architecture of its double potential.’79  An embodied 
architecture responds to the temporal human-built environment in which it is situated, 
deepening the understanding of regionalism from purely an historic accumulation of a 
vernacular style, to consider also the accumulating patterns of the individual and collective 
lived situation. Regionalism is then not only defined as, ‘the notion that an architectural 
work should reflect the (architectural) peculiarities of the region in which it is located,’80 
but also comes to be understood as the embodiment and ‘perpetuation of culture.’81 !is 
wider reading would incorporate what Suha Ozkan defines as a ‘di#erentiation between... 
‘vernacular’ and modern ‘regionalism’ in which ‘regionalism does not reject Modernism, 
but abjures internationalism, along with it’s tendency to promote the ubiquitous prototype 
through the media and to follow temporal fashion.’82 
Ozkan argues convincingly that resistance to such a prototype must still negotiate ‘the 
di#usion of cultures on a world-wide scale’ which makes it no longer possible to 
authentically build in a ‘regional mode,’83 or ‘rely strictly on regional traditions.’84 Despite 
such cultural di#usion, the pre-occupation of most mosque builders today is to realise ‘the 
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vernacular, in which buildings are defined by a traditional indigenous architectural 
language, (or) historicist models that refer back to styles generally regarded as ‘classical’ in 
Islam (i.e. the period from the ninth to the sixteenth centuries).’85  !e nostalgic 
nationalism of diaspora communities is tempered by a much more pervasive pseudo-
classical representation of the nostalgia of the Islamic ‘Golden Age’ (c. 750 CE to c. 1257 
CE), in which was seen - via the traditional Islamic sciences - a great expansion of scientific 
knowledge, the cultural arts, and architecture.
!e predominant alternative to a vernacular or historicist manifestation, has been a, ‘re-
interpretation of di#erent models into some kind of cross-cultural manifestation,’ that 
mainly ‘presents a self-conscious search... leading in most cases to eclecticism and in some 
to an interesting thesis.’86 !e final iconoclastic alternative to historicism has sought novelty 
in design via the adoption of the latest technologies and materials; yet it must engage with 
what makes it a mosque, thereby placing the very notion of novelty in question. 
Having considered the situation of existing contemporary mosques, the prioritisation of an 
embodied architecture can be proposed. In simple terms, the present study and emergent 
design propose an architecture that honours the present and enduring ground of people, 
purpose and place. !e mosque complex, which forms part of a larger urban dialogue, 
cannot avoid engaging with specificity  - either accepting or rejecting it - and negotiate a 
kind of regionalism that bridges both technology and culture.87 Such a critical regionalism, 
to use Frampton’s phrase, can thus be viewed as a quiet resistance to ‘the proliferation of a 
uniform, media-generated, international culture.’88 Insensitivity to time and place and the 
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have created many awkward architectural examples where there could exist proper and 
fitting - prepon to appreciate the Greek root - beautiful places of worship, which contribute 
to the existing urban fabric. In Islamic terms, the question is this: where is the highest right 
behaviour - adab - of the ‘host’ Muslim community, in the manifestation of the mosque 
complex, to the local ‘guest’ community? !e mosque can be seen as a potent example of 
the crucial question posed by Perez-Gomez:
Rather than merely continue to promote a Western architecture driven by scientific 
instrumentality, in the guise of ideological, aesthetic, or openly technological products, we 
must explore the possible points of reconciliation of an embodied, multilayered 
consciousness, with a meditation on architecture as a linguistic, culturally specific artifact.89
In the context of the mosque, this reconciliation is a meeting of the ‘common code’ or 
pattern language of Islamic practice with myriad regional ‘codes’ or pattern languages as 
part of a growing and transforming architectural language. !e depth of this language is 
vital. Serageldin’s notion of an ‘overlay’90 of Islam over di#erent existing patterns potentially 
reduces the practice of Islam to a veneer or monocultural style, in contrast to Dittmar’s 
a"rmation that the, ‘meaning of a work of architecture - and its logic - comes from “within’ 
rather than “without”.’91  !e transmogrification of existing cultures has undoubtedly 
occurred from the dawn of Islam in the city of Madinah and surrounding desert regions, 
and journeyed over vast areas of terrain encountering myriad civilisations to reach Europe, 
Eastern Asia and China, and beyond. Today, when outmoded concepts of Empire have 
fallen to a globalised world, vastly di#erent Muslim communities live throughout the 
‘global villages’ of the world. 
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!e nature of this encounter cannot be deeply understood if either a theologically 
immutable Islamic practice or evolving culture as practices, patterns, behaviours, or 
traditions can be reduced to mosque architecture as a frozen style or pastiche of style 
divorced from its original context. Today’s question of the mosque in Europe is one which 
must encounter the movement of Muslim communities and their evolving identities. !is 
very manifestation provides the seed of novelty in each and every place in which it occurs, 
and continues to unfold the architectural discourse of the contemporary mosque. !erefore 
the distinction between an Islamic overlay, and Islam as an active filter, is crucial to the 
present study. !e ultimate encapsulation of the matter is that ‘Islam is not a culture, it is a 
filter for culture.’92
!is pithy statement is made not by an architectural historian but by Shaykh Abdalqadir as-
Sufi, a traditional Islamic teacher and writer and current head of the Shadhili-Darqawi Sufi 
Tariqa.  !e tariqa, meaning ‘way,’ ‘path,’ or ‘method,’ has travelled across 1400 years from 
the lifetime of the Prophet Muhammad, and across many countries, from Madinah in 
modern Saudi Arabia to arrive in the United Kingom. !e use of the word tariqa comes 
from the Quran (72:16):
‘If only they were to go straight on the Path (tariqa), We would give them abundant water 
to drink.’
!is water is considered to be knowledge or gnosis of Allah and of the nature of the self. 
!ere are thousands of these paths of instruction across the globe. Analogous to the 
formation and ever changing representation of the mosque as receptacle of worship and 
instruction, the teaching that all such teachers or shayukh transmit today has an unbroken 
documented living master to pupil line (isnad or silsila) of teachers traveling back to the 
Prophet Muhammad himself  . Vastly di#erent manifestations of the mosque have been 
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made by vastly di#erent peoples, with ever changing permutations of the same central 
ethos. As part of that same reality, Shaykh Abdalqadir is one of myriad teachers who has 
inherited and transmitted the sciences of Traditional Islam, while himself being Scottish. 
!e human reality and the places of human dwelling are, as always, a mirror to each other. 
!e shift from mere description to understanding the mosque as a linguistic, culturally 
specific artifact,93 marks a sea change in the study of the representation of the mosque, in 
an era when the subject has become of general interest, far beyond the walls of academia. 
!e present work experimentally builds on the excellent scholarship of the architectural 
historians of the last few decades. Leading scholars Oleg Grabar and Robert Hillenbrand 
have both brilliantly interpreted the formation and meaning of Islamic art and architecture. 
Most pertinent to the present study, they have looked beyond various widely assumed 
historic positions concerning key elements of the Mosque, and other manifestations of 
Islamic art, and questioned what in fact can be deemed as specifically ‘Islamic’ art. Widely 
held positions are reread with a return to the source of buildings and texts and even 
individual words in an archeological, historical and etymological sense. Both also uphold 
the meaning of architecture in terms of its use, rather than a rarified view of architecture as 
art or question of aesthetics alone. 
In a chapter in !e Formation of Islamic Art entitled !e Problem, Grabar questions the very 
idea of ‘Islamic Art.’94 Listing the varied ways in which the idiom is used and understood, 
Grabar proposes, ‘that the time and space which created Islamic culture automatically 
compelled the growth of certain physical and aesthetic needs of an art. But a priori the 
impulse for a uniquely Muslim art lay not in monuments but in certain identifiable habits 
and thoughts, which had to be visually translated in visually perceptible forms.’95 Grabar 
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returns to the Quranic source of the word masjid, meaning a ‘place where one prostrates 
oneself,’96  and asserts that the word, though commonly used to denote a mosque, refers 
specifically to the act of prayer and not to a specific Islamic building. It is the act itself that 
designates it as a place of prostration, and the building shelters this place of prostration. 
!e place can be anywhere that is clean, be that in the most complex building or on the 
sand of a barren desert. Before even addressing the historic subject of the first mosque or 
seeking out an archetype, Grabar strips the question back to the Quran and to the fact that 
‘not once does it seem to refer to a specifically Muslim new kind of building.’97 It is in the 
spirit of this clear and specific understanding that signs and symbols can be demystified, 
assumptions weighed more fully, and from which the elements of the ‘essential mosque’ can 
be distilled. Only after this initial research will these elements be poured into the unique 
context of people, purpose and place. 
If the notion of the mosque as a fixed building form must be questioned, then the accepted 
vocabulary of the mosque, it’s main characteristics that have traveled across distance and 
time, must also be reevaluated. Hillenbrand also returns to the word to question the 
ubiquitous mosque spire, studying the root of the arabic word manara or manar, which via 
Turkey has come to the English language as minaret, and which means ‘a place for fire or 
light,’ connecting to the word nur, or ‘light.’98 Such an insight aids a reading of the minaret 
as both a spiritual and political symbol which has a ‘connection with light’ which ‘has been 
used as the basis for a symbolic interpretation of the minaret as an emanation of divine 
light or as an image of spiritual illumination.’ By the study of language we gain an 
understanding that goes beyond the assumption that the minaret is an essential part of a 
mosque, and even that it is necessary for the call to prayer. It is this understanding that 
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underlines our interpretation of the necessary elements of the mosque, via a return to 
origins and the situation of a particular people and place.  
!e author and architect Akel Ismail Kahera contributes to the present understanding of 
the interpretation of the contemporary Mosque in particular via his looking afresh at a:
new building type (the particular idiom of the American mosque) ...to understand it’s 
syncretic aesthetic language which borrows many syntactical nuances from tradition and 
other forms of human expression... to appreciate what role religious, cultural, historical, 
ethnic, or other types of correspondences have played in the formation of Muslim religious 
art and architecture.99 
Pertinent to the present study of the contemporary mosque, Kahera observes that, ‘no 
building tradition is culture free, and building traditions are as much a part of the cultural 
heritage as dress, food, music, and language.’100  In this can unequivocally be seen the 
opportunity to celebrate the specificity of people, purpose and place in each new form of 
mosque complex. At the same time the distilled essential program of the mosque can be 
pursued, the fundamental devotional space which has travelled from the historic origins of 
Islam to the present day in every place of Muslim practice. Kahera’s returns to the basis of 
Islam - the Quran and the sunnah or way of the Prophet Muhammad - and terms the 
essential spacial precedent of all mosques as the spatial sunnah. !e sunnah, twinned with 
the Quran, is the embodiment of Islam in the original community of Madinah centred on 
the specific actions, examples and teachings of the Prophet Muhammad s.a.w.s. In Kahera’s 
framing of sunnah the spatial sunnah then returns all matters to the first Mosque of 
Madinah and the spatial requirements of the communal and individual Muslim prayer. !e 
formation of any mosque, or prayer space used by Muslims, returns to this origin. !e 
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present study agrees with Kaheera in the priority of studying the Islamic tradition to allow 
the interpretation of form and function.101 
To interpret history Kaheera frames his methodology as deconstructive while 
simultaneously removing this methodology from Derrida’s influential critique. Rather what 
is being meant by deconstruction as method is ‘its emphasis on the analytical relationships 
between epistemology, history, law and building tradition,’ and in particular how it ‘seeks to 
understand the origins of these relationships in their contexts of time and place, all of 
which are subject to interpretation.’102 Kaheera states that such a methodology accepts not 
one distinct ‘building tradition or design concept... but an aggregate of concepts and 
traditions, related to one another yet essentially unconstrained.’103  A phenomenologically 
hermeneutic methodology draws from Kaheera’s interpretive and pluralistic approach to the 
subject of the mosque, while developing in the identification of an Islamic ethos (reviving 
the fourth Vitruvian attribute of decorum) the notion of a spatial sunnah as a guiding and 
unifying principle. In Integral terms an understanding of the spatial sunnah is transcended 
and included.
Kaheera’s work is built upon a) An analysis of the points pertaining to the design of an 
American mosque, b) An interpretation of the semantics of the term masjid, literally 
meaning ‘place of prostration,’ and c) A critique of space, gender, and aesthetics focussing 
on how the client, patron, or architect articulates each for ‘various reasons of paramount 
importance.’104 To ground this approach Kaheera focuses on three mosques in America to 
reveal ‘a number of primary aesthetic conditions.’105 !e first incorporates several varieties 
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of visual syncretic expressions, all adopted from corresponding models in the Orient.106 !e 
second utilises a single theme to regulate the pattern language of the edifice, and remains 
faithful to traditional aesthetic values.107  !e final mosque prioritises the value of 
modernity in the pattern language; introducing an avante-garde expression to extant Islamic 
aesthetic visualisation.108 
!e di#erences between these three buildings are important in reflecting the di#erences 
found internationally, including the feedback loop that has resulted in new forms and ideas 
and technologies traveling back to Muslim countries and altering their contemporary 
mosque architecture. It is the story of globalisation, not merely that of the mosque 
complex. !e vast cataloguing of mosques around the world by Serageldin, Steele, 
Frishman, Khan et al, reflect the di#ering relationships between tradition and modernity 
and the search for some kind of synthesis. Despite the formula of a spatial sunnah, the 
mosques are, as Kahera states, interpreted in terms of ‘form and function.’ Spatial norms are 
indeed part of what is established in the sunnah; however the role of the mosque cannot be 
understood without an understanding of an embodied architecture in which an ethical or 
poetic meaning co-join programmatic and formal concerns, and address the lived situation 
which the mosque shelters and preserves. To reiterate the words of Perez Gomez, without 
the ‘meditation on architecture as a linguistic, culturally specific artifact,’109 the question of 
the mosque remains trapped in the dichotomy of modern architectural discourse: the split 
of ethics and aesthetics. 
!ough ostensibly far from Derrida, Kahera uses the teachings of Ibn Arabi (d. 1240AD) 
as an overriding method of deconstruction, incorporating the technical terms ta’wil (textual 
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exegesis), jamal (beauty) and batin. !e latter term literally means ‘hidden,’ but is termed 
by Kahera as ‘the inner concept of being.’110 It is often used to denote what is esoteric. Two 
of the ninety nine ‘Divine Names’ of Allah, or asma al-husna, are al-Jamal, ‘!e Beautiful’ 
and al-Batin, ‘!e Hidden, !e Unmanifest, !e Imperceptible.’ Kaheera’s research 
underlines the often disparate realms of knowledge that must be gathered to understand the 
ground of the mosque, specifically rooted in the Arabic langauge. !e present study equally 
incorporates the teaching of Ibn Arabi and the other great masters or shayukh of the Islamic 
Tradition. From the perspective of Sufism - a part of Islamic teachings and practice which 
often reveals the hidden aspect of outer practice - the name ‘!e Hidden’ is twinned with 
az-Zahir, ‘!e Manifest.’ In spiritual treatises and most notably in the Quran, the ‘Divine 
Names’ elucidate their reflected earth bound counterparts. !e Names are also known as 
‘Attributes,’ and ‘Acts,’ while the specific name Allah signifies the Essence.111 !e role of 
these opposite attributes in existence are part of each Muslim’s lifeworld, and are poetically 
reflected in the dynamics of the spaces and signs and symbols in every mosque. !e Names 
are both decoration, adorning the walls, and decorum, an integral part of manifesting the 
Quran as culture as adoration and an art that worships al-Jamal, the Beautiful.
!e sublime esoteric symbolism found within Islam is wisely contained by Kaheera in 
the historic spatial reality of the Prophet’s mosque . !is spatial reality is evolving to 
this day, in both Madinah and Mecca. !e formula of the spatial sunnah successfully 
addresses the origin of Mosque design and Islamic practice from that Prophetic point 
onwards, but if considered alone it reduces this multifaceted origin to merely the palimpsest 
of plan, section and elevation. Any historic referent is in danger of becoming calcified, and 
program or ritual space with it freezes, unable to accept novel permutations. For the 
Muslims of the world, Islam as a holistic practice is lived and breathed, and yet continuity 
in mosque architecture today has in many instances stalled and the silhouette of the 
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mosque around the globe has become fixed: a form of postmodern nostalgia as a single 
dome and two minarets. !ese elements will in this study be hermeneutically re-examined 
and the source, the origin of both Quran and sunnah, returned to reiteratively. 
!e very way in which the Prophet Muhammad’s message , al-risala, is taught by 
traditional scholars is that it is both immutable and for all times and places while being read 
in the context of time and place. !is is the claim of all revelation and received wisdom, 
and the very history of hermeneutics and theological interpretation a"rms this, yet 
paradoxically it is far from the definition of the word religion itself, coming from the latin 
religo meaning ‘to bind.’ !is supports Kaheera’s emphasis on ta’wil or textual exegesis, 
following the way in which traditional Islamic scholars teach. It is important to see that the 
sunnah as a way is for the mosque not only the origin of the multifaceted map from which 
we can generate the mosque, the sunnah is the centre of the life pattern language of the 
people who use the mosque, manifest in myriad ways via the permutations of time and 
place. !is pattern language is naturally of most value to the architect. While spatial 
mapping is invaluable to any mosque project, a finer reading of this sunnah in relation to a 
particular people, purpose and place is needed, from which a fitting architecture can 
emerge. 
Much architectural theory has drawn from Western philosophy and metaphysics and 
Christian theological exegesis, from the Ancients to the philosophical discourse of the 
Phenomenologists, from Cartesian duality to Heideggarian onto-theology. !e symbolism of 
Islamic cosmology and metaphysics in Islamic architecture has not been as accessible as the 
general taxonomy of ‘Moorish’ styles, outside perhaps the realms of the Perennial 
Philosophy and Orientalism of Titus Burckhardt, author of Mirror of the Intellect: Essays on 
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Traditional Science and Sacred Art,112 and Fez: City of Islam,113 and Seyyed Hossein Nasr, 
author of Islamic Art & Spirituality.114 !e architectural re-evaluation of the role of Islamic 
cosmology in mosque architecture and other edifices built by Muslims finds an alternative 
Muslim voice with Samer Akkach. A wide range of Islamic mystical treatises, some from 
previously unpublished sources and some newly translated by Akkach, reveal rich sources of 
meaning and contribute greatly to an understanding of Islamic notions of space and place. 
!e chief source of this architectural reading of mystical ideas is once again Shaykh Ibn 
Arabi, known as al-Shaykh Akbar, the ‘Greatest Teacher.’ Akkach translates from Ibn Arabi’s 
vast opus key passages which display that:
Unlike the philosopher-scientists who did not engage the hadith literature, the Sufi’s 
elaborated the Quranic-prophetic model and integrated its terminology into their 
cosmological doctrines. In doing so, they provided a sophisticated, yet popular, framework 
for the hadith-based cosmology, grounded in interwoven layers of hermeneutical 
interpretations that extended to every aspect of daily life.115 
Much of Akkach’s work deals with metaphysics and a hermeneutic reading of Quranic 
terms and the commentaries on their cosmological and existential realities as expounded by 
not only Ibn Arabi, but al-Ghazali, and Ibn Sina (known in the West as Avicenna), among 
others. It is worth noting that Ibn Arabi is hated by the genocidal and suicidal nihilist or 
Wahabi modernist movements so infamous on the world stage today such as Da’ish (aka 
ISIS), as are Ibn Sina and even al-Ghazali. However the majority of the Muslim world 
accept these scholars as key authorities in the transmission of Traditional Islam. All of these 
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figures were Sufis, and these same modernist movements, due to their completely exoteric 
and partial form of Islam, consider all Sufis to be heretics. !e consensus of traditional 
Islamic scholars today is that it is Da’ish and their diabolical doomsday reading of only the 
outer aspects of shariah, dislocated from jurisprudence, that are in fact the heretics. 
A reading of Islamic cosmology as the constant in all aesthetic, historic, and social-political 
concerns draws from Quranic revelation, and the lived experience of the original Muslim 
community of Madinah as recorded in hadith, to the unbroken outpouring of knowledge 
through the ages as preserved and transmitted by the traditional recognised teachers of 
Islam to the present day. !erefore the cosmological order gives way to an architectural 
order, that deals with every aspect of daily life. !e narrative of this pattern language, when 
understood, is the core generator of an emergent design process, the choreography of the 
daily repeated acts of worship, study and service within the mosque complex. !is 
understanding has to only be read in context and to take root, with care in a particular 
place, to manifest as an architecture fitting to both purpose and place.
!e distilled essence of an embodied sunnah, as lived praxis, does not exist as a historic 
‘premodern’ artifact, it is embodied in the practice and purpose of the Muslim community 
today. An architecture of meaning emerges from an understanding of this praxis, which 
unifies the Ummah or entire global Muslim community, despite sectarian divides, and 
beyond the distinctions of ethnicity or local culture. !is societal bridge is also a revival of 
decorum or an ethos as the cultural manifestation of Islamic praxis: !e way that is the 
sunnah is embodied as part of the individual lifeworld of the Muslim, as well as the 
transmission of Islam, encapsulated by the life of the Prophet .
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2.1 Message & the Messenger: The Sunnah
An initial outline of the worldview of Islam is needed to identify the ethos of the mosque, 
the source of the Message and the Messenger , or Risala wa Rasul, by which multiple 
aspects of design can be addressed. Akin to the diversity of expression seen in the mosque 
architecture within which the same core praxis occurs, the same diversity exists in all aspects 
of the Islamic sciences and Muslim cultures. !is is succinctly stated by contemporary 
Malaysian philosopher and Sufi Naguib al-Attas: 
Diversity and change can and do indeed occur within the ambience of this worldview, such 
as the diversity in the schools of jurisprudence, theology, philosophy, and metaphysics, and 
in the traditions, cultures and languages; and the change in meeting the tides of changing 
fortune in the course of history, yet the diversity and the change have never a#ected the 
character and role of the fundamental elements themselves.116
!is character in the fullest sense of ethos, all returns to the source of the message revealed 
in the Quran - transmitted by the Messenger  - as well as the entire life-pattern of the 
Messenger Muhammad  and the society established in Madinah. !erefore the source is 
both the revelation of the Quran and the life pattern as embodied by the Messenger . 
Islam is unique in this comprehensive life-pattern recorded in the vast corpus known as 
hadith, the sayings of both the Prophet  and his companions and family, which pertain to 
all aspects of human being and dwelling. Understanding this integral knowledge and life-
practice also means to understand that, ‘Islam does not concede to the dichotomy of the 
sacred and the profane; the worldview of Islam encompasses both al-dunya the world and 
al-akhirah the hereafter, in which the dunya-aspect must be related in a profound and 
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inseparable way to the akhirah-aspect, and which the akhirah-aspect has ultimate and final 
significance.’117
!e life-pattern embodied in its entirety by the Messenger , the sunnah, as the model 
which incorporates all horizons of the Muslim life-world, cannot be overestimated in an 
understanding of Islam as a worldview, faith or highly comprehensive way of life. !e literal 
meaning is ‘practice,’ correlating with a general understanding of praxis. !e word in its 
Arabic trilateral route of S-N-N means, ‘to form,’ indicating a, ‘form of man... man as a 
living social organism, man in his wholeness.118 !e sunnah contains the whole teaching of 
Islam, including the transmission and embodiment of the Quran by the life of the Prophet 
Muhammad . As-Sufi states that the sunnah is the ‘self-form of man, that indicates that 
there is a behaviour pattern for the human species wherever it may exist on the earth.119 
Sunni Muslims are also referred to as Ahl as-Sunnah wa'l-Jam"'ah or ‘people of the tradition 
and the community (of Muhammad ).’
It is apparent that taking from this abundant source of the sunnah will involve the 
interpretation (exegesis or ta’wil) of Revelation and an understanding of the transactions 
and behaviour that took place in the urban fabric of Madinah. Although the practice of 
Islam includes the codification of this life-pattern in the form of hadith literature, the 
integral corpus of shariah law and related sciences and in which the experiential life-world 
has been preserved; each generation potentially inherits a living tradition, passed from one 
teacher to the next, in verifiable chains of transmission called an isnad or silsila. !e topic is 
vast and the present can only indicate the general nature of Islamic practice in order to 
refresh assumptions and question misunderstandings, and prioritise the sunnah as the 
source of the Muslim’s dwelling-on-the-earth. 
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!e briefest glance at the original community of Madinah during the lifetime of the 
Prophet  leads us to the archetypal mosque, built by and lived in by the Prophet and his 
family, and forming the central locus of the first Muslim community. In one lifetime and in 
one place, the story of the mosque and of its community unfolds from this beginning, to 
encompass vastly di#erent places and people across the globe. Paradoxically, when 
concentrating on the mosque, returning to the root of the word in Arabic we see that 
masjid, meaning ‘a place where one prostrates oneself,’ is mentioned often in the Quran but 
does not refer to a refer explicitly to a specific kind of building, or to a building at all. It is 
the act from which a new form the building emerges, an act that needs no building or 
priest class or religious paraphernalia to be performed. Not only the actions of the prayer - 
both the choreography of its parts and preparation for it - but the recognition of the daily 
repeated prayers as a temporal event comes into play in the words of the Messenger , 
‘Wherever the time of prayer overtakes you, that place is a mosque.’120 !e embodied and 
temporal space of the prayer as both an individual and collective act therefore defines the 
architecture of the mosque, the lines that the body traces in prayer are the starting sketches 
for the architect to understand.
In a"rming the sunnah as not only the programmatic but poetic source of the mosque, one 
final distinction must be made: !at by paying close attention - through the language of 
Islam - to the lived practice or praxis, as action or amal, we aim to go beyond the reduction 
of the mosque to a type, to reveal an understanding of the mosque, which is in e#ect a 
poetic understanding of architecture in general. Heidegger suggested this approach to 
poetry to allow ‘a radically ontogenetic ‘showing forth’ which refuses that mode of 
conceptualisation which divides us from the world.’ He expanded by saying that ‘Poetry 
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reminds us that we come to be through others and in language. It can teach us humility. It 
asks to listen and to suspend the imperial activity of looking.’121 
!e proposition is that by this listening we can then look anew at the subject of the 
mosque. !e source of every aspect of the sunnah returns to the language and meaning of 
the Message, to Quranic Arabic, and to the actions and speech of the Messenger . !e 
sunnah is therefore embodied in the life-world of each Muslim community, it’s holistic 
nature relying upon a sound connection to it as the source which manifests anew in each 
particular situation. !e priority of the sunnah as the recorded ‘way’ of the Messenger  
takes us to an investigation of the specifically Muslim ethos, attitude and behaviour known 
as adab, which literally means ‘good character’ or ‘decorum.’
!e proposal of an embodied adab, in seeing the embodiment of both the sunnah and the 
heights of adab in the Messenger , transcends and includes Kahera’s notions of a spatial 
sunnah, grounding architectural discourse in a reading of the sunnah as both source and end 
condition, and extending the ethical role of architecture to be freely interpreted as an act of 
devotional adab.122 !e speech of the Prophet  will further elucidate the meaning of adab 
and an exploration of the basic fundaments Islam will further underline the ethos of 
spiritual excellence which adab indicates. !e sunnah was established by the Prophet 
Muhammad as the Messenger of Islam  and therefore it is followed by Muslims but not 
open to innovation. However, all forms of praiseworthy or beautiful actions are considered 
‘worthy’ innovations. To this day the very concept of ‘innovation’ or bida’ has become a 
battleground for Muslims, quite literally at times. 
It is the adab of the present study to therefore not merely talk of a spatial sunnah after 
Kaheera, or of designing a mosque by following the shariah as what is allowed and as what 
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is forbidden, and the sunnah as the lived way of Muhammad , although both are 
integrally part of an embodied adab. Enough emphasis has been placed primarily on Islamic 
Art and Architecture as an expression of what is ‘not’ forbidden and as what is commonly 
forbidden but allowed for some. Adab in the Integral sense transcends and includes these 
essential aspects of the shariah and sunnah that are practiced by Muslims within a mosque 
complex, and yet it has no limit in how it is interpreted and expressed; there is no limit to 
adab as something praiseworthy, beautiful or good. A revived understanding of ethos and 
decorum extends the human action of adab into the realm of architecture, and all that 
humankind designs and fashions.
3 Adab as the Gathering of All Good
!e concrete situation of any mosque, in the ‘depth of the present,’ cannot answer more 
than the necessities of shelter, or avoid becoming an arbitrary assemblage of apriori symbols 
(from elsewhere,       somewhere, anywhere), without the first task of identifying an overriding 
Islamic ethos. Such an ethos, while both transcending and including myriad cultural 
manifestations, must fully encompass Islamic teachings and practice. !e behaviour of the 
building - and its articulation - is the mirror image of the behaviour of the body; together 
they are the integration of the emotional depths and spiritual heights of an embodied 
architecture. !e embodied ethos of adab, meaning highest conduct, or ‘spiritual courtesy 
and good manners,’123 can be found throughout the Islamic tradition, exemplified by the 
Prophet Muhammad . It is particularly emphasised in the practice and knowledge of 
ihsan or ‘spiritual excellence’ known today as Sufism. Adab is defined in today’s modern 
Arabic as belles-lettres or ‘excellent comportment’ or etiquette. A full understanding of its 
meaning and relevance to a Muslim’s daily life, and therefore the designing of the mosque, 
involves a return to the source of Quranic revelation and the life-pattern of the Prophet. In 
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the authenticated Prophetic utterance or hadith, narrated by Ibn Masud, and quoted by al-
Sayuti, the Prophet Muhammad  said,
‘My Lord has taught me spiritual courtesy (adab): He has perfected my spiritual 
comportment.’124
Ibn Arabi’s direct interpretation or ta’wil prioritises adab when he states that, 
!e first command that God gave to the Prophet was that of assembling (al-jam’) which 
corresponds to spiritual courtesy (adab). !e term adab derives from the same root as 
ma’daba which denotes a gathering around a meal. In the same manner, the word adab 
denotes the assemblage of virtues. !is is why the Prophet says: “God has taught me 
spiritual courtesy...,” he means: “God has placed in me all the virtues.” In fact he has said: 
“He perfected this spiritual refinement,” which means “He has made me a being assembling 
all human perfections.125 
From a traditional Muslim perspective, the desired behaviour of service, of the host to the 
guest, has a strong resonance with the shared root meaning of a banquet, while the 
emphasis on the Prophet  as the ‘assembling of all perfections’ sheds further light on the 
authenticated hadith (narrated by Sa’d ibn Hisham, quoted by Ahmad ibn Hanbal): 
‘I asked ‘A’isha about the character of the Prophet and she replied: “His character was 
that of Quran.”’ Character (khuluq) here denotes both spiritual virtues and 
characteristic traits.’126 
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Adab therefore means the highest conduct and is prioritised by the Prophet  and 
succeeding teachers such as Ibn Arabi. In Ibn Arabi’s inheritance and transmission of 
Islamic knowledge in particular, we find a clear elucidation of adab which corresponds to all 
inner and outer aspects of individual and collective Muslim life. Late twentieth century Sufi 
writing continues to a"rm the priority of adab for each individual Muslim by stating that, 
!e Path is nothing but adab. !ere is an adab due to the stranger and the visitor. !ere is 
an adab due to the fuqara. !ere is an adab due to the noble and the elite. !ere is an adab 
due to the Shaykh. !e completion of adab is the adab due to yourself.127
!e fuqara (literally ‘the poor’ or ‘in need’) are those upon the path of Sufism or ihsan, and 
those being addressed directly by this statement, while at the same time the priority of 
embodying adab extends to all Muslims. It is vital to understand that Muslim practice 
contains three interrelated and interdependent elements: Islam, Iman and Ihsan; all three 
are unified components of the entire deen or ‘life transaction’ known simply as Islam. 
Shaykh Abu Hafs ‘Umar al-Suhrawardi (Student of the great Baghdad Judge & Sufi Shaykh 
Abdalqdir al-Jilani), states in the widely known Sufi manual ‘Awarif al-Ma’arif, ‘!e law 
requires adab. Where no adab is found there is no law, no faith, and no God 
consciousness.128
Adab is crucial to Muslim Sufi practice because it lies at the heart of re-enacting the life 
pattern or way of the Prophet as the ultimate form of Gnosis of Allah or Marifat’ullah.129 
Shaykh Suhrawardi in particular stresses that the Prophet’s adab was not an example for 
only a select few companions or his direct descendants to understand, but for the entire 
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Muslim community and universally speaking, open to the whole of mankind. !erefore 
they are urged, according to Hudar, to ‘integrate all forms of knowledge with adab 
practices.’130 In case we designate such practices as entirely esoteric or inward, Hudar also 
a"rms that, ‘Adab was a significant component of Sufi praxis aimed at enriching spiritual 
growth, elevating devotion, and intensifying love for God.’ It is the role of the mosque to 
serve this manifestation of adab as inner devotion and outer service, in the spirit of ihsan, to 
‘make beautiful’ the built environment in which one finds oneself; constructing what is 
appropriate to each unique situation.
When an embodied adab can clearly be embraced as the ethos of a muslim communities’ 
built environment - when such a community has the freedom and ability to build it, then 
the mosque’s description as the Islamic building par excellence has a much greater resonance. 
!e proposal of an embodied adab, in seeing the embodiment of the sunnah in the 
Messenger Muhammad , includes Kahera’s notions of a spatial sunnah, grounding 
architectural discourse in an integrated experiential reading of Islamic practice as both 
source and end condition, poetic inspiration and cultural filter. 
All Sufi writing and teaching underlines the priority of adab, and with Ibn Arabi we see it 
as a foundational hermeneutic tool in the very act of a holistic understanding of the 
Message, the Messenger , and their Divine Source. Adab as an approach to understanding 
ranges here from the general use of the intellect or ‘aql and the capacity ‘to know’ and the 
outer realms of Gnosis or knowledge of the Divine. Cosmology and phenomenology are 
merged by a behaviour that is demanded from each Gnostic or Arif. In Ibn Arabi’s greatest 
work, the Futahat al-Makkiyyah or Meccan Revelations or Openings, the chapter on the 
maqam or spiritual station of adab begins by stating that, ‘!e adib – the one who knows 
and respects adab – is the wise man (hakim),’ and defines adab with reference to the Quran, 
which is known as the teaching of wisdom, or hikma:
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Know – and may God assist you – that God says, ‘And He is with you wherever you may 
be’ (Qur’an 57:4). !us the adib is with everyone by the capacity which he has to embrace 
all things. He comports himself with each spiritual station according to the station; with 
each state, according to the state, and in the same way for each virtue and aim. !e adib 
unites in himself the Noble Virtues (makarim al-akhlaq); he knows the ignoble ones 
without qualifying himself by them. He embraces all degrees of praiseworthy and 
blameworthy knowledge, for there is nothing, knowledge of which is not preferable to 
ignorance for any man endowed with intelligence. Adab, then, is the bringing together of 
Good (jima’ al-khayr). 
!e, ‘bringing together of Good’ is surely the overriding intention and action of gathering 
the needs and desires of any aspect of architectural design, at any scale of design, 
designating one concrete solution among so many possibilities. Each design demands a 
sincere ‘taste’ (dhawq) of its projected role, a real experiential understanding. In the words 
of Shaykh Suhrawardi then, in regarding the mosque, what law, faith or God consciousness 
is there without an embodied adab?
A mosque cannot be understood as anything more than an object that shelters, with or 
without aesthetic value, without some ethos or best behaviour, and the details of devotion 
made manifest. By it the architectural brief, contained by the limits of a site, can embody 
an ethos that serves its surroundings as a fragment of Creation as well as a beneficial piece of 
the urban fabric, as well as ‘serving,’ or more specifically being conscious of, its Creator, in 
the daily act of devotional practice. Actions with adab are the key to all forms of 
understanding. Denis Gris, whose academic study of Ibn Arabi opens up key texts to 
English speakers, a"rms adab as the means of receiving any further interpretation of 
Islamic knowledge, as an act of receptivity:
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Receptivity to the Word, then, exerts an action of balancing, and consequently inspires the 
right attitude in any situation, whether it be a matter of doctrine, path of initiation, 
religious practice or of comportment towards any being whatsoever.131  
Such an open receptivity requires a framework which can function as the meeting place for 
the many facets of an embodied adab - the many possibilities for mosque design - gathering 
multiple perspectives as a useful hermeneutic tool which bridges theory and practice. From 
this reading of an embodied adab our intention is to move towards a useful knowledge, or 
ilm al-nafi’. From the foundational text of the Quran and the foundational figure of its 
Messenger , we must assert again that this writing is an ‘open book,’ an exploration where 
we understand exploration in its original sense, ‘from ex-plere, ‘to flow from’, that is, a 
spontaneous ‘flowing out’, a revealing or disclosure that takes place in dialogue.’132 
Receptivity to the moment, al-waqt, is a core teaching of Sufism. Receptivity to each 
designed ‘moment’ of the building is a core aspect of architecture, from the flow of one 
space into another to the place at which two materials are joined, to the possible moments 
that may be experienced in that specifically designed place. Each proposed mosque client 
and architect, need be aware of the time and place that they have been situated in and 
ethically honour that reality through a careful priority of adab, where in the words of Syed 
al Attas, 
Adab is the discipline of body, mind and soul; the discipline that assures the recognition 
and acknowledgement of one’s proper place in relation to one’s physical, intellectual and 
spiritual capacities and potentials; the recognition and acknowledgement of the reality that 
knowledge and being are ordered hierarchically according to their various levels (maratib)
and degrees (darajat).
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Adab is the recognition and acknowledgement of the reality that knowledge and being are 
ordered hierarchically according to their various grades and degrees of rank, and of one’s 
proper place in relation to that reality and as in one’s physical, intellectual and spiritual 
capacities and potentials.133 
As each person may seek to existentially know their place to the degree that they are 
capable, so too must the designer of a building know its place, purpose and people. !is 
returns the matter to architectural authenticity, the beauty of specificity in design, and in 
the case of the mosque: the planting of the seed of an embodied adab to enable new forms 
of mosque to grow, which in some fitting way join both a revelatory source and an urban 
end manifestation where multiple-identities co-exist, and by doing so celebrate (or at the 
very least accept!) time and place as part of an ongoing continuity of community life. As 
the influential geographer and phenomenologist E.C. Relph states, if places as a 
fundamental aspect of man’s existence in the world are, ‘sources of security and identity… 
then it is important that the means of experiencing, creating and maintaining significant 
places are not lost.’134 
It is hoped that the priority of an embodied adab will inform a way of designing a mosque 
today, or the comprehension of a historic mosque complex, by drawing from the deep 
present of Islamic teaching and practice. !is architectural process, as a hermeneutic circle, 
requires an integration of the interpretation (ta’wil) of Islamic history with the situation of a 
particular people, place, and purpose. Islam as a living tradition must ‘speak for itself.’ !e 
vital elements of any mosque complex all connect to the core elements of Islam, Iman and 
Ihsan. It would be impossible as an architect or designer to begin to work reflectively upon 
a particular mosque’s manifestation as a significant place without an understanding of these 
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three realms of practice, belief and knowledge; the comprehensive foundation of each 
Muslim’s deen or ‘life transaction.’ 
!e following summary of these interrelated realms is therefore an essential part of doing 
justice to identifying an specifically Islamic ethos. To study Islam before designing a mosque 
is to accept that the subject of every building must be entered into by the architect, and 
that the decorum of a mosque - whether accepted as an embodied adab or not - is not only 
the appropriate articulation of the basic requirements to pray or the need to segregate men 
and women, or the need to wash before the prayer. In fact, the basic movement of the 
prayer alone has its own multiple inner and outer realms, from which our understanding 
and our designing can unfold. !e phenomenological priority of a subject ‘speaking for 
itself ’ is vital to phronesis as a mode of disclosure. In Heidegger’s words, it is to ‘say that 
which is said from the thing itself (der sache selbst) so that in this speaking what is spoken 
about becomes visible, accessible to that which grasps.’135 In the spirit of unfolding and not 
obscuring the subject, where possible the Arabic word is retained. Allah in the ‘divine 
speech’ of the Quran commands that each Muslim use their intellect or aql to interpret and 
reflect. Although the inclusion of Arabic makes the text more dense, it is hoped that a 
deeper understanding and further research where necessary will be possible via this 
vocabulary, which is the linguistic vehicle of revelation and source of wisdom or hikma for 
each Muslim.136
In the famous manual Kitab ‘Usul ad-Deen, or ‘the Foundations of the Life-Transaction,’ 
which is used by Muslims across the globe, Shaykh Uthman dan Fodio defines the three 
aspects of the deen or ‘life -transaction’ of Islam as follows:137
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• Islam - the science of fiqh (jurisprudence), concerning the outward aspects of the deen.
• Iman - the science of tawhid (divine unity), concerning the beliefs comprising the 
foundations of the deen.
• Ihsan - the science of tasawwuf (sufism), concerning the inward apsects of the deen.
!ese three essential and completely interrelated aspects of Islam are outlined below to 
further enable the subject of the mosque to ‘speak for itself.’
3.1 Islam
What are universally known as the ‘Five Pillars’ constitute the outward realm of Islamic 
practice and its obligations. All are actions of the tongue and the limbs:
I. Shahada: An outward witnessed declaration of faith; the liminal threshold to all 
following ‘pillars.’  !e statement, ‘ashadu an la ilaha illa’llah Muhammadun rasul 
Allah,’  literally means ‘I bear witness that there is no god but Allah, Muhammad is the 
Messenger of Allah . !e repetition of this statement three times in front of 
witnesses is all that marks the entry of a person into Islam. !e meaning of the event is 
also threefold, the individual declaring their faith is the Shahid or ‘witness,’ those 
watching the event are the collective witnesses, and all are consciously aware of their 
Lord as Ash-Shahid, ‘!e Witness.’ !e declaration of faith or iman precedes acting as 
a Muslim. !erefore intention or niyyat and knowledge of iman and what is 
uncumbent upon each Muslim precedes the shahada, and therefore iman actually 
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precedes Islam. Iman is the presence of faith in the heart of the Muslim, and a basic 
knowledge of the nature of iman is a"rmed in public by the shahada. !e shahada is 
the door that a person walks through to become Muslim, or ‘one who submits.’
!e meaning of the first part of the shahada - la ilaha illa’llah - is stated in lucid terms by 
contemporary English Shaykh, Abdalhaqq Bewley:
!ere is one creative power which is the source of all existence, from which everything that 
exists has poured forth and back to which everything is inevitably drawn when its lifespan 
comes to an end. !is power sustains everything in existence and is totally aware of 
everything in existence at every moment. !e material universe in which we live is merely 
an outer dimension of a multidimensional cosmic reality radiating out from that unitary 
source which includes other dimensions, the e#ects of which can be felt in this one. !e 
human being is the potentially conscious locus of knowledge of this true nature of 
existence.138
!is comprehensive mapping of Islam and Iman as an inseparable reality of Muslim life 
returns us the Muslim’s exemplar of one who asserted tawhid or ‘declaring Allah’s Unity’ 
and embodied adab or ‘best behaviour:’ !e Prophet Muhammad . For each Muslim, the 
second part of the shahada connects a Divine source and Message to its final Prophetic 
Messenger . !is seal of Prophecy does not negate the constant revelations to be found 
within any self or the horizon of one’s lifeworld. To the Shahid or the ‘one who witnesses’ - 
the whole of existence is seen as a constant outpouring of the meanings contained in the 
Quran, it is in fact the manifest mirror of the Quran. !roughout this work the name of 
Muhammad as Messenger  has already been made repeatedly, followed by the adab that is 
due which is to say ‘may Allah honour him and grant him peace,’ or sall" ll"hu ʿalay-hi wa-
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sallam, written throughout in cursive arabic script. At present, Bewley’s summary will 
su"ce as the essence of what is a"rmed in the second part of the shahada:
He was Muhammad, the last of God’s Messengers to the human race. !rough him the 
Qur’an, the final Divine revelation containing complete guidance for all human needs until 
the end of time, was revealed. In his life he demonstrated what it is to be a completely 
fulfilled human being, embodying every perfection of character, and showing us how 
someone totally submitted to the Divine conducts their day-to-day a#airs in the face of all 
the contingencies of the ordinary human being.139
II. Salat: !e five daily prayers. !e second pillar of the prayer is obligatory to each 
Muslim in the Quran (11:114):
Establish the prayer at each end of the day
And in the first part of the night.
Good actions eradicate bad actions.
!is is a reminder for those who pay heed.
!e Quranic command to pray is clear, however the specific way to pray and the way to 
prepare for the prayer came from the Messenger himself  , as well as all aspects of Islamic 
practice and knowledge, from the most mundane detail of daily life to the most 
transcendental aspects of what can be known of Allah. !is core aspect of devotion will be 
discussed in !e Architecture of the Prayer, where it is necessary to see how the pivotal life 
pattern of the five daily prayers is situated amongst the living that happens in those spaces 
between each prayer. !e temporal aspect of the prayer is the most important synchronising 
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fact of each community across the globe, underlying the very idea of Islam as a submission 
to a practice. A wave of prayers ripple around the world based upon the sighted position of 
the sun, or its absence, at five constant natural times of day and night: 
• Subh or the dawn prayer at the first light of dawn.
• Dhuhr or the midday prayer, asr or the afternoon prayer between the middle of the 
afternoon and about an hour before sunset.
• Maghrib or the sunset prayer which only has the window of between sunset and 
approximately fifteen minutes afterwards, in the fading light of the sun that was sunk 
below the horizon.
• Isha, or the night prayer, which can be prayed from when all redness has left the sky until 
a third of the night has passed.
What can be immediately understood from these prayer times is their connection between 
the individual or the group and the natural world. !e prayers are punctuating the life 
pattern of each person, connecting each individual to a timeless Divine Reality while 
inextricably connecting each person to an earthbound temporal reality.
III. Zakat: !e annual payment of wealth to the poor after fasting the month of Ramadan, 
if eligible. !e literal meaning of the word zakat is ‘growth, increase and 
purification.’140 It is an alms tax on a person’s wealth and property to be collected by 
each community leader or Amir and distributed among the needy, commanded in the 
Quran (24:54):
Establish the prayer and pay zakat and obey the Messenger so perhaps you may gain 
mercy.
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A collapse of the correct legal understanding or fiqh to collect and distribute this wealth, 
and the problem of fiat currencies being an unacceptable form of zakat due to the 
unequivocal Islamic prohibition on all forms of riba or usury, has lead to this pillar being 
severely compromised since the advent of modern banking, becoming more like a general 
form of sadaqa or charity. !is in e#ect undermines many aspects of social justice and 
welfare for the poor within the locus of each jamaat or mosque community, preventing a 
dynamic transformative element of Muslim worship and an ecology of means. Traditionally 
each eligible person’s wealth is ‘purified’ by this action, which coincides with the end of 
Ramadan where spiritual realities eclipse worldly concerns. 
Zakat is paid on monetary savings, which due to the global nature of the financial system 
today means largely fiat currency, trade goods, crops and livestock. Zakat is assessed as the 
current market value of all such items, and one fortieth of the total is then paid - ideally in 
gold and silver - as Zakat. !ere is  a form of zakat which is independent of an individuals’ 
wealth, called zakat al fitr.  !is is paid by all Muslims at the end of Ramadan, regardless of 
age, sex, or economic status, and usually by the male head of each household for each 
member of his family. One sa’ of stable food from the region is owed by each person, which 
is just over 2 litres, to be paid on the last evening of Ramadan or before or after the Eid 
prayer. !e importance of payment was said by the Prophet to be no less than the 
acceptance of the entire month’s fast! Unlike the other form of zakat, it does not have to be 
collected by an Amir, and can be distributed freely to the poor by any individual.
IV. Saum: Fasting, during the forty days of the 9th lunar month of Ramadan. 
!e month of Ramadan is fasted by every man and woman who is fit and able. !e 
temporal rhythms of the five daily prayers join the daily sequence of eating and drinking 
before the white thread of first light which appears on the Eastern horizon, which is the 
time when the idhan or call to the dawn prayer  (subh) is made. !e fast ends with the 
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setting of the sun and the call of the sunset prayer (maghrib). !e basic withdrawl from all 
eating, drinking (and smoking which is haram throughout the year yet enjoyed by many, 
even those who would never drink alcohol), and sexual activity extends to the subtle 
withdrawl from all worldly pre-occupations where possible, and all blameworthy actions 
such as losing one’s temper or speaking badly about others. While only the basic elements 
may be heeded to technically satisfy the practice of fasting, Ramadan is a month where 
people extend the priority of inner meditation and outward devotion and correct behaviour 
or adab as much as they possibly can. Despite the challenges or physical di"culties of such 
exacting self control, the single pointed intensity of the month is greatly missed by the 
majority of Muslims once gone, and the celebration day of Eid which marks its end as both 
joyous and poignant, as people prepare to return to ‘normal’ life and daily habits.
V. Hajj: To undergo at least once in a lifetime the annual pilgrimage and rites in Mecca, 
Arabia, if able. !e rites of Hajj and the benefits of performing it are mentioned in 
detail in the Quran:
Safa and Marwa are among the Landmarks of Allah,
so anyone who goes on Hajj to the House or does ‘umra
incurs no wrong in going back and forth between them.
If anyone spontaneously does good,
Allah is All-!ankful, All-Knowing.
(22:24-27)
!e Hajj is a unique phenomenon which begins it’s specific rites in the Hijaz of Arabia, but 
is set in motion as each individual and group leave their homes and countries. It is the 
largest co-ordinated mass movement of people on the earth, which would create a strikingly 
di#erent visual pattern if viewed from space, as envisioned by Shaykh Bewley:
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If the observer had very sophisticated equipment he would see the growing gathering going 
round and round in circles about one central point then backwards and forwards between 
two adjacent points. !en on a clearly pre-specified date the whole mass of gathered people 
would be seen to move into a nearby valley and the following day to stream across the 
desert and remain stationary there for several hours. !ey would then return to the valley 
from which they had set out, and after a couple of days, they would start to disperse and 
return to all the places, near and far, from which they had originally come.141
For each Muslim, to participate in Hajj is to be part of a tradition which extends back 
beyond the advent of Islam to at least six thousand years ago, when the prophet Ibrahim is 
said to have instituted the first rites centred around the House  in the Islamic view of 
history, he himself constructed. Similar rites have existed and continue to be performed 
throughout the world at varying scales of ritual and attendance; they have been 
undoubtedly been an integral part of human existence, predating recorded history. Hajj is 
the ultimate liminal experience of Islam, where even a person’s clothes and symbols of 
worldly status are replaced by a simple cloth. !e pilgrim enters a state known as ihram, 
where sexual contact, beautifying oneself in any way, fighting or anger are forbidden, where 
even the killing of an insect would end this state. !e physical intensity of the rites matches 
the inner mental focus required. Ritual requirements mirror a journey which maps out 
events in the Islamic history written in the Quran .
Even in today’s climate of air conditioned tents and high rise hotels and halal McDonalds, 
alongside the rapid destruction of the built traces of the Prophet Muhammad and following 
rulers by the Saudi regime, the actual pattern of the pilgrimage set down by the Prophet 
and mentioned repeatedly in the Quran survives. !e Saudi government have attempted, 
with success, to deal with the huge increase in numbers over recent decades due to cheap 
flights and the worldwide growth of the Muslim Ummah. Every Hajj is an immense 
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logistical operation, which takes the Saudi authorities the rest of the year to plan. 
Prioritising the safety of pilgrims has lead to massive infrastructural transformations to the 
ancient terrain. It is this need which has also justified more the ruthless forms of the 
demolition of Islamic history and the acquisition of the most expensive cityscape in the 
Muslim world.  Despite these unavoidable C21st factors, the psycho-spiritual stripping 
away or tajrid of Hajj remains the most desired, intense and demanding form of devotion 
for a majority Muslims, and they return to their normal lifeworlds - with the honorary 
prefix of Hajj or Hajja - profoundly a#ected by the experience.
3.2 Iman
 
To further the understanding of the integrated aspects of Islamic praxis, the equal aspects of 
Islam and Iman must be understood as entirely interdependent elements, to enable inner 
and outer realities to be read in relation to one another. Ihsan will follow as the seal of 
excellence which cannot exist without Iman as the inner core foundation of intention and 
belief and Islam as the outward actions and prayers and a"rmations of that belief. Iman 
can be summarised as being varying levels of an individual’s knowledge and faith or trust in 
Divine Unity or tawhid, and the Message and the Messengers. From Shaykh Uthman dan 
Fodio’s summary in !e Science of Tawhid, we gain understanding of the tenets of faith 
required to be known and accepted for a person to consciously a"rm and declare the 
shahada:142
• What is necessary for Allah: existence, before-time, going-on after time, separate from 
events in time, entirely self-sustaining, and One in His essence, attributes and actions. 
Having power, will, knowledge, life, hearing, sight, and speech. !erefore He is the 
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Powerful (al-Qadir), the Willing (al-Murid), the Knowing (al-‘Alim), the Living (al-Hayy), 
the Hearing (As-Sami’), the Seeing (al-Basir), and the Speaking (al-Mutakallim).
• What is impossible for Allah: !e opposites of the necessary.
• What is conceivable for Allah: Each person must know that the, ‘doing or leaving undone 
of any possible thing is conceivable for Him.’143
• What is necessary for the Messengers (from the Prophet Adam, peace be upon him, to the 
Prophet Muhammad ): Truthfulness, fulfilling the trust of Prophecy, and conveying 
what they are divinely commanded to convey to creation.
• What is impossible for the Messengers: !e opposite of the three attributes above. !ey 
cannot lie or be treacherous or conceal what they are commanded to convey, intentionally 
or inadvertently.
• What is conceivable for the Messengers: ‘Non-essential human characteristics which do 
not lead to any imperfection in their exalted ranks,’144 such as any illness or disability 
other than insanity, and the entirely Human activities of eating, drinking, marriage, trade 
and so on.
• !e proof of the necessary attributes of Allah, and of what is impossible and conceivable 
for Him are a series of dynamic opposites, listing in full the tenets concerning Allah above 
and beginning: ‘Our proof of His existence is that He brings creatures out of non-
existence since the non-existent does not have any power to act by itself. Our proof of his 
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before-timeness is His power to bring creatures into existence since the in-time is 
powerless and cannot act,’ and so on.145
• !e proof of what is necessary for the Messengers, and of what is impossible and 
conceivable for them, are like those of the Divine, a series of dynamic opposites, listing in 
full the tenets concerning the Messengers above and beginning: ‘Our proof of the 
truthfulness of the Messengers, blessings and peace be upon them, is Allah’s confirming 
them by miracles, since Allah would not confirm a liar. Our proof of them being 
trustworthy, is the command of Allah to us to imitate what they say and do, because 
Allah would not order us to follow treachery.146
How can these theological tenets be lived? From a phenomenological perspective, the 
acceptance of an entirely unique lifeworld in which each person is enmeshed can be seen in 
the additional light of the fact that Allah is declared one in Essence, Attributes and Actions. 
!e Essence or Dhat is called the ‘Unknowable,’ but the Actions and Attributes we all come 
to know by being alive. Ontology joins Onto-theology, by the simple and most profound 
fact of our being-in-the-world, by this embodied experiencing we may come to know both 
seen and unseen realms and have knowledge or marifa of Allah. 
!is means every event in which we are placed, everything that happens, everything we 
come to know, everything we experience, all are to the Muslim a reflection of Allah, while 
not being Allah in themselves. !is cosmological paradox lies at the heart of Islamic 
perception, if we understand that what is perceiving is known as the ‘eye of the heart,’ and 
that the Prophet has stated in a hadith qudsi - in which he is to every Muslim reporting the 
speech of Allah - that:
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Neither My Earth nor My Heavens can contain Me, but the heart of a Believing 
Servant, can.147
!e heart or qalb is the subtle body receptacle within which light or knowledge of Allah is 
reflected, and it is the heart that the Muslim ‘polishes’ or purifies by the act of prayer and 
remembrance or dhikr of Allah, and by each good and beneficial act. !e heart is seen as 
the ‘master’ of the intellect or aql.  
Bewley states that the first part of the shahada clearly implies, ‘direct Divine participation in 
every physical process.’148  In Islam, Its Basic Practices and Beliefs, Bewley addresses the 
realms of Quantum physics which are challenging the established view of classical 
Newtonian physics, citing Francis Bacon’s famous dictum, ‘God works in nature only by 
secondary causes‘ as the moment when theological and scientific truth ‘parted company.‘149 
Bewley does not deny secondary causes but rather asserts that cause and e#ect are to the 
Muslim, ‘direct manifestations of Divine Power.‘150 !e poetics of such an understanding 
provide possibilities for how the place of worship for this Divine Power can be reflected in 
the making of a mosque, as the place in which each person is existentially orientated toward 
contemplation of the world as a unified creation. !e sensory and the intelligible, al-hiss 
and al-ma’na, refer to the unified opposites of an outward phenomenal dimension and an 
inner ‘meanings’ dimension, the source of the Reality (al-Haqq) of both being the 
Divine.151 !e human being comes to glimpse and ‘know’ Allah in epiphanies or unveilings 
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or tajalliyat. One of the most renowned Sufi masters, Abdalqadir al-Jilani, encapsulates the 
meaning of this unity or tawhid in a quatrain:
What is the cosmos except like snow
And You the water, its source.
And while snow and water in truth are one
!e law bids we treat them di#erent.152
In !e Book of Ascension to the Essential Truths of Sufism, Ibn Ajiba’s (1747-1809) 
commentary of this poem underlines the fundamental way of perception at the heart of 
Islamic devotional practice: 
!e sensory cannot exist except by the intelligible and the intelligible cannot be manifested 
except through the sensory. !e intelligible is subtle, fine, and unknowable except through 
the sensory dimension in the molds of existence. Its manifestation would be impossible 
without the sensory, but to see only the sensory is ignorance and darkness.153
Reality is !at which radiates out from the source of the Essence or ad-dhat, unknowable in 
Itself, and known only via Attributes and Actions, via the mediation of an embodied 
existence. Each individual being is endowed with intellect or ‘aql, by which they look from 
themselves to the horizon of their lifeworld, to know their (unique) Lord, as stated in the 
Quran (41:53):
We shall show them Our Signs on the horizon
 and within themselves, 
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Humankind’s mastery of the material world is seen through a lens of great responsibility 
when each individual is described as a serving khalif or ‘vice-regent’ of the world rather than 
the subjugator of its material resources. In Integral terms, an ecological vision of how we 
construct our built environment lies in seeing design however grandly or humbly as an 
ethical part of the noosphere’s transcendence and inclusion of the biosphere. Architectural 
design answers the intention of the brief by gathering energy sources, by utilising natural 
resources, by fashioning an appropriate form of shelter, and by selecting its materiality from 
the palette of the natural world. All resources, whether seen as Divine, or as ‘gifted’ to us, or 
as the precious finite resources they are, are in themselves fundamentally necessary 
elements, worthy of gratitude or celebration. !e general holistic claims of Integral !eory 
parallel to a certain earthbound degree the tawhidic belief of Islamic theology, where is one 
created interrelated web of phenomena. As an extension of the dual unity of sensory (hiss) 
and meaning (mana) realms which each Muslim engages with, Islamic cosmology divides 
the cosmos into three realms, reflecting and solely reliant upon Allah. In Ibn Ajiba’s Sufi 
lexicon,155 they are described as follows:
• al-mulk - ‘!e Domain:’ !e sensory dimension of existence. 
• al-malakut - ‘!e Dominions:’ !e inward, intelligible dimension. 
• al-jabarut - ‘!e Omnipotent:’ !e ‘all enveloping ocean’ from which mulk and malakut 
‘pour forth.’
!e cosmological triad of mulk, malakut and jabarut corresponds directly with a triad that 
defines the realms of each individual’s being: the nafs, ruh and sirr. !is unified ontological 
and cosmological perspective is a vital part of understanding tawhid as the embodied 
experience of each Muslim. Analogous to the idea of Koestler’s holarchy, each person is 
facing the whole aspect that is their own self - itself a harmony of parts - while facing the 
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larger part-whole or holarchic elements of their unique lifeworld in which they are 
enmeshed. !e three aspects of each human being from an Islamic Sufic perspective are: 
• nafs - ‘Self.’ Etymologically connected to nufus, or ‘breath,’ it is the self in all aspects, 
praiseworthy and blameworthy. It is the locus of experience, in which the actions and 
events of the self solidify to create the narrative of each ‘personality.’ Shaykh Abdalqadir 
states that the actions of dhikr (devotional remembrance) and prayer and whatever other 
praiseworthy enlightening states or hal purify the heart so that what was ‘the solid and 
opaque nafs becomes subtle and luminous.’156  !is solidified illusory self is then not 
eclipsed but further illuminated by what is ruhani, or of spirit.
• ruh - ‘Spirit.’ Ibn Arabi defines the ruh as that which ‘casts knowledge of the Unseen to 
the heart in a particular aspect.’157 Where the nafs is the locus of event, the ruh is the 
locus of vision. Shaykh ibn al-Habib writes in his Diwan, sung throughout North Africa 
or al-Maghrib and beyond:
My Ruh speaks to me and says: 
My reality is the light of Allah,
so do not see other-than-Him.
If I were not a light it would be Other-than-Him,
indeed otherness is nothingness,
so do not be content with it.158
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• sirr, ‘Secret.‘ Shaykh Abdalqadir states that ‘unattached’ to the narrative of a solidified nafs 
based life, the Sufi is able to ‘taste finer and finer meanings of the self/cosmos locus.’159 
An inner journey continues until the sirr-as-sirr, ‘the Secret of the Secrets’ is reached in 
which no experiencing self remains. !is is the destination of Fana’ or ‘annihilation’ in 
Allah, which is a state that all Shayukh or spiritual masters after the Prophet must have 
journeyed to and have returned from to teach. Not more need be said but that any person 
is able to reach this station bil Haqq, ‘by the Real.’ !e subject fills the books of Sufism 
and Traditional Islam, never negating the primacy of the oral and aural reality of teaching 
and the direct unmediated experience of each Sufi salik or ‘seeker.’ Shaykh Abdalqadir 
states that it is reached by the ‘most fine process of withdrawal from the sensory by the 
means of the Supreme Name until even the Name, the last contact with awareness 
disappears.’ 
In danger of sounding flippant, we can state that no books are available in this station, all 
learning evaporates, along with the distinction of a sensing self. In the Tao of Islam, Sachiko 
Murata describes the hierarchic correspondence of human microcosm, and world 
macrocosm, where, ‘!e relative reality of the signs in the macrocosm and microcosm point 
to the absolute reality of the Real, the Metacosm.’160  Murata states that when the Sufi 
seeker ‘truly realises that “there is none real but the Real,” he achieves tawhid.’161 
3.3 Ihsan
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!e ‘map’ of the unseen outlined above, upon which each seeker travels to his or her Lord, 
Allah (Who it must be said is neither masculine nor feminine, transcending all such 
anthropomorphic distinctions), has brought this chapter to the final limits of gnosis, and 
from Islam, to Iman and on to the final aspect of Ihsan. !e journey must be traveled with 
ihsan, which literally means ‘doing what is beautiful.’ If Islam constitutes the acts, and Iman 
the knowledge and faith that both precede and flow from such acts, then Ihsan indicates the 
highest possibilities of the human realm: the ‘most beautiful’ way to see, to act, to believe, 
or to know. !e Quran invites the human being to,
Do what is beautiful. Allah loves those who do what is beautiful.162
Ihsan derives from the verb ahsana, which means ‘to do good, to act well, to do something 
expertly, to master something.’163 Tellingly, Chittick and Murata attempt to encapsulate a 
vital aspect of Muslim practice by defining ihsan as ‘human intentionality.’164  It is the 
intention or niyyat which in fact precedes all acts and gives them their reality as stated by 
the Prophet Muhammad  when he said, ‘actions are only by intention.’165 Such a pithy 
statement touches the very modern realms of psychology and ontology and 
phenomenology, and underlines the misplaced notion of any worthy form of worship  or 
ibada without knowledge or intellect. In traditional Islam, the first thing taught is the 
prerequisite of a clear intention - and therefore understanding - for each action. !is 
returns us full circle to the beginning of this outline of Islam, Iman and Ihsan and to the 
shahada. When asked about ihsan by the Angel Jibril,  narrated as the famous ‘Hadith of 
Jibril’ the Prophet Muhammad  stated that,
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Ihsan is to worship Allah as if you see Him, for if you do not see Him, He sees you.
Bewley describes ihsan as ‘the vital inner dynamic needed to bring back to life the whole 
pattern of practices and beliefs which make up the body of Islam for every Muslim,’166 and 
it is presented here as the seal, the beginning and the end of all questions concerning the 
mosque, concerning all aspects of Muslim life and of each community finding their place in 
both the built and natural environment. Ihsan is in the intention - the inner desire to do 
good and to act beautifully - that makes an embodied adab sincere in all its possible forms; 
no less as a design ethos. Sincerity and intention come together for the Muslim in the heart 
or qalb, the inner core of their subtle being. !e Egyptian Shaykh Ibn Ata’illah al-Iskandari 
states in his famous hikam or aphorisms:
Actions are merely propped up shapes. !eir life-breath is the presence of the secret of 
sincerity in them.167
Bewley states that ‘the fuqaha (jurisprudents) are agreed that the place where the intention 
is made is the heart.’168 !e qalb is for the Muslim the metaphysical vessel within which 
gnosis is possible, transcending what can be rationalised by the intellect. !e sirr or ‘secret’ 
is to be found at the core of each person’s heart, so the journey of Islamic practice and 
behaviour in the world always returns to the direct experience of the individual and their 
core innermost aspect. !is unveiling of knowledge of Allah, the Knower, is the goal of 
Muslim practice, beyond the hope and fear of a heavenly or hellish destination beyond this 
life, beyond any concept of a chosen people, and beyond outer identity and cultural 
custom. 
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Duality dissolves when unity or tawhid is realised or ‘tasted,’ along with blame and praise. 
!e Muslim repeats the dhikr or ‘remembrance’ of  ‘la hawla wala quwwata illa billah’, 
meaning ‘there is no power or strength but Allah;’ despite the human ability to do harm or 
wrong or evil, all attributes of power are returned to the One. !is total attribution is far 
removed from the moral dualism of a god and a devil eternally fighting. At the same time 
all phenomenal aspects of existence are seen, to quote Heraclitus, as a ‘harmony of 
tensions,’ much like the ontological dualism of Taoism, and Confucianism. Buddhism , and 
Hindism like Islamic Sufism all aim at transcending dualistic thinking to achieve unity. 
Islam is a way to the One, following many ways that came before it, in which the Prophet 
Muhammad  has confirmed, 
He who knows himself knows his Lord.169
It is to the exemplar of the Prophet  and his embodied sunnah or life pattern that every 
Muslim looks to for orientation, to travel through life seeking knowledge of their Lord. An 
embodied adab  is only ever a reflection of this pattern, of this character or conduct in any 
part of the life pattern of each person, place and purpose. An embodied adab is the Islamic 
ethos that resonates closely with the Vitruvian attribute of decorum; both prioritise the idea 
of a behaviour which serves what is beneficial to human being and human dwelling. !e 
recovery of this understanding in the Muslim context comes from the Messenger  who 
said,
!e deen (life transaction) is behaviour.170
To conclude, it is in the realm of ihsan that the priority of adab can fully be identified as the 
core ethos, guide and aim in the designing of the mosque. To embody any of the values, 
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ideas, aspirations or desires found in Islamic practice is to imagine and fashion an 
architectural form which embodies adab. !is cursory glance at the multi faceted aspects of 
Islamic practice make clear that adab is not a devotional or cultural addition, it is the 
essence and the height of devotion. Now that key terms are defined, it is the intention of 
this work to gather the architectural aspects of an embodied adab, and in the spirit of Ibn 
Arabi’s interpretation, to value an adab of design as ‘the bringing together of Good.’
Now that Islam, Iman and Ihsan have been outlined as inseparable parts of the holistic way 
known generally as Islam, and an embodied adab has been proposed as a guiding principle 
and aim, the AQAL diagram can o#er an approach to understanding in relation to all 
interrelated realms of architectural importance:
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All four quadrants are read in relation to the holarchic arrangement of Iman, Islam, and 
Ihsan. For each Muslim, there is no physical practice of Islam without the faith and inner 
lifeworld of Iman, and there is no Ihsan or spiritual excellence without the practice of 
Islam. Ihsan as excellence or what is beautiful is the perfection or height of Islamic praxis 
and devotion, and there is no limit to it in terms of daily acts, alongside the compulsory 
prayer. !e word itself shares the trilateral Arabic root H-S-N, best known in the names for 
beauty: Hassan or Hassana. ‘Good deeds’ are known as hassanatan. Understood 
holarchically, Iman can be said to be transcended and included by Islam, and Ihsan can be 
said to transcend and include both Islam and Iman. And again: all three are one as Islam. 
!ere are limits in belief, and in practice, as briefly outlined above, the idea of Ihsan in 
one’s behaviour and actions is considered a place where the imagination is the only limit, as 
long as the guidance of belief and practice is followed. For the creation of a mosque, Ihsan 
is the creative realm of the designer, and the artist as much as that of the devout Muslim or 
Sufi. !e intention of an embodied adab is therefore manifested via the core program of 
daily devotional life patterns, and also by the creative act of designing.
!e red arrows indicate the movement and the direction of evolving and sustaining and 
improving, which is a priority for each Muslim, this movement is ever towards Ihsan, 
spiritual excellence, and toward an integral embodiment of adab. !is cultivation of the 
dwelling place of the Imaret is both personal and general and facing very private aspects of 
development and more public intentions to serve the wider community; it is the personal 
wellbeing of each individual and the collective wellbeing of the Jamaat or congregation and 
vitally the wellbeing of relationships in the neighbourhood. All scales of an embodied adab 
are to be considered as the ‘gathering of all good.’ As shall be explored further, managed 
beehives and the flowers planted to support insects are as appropriate to the idea of an 
embodied adab as the inclusion of a local community program that supports local trade, 
social events and cultural activities. An embodied adab is the Islamic ethos that manifests at 
any scale. !e further material manifestation of this ethos is a tectonic articulation and 
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ornamentation of space, freely intepreted to suit the specificity of people, purpose and 
place.
Conclusion To conclude this case for an embodied adab and this reach toward ihsan, it 
su"ces to restate Chittick and Murata’s defininition of ihsan as ‘human intentionality.’ 
Ihsan, deriving from the verb ahsana, means not only to do good but to do something 
expertly, to master something.171 In this open exploration a thorough understanding of a 
Muslim’s devotional lifeworld has been outlined, taking from a line of teachers that take 
their chain of transmission back to the Prophet . It is correct adab to name your Islamic 
teacher; this section has drawn from the personal transmission or teaching of Abdalhaqq 
Bewley, quoting at length from his key introduction Islam, Its Basic Practices and Beliefs. 
Abdalhaqq Bewley is also a Shaykh or Master of the Darqawi-Shadhili-Qadiri Tariqa and 
Rector of the Muslim Faculty of Advanced Studies. Books are useful, and fundamental to 
the present research, however the priority in understanding Islam ‘from within’ has come 
from the study and practice of Islam, Iman and Ihsan from one who knows, an arif. 
An understanding of Islam, Iman and Ihsan underlines the importance of the bridging of 
the transcendent and the immanent for each Muslim. To design equally with reason and 
revelation in mind is fraught with paradoxes, and rich with possibilities. !e guiding 
principle or niyyat of an embodied adab and a desire for Ihsan become a hermeneutic tool 
to decipher both Islamic architectural history and the ground of any proposed C21st 
community Imaret. !is intent informs all intentionality in the visceral and psychological 
apperception of the mosque as subject, expanding the AQAL diagram and our 
understanding of the mosque as the architecture of the prayer. 
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4 Architecture of the Prayer
Introduction Seeing beyond the minaret is to consider fully this space for the spirit is to 
examine closely the architecture of the prayer, which comes from the bridging of the 
sequential movement of each individual’s formal positions in the prayer, and the 
intentionality of their personal experience. It is a space described first of all by the body 
alone. !e place for this architecture drawn by the body is any suitable space where the 
intention or niyyat to pray is made. As Bachelard poetically states, ‘!us we cover the 
universe with drawings we have lived,’172 each place that is prayed on is said to ‘testify’ for 
the Muslim on the day of judgement, the threshold passed to an eternal afterlife. In the 
here and now that mental image describes a physical pattern - a celestial logbook if you will 
- unique to each human being who prays, marking points and times across the surface of 
their life. 
Architecturally, the Muslim devotional intent of cultivation and dwelling manifests as the 
Imaret or mosque complex; it is the heart of each Muslim community and place in which 
each man, woman and child collectively dwells at regular intervals as part of their 
individual lifeworlds and intersubjective lifeworlds. In prioritising the re-evaluation of the 
cultural role of the mosque, and proposing its ethos as an embodied adab, we can develop 
the AQAL diagram to identify the key devotional architecture of the prayer.
For each Muslim the prayer is the ultimate joining of inner and outer worlds and therefore 
joins experiential and psychologically perceived cosmological perspectives. !e mosque’s 
materiality, and form and sequence of spaces, is an objective container of this inter-
subjective bridging of realms, a vessel of embodied space. Studying the path of the prayer, 
from entrance way to the act itself and whatever activities may follow it, extends ritual space 
beyond the confines of the place of prostration, encompassing not only the act of ritual 
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purification but the daily sequence of further liminal experiences that make up the program 
of each mosque complex. 
!e AQAL diagram is here used as a device to order thinking while encountering the 
following five sections that address the architecture of the prayer. Looking ‘beyond the 
minaret’ is an act of questioning presumptions and prejudices about mosque architecture 
which requires an interpretive return to historical sources and locations and an embodied 
understanding of devotion as the physical celebration of Islam, Iman and Ihsan. !e 
following chapter will:
• Phenomenologically explore as a ‘showing forth’ the Invisible Architecture & Choreography 
of the Prayer as a human embodied experience of devotion, and a poetic reading of 
Heidegger’s Fourfold Oneness
• Intepret via Arabic the historic Source of Madinah & the Formation of the Key Elements of 
the Mosque.
• Openly explore the specific cultural and linguistic meaning of the decoration and 
decorum of the mosque in !e Word and the Letter, and Decorum as Mirror of the One.
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4.1 Invisible Architecture & Choreography of the Prayer
Prayer is purification for the hearts, a means of opening onto the unseen worlds.
Prayer is the place of intimate conversation, a mine of mirrored purity.
!e fields of the secrets stretch out into the vastness within it.
Lights rise in it and beam out their radiance.173 
For the devout Muslim, one who has iman, the embodied qualities of the prayer join 
together inner and outer realms, sense and meaning or hiss wa mana, as the central 
devotional act of salat as dwelling and being-in-the-world. To read the narrative of the 
sensory, spatial and temporaral aspects of the prayer, is to see how meaning is manifest in 
the acts themselves, to inform how architecture can sustain and ornament these acts. !e 
minimum conditions necessary to establish the invisible architecture of the prayer, whether 
in a sheltered or open, natural or man-made space, are:
• Time: !e time of the five prayers is absolutely constant: Before dawn, at noon, at mid-
afternoon, after sunset and at the beginning of night. 
• Spatial and Spiritual Cleanliness: Spatial Cleanliness refers to the necessity of 
maintaining a physically clean prayer area. Spiritual cleanliness refers to the act of wudu 
as a prior condition to the prayer.
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• Directionality: ‘!e prayer space must be spatially orientated towards Mecca. In the 
majority of mosques, this requirement is met through the qibla wall (the wall facing 
Mecca) and the mihrab (niche in the qibla wall indicating the prayer direction). Seen 
from the perspective of directionality, the wall or the niche represent just two of its many 
architectural interpretations.’174
• Prayer Enactment: !e Prayer Enactment itself transforms any space into a mosque.
• Volume of Prayer: Volume of Prayer is the ‘minimal spatial definition of the mosque. 
!is is to say that mosque space at its smallest is defined by the space a single person 
occupies when performing a prayer in the direction of Mecca.’175
Programmatic Variability Clothing  Installation by Azra Aksamija, used with permission
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!e conditions above, stripped of all but necessary technical Arabic, come from avant-garde 
architect Azra Aksamija - a Muslim - who has designed clothing which unfolds into both 
prayer mat and the coverings that are necessary to pray in as a woman (opposite figure). 
Such  political and poetic work unfolds the architectural space that is drawn by the human 
body every day, prioritising the space for the spirit and body as embodied architectural 
space. !e role of gender in the Muslim prayer is thoughtprovokingly reflected on in 
Aksamija’s work, in her very clothing transforming to provide a hijab at the same time as a 
prayer mat. It is the correct adab for a man to also have his head covered in prayer, but it is 
not obligatory as it is for a woman. 
!e space for one being extends to accommodate rows of beings which are the prayer lines 
or safs in Aksamija’s notion of ‘Programmatic Variability,’ which have particular 
implications when reading the mosque as part of the larger urban situation. Although 
Aksamija acknowledges that ‘the concept of the sacred space in the Christian sense (as a 
consecrated space) does not have a counterpart in the context of the mosque,’ she accepts 
the designation of religious and secular overlapping realms. Variability here refers to the 
mosque complex’s many functions beyond accommodating prayer, such as education, social 
services, and trade etc. Trade can occur all around the mosque, but not within the space in 
which people formally pray, yet someone can pray in a market place. !e mosque can shift 
roles between the hosting of what some distinguish as religious and secular activities.’176 
!is variability is vital to the present study’s guiding principle of an embodied adab 
manifesting in what is beneficial to people, purpose and place.
For each devout Muslim, the prayer is already choreographed, already designed and 
planned, with set times stretching o# into an unknown future, with a mortal earthly end, 
and desired beautiful and heavenly destination. In the lived moment of each prayer, the 
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body is the mediation of this desire and intent. Merleau Ponty states that, ‘Our own body is 
in the world as the heart is in the organism: it keeps it visible spectacle constantly alive, it 
breathes life into it and sustains it inwardly, and with it forms a system.’177  In 
psychoanalytic theory this integration of the senses and experience of the self in the world is 
known as the body schema or body image.178 !e creative imagination becomes a powerful 
faculty in the prayer as spatial and imaginal realms are bridged. What the ‘philosopher of 
adjectives’179 Bachelard calls imagination ‘is a most sacred power that is as much of a cosmic 
force as of a psychological faculty.’180 
!e prayer can be prayed anywhere, its space and place rely purely on the conditions 
above and the intentionality of the Muslim. With knowledge of this, combined with a 
phenomenological reading of the prayer itself, a mosque can be imagined in a more 
embodied sense when seen in relation to the mental map that each human being makes 
from their lifeworld. Indeed, as Merleau-Ponty so poetically de"nes it, we are enmeshed 
in our own lifeworld just as our heart is at our core and bound to every part of our vital 
part of our living selves. !e prayer is the core devotional act of each Muslim, and the 
key choreography of their lives and of their mosques. It is a gift to understanding the 
space of the mosque from an embodied perspective that transcends and includes the 
personal lifeworld of each individual to embrace a collective shared daily liminal 
experience. No matter how di#erent each Muslim may be, they are connected by this 
sacred devotional sequence.  
!e Arabic word for prayer, salat, has the root of S-L-T which has the following 
interrelated meanings of prayer, supplication, petition, oration, eulogy, benediction,
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!e Prayer by Adam Carthy, used with permission 
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commendation, blessing, honour, magnify, bring forth, follow closely, walk/follow behind 
closely, to remain attached, to contact or to be in contact.  !e prayer occurs "ve times a 
day, moving across the globe with the night and the day, cross referenced with standard 
local times and printed timetables, checked with glances to the horizon to gauge the 
colour of the sky, or with a walking stick by whose shadow the time of prayer has been 
measured for over 1400 thousand years. !e Su" teacher Hakim Chisti states that, ‘by 
following there prayer times, one is perfectly attuned to the motions of the planet, 
seasonal changes, and geographic variations. In so doing, one becomes harmonised with 
all of the natural cycles of the universe.’181
Being conscious of the time of day, and the time of the prayer, we walk to the place of 
purification to perform wudu: a marble wash area, a sink beside which to balance, a bottle 
of water used sparingly somewhere surrounded by land and sky. !e sense magnified here is 
touch, warm water comforting in cold climates, cool water refreshing in hot. All attention 
to washing and purification is an acknowledgement of our bodies, of the actions of our 
limbs and of our speech, hearing, breathing, smelling and seeing: our place in this exact 
place and time. !e very act of wudu at any time is seen as a means to still oneself as 
reflected in the words of the Prophet , 
‘When one of you gets angry, let him make ablution with water as anger 
arises out of fire.’182 
!e sound of running water is the prelude to the prayer. !e action of washing is 
devotional, regardless of place. How could the water that runs from over and o# the limbs 
not be sacred? Invisible architecture begins with wudu which once performed is seen not 
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only as a condition for the prayer but as a conscious state that surrounds the body and 
permeates the being. !e space of the prayer is not accessible without it.
!e call to the group prayer, the adhan, reminds the listener that the overriding sense of the 
prayer is listening. !e occupied space becomes the receptacle of this sound, the recited 
words of the Quran filling the void. !e sound of the call measures the specific space it is 
contained by, while being the indicator of the specific time of the prayer. In the words of 
Pallasmaa, ‘Hearing structures and articulates the experience and understanding of 
space.’183 If wudu is the key to opening the personal sacred space necessary for the prayer, 
the adhan is the announcement of the sacred time in which the prayer must be performed. 
!e prayer is performed facing and in alignment with the compass bearing of the Kaaba in 
Mecca that lies beyond the boundaries of all mosques but the Masjid al-Haram itself. !is 
orientation, qibla, creates an inner visualisation, an unseen thread or beam of intention 
from the human being standing where the prayer is performed to the Kaaba as single 
unifying point. !e Kaaba becomes by this intentionality the centre of an earthly wheel 
with each Muslim acting as a spoke, blinking in and out of existence with each prayer. !e 
indication here connects to the Prophetic statement, 
‘Adore Allah as though you do see Her, for if you do not see Her She sees you.’184
!e Muslim looks into the unseen in every prayer. With this simple visual alignment, 
placing the direction of the entire body toward qibla, the prayer begins: the raising and 
letting fall of the hands and arms is accompanied by the vocal a"rmation Allah Hu Akbar 




while standing completely still; the individual has now entered the ‘protected zone of 
prayer.’185
!e moment or waqt, or the ‘cutting sword’, as defined by the Sufis, is the nunc aeternum, 
the time beyond time in which there is neither before nor after. It is the ‘eternal now,’ 
prioritised also by Mindfulness and Buddhist practices. As Annemarie Schimmel observes, 
‘experience of the waqt is central in Sufi writing because it changes the seeker’s 
consciousness radically.’186
!e central focus of worship in many other religions or practices prioritise sight: the moon, 
the crucified image, the idol, the mandala where intention concentrates on a depiction. In 
the Muslim’s prayer all is invocation. !erefore vision is contained once ‘inside’ the prayer, 
eyes are lowered, all is sound and the self, and the rhythm and meter of the prayer measured 
out by the recitation of the Quran. Sound is amplified in importance above the other 
senses, the awareness of the Quranic recitation is heightened, to dive into the meanings of 
what is heard. !e immersion in sound makes the ideal space for prayer another kind of 
auditorium, a theatre in which the audience are choreographed. Lead by one single voice, to 
respond and move in unison, whether to one who leads the group prayer or to one’s own 
voice when praying alone. !e main recited parts of the prayer in daylight hours are 
however silent, and only certain repeated phrases - the punctuation of the various 
movements and positions -  are vocalised individually or heard communally. 
With this elevation and punctuation of sound the body moves: from standing to bowing, 
from bowing to standing and then to prostration, from prostration to sitting, and from 
prostration to standing or sitting once again. Even if the unseen aspects of the prayer, 
beyond the multiple realms of senses as five separate things, such as cosmological meaning 
or spiritual insight or ‘inner sight,’ are considered myth by those designing a mosque, the 
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repetition of the bodies movements as a physical daily act can only impress, and underline 
the importance of understanding that,
In the course of one day, the minimum performance consists of seventeen units of prayer, 
composed of nineteen separate positions during each rakat.187 !is is a total of 119 physical 
postures per day, or 3570 postures monthly, or 42, 840 postures yearly.188
Christopher Alexander’s emphasis on ‘living patterns’ from which buildings and places can 
be designed begins with the program of movement through a space, the utilisation of space, 
but does not stop at program. From movement and repetition come also the qualities of 
each space - a spatial and material palette - more subtle to define, moving from prose to 
poetry. !e present study, while not religiously following Alexander’s methodology for ‘a 
new traditional post-industrial architecture,’ accepts the linguistic specificity of architecture 
not only as a poetic factor but a syntactical one akin to Alexander’s thinking:
In an ordinary English sentence, each word has one meaning, and the sentence too, has one 
simple meaning. In a poem, the meaning is far more dense. Each word carries several 
meanings; and the sentence as a whole carries an enormous density of interlocking 
meanings, which together illuminate the whole. !e same is true for pattern languages. It is 
possible to make buildings by stringing together patterns, in a rather loose way. A building 
made like this, is an assembly of patterns. It is not dense. It is not profound. But it is also 
possible to put patterns together in such a way that many patterns overlap in the same 
physical space: the building is very dense; it has many meanings captured in a small space; 
and through this density it becomes profound.189
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!e mystic maxim ‘as above so below’ "nds new meaning in understanding the place of 
the ground in salat. No other space can materially celebrate the floor in the way that a 
mosque can. Even when praying on the good clean dirt of the earth, that place is one of 
honour, the floor of the mosque therefore is able to take this celebration of surface to the 
finest degree. !e individual has moved from an elevated and upright standing position to 
complete prostration on the floor. !e forehead and part of the bridge of the nose are in 
full contact, as well as the hands, knees and feet. !is strangest of positions from a non-
Muslim perspective must be understood as the most elevated of places for the Muslim. !e 
existential elevation of the human being is here only in the utmost sincere humility. !e 
physical act of prostration is the simple and profound mirror of this understanding. !e 
lowest of positions holds the highest importance, it is the place of supplication where the 
Muslim a"rms, Subhana Rabbi al-Ala, ‘Glory be to my Lord the Most Sublime/ Elevated,’ 
and represents the ongoing life work of mastery of the ego self.
4.2 The Fourfold Oneness of  the Prayer
Phenomenology concerns itself with what it is to be in the world, and posits in Husserl’s 
terms a Pre-given Life World190 in which we already find ourselves, connected to and a#ected 
by all that surrounds us, our intentionality in turn mediating our perceptions, just as our 
perceptions are mediated by our bodies. From Heidegger’s ontological starting point of 
being or sein we arrive at the question of Dasein (Being-there) and the notion of dwelling. 
Our ‘inner space’ of individual being is enmeshed with an ‘outer space’ of dwelling. 
Architecture is concerned with all aspects of dwelling, with the ‘possession of place,’191 and 
there are levels of complexity as to what dwelling and Dasein are that the present study 
cannot enter into. If approached and interpreted with great care, Martin Heidegger’s 
questions and reflections on the subject of dwelling can however o#er us further insight 
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into how we approach the poetics of embodied space and the multi-sensory realms of 
experiencing architecture. 
Via a phenomenological-hermeneutic reading, the act of prayer as the supreme Muslim 
moment of heightened awareness can be seen through Heidegger’s onto-theological lens as 
a total gathering of the Fourfold Oneness. In the same way that Heidegger would interpret 
poetry as a ‘showing forth,’ this reading of the Fourfold Oneness is a poetic one. Our reality 
of Dasein (translated as ‘being-in-the-world,’ ‘being-there,’ ‘suchness’ etc) is one of dwelling 
in the world, and the role of architecture is to participate in this fundamental contribution 
of creating dwelling places which shelter us and help sustain the cultivation of our lives, as 
the loci of our existence. !is most mundane act of survival is our profound existential 
condition, and the ground of all architectural discourse. Our sincere reflection of what it is 
to dwell in a place is a fundamental part of our approaching and understanding the act of 
design. Seeing place as a place of devotion - religious or otherwise - moves that awareness 
into topophilia, a love of a place. !e following exploration is a succinct poetic reading of 
the prayer as place of being where,
‘By a primal oneness the four – earth and sky, divinities and mortals – belong together in 
one.’192
As earth and sky are joined opposites - both physically and in what they come to represent 
in a range of meanings - mortals are joined with divinities; impermanence twinned with 
permanence. A separate study would be needed to dive into the meanings of this poetic 
‘making one’ of humankind’s existential reality. All that need be stated presently is that a 
conscious preserving of the fourfold exists in the act of dwelling. !e fundamental character 
of dwelling is this sparing and preserving.
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Connecting Earth and Sky, a person consciously gathers in the prayer their connection to 
the earth, the damp cold ground, the hard cool floor, the warm soft carpet and their 
upright extension to the sky.  !e very backbone, is consciously straight, as the body stands 
rooted and grounded, much in the same way that the upright asanas or positions in Yoga 
ground the body and mind while expanding the horizon of our consciousness. !e form of 
the prayer is to stand upright and rooted and to then fold into a sequence of moments or 
rakats to the prostration on the earth, while facing qibla. !e ground is also each being’s 
context, our history, our memory, our intentionality standing on that point and intending 
to pray. From standing to bowing, focussed on the earth with our sight, while still inwardly 
projecting forwards this time - from the top of the skull - through all physical distances and 
obstructions to the single geographical gathering point of the Kaaba. 
Earth is our spatial dimension, in all aspects of life this horizontal plane is our realm of 
movement. Architecture plays with this in many ways: paths, thresholds, ramps and stairs, 
sweeping panoramic views and narrow sight lines glimpsing through framed layers of 
spaces. All architectural play is merely a deviation from the simple horizontal fact of 
standing or indeed crawling or lying on the ground. Our movement through a gallery or a 
garden becomes a joyful thing in its choreography. Our conscious dance in any place, 
ordinary or otherwise, makes that space a place, made real only in the tasting of place 
where, ‘‘Place’ places man in such a way that it reveals the external bonds of his existence 
and at the same time the depths of his freedom and reality.’194
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!is tasting of one’s place in the world - or dhalq to use the sufic word, which is similar to 
Sartre’s notion of ‘la digestion’ - is the fundamental phenomenological fact of experiencing 
space; and via intentionality we include it in our lifeworlds and grant it importance as a 
place in our lives.  Every prayer marks a place of importance in the cosmological world of 
each Muslim. Standing and entering the prayer is the beginning of this, it is telling that a 
Muslim will say that they enter the prayer as much as they will say they begin it. It is a 
space created and entered into.  !e standing position of the prayer is the archetype of 
being human and vertically upright and a biped, and the following bowing position of the 
prayer meets the horizon of the ground. Cosmologically speaking, as Akkach states, ‘the 
horizontal bowing posture mediates between standing and prostrating and thus includes in 
its form the qualities of both ascending spirituality and descending materiality.’195  !e 
inbetween of vertical and horizontal as a conscious position is an ithmus. We can go further, 
in reading the joining of the vertical and the horizontal, by restating that the inner meaning 
of the two is the opposite of their outer form: the highest position in the prayer is actually 
the earth bound prostration, and the lowest position is its upright beginning, where each 
person stands before their Lord. In our space for the spirit the lights descend from above, 
and we do not look up, we descend also, because in the prayer we are a bridge between the 
realms of earth and sky, between all we fear and hope for and what we presently are.
All spiritual practices as well as all schools of Western or Eastern Philosophy reflect on 
the inevitable reality of humankind’s mortality. !e prayer for the Muslim punctuates this 
temporal existence, a"rming that their Creator is beyond time and we, in need, are in-time 
creatures. !e dwelling place of the Mosque is a place of prayer for a community, including 
the funeral prayers for the dead, the celebration of a birth and the announcement of a 
marriage and the diurnal festivals and announcements of Eid,196  set to the ever shifting 
lunar cycle. !e awareness of mortality does not pertain purely to an individual’s 
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temporality, it is ‘rather a matter of the way in which our being is constantly at issue for 
us.’197 !e responsibility of one’s own actions and the need to serve others well are present 
in the reiterated movements of the prayer as the mortal faces the Immortal, as the many 
face the One, as the servant or abd’ faces his or her Lord.
Heidegger describes divinities as the ‘beckoning messengers of the godhead.’198  Islamic 
understanding states that Allah is One in Her Essence, Acts and Attributes. !e Essence or 
dhat is unknowable, while Attributes and Actions are evident in the phenomenal world. 
!e parallel between Heidegger’s poetic notion of Divinities and the general Muslim 
understanding of Acts and Attributes is clear, and their importance here is to see the prayer 
as the ultimate gathering of the Fourfold Oneness. !e prayer is the joining of outer 
movement, sensing and inhabitation of space with inner intention, perception and 
visualisation. !e compass bearing - qibla - of the Divine embraces also the human 
condition, the horizon of experience and memory and imagination or khayal. Ibn Arabi 
prioritises this last faculty as being not only the psychological realm of mental images and 
dreams but the metaphysical realm in which ‘Reality reveals Itself to the Human mind.’199
In Heidegger’s devastatingly distillation of human dwelling:
• ‘Building is really dwelling.’
• ‘Dwelling is the manner in which we mortals are on the earth.’
• ‘Building as dwelling unfolds into the building that cultivates growing things and the 
building that erects buildings.’200
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!is reflection on the Fourfold Oneness is an invitation to ‘take care’ in how the space for 
the spirit unfolds, it is also addressing the concerns of architecture and inhabitation in 
general, while at the same time exploring the existential and celestial perspectives of the act 
of prayer: 
But "on the Earth" already means "under the sky." Both of these also mean "remaining 
under the divinities" and include a "belonging to men's being with one another." By a 
primal oneness, the four - earth and sky, divinities and mortals - belong together in one.’201
All Islamic art, architecture, music, and poetry points to this Oneness that is the 
fundamental a"rmation of tawhid or ‘making’ or ‘declaring’ that Allah is One. If 
the .mosque can be envisaged as an elemental place in which, ‘Mortals dwell in that they 
await the divinities,’  it can live and breathe as a dynamic space perhaps freed from cut and 
paste designed generic religious symbolism and bound together formal stylistic pastiche. Or 
conversely, in the insatiable thirst for novel forms, and recognition, removed from place, the 
last thought of the architect can too often be that of inhabitation. !is reflection of the 
prayer and the Fourfold Oneness is an attempt for the sacred space of the mosque to grow 
from the inside out, from inner knowledge and embodied experience. When a space so 
potentially poetic is conceived as a husk like form first and foremost, it is like religious 
practice without knowledge, it forgets the seed from which it has grown, its reason to be, in 
the words of the Prophet ,
‘One hour's meditation on the work of the Creator is better than seventy years of prayer.’ 
!e mosque to the Muslim is the supreme locus of humankind’s ontological position. It is 
intended that Heidegger’s Fourfold Oneness is a means for those whose task it is to 
envisage, to design, and to build this space for the spirit and see through this lens potential 
qualities hitherto unthought of, beyond belief as a"rmation or denial. It is also a tentative 
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way specifically for the Muslim, to look from another  phenomenological and metaphysical 
perspective at their daily devotional rhythm to see the joining of inner and outer realms of 
experience. Searching for an ethical architectural principle, and finding an embodied adab, it 
to also accept Heidegger’s assertion that ethos means abode, and that, 
‘Dwelling, in as much as it keeps the Fourfold in things, is, as this keeping, a building.’202
4.3 Spatial Sunnah: The Source of Madinah & the 
Formation of the Key Elements of the Mosque
!e onto-theology of Heidegger and a phenomenological reading of salat can now be returned to 
the historic source of Madina and the Prophet’s Mosque first purpose built mosque. !e spatial 
sunnah as defined by Kaheera is one spatial map or drawing of this devotional space built by 
the Prophet Muhammad . !e actual sunnah engages with each individuals inner 
reflection of their practice, because the life of the Prophet  is explicitly part in each 
Muslim’s vision of Islam and informs the wider identity of any Muslim group. For these 
reasons the sunnah when envisioned holistically from an embodied lived perspective is never 
merely the historic outlines of the Prophet’s Mosque. 
However, this spatial sunnah is the essential built origin, the palimpsest of the Mosque of 
Madinah, undergoing great changes from its original construction to its luxuriant 
appearance today. Great premodern mosques have been extended and have absorbed 
various cultural architectural languages specific to geographic location and era. All pre-
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Islamic heritage in each land through which Islam has spread has been filtered above all by 
the program of the prayer, and the need for large group prayers to be accommodated. In the 
words of Hillenbrand, there are a ‘nearly endless variety of forms and uses that’ characterise 
‘this most quintessentially Islamic building.’203 Following Hillenbrand, to return to origins 
we must distance ourselves from ‘this wealth of detail to better identify the immanent 
characteristics of the mosque.’204 !e historical mapping of an expanding Islamic Empire or 
civilisation - or more accurately a conglomerate of civilisations - is well known. To return to 
the source is to travel back to Madinah, where the Prophet Muhammad  established the 
first Muslim community in which an entire lived situation or praxis manifested as the 
dynamic transmission of knowledge called Islam, twinned with the revelation of the Quran.
!e Mosque of the Prophet - al-Masjid al Nabawi: !e first mosque is the house of the 
Prophet in Madinah, built by the Prophet himself and his companions in 622 AD . We 
can enjoy the most unusual siting of this building, in knowing that the Prophet  would 
not choose a site for his home and the first mosque, but instead let his she-camel walk freely 
and come to a rest. Once she had knelt down Muhammad said , ‘!is, if Allah wills, is 
the dwelling.’205
!e Courtyard: Observing Hillenbrand’s drawing of the original enclosure opposite, we 
can see that the stark elemental simplicity of it strips away all notions of formal typologies 
acquired since by the multicultural embrace of empire and technical material innovation. 
!e House of the Prophet  is a walled courtyard, approximately 56 by 53 meters,206 
largely open to sky. Within the perimeter of this wall, all who needed it could find shelter. 
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Before all else then we can say that the first mosque was a home for the destitute, where the 
guest was welcomed, to sleep and eat, and the ground was no less sacred for it. 
!e Shelter: Between earth and sky the community built a shelter in the form of a 
hypostyle from palm leaves supported by palm trunks. In this oblong hall the congregation 
met, prayed, and studied.  Perpendicular to the dappled shaded area, along the eastern 
outer flank of the courtyard, were the small dwellings of the Prophet and his family .
!e Minbar: !e first mosque was essentially public in nature, yet intimately connected 
with being in the company of the Prophet . Here the Juma (Friday congregational 
Reconstruction of the Prophet’s Mosque from Hillenbrand
prayers) were held and the Prophet  would give the khutba (sermon) from the minbar: a 
three stepped stool from which one can be seen and heard by a large group of seated people. 
It is common courtesy - adab - for all subsequent leaders of the prayer and givers of the 
khutba to stay on the lower steps in honour of their role as inheritors of the Prophet’s 
example and message .
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!e Mihrab: !e qibla wall, denoting the direction of prayer towards Mecca, was 
unadorned in the lifetime of Muhammad . Historians have agreed that, ‘In it’s simplest 
terms, a mosque is a building erected around a single horizontal axis, the qibla, which 
passes invisibly down the middle of the floor and, issuing form the far wall, terminates 
eventually in Mecca.’207  !e mihrab (niche in wall denoting direction of prayer) - 
ubiquitous in mosque architecture worldwide - was added as part of later renovations by Al-
Walid ibn Abd al-Malik, eighty years after the death of the Prophet. However, ‘!e Prophet 
used the term mihrab to denote his own private prayer room. !e room additionally 
provided access to the adjacent mosque, and the Prophet would enter the mosque through
Mihrab in the Prophet’s Mosque 
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this room.’208 !e new addition of a niche was so strange at first, that a sign placed by the 
former Caliph Uthman to denote the qibla wall was placed within the niche itself.209 
!rough time the mihrab has become an essential element in any mosque. !e way in 
which it has been absorbed and become a key architectural element reflects the growth of 
all mosque architecture from this early point to the present day.
!e mihrab may have its formal origins in pre-Islamic religions - as a place of veneration for 
an idol in a Greco-Roman temple, or the elevated setting for a statue of an Emperor in a 
late-antique palace - but its centrality to the language of the mosque has seen the niche as a 
sacred place transmogrify into nothing less than a metaphysical portal via which we connect 
to the alignment of a sacred direction. It is then easier to equate it with a talisman or a 
mandala, if not an icon, for it indicates both the direction of the Divine and symbolises the 
connection to the Divine, but not the Divine itself. !e mihrab is an empty threshold, 
joining the seen and unseen, amplifying sound and concentrating inner vision. As symbol 
and ornament, the mihrab adorns in myriad forms the prayer carpets, walls, burial carvings,
and Quranic illuminations of the Muslim world. Of the many potent symbols employed by 
Muslim artists and craftsmen throughout time, the mihrab is the most ubiquitous. 
Something ritually unnecessary and absent in the first mosque has become not only 
inseparable from the qibla wall (usurping the wall in buildings that do not actually align 
with qibla), it has become part of the meditative landscape of those orientating themselves 
in prayer towards the Kaaba. !e cosmological importance of the mihrab - the niche - has 
its metaphor in the words of the Quran, the Chapter of Light, An-Nur (24:35):210
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Allah is the Light 
of the heavens and the earth. 
!e metaphor of His Light is that of a niche
 in which is a lamp, 
the lamp inside a glass, 
the glass like a brilliant star, 
lit from a blessed tree, an olive, 
neither of the east nor of the west, 
its oil all but giving o# light 
even if no fire touches it. 
Light upon Light. 
Allah guides to His Light 
whoever He wills and 
Allah makes metaphors for mankind and 
Allah has knowledge of all things.
Transformational Space: !e simple unified space of the mosque has undergone multiple 
changes as rulers have made their mark and cultural and material vocabularies have 
expanded. !e renovations of the Prophet’s Mosque is the architectural story of the spread 
of Islam in miniature. At the dawn of the Eighth Century, the Ummayyad Rulers doubled 
the original mosque, preserving the general arrangement of porticos including - most 
importantly - the burial place of the Prophet and his two closest companions, and first 
rightly guided Calpihs, Abu Bakr and Umar. Incredibly, the Caliph Al-Walid sought help to 
rebuild the mosque from the Byzantine Emperor, who promptly sent craftsmen, despite the 
religious and military conflict prevalent at the time.211 
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!e key vocabulary - of the essential qibla wall or mihrab, an oblong covered hall, a minbar 
(purely for juma’ - the mosques used for Friday prayers - and the giving of the khutba or 
Sermon), and a courtyard, are established at this point.212 !e original Prophet’s Mosque 
has been seen as a ‘remarkably modern building which could be expanded and contracted 
according to the needs of the community.’213  !e key space, in which row upon row of 
people pray shoulder to shoulder - built first as a palm leaf shaded shelter - can be extended 
in any direction without upsetting the necessary spatial order. !e sacred space, and the 
collective focus of the congregation, continues beyond the confines of the building; each 
person has an equal position within the space itself. Akkach describes the ambience of this 
place as having a sense of ‘neutrality, non-procession, repose, and equilibrium... allowing 
every point in the space to be of equal significance.’214
!e Prophet’s Mosque rebuilt with minarets
and aisle to the mihrab and small dome






!e Dome: Al-Walid included in his rebuilding program of the Mosque of Madinah, not 
only the first mihrab to mark qibla, but also a small dome in front of the mihrab. !e dome 
- no wider in diameter than the aisle in line with the mihrab - symbolically underlined once 
again the sacred nature of the direction of qibla as the fundamental element of prayer.215 
!e horizontal direction of qibla meets here the vertical axis of the dome, a reflection of the 
larger dome of the heavens, earth and sky connect momentarily, an unseen pause before 
qibla continues beyond the confines of the Mosque toward Mecca. !e path to the dome 
was signified by a widened aisle, and above, a pitched roof travelled the length of the aisle 
held up by halls columns on either side, terminating before the dome. An architecture of 
absence honoured not only the most important place in the mosque, the dome combined 
with the mihrab also reinforced the act of the Muslim prayer (and therefore Islamic 
architecture) as a bridge between seen and unseen realms. 
Viewing Hillenbrand’s interpretation of sources above, we can see that the dome is 
emphasising a place already made clear by the mihrab. !e dome is however also a point of 
punctuation in the movement of the khalif or ruler in particular, whose role it was to lead 
the community in the Friday prayer. !e pitched roof of the mihrab aisle, the procession 
toward the small dome sat before the mihrab, the arrival at the mihrab itself; all become 
points along a celebratory axial route for the Caliph. !e heirachy of qibla remains 
unobscured by this theatre of movement, in fact the processional route underlines the role 
of the servant facing his Lord at the head of the community. It reminds the people that 
human governance can only align human a#airs to the Divine realm, in which there is only 
One Ruler, to which the entire muslim Ummah - the worldwide community of Muslims - 
is orientated.
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We cannot omit beholding the building which has inspired the use of the dome in mosque 
architecture above any other, !e Dome of the Rock, completed in 692 AD.216  !is 
octagonal rotunda is sited on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem, a gathering point for Islam, 
Christianity and Judaism. It is a high example of the meeting of Islamic vision and 
Byzantine execution. It is said that the caliph Al-Malik (father of Al-Walid) wished to 
attract - by its very splendour as much as by what it contained - pilgrims of all three faiths, 
at a time of conflict within the Muslim world between the centers of power in Madinah 
and Jerusalem. 217
!e architect of the intended pilgrimage destination was trained in Byzantium, the master 
craftsmen were Syrian, and the mosaicists were from Constantinople.218 It would be the 
addition of the Al-Aqsa Mosque beside the Dome of the Rock, a decade later, which would 
coincide with the construction and rebuilding of both the Mosque of Madinah, and the 
building of the Mosque of Damascus, by Al-Walid. !e artistry and geometric harmony 
established by Al-Walid’s father in the Dome would be a part of his inheritance and the 
architectural language extended and developed throughout his rule. !e fusion of cultures 
and craftsmanship, seen here unified by proportion and composition, established an 
approach to design and construction for subsequent ambitious creations in the expanding 
built manifestation of the Ummah. Although the Dome has a mihrab, it is not conceived of 
as a Mosque, but rather a place of pilgrimage, gathering and ritually circumambulating the 
great rock at its centre, which holds real significance for Muslims. Annemarie Schimmel 
recounts that, ‘All of the Prophets before Muhammad rested there, and the Prophet of Islam 
met with then at the beginning of his heavenly journey to perform the ritual prayer on this 
spot. !e stone beneath the dome is blessed by Muhammad’s footprint... At the end of 
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time, Israfil, the archangel, will blow the trumpet that announces resurrection from this 
very rock.’219
Around this center is a proportionally contained yet spectacularly concentrated plan, 
concentric arches in which are ‘inscribed two squares set at 45 degree angles to each other. 
!e intersecting points of these two squares describes an interior circle...which outlines the 
octagonal arcade. By connecting together, vertically and horizontally, the eight points of 
intersection of the two intertwined squares, new intersections are made describing a circle... 
!us the fundamental exterior circle there issue logically two other smaller circles which 
describe the entire construction.’220
!e Dome of the Rock, Jerusalem: the most influential dome in Islamic architecture, 
set over a place of importance for three revelations, harmonious geometry
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!is building, sited on the third most holy place after Mecca and Madinah, is the jewel of a 
Romano Byzantine inheritance, transmogrified by an Islamically constructed cosmology, a 
harmony which extends the Platonic ideal of geometry as, ‘unchanging and perfect... the 
microcosm of architecture is thus called upon to translate the laws of the macrocosm.’ !is 
gnostic concept, ‘handed down by the ancients,’221  is better understood when Islam is 
envisaged by the Muslim as the continuity and seal of Prophecy, unveiling, and knowledge 
stretching back to the dawn of human history.
!e canopy of the wooden domed cupola seals over this archetypal space, covered in fine 
sinuous arabesques and Quranic calligraphy, the walls and floors beneath are inlaid with 
polychromatic marble and stone. Every surface is  cloaked in ornament. Ibn Battuta, the 
famous writer and traveller, admits to being unable ‘to find the words for such beautiful 
work.’ 222
It can be seen in the monumental architecture of the Dome why the dome in general is 
seen to represent Divine Unity, symbolised by the centre, descending to earthly multiplicity, 
symbolised as the outer circle. Regardless of this metaphor, spatially alone the eyes in such a 
space are lifted to the heavens, to a central vanishing point. !e Dome, as understood in 
the early mosques of the same period, vertically celebrated the axis of qibla which was at the 
same time horizontally celebrated by the mihrab. However, as empires and urban centers 
grew, the Juma mosque grew as a complex - of being not only a place of prayer, but a hostel, 
a hospital and a school. Although never a mosque, the Dome of the Rock became a blue 





Minarets arranged according to scale,  from left to right:  1. Rabat,  Mosque al-Hassan 2. Mecca,  al-Haram 3. 
Cairo, Mosque of Muhammad Ali 4. Cairo, mosque & madrassa of Sultan Hasan 5. Delhi, Qutb Minar 6. 
Jam 7. Khiva, Masjid-i Jami’ 8.  Urgench, Masjid-i Jami’ 9. Lednice, Czech Republic 10. Hyderabad (Deccan), 
Char Minar 11. Bursa, Great Mosque 12. Samarra, Great Mosque 13. Isfahan, Manar-i Saraban 14. Aleppo, 
Great Mosque 15. Bijapur, Jum’a Masjid 16. Mosul, Jami’ al-Nuri 17. Cairo, Ibn Tulan Mosque 18. Delhi, 
Jum’a Masjid 19. Bursa, Mosque of Murad I 20.  Qairawan, Great Mosque 21. Karbala,  al-Masshad al-Husaini 
22. Algiers, Jami’al-Sammak 23. Agadez mosque, Niger 24. Ghardaya Jami’ 25. Al-Janad, Yemen. 
!e Minaret: !is reflection on the origins of the mosque has yet to talk about the minaret. 
Historical essays on the Minaret mainly connect the minaret with the call to prayer, the 
adhan. Bilal, the Prophet’s freed slave, chosen by the Prophet for his unparalleled singing 
voice, would call the adhan in the time of the first community, ‘Umar said: ‘Why not 
appoint a man to call the people to prayer? And the Prophet said ‘Rise Bilal, and call people 
to prayer.’223  !is establishment of the call was at the request of the people of Madinah 
who desired a summons to Prayer and discussed the bells and horn of the Christians and 
Jews, but both were deemed for previous times and revelations and undesirable sounds for a 
number of esoteric reasons which cannot be entered into here. 
!e voice was chosen, the very words of the call coming from the Quran. In this way the 
call was made for generations, without the need for a minaret. Indeed the great minarets of 
the world cannot be said to greatly aid the voice that travels as well un-amplified from a 
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roof top.  Neither minaret nor dome adorned the original mosque and therefore they 
cannot be considered architecturally essential if we are returning to origins to distill the bare 
fundamentals of the mosque. Yet paradoxically the minaret is - like the mihrab - what is 
imagined when thinking of the quintessential characteristics of the mosque, however both 
became formalised only as part of Al-Walid’s ambitious and assertive remodeling of the 
original mosque. Four slim minarets adorned the four corners of the greatly expanded outer 
walls. !e act of remodeling gathered together the finest craftsmanship available at the 
time, employing Coptic and Greek craftsmen as retold by al-Tabari:
We began to pull down the Mosque of the Prophet in Safar 88 (January 707 AD). Al-Walid 
had sent to inform the Lord of the Romans (the Byzantine Emperor) that he had ordered 
the demolition of the Mosque of the Prophet, and that he should aid him in this work. !e 
latter sent him 100,000 mithqals of gold, and sent also 100 workmen, and sent him 40 
loads of mosaic cubes in ruined cities and sent them to al-Walid.224
!e minaret appeared on a building project that the actual people of Madinah - the 
descendants of the Prophet   and of his companions - strongly objected to. !e Khalif ’s 
intention was carried out nonetheless; to enlarge the mosque for an expanding people - the 
Ummah - and reflect in this the power of a now vast Empire. If the use of the minaret 
cannot be contained to purely aiding the call to prayer, what is its meaning and other 
possible purpose? A return to the etymology of terms used for minaret can take us beyond 
generally held assumptions. !e three most popular terms for minaret are manara, sauma’a, 
and midhana. All three indicate a range of functions and meanings.225
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!e most common term is manara or manar - which via Turkey has come to the English 
language as minaret - meaning a place for fire or light, connecting once again like the image 
of the mihrab containing a lamp to the word nur. !e minaret has often been compared to a 
lighthouse, this is supported by ribats (fortresses) along the North African coast which have 
rounded minarets called manara which actually are lighthouses. !e term not only connects 
to nur but also to the words for a watch tower, boundary stones, a sign post and an oil 
lamp. !ese meanings correlate with the minaret as both a spiritual and political symbol 
which has a ‘connection with light’ which ‘has been used as the basis for a symbolic 
interpretation of the minaret as an emanation of divine light or as an image of spiritual 
illumination.’226
Sauma’a  - used often in North Africa - indicates a cell used for retreat. !e Arabic ascribes 
nothing to the act of calling to prayer. Finally, the even rarer word, Mi‘dhana, literally does 
mean ‘a place from which the adhan is made.’ However because this term is not widely used 
- according to Hillenbrand - the earliest minaret at least was not used to call the adhan 
from. Hillenbrand knowingly refers to etymology as a ‘treacherous guide,’ but asserts that 
varied uses of the minaret must be accepted, not least of all the symbolic dimensions of this 
tower. !e present study, written in the early part of the C21st, emerges at a time of great 
preoccupation by both Muslim and non-Muslim voices, with the manifest symbols of 
Islamic community, particularly in secular contexts. !e East - West dialectic, though tired, 
inaccurate and outdated, is far from abandoned.
!e minaret therefore can be appreciated as a beacon, literally a symbolic call to prayer 
which provides a constant  visual marker to the temporal punctuation of the daily calls to 
prayer. Whether a large tower containing steps up which a mu’adhin (lit. ‘one who calls the 
prayer’) does indeed climb to call the adhan, or an inaccessible narrow tower, this potent 
symbol has been expressed in various forms and materials in the majority of places where 
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Muslim communities have lived and prayed; undoubtedly it is the ultimate ‘the visible sign 
of Islam’s presence.’227  Today it is worth remembering that the first mosque’s power was 
manifest in the community itself; the building was but a container of sacred space. !e 
great Mosque of Damascus had yet to be built by al-Walid, yet to incorporate the existing 
massive Greek watchtowers into a new grand mosque of Empire. !e Prophet’s mosque, 
rebuilt in this time, adopted more slender towers, beacons for this space for the spirit, to be 
seen far beyond al-Madinah al-Munawwara, the city of light.
4.4 The Word and the Letter
‘!e poetic utterance is language-specific, and yet it is eminently translatable.’228
To the historical and experiential return to Madinah we must add a return to the Arabic 
language. Alexander has observed, ‘that in designing their environments people always rely 
on certain “languages,” which... allow them to articulate and communicate an infinite 
variety of designs within a formal system which gives them coherence.’229
Islamic mysticism of Sufism joins the realm of sensory perception or hiss, with the realm of 
inner comprehension and meaning or mana. Within this the individual is inexorably 
enmeshed, echoing the intentionality of Husserl’s notion of the life-world. Muslim 
understanding therefore gathers all opposites as acceptance of Being-in-the-World, such as 
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senses and meaning, subject and object or intersubjectivity, or purely the elemental mirror 
of earth and sky, to move beyond duality to unity. 
!e Meaning of the Word & the Letter: In this gathering together the intellect also 
apprehends language, above all that of revelation, to be part of the human realm of signs 
and indications. !e science of the self known Sufism, or tassawuf, unifies phenomenal 
existence and the self to be read as a mirror of the Creator. Great Islamic art and 
architecture has drawn from this embodied understanding of a transcendent and immanent 
Divinity reflected by the Kosmos in ever changing ways. All returns to the Quranic 
knowledge of tawhid - Oneness of Creator. !e Arabic word and letter when written are the 
Divine Speech of this exchange between creature and Creator as a kind of devotional 
feedback or echo. !e Names of Allah are seen as active entities manifesting in existence 
and yet transcendent from existence. !e play of Arabic calligraphy on the walls of mosques 
is both a beautificiation to provoke venustas or delight, and a very serious a"rmation of 
iman that all power is with Allah. Akkach states that Islamic cosmology describes existence 
itself as emerging from the Divine command, and with it the very letters from the Quran:
In the parallels Sufis draw between the world and the Quran, letters and words acquire 
individual presences just as other beings do. Everything is brought forth through the 
creative enunciation mediated by the “Breath of the Compassionate.” (al-nafas al-
rahmani) ...!eir manifestation coincides with the utterance of the creative command 
“Be!” (“kun!”) and the exteriorization of the “cosmos” (kawn) in the forms of letters, words, 
sentences, and texts. !e presence of the word thus emerges from seeing all cosmic entities 
as phonetic articulations manifested through the articulation of the divine Breath.230
!is appreciation of the letter and the word which acquires spatial qualities can according 
to Akkach be seen in the hermeneutics of the letter alif :
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 !e letter alif (A) written as a vertical stroke, is the first letter of the Arabic Alphabet. !e 
term alif derives from the root A.L.F. “thousand,” the verb of which, allafa, means “to bring 
together” “to attune,” “to harmonise,” and “to compose.” !e nouns ilf and ilfa mean 
“familiarity,” “intimacy,” and “harmony.”231
!e collection of meanings connected to the etymology of the alif underline the 
importance of diving into the language of the prayer, for these meanings can create a 
dialogue with the architectural vocabulary from which the mosque itself is formed. !e alif 
is traditionally seen as a representation of the first and repeated standing position of the 
prayer. With an understanding of this joining together of the letter and the human body, 
we can appreciate how the parallel extends further into the following forms of the prayer. 
!e extended form of the upright body is the largest physical dimension in the invisible 
architecture of the prayer, within this height all other positions are contained. Reflecting 
this, Shaykh Al-Alawi, a renowned Moroccan Sufi Shaykh, explains how ‘the spacial 
formations of the letters are no more than a transformation of the alif.’232 Ibn Arabi adds 
that ‘the alif is not a letter but the origin of all letters, just as 1 is not a number but the 
origin of all numbers.’233
In going back to the language which stands at the center of Islamic practice and knowledge, 
we look again at the act of prayer or salat, the central activity of any mosque. !e original 
arabic for mosque is masjid - derived from sajada - meaning a ‘place of prostration.’ ‘!is 
place’ could not be a more central part of the individual and collective daily lived 





the Prophet, that ‘Wherever you pray, that place is a mosque.’ !e division of the sacred 
and the profane dissolves when the very act of prayer designates any space as sacred space. 
!is in itself promises rich possibilities for the design of a mosque today, in which tectonics 
can be untethered from fixed typologies and generated from the preparation for and 
choreography of the prayer. !e phenomenology of the prayer must be explored in all its 
poetic aspects, only then can the place of prostration be an architecture as vessel for what is 
both visible and invisible, seen and unseen. An understanding of Islamic cosmology, of the 
letter and the word, and of the origin of the mosque in Madinah -  glimpsing the bare 
elements of the House of the Prophet - all provide a stripping away of formal typologies 
and accrued symbols which have calcified the present day understanding of the mosque. 
!ese historical and linguistic readings will remain fragmentary in themselves if not joined 
to the realms of human experience.
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!e Art of the Word & the Letter: As an embodiment of the Quranic revelation and the 
life of the Prophet , calligraphy adorns and inhabits buildings as a metaphysical 
recreation or real extension of the Divine act. Calligraphy as a most sophisticated and 
varied art form has reiterated the signs that are in the self and in the horizon. !e sinuous 
and dynamic forms reflect the nature of existence, constantly in change. !e adornment of 
buildings does not stop at places of worship or of governance. On the contrary, everyday 
domestic items have commonly been inscribed; bowls and carpets that reassert the priority 
of meaning, conscious intention and awareness in everyday actions. !e use of calligraphy 
in the Islamic understanding extends from the sheer joy of beauty to become a robe of 
honour, cloaking the planes of a building. !e fine skill of the calligrapher has often 
traditionally echoed out into other realms of artistry, with calligraphers being the chief 
designers of fine carpets whose designs are replicated to this day. By the three rules of 
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composition: phonetic, semantic and plastic, we can appreciate that the art of  calligraphy is 
the twin of the arabesque:234 
What appears to be significant in the form of Arabic scripts is that the balance of letters; 
their size, form and relationship with the spaces between them have a strong geometric 
relationship which, with reference to the golden section creates a perfect harmony of 
strokes. Letters are considered to be living things and the mundane connotations placed 
upon them in the West are not relevant in Arabic.235
At first, Arabic calligraphy as a cursive script existed in books, most notably the recorded 
Quran, and from here, from the bare elemental desert, it unfolded across all available 
mediums such as ceramics, stone, glass, weaving, wood and stucco. !e origin, the source 
being the revelation of the Quran, ‘Recall the first words revealed to the Prophet 
Muhammad ‘Read, recite.’ Does not the word Qur’an also mean the act of reading and 
recitation? Read the world and the heavens as a table of signs. You are first and foremost a 
reader, then a believer.’236 Calligraphy is the supreme Islamic art, joining the delight of the 
sensory realms with the realities of the realms of meaning:
Islamic calligraphy is the visual embodiment of the crystallization of the spiritual realities 
(al-haqa’iq) contained in the Islamic revelation. !is calligraphy provides the external dress 
for the Word of God in the visible world but this art remains wedded to the world of the 
spirit, for according to the traditional Islamic saying, ‘Calligraphy is the geometry of the 
Spirit.’ 237
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4.5 Decorum as Mirror of the One
Ornamental meditations on multiplicity and unity are the key sculptural elements in 
Islamic architecture, from the kaleidoscopic geometry of tiles - a polychromatic skin - to the 
murqanas prisms which can break the inner form of a dome into an exploding 
constellation, where light and shade alone overwhelm those looking up from below. When 
appreciating the myriad expressions of geometric decoration found in Islamic architecture, 
there is a tendency in the reading of Islamic Art History to assume that the art itself has 
come from an attempt to fill the void, left by aniconic Law. A reading of Islamic cosmology 
and the Muslim devotional worldview greater informs how what cannot be explicitly 
depicted but only symbolised is in itself celebrated, as plastic indications of an unseen realm 
and an ever present reiteration of unity and multiplicity as a mirror of Allah, the One, who 
is One in Essence, Attributes and Actions. Architectural space is defined by surface and 
boundaries, and surface is articulated by decoration and ornamentation, and decoration 
covers the spatial tectonic skin of decorum. Islamic art and architecture is greatly prized as 
surface decoration, due to the overwhelming visual impact of pattern created by geometric 
and vegetal repetition. !e skin however articulates planes in space.
!erefore it is more essential to talk about the articulation - indeed ornamentation - of 
space. !is articulation of space with planar pattern forms no less than a total spiritualised 
mathematical order, which transposes between two and three dimensions, completed by the 
fourth dimension of our temporal inhabitation and experience of it. Geometry becomes a 
devotional decorum, a system that graphically mirrors the Many (as indicated by the 99 
names of Allah) and the One or al-Ahad, qualities that cannot be expressed figuratively. All 
returns to a harmony of proportion, the belief in an inner unity as the subtle inner reality of 
phenomena. As the celebrated art historian and esoteric writer Seyyed Hossein Nasr states 
the Muslim perspective that,
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If in the sacred architecture of Islam built to celebrate God, mathematical patterns, which 
correspond to the inner structure of the natural world, serve as ornaments upon the various 
facades, it is because nature herself participated in the Quranic revelation and was re-
sacralised in the eyes of that segment of humanity which came to accept the revelation 
brought by the Blessed Prophet.238 
It is worth noting that part of a traditional Islamic education - resonating with the four 
essential knowledges of Pythagoreanism - has historically involved ‘arithmetic as pure 
number; geometry as number in space; music as number in time; and finally, astronomy (or 
cosmology) as number in space and time.’239  According to Perez-Gomez the greatest of 
classical ‘western’ architects embraced these knowledges as much as their ‘eastern’ 
counterparts, and the expression of number in space bridges myriad boundaries, 
!e significance of architecture always lay beyond a specialist’s control; yet architects, from 
Alberti to Palladio, remained convinced that mathemata in proportions were important to 
ensure a mimetic correspondence between their architectural work and Nature, God’s 
architecture. Proportions enabled architecture to convey the experience of unity beyond 
number.’240
Both in the East and the West, complex geometry reflected the Many and the One - Sinan 
shares with Palladio - and all play of number in geometry appeals to the intellect and 
overwhelms the senses. !e artist and architect Issam El-Said worked on a formula ‘used by 
craftsmen and master builders in Islamic arts and architecture . !ese principles he 
identified as Usul, the system of creativity in the Islamic heritage. He saw the geometric 
proportions in Islamic patterns as the conceptual essence of al Mizan, the ‘balance’ 
mentioned in the Quran. El-Said saw ‘no separation between art, culture and science, nor 
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between the compass and the computer.’ and asserted that ‘All Islamic arts were governed 
by the science of proportions in the realm of meter, rhythm, and in the form of interval in 
music.’241
Supporting this view is language itself. In Arabic, the architect is known as muhandis, the 
geometer. !e study of mathematics and geometry was always traditionally taught in the 
Muslim world together with music; the student would be immersed in the study of both 
temporal and spatial realities. !is underlines the importance of architecture as a gathering 
of the arts; which every artist of the Renaissance period understood but which today is a 
much rarer thing, in the climate of academic and professional specialisation.
 
!e Post Modern Lesson of Il Professore Carlo Scarpa: !ere is a strange and useful 
parallel between the oversimplification of Islamic architecture as an art of decoration (the 
inevitable result of stopping in delight at the surface), and the way in which the visionary 
Professor and unqualified architect and master glass maker Carlo Scarpa (1906-1978) was 
o"cially Il Professore of decoration and interior design. Scarpa, who looked equally East and 
West like a true Venetian, demonstrated how pattern, or in his terms the motif, can act as a 
filter for form, unifying disparate architectural elements without reliance on symmetry, for 
‘one must have a pattern... without a motif one cannot generate special mouldings.’242 It is 
in the realms of decorum in which he looked to establish an order, moving beyond decor and 
a reading of architecture as style, via a profound appreciation of architectural history, his 
city and country, and a recognition of his own work responding to and growing from the 
ground of that history. It is of interest to note that as a mirror of his time Scarpa when 
interviewed on the matter candidly responds that he finds ‘Alberti’s plea for harmony’ and 
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for coherance and unity of form’ out of tune with modern times and that he himself cannot 
‘embrace that sort of sureness, that sort of certitude.’243 
Scarpa applied his own peculiar algorrhythms to geometric forms to reveal breaks in plane 
and edge and emphasise distinctions between sensuously combined materials. !e artisan 
working on murqanas plaster work eight hundred years ago would also have applied a grid 
to both plan and section: a rhythm and meter for materials. In Scarpa's hands the ornament 
is expressed as no mere surface but as a measure. By establishing the unit as filter, Scarpa 
harmonises the juxtaposition of multiple views and paths, unorthodox combinations of 
materials, the expression of the structural and visual joint as ornament and punctuation in 
space; the breaking of the wall and corner and inversion of the window. Masterfully 
conceived details - fragments – are made possible in composition by the use of a 
mathematical motif as measure and number. Matched with the plasticity of form expressed 
and contained by various measures, a range of materials are combined for their intrinsic 
individual qualities. Pattern as meter, measure and molding, and material as colour, texture 
and opacity have transcended what is commonly understood by the word ornament.244
!e arabesque celebrates the equal play of form and void: negative space in balance with 
positive materiality, colour, surface and texture. !e dance of pattern is to remind us that 
the phenomenal world is transient - within time - a thin shifting veil hiding Pure Being, for 
the Muslim, the acknowledgement of Allah’s attributes in existence. It is by light that form 
and void are revealed, and the gradients of opacity and transparency. !e thin veil, the 
curtain, the perforated screen known as the mashrabiyya continue this a"rmation of the 
impermanence of phenomena. !e phenomenal light is to the Muslim but a created 
reflection of the Light - An-Nur - as an ‘uncreated’ attribute of Allah. 
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Islamic aniconism is a ‘powerful factor in intensifying the spiritual significance of the void 
in the Muslim mind,’ and the void is celebrated by the very absence of forms in the main 
space of any mosque; all is emptiness and direction, the removal of worldly distractions and 
the intensification of intention aligned with qibla. !e inhabited emptiness is seen as sacred 
in itself. We return to the first mosque in all mosques, however opulent the materials used, 
however complicated and colourful the geometric skin has now become, we return to the 
Prophet’s mosque and the reality of the people of Madinah, the majestic emptiness of the 
desert and a simple courtyard open to the sky with a hall shaded from the searing light of 
the sun by palm leaves casting dappled shadows on the ground. Absence also acknowledges 
the transcendent, ultimately the transcendence of Allah. Every Muslim with the most basic 
understanding of Islam knows however that Allah’s transcendence is joined by His 
Immanence. 
!e bold changes of the Prophets Mosque by al-Walid expanded the original footprint to a 
monumental scale, adorning each corner of the additional outer wall with slim minarets, 
encasing all available inner surfaces with pure geometry cut from rich stone, and fashioned 
in plaster, inheriting and assimilating the Byzantine celebration of colour. Yet even in this 
new expression of empire and expansion, it is the emptiness that is profound and jewel like 
in the act of prayer, all surrounding ornament is but a container of space made sacred. 
!e arabesque can assume the language of the place it is created in, while continuing to 
communicate an archetypal representation of form and void. !is in fact has happened 
throughout the history of the arabesque, from the wooden screens of the Middle East to the 
plaster work of the royal  Baroque and Rococo palaces of France. 
!e characteristic of the arabesque is the natural form of a stem which divides to create a 
balanced rhythmical surface pattern. !e natural vegetal forms are often merely a starting 
point for greater and greater degrees of abstraction. !e abstracted form can move fluidly 
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from two to three dimensional forms, and indeed the forth dimension of time is implicit in 
the dynamic writhing lines and layers of interlocking stems. !e arabesque has transformed 
materials particular to each time and place, it appears opaque as a wooden or plaster 
perforated screen, as a fine tracery on semi-transparent muslin, shifting three dimensionally 
from pillar to ceiling hewn from stone, laid in mosaic as marble flooring, finely worked 
from stucco to conceal inner structure, and as a finely worked interwoven metal panel 
revealing a room beyond, unseen from a distance. Perhaps even the word arabesque must be 
overcome in seeking new meanings: it has been called islami, biomorphic, and vinomorphic. 
It has always expressed the essential subtle body within natural forms. According to 
Critchlow,245 it can broadly be stated that Muslim artists achieve four levels of meaning in 
the application of geometric pattern both on flat planes (polychromatic tiles) and as the 
ornament of form and void (plaster formed muqarnas):
• Use of the common language of geometry, which can express the attributes of Majesty 
and Beauty beyond cultural and linguistic barriers.
• A further hidden layer of meaning in pattern through mathematical proportion, 
including the esoteric number symbolism known as abjad.
• !e simple delight in symmetry achieved with polychromatic tiling to beautify planes.
• !e free integration of pure geometry and various forms of calligraphy which celebrate 
the realms of human and divine meaning as an inseparable part of architectural beauty. 
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!e Meaning of Number Mohamed Talhaoui - Algerian artist, and academic - has been 
studying the geometric patterns of the Muslim world for many years. Recently this has led 
to creating beautiful analytical computer models of the complex geometries within the 
Alhambra Palace, including the kaleidoscopic murqanas. !e study has enabled him to 
propose that all Islamic geometry comes from only three sets of D.N.A. the triangle, the 
square and the pentagon. All of these are unified by the centre and circumference of a 
circle, all possible multiple rotations returning the many to the one. In Talhaoui’s words, ‘It 
is indeed a journey of endless lines, interlaced... !us the eye is invited to travel the path of 
this line without beginning and without end. Given the expressions of the geometry, not 
only is the complexity amazing, but also the harmony of the arrangement, movements that 
o#er beauty in which the unity of form is always complete.’ Talhaoui has been studying and 
teaching the art of geometry, ‘deciphering its covert activities... trying to understand the 
mechanisms and laws that govern’ it. From this interrogation of the line he has been able to 
‘develop a generic method for designing geometry with a careful analysis of the various 
stages of design.’246
Once understood, the line without beginning or end becomes a device to stimulate the 
senses, to ‘engender a dynamic sort of contemplation by keeping the eye constantly moving 
over the geometric infinitude of patterns without ever being caught.’247  In the poetic 
reading of the arabesque Burckhardt observes that ‘all suggestion of an individual form is 
eliminated by the indefinitely of a continuous wave... !us at the sight of glittering waves 
or leafage trembling in the breeze, the soul detaches itself from internal objects, from the 
“idols” of passion, and plunges, vibrant within itself, into a pure state of being.’248
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Connections between science, geography and astrology and harmonic geometry continue to 
be made; it has taken until the 20th century for Western Physicists to recognise that five 
fold geometry can cover a two dimensional surface without leaving any odd surfaces.249 
Students of sacred geometry continue to find connections between Islamic patterns, the 
Fibonacci sequence, the golden mean and, particularly in Critchlow’s case, the proportion 
of the orbiting planets in our solar system. !e present study is more deeply concerned with 
the simple delight in pattern which emerges from a circle and a centre point, from which 
highly skilled artisans equipped with only a stick and a length of rope have created 
mesmerising works for well over a thousand years. It is however equally concerned with 
how these evolving forms of ornamentation and decoration reflect one underlying Reality:
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‘So the Universe is its own veil of itself, and it cannot perceive the Reality since it perceives 
itself. It is continuously a veil which is not removed since it knows that it is distinct from its 
Creator by its need for Him. It has no part in the essential necessity which belong to the 
existence of Allah, so it can never perceive Him. In this respect Allah is always unknown by 
the knowledge of tasting and direct seeing, because the in-time has no access to that.’250 
And so the engagement with the Divine is one of allusion and metaphor and an 
interpretation of one’s place in the cosmos, indicated poetically as an act of adab by a Sufi 
Shaykh who has claimed to have experienced it directly, in mystic states known as hal, 
beyond what words and indeed the intellect can contain:
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The letters are the signs of the ink; there is not one,
Save what the ink hath anointed; their colour is pure illusion.
The ink’s colour it is that hath come into manifest being.
Yet it cannot be said that the ink has departed from what it was.
The inwardness of the letters lay in the ink’s mystery, 
And their outward show is through its self-determination.
They are its determinations, its activities, 
And naught is there but it. Understand thou the parable!
They are not it; say not, say not that they are it!
To say so were wrong. and to say ‘it is they’ were raving madness.
For it was before the letters, when no letter was;
And it remaineth, when no letter at all shall be.
Look well at each letter: thou seest it hath already perished
But for the face of the ink, that is, for the Face of His Essence,
Unto Whom all Glory and Majesty and Exaltation!
Even thus the letters, for all their outward show, are hidden,
Being overwhelmed by the ink, since their show is none other than its.
The letter addeth naught to the ink, and taketh naught from it,
But revealeth its integrality in various modes,
Without changing the ink. Do ink and letter make two?
Realize then the truth of my words: no being is there
Save that of the ink, for him whose understanding is sound;
And wheresoe’er be the letter, there with it is always its ink.
Open thine intellect unto these parables and heed them!
Shaykh al-Alawi251
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5 The European Mosque: Identity & Change 
Now, if we are to reconcile time with the architect's definition of contemporaneity, we must 
say that to be -"relevant to it's time"-, to be -"contemporary"-, a work of architecture must 
fulfill these conditions: it must be part of the bustle and turmoil, the ebb and flow of 
everyday life; it must be related harmoniously to the rhythm of the universe, and it must be 
consonant with man's current stage of knowledge of change. - Hassan Fathy252
Every architectural work is an encounter with the surrounding built and unbuilt 
environment. Universal essentials are thereby joined with diverse particulars. !e 
manifestation of the mosque in Europe is a multi dimensional encounter of spiritual, social, 
political, and ethical realms. !e desire in the building of a mosque is for a locus for these 
realms, o#ering up the potential for great cross-cultural permutations and architectonic 
adaptions in each unique encounter of people, purpose and place. It is also fraught with 
di"culties, tensions between communities living in the same area, the very real e#ects of 
ghettoisation, racial prejudice from all sides, and fear and ignorance in the climate of 
catastrophic geopolitical events. !e following chapter includes the voices of Muslim social 
commentators and architects who are themselves descended from Muslim immigrant 
families.
!ere is often the natural wish of a specific ethnic minority group to reflect a country of 
origin within a proposed Mosque complex, as a priority. Such a desire is a rich opportunity 
for a new synthesis - a multi cultural conversation - no less fitting to purpose and place. Yet 
many challenges arise, as a multi layered architectural project becomes reduced to an image, 
an idea of a mosque from the distant past or from another place, half remembered. As 
Turkish Dutch Architect Nebahat Avcioglu states, the ‘status of image, standing in and for 
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reality, acts as a corollary of the contemporary working of identity politics, in which the 
identity of a group or individual is ultimately reduced to a stark image:’253 
All becomes symbol, the image of the mosque is prone to ‘predetermined and uncritical 
claims,’ by both those proposing it, and those protesting against its very existence. In the 
European example of those against mosques being built at all, one claim is to a fictional 
cultural homogeneity, while the minority religious and ethnic groups - fighting to build 
their rightful place of worship - fall into the dialectic by fighting for the right to build a 
formulaic mosque, vaguely reminiscent of some half forgotten dream of the Orient.254 
5.1 Beautiful Fragile Dangerous Nostalgia
Shervin Nekuee, a sociologist and political commentator who specialises in 
multiculturalism, critically observes the Muslim communities own contribution to the 
assertion of itself as the ‘Other’ in the context of supposedly pluralistic Holland. ‘!e 
Mevlana Mosque in Rotterdam is a Turkish Mosque, more precisely it is an Ottoman 
Mosque. !e Essalem Mosque, also in Rotterdam... constructed with cash from a Gulf 
Shaikh is a Harun Al-Rashid Mosque from a Disney film.’255  Nekuee identifies an 
overriding sense of ‘nostalgia’ which forges such importation and imitation, and observes 
that while nostalgia can be a ‘beautiful, fragile emotion,’ these buildings, in not knowing 
their place (or often their past), are at best ‘bombastic,’ and at worst ‘tacky.’256
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Part of this problem of manifesting an authentic identity for the Muslim community comes 
from a break in the traditional joining of the arts, historically supported by guilds, 
patronage and governance and social groups such as men’s and women’s majlis or ‘lounges’ 
where people gather and ideas are exchanged, and money lent or even given for beautiful or 
beneficial work. !e arts have been in premodern eras an integral extension of Islamic 
practice, the production arising from a daily devotional praxis. Nekuee sees in the first 
waves of immigrant populations, and the first and second and third generation of European 
born Muslims, a lack of ‘inventors, writers and critical voices.’ in witnessing the Muslim 
communities in Holland, He regrets that ‘We lack a love of books and of beauty... we lack a 
true political elite that goes beyond the Muslim model citizens in Dutch parties... Above all, 
we lack the ability so characteristic of Islamic civilisation, to create the sublime.’257 
Such a poignant statement, such a lack of engagement, has a mirror in Holland’s own 
condition, reflective perhaps of European secularism as a whole. In Nakuee’s opinion 
Holland is ‘most egalitarian,’ with a strong social security system, and yet it is also 
‘spiritually orphaned.’ A major source of ‘loneliness’ being ‘the absence of the Divine.’258 
!e reduction of the mosque and its client community to a single image negates the 
possibility of over lapping and varied realms of interaction with the surrounding urban 
situation. A mosque complex can o#er up not only the spiritual still center at its core, but 
wider social, economical and cultural forms of exchange and service. !is unified socially 
and spiritually transformative place is more akin to the mosques origins - and therefore the 
spiritual realities of Islam - than a misplaced pastiche of now disappeared empire, or a 
preoccupation with imported form which only succeeds in alienation, and an increased 
dialectic of the ‘Other.’ All architectural works can draw from their ground, or seek only to 




5.2 A Place for the People
In a celebratory manner then, the Muslim community has the opportunity to be part of a 
resistance to what Norberg-Schultz describes as the ‘‘flatscape,’ lacking intentional depth 
and providing possibilities only for commonplace and mediocre experiences.’259  As all-
pervasive as placelessness may seem, in an increasingly homogenised cityscape, more 
enduring and beneficial human intentions can unfold within the technique of mass society. 
As Europe continues to reel from the implosion of the Euro and the UK braces itself for 
Brexit, post-industrial urban conditions are possibly on the verge of a post-capitalist or 
socio-economic shift. Even while the current monetary matrix persists, the call for an 
ecology of living in balance with our natural world, undoubtedly has put into question the 
so called progress of well over one hundred years of technocratic political monopoly of 
finite resources. Even in the relatively rich UK, globalisation is giving way to a new grass 
roots localism and pragmatism, by necessity. Food banks are rising and people are 
questioning the collapse of a free NHS. From these frought politics, a new poetics of place 
emerges as outmoded constructs subside, the urban condition persisting as both flux and 
continuum, or in Zumthor’s natural phrasing, ‘an accumulation of historical events.’260 
Concerning the ‘bombastic’ form making of mosques in recent decades, there is the 
opportunity, within this uncertain climate, to know in simple terms that ‘a big show... does 
not make the same impression as a great deed.,’ and so Nekuee calls for Muslim 
communities to ‘throw open the doors,’ to the wider community.261  !ere is no more 
suitable first intention and act, for creating a place for people, for all people, then taking on 
the behaviour of the host to the guest. !e guest only arrives by the invitation extended to 
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!e recent ban on the building of minarets in Switzerland sadly finds many doors shut. 
Lacking most of all has been an opportunity for debate in which both the pluralistic social 
history of the European tradition can be re-examined, as well as an opening of an 
architectural discourse on the shared Classical and Graeco-Roman inheritance adopted and 
adapted by both European and Muslim civilisations. Even the terminology fails in this 
necessary debate where the West is placed opposite Islam, as if the Muslim world is limited 
to one cardinal point forever opposing the West: that of the Orient. As Edward Said has 
stated, the European Imperial view was that ‘Islam was the essential Orient.’262  Strange 
then, that many contemporary mosques have more kinship with colonial buildings and the 
fashion of European Orientalist architecture of the Eighteenth century onwards, than with 
the authentic and mostly Byzantine infused original buildings built during the early 
centuries of Islam.263 
5.3 Constancy in Change
 !e language of the mosque complex has travelled through time and across land masses 
and over seas, from the desert of the Arabs to the edges of Europe and beyond, into Europe 
itself. Part of knowing one’s place is knowing one’s history. A cursory study of history alone 
dissolves the impossible equation of Islam and ‘!e West.’ Yet the Muslim communities 
who are establishing new lives in new countries have often overcome many trials and ‘are 
still often trapped within the hermetically sealed symbolic field, struggling against 
socioeconomic violence, displacement, exile and general Islamophobia, even the idea of a 
mosque lacking a minaret and/or a dome has now come to present a challenge of an 
existential kind.’264 !e passionate priority of premodern formal elements as a prerequisite 
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of any new mosque, despite their absence in the original model of the Prophet’s Mosque in 
Madinah, often eclipses other worthy considerations. 
In Avcioglu’s analysis, the conflict of identity politics from both extreme perspectives 
‘continues to draw ontological and essentialist distinctions between the West and the East 
and Muslims and non-Muslims.’ Avcioglu regards Samuel Huntigdon’s reductive ‘clash of 
civilisations’ as ‘deplorable,’ and asserts that, ‘Neither is religious practice antithetical to 
European values nor is Islam inherently unchanging. !ough we have chosen to neglect this 
fact, the mosque and its features has taken a multitude of forms and shapes since the birth 
of Islam in the seventh century, with strong regional variations. !erefore the notion of a 
European mosque is not doomed to fail.’265 However, we must look back to move onwards, 
with knowledge of shared origins permitting future possibilities. 
All is translation, even in this chapter moving from embodied space to the critical notions 
of people and place. As articulated forms all buildings create dialogue with each other, and 
the built environment is a miasma of conversations. Within the realms of the local 
language, the Mosque’s vocabulary can be translated, not as a meek act of integration but as 
a search for specificity as well as continuity: as a celebration of being in a unique place and 
responding with adab as what is prepon or appropriate, beautiful. !is manifestation of the 
mosque can be a manifestation of genius loci, not as some mysterious psirit of place but as a 
clear sighted reading of people, purpose and place, ‘To protect and conserve the ‘genius loci’ 
in fact means to concretize its essence in ever new historical contexts.’266  !e distilled 
essence of this unique place must combine with the main elements of what constitutes the 
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All architecture of meaning and beauty grows from a rich reading of context that gathers 
manifold aspects, historic, political, topological, climatic and imaginal. What is desired is 
an architecture of decorum, fitting to its time and place, where it can be accepted that,
‘Every architecture act has a temporal situation, and no form is timeless.’267
Koln Mosque Proposal press release & far right group mosque protest banner 
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6 Lessons from the Ottomans & Mimar Sinan
Introduction & C21st Reflection: Koln Mosque is currently under construction and 
nearing completion. Designed by German Architect Paul Böhm - after an open 
competition initiated by Diyanet Isleri Turk Birligi (DTIB - Germany’s Turkish-Islamic 
Union for Religious A#airs) - despite its state of the art high tech materials,268  and 
abstracted forms, the mosque has an instantly recognisable Ottoman silhouette. !e project 
has gained notoriety; protest cries have rung out declaring, ‘We want the Cathedral here, 
Not Minarets.‘269  !e two 55m minarets, rivaling the spires of the city’s great cathedral, 
have been defended by Böhm, the youngest scion in a line of established church building 
architects:270
It was an express wish of the competition that there should be two minarets. !e dome was 
not specified as a condition, but was mentioned as a classical element. !is is a mosque, 
and it should clearly and consciously present itself as such. Muslims should not try to hide. 
Every community should be able to present itself outwardly. Signs and symbols are required 
to present oneself as di#erent. A mosque certainly isn’t a Catholic church.271
!e promotion of the project has already given the architect a black eye - both right wing 
extremists and local residents becoming united in protest - and Böhm’s broken dome 
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flanked by monolithically undecorated minarets, undoubtedly fulfills the Diyanet’s policies 
while falling short of developing a distinctly European Islamic architecture.272  At grid 
patterned street level the mosque overwhelms and overshadows, the prayer space reached 
via a monumental series of steps. !e deconstructed dome sits in the middle of the kulliye, 
a circle in a square, the square visually closed to the street on three sides. !e Osmanli 
silhouette is abstracted, yet its reduced symbolic significance remains. Only the surrounding 
green spaces and the trees of the adjoining boulevard soften this impression. Turkish 
cultural policy asserts itself here at the expense of a potentially transformative tectonic and 
social bridge between the Turkish community and the other communities of Cologne. 
Symbol, from all perspectives, has trumped specificity. !e architectural assertion expresses 
less the richness of the Turkish community, with its multilayered cultural history, and more 
a homogenised symbol of a Muslim presence. Such a project silently asks the question, 
could this mosque have been developed in other more dynamic and architecturally fruitful 
ways, could it have broken free of this fixed form? Nebahat Avcioglu, whose teaching and 
research focusses on cross-cultural exchange and in particular Turkish architecture and the 
visual narratives of Orientalism, and who is quoted here at length, argues that Böhm as the 
mosque’s architect and architectural spokesperson perpetuates the,
Worn out Orientalist cliches of Islam as either unchangeably distinct from the ‘West’ or 
identical everywhere in the ‘East’ when he declares that ‘Muslims should not try to hide’ 
who they are, or their presence in an ‘alien’ context. As if what they are is easily identifiable 
and their relations to an ‘alien’ context is simply uni-dimensional. In doing so, he 
instrumentalises the image by endowing it with authority and authenticity. Such an 
approach then only serves an ideological end: the representation of identity, which traps 
Muslim communities in a perpetual state of ‘otherness,’ foreclosing change and distorting 
reality. Islam is the second largest religion after Christianity in Europe and Muslims living 
there are citizens with the same right to practice religion as any other faith groups. To say 
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that a ‘mosque certainly isn’t a Catholic church,’ is to state the obvious, but nor is a 
Catholic church an Anglican church, or a Synagogue a Methodist church. !e problem is 
not the binary utterances such as Bohm’s create a fictitious identity of Muslims against the 
equally fictitious homogeneity of a European nation, but it is the loss of their power of 
thinking in common, as well as their entangled histories.273 
Avcioglu observes that the prevalent dogmatic shape of mosques with many minarets, 
despite their ubiquity across the world, belongs solely to the ‘legacy of the Sunni Hanafi 
School championed by the Ottomans, the longest lived Muslim imperial power,’ and ‘such 
formal reductionism, transcending all questions of style, design, technology, culture, 
history, or modernity, has now become the orthodox principle of a singular Muslim 
identity.’274 Avcioglu’s critique is a valuable reminder to re-examine the actual multilayered 
legacy of the Ottoman contribution, to break through the ‘hermetically sealed symbolic 
field’ 275 and glean an understanding of its full architectural contribution to the built 
environment. !e object of our investigation must embrace an understanding of the 
choreography of space in a building, the experience of being in that building, and the 
relevance of Islamic teaching and practice to an understanding of each buildings 
multifaceted meaning: what it means and what it does.
Paul Böhm, whose father Gottfried Böhm built the late modern Madonna in the ruins 
Chapel now absorbed into Peter Zumthor’s acclaimed Kolumba museum, represents the 
youngest generation of a line of respected Church building German architects. !e tender 
was an anonymous competition which according to Böhm included: 
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...politicians from all parties, church representatives, and, to a lesser extent, developers. As 
such, we did not encounter any tension. Of course, there are those who are fundamentally 
against the construction of such a mosque. My hope is that our Muslim fellow citizens will 
find greater acceptance. You don't achieve this when you have to hide away to pray in some 
dive! When you present yourself in the right building, perhaps you also create more trust.276
!e mosques silhouette is inspired by Ottoman architecture, yet within this outline Böhm 
has cut clearly defined plates, between which glass reveals the spaces within, inspired by 
Corbusier and his love of great expanses of curvilinear concrete. !e classical tectonics of 
the mosque are deconstructed, which is intended to express a sensibility of social exchange 
and accessibility, as well as admit great bands of light. !e tension between a dominating 
presence on the skyline and notions of social cohesion are fraught with di"culty, and prone 
to attack by fringe groups who want no mosques in Germany at all. 
Despite the high intentions of rightly providing a mosque for the large Muslim minority in 
Koln, the silhouette echoes in sketch form the masterful architecture of Sinan and cannot 
avoid echoing the powerful manifestations of an empire which no longer exists. !e 
duplicity of nationalistic might as symbol for the Turkish immigrant population and the 
architect’s a"rmation of the proposal’s transparency and accessibility is hard to ignore. !e 
project demonstrates the conflicting priorities of addressing authentically the praxis of a 
people, and the overwhelming desire to express an architecture of political and religious 
might. !e rich history of the Ottoman mosque can teach modern mosque designers and 
community developers so much more about an embodied adab than merely the fixed 
decorum of two silhouettes; in fact Osmanli decorum states that no one but a Sultan can 
commission a mosque with two minarets. !e Age of the Sultans has passed, but the lessons 
of decorum and an embodied adab remain, with many lessons to be revealed.
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!e following chapter is a re-reading of the historic Ottoman mosque complex or imaret, in 
particular the work of Sinan, as a concrete exemplar of an embodied adab, and a 
phenomenological survey of some of the key mosque imarets that have influenced the 
evolution of mosque architecture to the present day. It is the sliding of scales in this reading 
- from the scale of the urban block to that of the hand that holds - which reveal how even 
the most mundane aspect of design is o#ered up to the sublime, and by which the division 
of sacred and profane evaporates, and all parts of an edifice become a means of worship; a 
microcosmic expression of the highest intentions of a Muslim civilisation.  
6.1 Mimar Sinan
A return to the source of the silhouette is a return to the historic height of Osmanli rule. 
Ultimately the lessons from the Ottomans revolve around the work of the master architect 
Mimar Sinan (1489-1588) and the reign of his patron Sultan Suleyman ‘!e Magnificent,’ 
known also as the ‘Lawgiver.’ Although this is the height of Osmanli artistic and cultural 
expression, our looking again is to remember the Gadamerian understanding that a 
building is never only a work of art, while in the same breath appreciating that through the 
harmony of many elements, Sinan created a language of architectural presence for the 
mosque complex, which on countless programmatic and poetic levels acted as a unified 
whole. 
Born into a Christian family in Anatolia, Sinan learnt wood and stone working from his 
father, and became a stone mason, before joining the Ottoman infantry as a janissary. 
Having converted to Islam, Sinan studied mathematics and carpentry at an elite school, and 
went on as a military engineer to build bridges and ships as well as his first mosque.277 
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Traveling through the vast Ottoman Empire, the young engineer absorbed the architectural 
languages of many lands, the surviving interwoven threads of Abbasid, Fatimid, Mamluk, 
Persian and Seljuk heritages, as well as the ruins of antiquity, ‘I saw the monuments - the 
great ancient remains; from every ruin I learned, from every building I absorbed 
something.’278
During his career of over 70 years in engineering and architecture, Sinan built nearly 500 
structures, mainly mosques, madrasas and related hospitals and charitable structures or 
awqaf.279  !e elements of dome, squinch, minaret, column, archway, carved and 
polychromatic stonework, and myriad other design motifs, are unified through an 
overriding balance and proportion throughout Sinan’s work in every changing variations. 
He did not stop inventing and re-orchestrating his own complex vocabulary which itself 
was drawn from historic elements that came before him. In the words of Turgun Cansever, 
the late distinguished Turkish architect and writer (1920-2009), ‘individual elements... 
together constituted a great collectivity of tectonics creating ornamental unity,’ not in the 
sense of surface decoration alone but rather as a ‘design method that incorporates repetitive 
elements resulting in an ornamental whole.’280  Cansever’s life long study of Sinan’s 
architectural practice asserts the way in which an Islamic and Sufic training framed Sinan’s 
vision and intentions. It is no exaggeration to state that Ottoman society as a whole had a 
strict decorum which included not only clearly defined social ranks but guilds for all 
production, and the supererogatory practices of Sufism were under the direct protection of 
the Sultan, with a network of Sufi lodges or tekke scattered across Anatolia. From this we 
can deduce that many artisans, stone masons and illuminators were also part of Sufi tariqas. 
Cansever’s own Sufic cosmological understanding joins the questions of being and 
becoming in the ethical role of architecture:
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A work of art is a projection of the cosmological perception of ‘being.’ !e decision the 
artist makes is determined by his conception of being and the hierarchy of it’s forces. So art 
is a discipline which is within the realm of ethics. 281
Cansever’s reading of Sinan’s lasting legacy a"rms particular Islamic leitmotifs at the heart 
of all Islamic architectural manifestations, combined with specific regional variations. 
Cansever tells us that Sinan’s work can be seen as ‘a continuous attempt to resolve the 
controversial elements of existence - juxtaposing the sublime and the modest, the plain and 
the ornamental, the grand and the small-scale, the complex and the simple.’282 !is attempt 
to resolve the controversial elements of existence stems from the journey of military service 
in which Sinan surveyed the historic architecture of many lands, combined with the 
practice of traditional Islam, and its science known as Sufism in which existence is seen as 
the pairing of opposites which point to a total unity. !is making one of existence ‘defined 
and governed all decisions so that they were made in accordance with accepted spiritual 
values and preferences. Ottoman architecture became another mode of declaring tawhid - 
unity of God, unity of existence.’283 Sinan’s spiritual training ‘is naturally mirrored in all his 
works,’ the monumental was ever spatially connected to the human scale - that bridges 
inner and out realms of experience - as ‘a harmonious realisation of the sublime unity.‘284
Sinan’s fine understanding and architectural vision cannot be seen in isolation as a single 
man’s genius, for an entire sophisticated matrix of governance and patronage supported his 
works. !e house of Osman ‘regarded itself as the heir of Turkic, Islamic, and Eastern 
Roman imperial traditions.’285  Within this setting as ‘Chief Imperial Architect,’ Sinan 
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and an architect is as vital today in the relative modesty of individual architectural works or 
in the multiple aims of urban design and town planning, as it was in forging an entire 
Empire’s architecture of presence and power. !e community commissioning a mosque 
must extend their thoughts beyond the red property line, to embrace the surrounding 
urban situation which their proposed mosque will be part of. !e Ottoman mosque was 
‘not only shaped by the personal visions of Sinan, and his patrons, but also by culturally 
defined notions of identity, memory and decorum.‘286  !e Ottoman architectural vision 
was therefore perfected by but not unique to Sinan, who was the inheritor of the 
architectural model of the kulliye and a richly developing Osmanli vocabulary. 
With three successive Sultans as patrons, in the spirit of being truly mussawir or a ‘fashioner 
of form,’ Sinan developed all Islamic architecture before him to leave a mark on the Muslim 
world unlike any other before or after him. Like Michelangelo, the conditions for his 
genius were perfect. To rightly call him the Palladio of the East or the Palladio of Islamic 
Architecture is still to praise only one formal and compositional aspect of his work, for the 
scale of urban design and infrastructure far exceeds the life’s work of his Venetian 
contemporary. An architectural retrospective of the scope of Sinan’s work is far overdue, as 
is a wider reading of the Renaissance period as a whole, to accept the influence and 
contribution and simultaneous development of the Muslim world. 
During Sinan’s lifetime, not only the rulers of Ottoman Empire but the people of Ottoman 
society were advancing and then establishing themselves culturally as well as geo-politically, 
through the manifestation of the sunnah. !is life pattern manifested as an organic social 
nexus specific to time and place in the desert and yet flourished in the largest urban 
settlements of the Middle East, reaching the land of Anatolia and the most sophisticated 
urban sprawl of Istanbul or Byzantine Constantinople. Dogun Koban describes Istanbul as 
a ‘molecular structure, in which small, medium sized and larger functional nodules were 
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independently conceived: their relationships were sequential in character.’ All, without 
exception, express in singular or multiple ways core aspects of the Mu’amalat Al-Madinah, 
the life pattern originating in Madinah. !e following buildings all connect to the sunnah 
activity of creating awqaf property, Islamic law dedicated in trust ‘to the benefit of the 
created to please the Creator.’287 !rough beneficial infrastructure the Ottoman Empire 
persisted centuries after the battles that won it lands and citizens !e lessons of the 
Ottomans as Imaret builders greatly inform an understanding of an embodied adab, an 
ethos that does not solely mirror empire as the age of sultans, but also as a time when Sufis 
with wealth and authority built mosques.
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6.3 The Osmanli Imaret: Bayezid II 
It is useful to see a manifestation of an embodied sunnah and adab, predating Sinan. !e 
Bayezid II Imaret in Edirne (1486) is an early prototype of the kulliye or imaret, and an 
examplar of the complexes that Sinan would learn from and develop, with its centrally 
placed Juma mosque and surrounding medical school and hospital. !e recently restored 
complex is an enclosed self contained entity, while at the same time the Juma mosque 
dominates the farm land beyond its qibla wall, sitting upon the banks of the river. All other 
vantage points are hidden behind an encircling wall from the surrounding housing area and 
roads on the remaining three sides. !e complex and its concealed paths and thresholds and 
courtyards therefore cannot be read from one place; a fact that contains much of its 
aesthetic delight.
!e original program of the complex once centered round ‘ash-shifa’ or healing, the 
integrated education, training and practice of the medical doctors is the world’s earliest 
prototype for the university hospital. Furthermore, treatment extended across the spectrum 
of physical and mental health. !e program is a perfect example of an embodied adab, 
where the devotion in the Mosque is joined to the service of those in need in the hospital 
and the transmission of beneficial medical knowledge. Historian Professor Mehmet 
Maksudoglu’s list of sta# for the hospital explicitly conveys the enviable level of treatment 
there:  1 chief doctor, 2 doctors, 2 surgeons, 2 eye doctors, 1 chemist, 5 hospital attendants, 
1 barber, 1 washer of the dead, 1 secretary, 1 steward, 1 butler, 2 cooks, 1 porter - 21 sta# 
in all. And the hospital was designed for 50 patients. So, there were 21 people serving 50 
patients! In the central building the patients lay under silken quilts and the mentally ill 
listened to a chorus of musicians 3 days a week as narrated by the famous traveller Evliya 
Celebi. !e feeding of the patients and the mentally ill people was done with the utmost 
care. !e chemist at the hospital also gave free medicine to the poor.288
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Plan of Bayezid II along the Tunca river, Edirne





































































 Bayezid II Imaret boundary, with hospital ahead and Juma mosque to the left
!e complex continued to be used as a hospital until the First World War. Aside from the 
hospital wing, the mosque contains a madrassa in two wings, and a separate cluster of 
buildings contain an alms kitchen, dining rooms, bakeries, warehouse and workshop.289 
!e terms of the trust agreement or waqfiyye would have preserved its use up to the present 
day and beyond. However the large financial resources of awqaf property which once 
supported it - at one time including shops and hammams in Edirne - are no longer in 
existence. Today as a museum the complex can only be appreciated and imagined 
architecturally, though the heart of the complex - the mosque - continues to be used daily. 
Without the entire range of the imaret’s original functions, the embodied adab of todays 
program, the five prayers and Juma prayer, is but the core activity 
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Above: Forking paths across the outer lawn of complex, into the medical school
courtyard and comfortable student quarters
Below: !e patient’s wing and garden leading to the asylum
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!e complex continued to be used as a hospital until the First World War. Aside from the 
hospital wing, the mosque contains a madrassa in two wings (the corner of each wing 
forming the minaret), and a separate cluster of buildings contain an alms kitchen, dining 
of what it was intended to be as a devotional and beneficial web of activities. !e following 
is a phenomenological account written while walking through the hospital complex.
Returning from this self contained courtyard to join the second path into the asylum wing 
of the hospital, the path becomes a wide space with seating opening onto a garden. Each 
patient cell opens onto this space, a large awning shelters the seating areas. !e space is not 
austere, in contrast to the school itself, the expanse of sky includes also the roofs of the 
surrounding complex and an expansive view of the mosque and minarets. It is harder to 
move through this space than to stay and rest. !e patients would sit together at the 
purpose designed  seating areas and be played meditative music from the classical Ottoman 
tradition with its unique science of modal chords and scales called maqams, popular today 
through the music of the Mevlevi Sufis. 
Beyond this garden the path continues into a small courtyard in which the pharmacy 
divides the hospital and asylum, an antechamber before the hospital. Moving towards this 
threshold, the rhythm of the columns supporting the asylum porch is syncopated with the 
doorways of the cells, these are the same columns to be found not only in the school but in 
the courtyard of the Juma mosque itself. Such vocabulary unifies the disparate and 
asymmetric aspects of the grouping of buildings, their changing siting on the landscape and 
the rotating orientation of adjoining paths. A balance of architectural elements exist within 
the buildings responding to the irregularities of the specific landscape terrain and site 
boundary. 
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Past the pharmacy and into the hospital, one enters a huge hexagonal hall - its dome second 
in size only to the Juma mosque - at its centre is a large fountain flooded with light from 
the dome’s tall cupola. Beyond the fountain a polygonal balcony chamber breaks the 
interior symmetry of the hexagon, and extends beyond the confines of the outer wall to 
overlook the river. Once the initial overwhelming impact of the simple beauty of the space 
subsides, the four remaining openings after the dominant entrance and balcony can be 
appreciated: !ey are all antechambers to two facing wards and one outer wall with 
window; only the window light faces the fountain. !e geometrical pattern of the hexagon 
and the play of voids creates privacy from the central space, no ward faces the main hall. In 
the terms of the trust, or waqfiyye, the deed of such complexes stipulates that the patients 
had to be fed and treated with great care, and this set of dog leg entrance ways is part of 
that embodied adab. !e choreography of the treatment spaces throughout the hospital 
complex testify to an ethos of ash-shifa or healing and dignity.
Left: Glimpse of the main asylum hall with central  fountain left
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Semsi Pasa complex Uskudar
1. entrance gate  2.  ‘L’ shaped madrassa  3. mosque 4. tomb of Semsi Ahmed Pasa
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6.4 Semsi Pasa
Semsi Pasa Imaret courtyard hidden by the madrassa wall, the Bosphorus beyond
Sinan’s work expands and excels this exemplar architecture of adab, of service and decorum, 
which is both fitting to its environment and establishes various socio-religious and 
economic aspects to form a nexus which enriches its urban context. !is re-appreciation of 
Sinan’s vast collection of works begins with a small jewel of a kulliye on the edge of the 
Bosphorus in Uskudar, Istanbul. !e complex is not built by a Sultan but by the musahib or 
close companion to three Sultans: the retired vizier and poet Semsi Pasa. When asked why 
he lived in Uskudar, at the ‘periphery of the capital,’ Semsi Pasa answered in the poetic 
langauge he was known for, saying, ‘Uskudar is a way-station for mankind, a place where 




Clockwise from top: a) though the tiny kulliye is so close to the  water, b) only a partial view across the burial 
ground is possible once inside the courtyard, c) until the mosque has been encircled clockwise, and d) its 
entrance revealed, along with the expanse of the sea beyond. 
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Sitting along the quayside surrounded by a busy road system and shipping docks where 
once it was surrounded by the gardens of the Pasa’s now lost palace, the compact mosque 
and madrassa complex was the final contribution in a line of awqaf properties established 
across Anatolia and Syria.291 !e projecting alcove of the Pasa’s mausoleum sits to the right 
of the mosque qibla wall, facing the waters of the Bosphorus like a traditional Ottoman 
shore pavilion.292 !e winds that cross the water bu#et the quay wall which protects the 
kulliye courtyard and sea spray is sent over the quay flagstones. Not only does the courtyard 
wall sit as close to the water as the quay allows, the mausoleum breaks the wall line and sits 
on the quay, exposed to the elements, and expressing the qibla axis against the waterline axis 
of the wall. !is striking juxtaposition is the fundamental expression of any mosque when it 
responds to the terrain of a site while establishing the contrasting key axis of qibla. Why the 
small mosque is set so close to the water only becomes clear with knowledge of Semsi Pasa’s 
life and resting place.
Upon entering the mosque courtyard from the road side all is calm and sheltered. Even the 
busy tra"c noise is dampened. Walking into this enclosed space we can appreciate the 
analogy of the Greek temenos, a self contained microcosm of daily life in which the sacred is 
served through worship and study of hadith literature.293 However the divide of sacred and 
profane dissolves in Islamic cosmology, and the complex is not set apart from the urban 
fabric, it is placed directly between the water and road tra"c now; time and the loss of the 
palace garden has not changed Uskudar as a main jetty point and crossroads. !e waterways 
would have been busy with many small crafts in Semsi’s time, and most of all with fishing 
boats. !e mosque garden pathways invite visitors, they in fact provide a short cut to the 
quay side, and the mosque fills with the daily rhythm of the five congregational prayers. 
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to sky. Earlier photographs show trees and low hedge borders which have sadly been lost in 
recent renovations.294 !e garden though bare remains a green sanctuary, cloistered by the 
three sides of the hadith college, now a library.
!e fourth side of this courtyard sees a break in symmetry, the traditional U-shape with 
central larger dome and equal number of domed cells in both wings becomes an L-shaped 
enclosure on the waterline axis. !e absent row of college cells on the seaward wing is 
replaced by a series of grilled openings, a common feature on many Ottoman wall spaces 
admitting views into mosque gardens and cemeteries. Here however the openings look out 
across the waters, and all senses and sounds are drawn outwards through them. A secret of 
so many Islamic spaces is the play of mizan - balance - between opposites. Here the 
overriding spatial arrangement of introspection and enclosure is in balance with the 
panorama of expansive views through each of the frame openings. Expansion and 
contraction are not only joined but the tension between them shifts and moves as the 
visitor walks across the courtyard pathways or under the eaves of mosque or college 
buildings. 
By responding to the waterline and the ever changing beauty of the water and the shoreline 
beyond, a ‘ghostline’ of the symmetrical college plan has been retained, a palimpsest of the 
ideal traditional form, organically transformed to accept the attributes of the site. Another 
play of opposites: the tension between the college axis and the qibla axis of the mosque 
reveal and conceal the series of seaward panoramas  and invite the range of shifting 
proportions between the two buildings to be experienced, when they could be overlooked if 
ones sight was not drawn out to survey the view. !is jump between near and far, closed 
and open, orthogonal and diagonal, means that all is surprise in this tension. 
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Left: Diminutive minaret with grand array of murqanas 
Right: the L shaped madrassa forming two side of the square courtyard
 
Such tensions surprise and delight, looking at the complex from the landward side it could 
not be assumed that such multiple perspectives could be found in such a small cluster of 
buildings, nor do the silhouette of the mosque and college domes indicate this. Semsi Pasa 
is a miniscule jewel in Sinan’s ouvre due to this novelty and shifts in perception within the 
limits of such a small site.
!e mausoleum itself in breaking the outer wall, exposed to the wind and water of the 
quayside, facies outwards towards the royal palaces where the retired Vizier spent much of 
his time throughout his life. !e very tectonics of the burial space seem to express a sense of 
looking out across the water a yearning towards the royal household, typifying the life of 
the musahib, the royal companion, who rests there. !e extent of purposeful play in the 
plan becomes clearer still when it is known that originally the land side of the complex was 
surrounded by the Pasa’s gardens, indicating this proximity to the shore as a deliberate 
choice rather than a restriction. !e limit then to the plan was primarily the shoreline, and 
the need to in some way juxtapose that axis with the priority of qibla. !e mausoleum 
breaks free of the complex wall, like the Edirne complex where the balcony breaks free of 
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Left: Full mosque decorum in miniature 
Middle: !e tomb of  Semsi Pasa, looking out across the water to Topkapi
Right: !e finest stained glass windows as befitting a royal ‘musahib’ 
the hospital to overlook the river. !is view here however is exclusively for those who step 
beyond the grilled divide between mausoleum and mosque, and make a dua or prayer for 
the deceased, with the framed views of the Bosphorus seen across the raised tomb. ottoman 
authority Necipoglu states that a ‘vanished inscription was a Turkish couplet begging for 
divine forgiveness at the last breath of ‘Semsi, the helpless, an expression used in the poets 
own poems.’295
!is reading of the Semsi Pasa mosque complex is an attempt to see a kind of ‘broken 
perfection,’ which is evident in even the larger and undoubtedly more celebrated mosque 
complexes, where at first glance one sees only an overwhelming symmetry and centrality. 
All mosque complexes must negotiate the pivotal axis of qibla and the axis of a site that is 
part of an existing grain. Architectural beauty is discovered in the constraints of this 
meeting of the universal pole of qibla and the particular orientation of any given site. !e 
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complex both a"rms Dogan Kuban’s assertion, that the Ottoman concept of design is 
strikingly introverted in comparison to Renaissance and Baroque examples,296 while gently 
breaking such introvertion by encompassing majestic panoramas well beyond it’s confines. 
A game of revealing and concealing creates an architecture of surprise and discovery, unable 
to be comprehended from a single perspective. !is is the ultimate dis-service of today’s 
architectural reduction of meaning from symbol to sign. Semsi Pasa is the smallest complex 
of the present study yet it displays the core attributes of Sinan’s work. !e mosque is a 
centrally domed Juma mosque in miniature, the centre point to an asymmetric hadith 
college now mutated into the more secular place of a general library. these dual activities of 
prayer and study are the concrete praxis or amal of an embodied sunnah and adab. Beyond 
this the celebration of the natural world, in this rare case the sea, and the preservation of a 
mosque garden, reflect the beauty and majesty of both the introverted and tended green 
space and the expansive and untamable sea: the joining of opposites and their meanings. 
!e establishment of a waqf property to benefit the founder in their life and beyond 
reinforces the sunnah of living a beneficial life of service which extends beyond one’s 
lifetime. Here the embodied adab above all is the legacy of the patron Semsi Pasa, in 
founding a madrassa. Perhaps the secular reassignment to a library will continue the spirit 
of his charitable intentions. !is waqf property nows embodies adab as walls and windows 
and paths and precious views of the water and a place to pray and a place to read.
Semsi Pasa kulliye is the first reminder that Sinan’s Istanbul was a ‘diachronically built 
unplanned city.’297 Despite the overriding unity of parts in Sinan’s mosque complexes, a 
compositional harmony of elements, it is important to appreciate the way in which each 
complex meets its surrounding urban fabric. Each ordered microcosm connects with the 
wider disharmony of the city; the urban condition of C16th Istanbul is also the condition 
of C21st Britain, though the parameters may have changed dramatically. Human patterns 
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persist in myriad manifestations. !e path to looking beyond the Osmanli silhouette lies in 
an interrogation of the terrain that each complex is part of, to read silhouette with section 
and elevation, the movement of people and the activity of daily lived experience. Our lessons 
from the Ottomans move towards no less than a phenomenological understanding of the 
mosque, and where possible a ‘tasting’ which joins the outer realms of sensing, hiss, to the 
inner realms of meaning, mana. Each complex was it’s own world, and transformed the 
social fabric around it, but any idea of the complex as part of a ‘planned’ city must be left to 
other eras and other cities. Dogan Kuban, as an architect and historian who ‘tasted,’ 
understood and experienced the layers of culture and history of Istanbul and lived and 
worked among Sinan’s great works, states that:
Whatever cultural perspective we would place as 16th-century Ottoman culture, be it 
Central Asian, Islamic, Mediterranean, Middle Eastern, all these backgrounds have in their 
tradition the idea of a regular city pattern. Yet, the immediate predecessors of the Ottoman 
city, the Islamic and Byzantine cities, seem to have forgotten or superseded  these phases. 
Neither in the time of Sinan, which is the most glorious period of Ottoman history, nor 
afterwards, do we see planning e#orts in Istanbul comparable to those of the early Baghdad 
of the Abbasids or to the cities of Renaissance Europe. We have to forget the planned 
city.298
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Suleymaniye complex, Istanbul: 
1. Mosque 2. Mausoleum of Suleyman 3.  Mausoleum of Hurrem 4. Koran recitation school 5. Public 
fountain 6. Elementary school 7. 1st Evvel madrassa 8.   2nd Sani madrassa  9.  Remains of medical school 
10. Hospita  11. Hospice 12. Guest-house 13. Sinan’s tomb with domed water water dispenser  and he empty 
plot of his endowed school and residence 14. !e janissary agha’s residence 15. 3rd Salis madrassa 4th Rabi 
madrassa 17. Bathouse 18. Hadith college 19. Madrasa near the palace of Fatma Sultan and Siyavus 
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6.5 Suleymaniye 
We must forget the planned city, and then we must remember Istanbul’s most extensive and 
planned Imaret built by Sultan Suleyman ‘!e Magnificent’ (1494-1566). Dogan goes 
further to say that the kulliye, as the ‘focus of social life and backbone of the city pattern,’ is 
the tool by which the city of Istanbul can be analysed. No other example in Istanbul 
exemplifies the role of kulliye as a locus of city life more than the Suleymaniye complex. In 
contrast to the idiosyncratic and almost hidden Semsi Pasha Mosque the Suleymaniye is the 
largest mosque complex in Istanbul, and its most potent silhouette; undoubtedly Sinan’s 
greatest achievement in the city, for his most renowned patron. An outline of program will 
reflect its encompassment of the entire praxis of Ottoman governance and society and its 
inheritance of the sunnah; the complex symbolises not only a city but the entire Ottoman 
Empire, as the Hagia Sophia did for Byzantium. Necipoglu states that the Suleymainiye 
eclipsed the complex of Mehmed II as the ‘largest and programmatically most 
comprehensive sultanic foundation in the capital for nearly a century after its construction 
in 1463 - 70.’299 
!e entire mosque complex program is contained and closed to the outside wider cityscape. 
Yet Kuban’s human perspective reveals the opposite of the singular monument seen from a 
distance which does indeed dominate the city, ‘passing along insignificant paths between 
houses and walls we suddenly discover, with a certain awe, the monumental form and 
enclosed monumental space.300 !e aesthetic triumph of Suleymaniye is the establishment 
of a complex evolved from a Byzantine inheritance and surrounding urban landscape, yet 
embodying the adab of Suleyman the ‘Magnificient’s’ role as ‘Lawgiver’ and khalif of the 
Muslim World, and ultimately as a Servant of Allah, the adab of khalif to his Lord. !is is 
no better encapsulated than in the funerary garden. at the Sultan’s ultimate resting place 
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300 Kuban,‘Süleymaniye and Sixteenth-century Istanbul’, p. 69.
that lies beyond the stopping point for prayer: the qibla wall. A journey through the 
complex is testament to the artistic, social, political and spiritual vision of Sultaniyya, of 
Osmanli rule, as microcosm of an Empire.
From narrow winding streets, the climb to the outer wall and inevitable circular movement 
to reach one of the outer gateways, underline Erzen’s observation that a key attribute of the 
classical Ottoman mosque complex was, ‘Space being evidently a kind of entity with it’s 
protected inner identity, it could not simply be manipulated and indiscreetly entered. !e 
word harem that denotes privacy, is also the word for inner space.’301  Despite immense 
di#erences of scale, both the vast Suleymaniye and the comparatively minuscule Semsi Pasa 
complexes share this fundamental demarcation of inner space. All inward looking examples 
return to the prototype of the original Prophet’s Mosque in Madina, it’s wall sheltering a 
sanctuary space, the space of congregational prayer, the space of intimacy with the Prophet 
, and the embodied transmission of Islam. 
!e temporal journey of the centuries and the physical journey of Islam to the people of 
Anatolia has seen these various uses of a single desert space become a distinct and 
sophisticated group of site-specific buildings. !e simplest of thresholds between the city: 
domestic public and private life and the market place, and the place of prayer and learning 
and leadership, has become ever more finely articulated. Yet, the liminal reality is 
unchanged, we move by degrees from the dense urban fabric of this third hill in Istanbul to 
the complex that proclaims, ‘the perfect concordance of state and religion in the person of 
the sultan.’302
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Khalil K. Pirani (New York: RoutledgeCurzon, 2002), pp. 57-62 (p. 59).
302 Necipoglu, p.207.
Despite its scale, looking up in front of the inner gate, Suleymaniye Mosque recedes due to the 
harmony of its parts assembled around its central dome and the slope of all paths leading to it
!e Suleymaniye mosque incorporates a city of mu’amalat in minature, with the daily 
activities of learning and trading within the wider city; it is Sinan’s exemplar of decorum of
sultaniyya, of a ‘cultural synthesis which incorporated religion, state hierarchy and social 
order.’303 !e entire complex forms a great centre of learning including five madrassas: one 
for each of the four orthodox Sunni madhabs, and one college of hadith for trained muftis. 
All educational structures are composed around the focal centre of the mosque, and are 
integrated with or responsive both to the landscape and trading souk buildings. !e key 
choreography of space is the dynamic between entirely public and more private areas. 
Surrounding the sloped street that encircles the retaining outer wall of the mosque garden 
we find a vast array of building types. Yet the form of these buildings as seen from the street 
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hardly changes beyond the subtle permutations of responding to the landscape. Only the 
trading spaces face this most public layer of the street openly to act as the first moment of 
engagement with those approaching the complex. Beside the busy activity of trade are 
concealed entire domains of tranquility, of study and learning. It is only from a private 
aspect, from within hidden courtyards and pathways through gated thresholds, that further 
uses become apparent and an extensive program can be appreciated:
• A hidden cistern covered by the darulkurra or place of Quran recitation acts as a 
threshold to the funerary garden.
• To the west of the plaza, a row of 35 shops called the Tiryak (!eriaca) Bazaar; above 
them the first and second madrassa and medical school.
• To the east, where the site slopes towards the Golden Horn, the bakircilar (Coppersmiths) 
Bazaar beneath the plaza level faces the third and fourth madrassas. !ese two schools 
step down the slope with large terraces to permit unbroken views of the mosque from the 
surrounding city. Each student cell sits on its own terrace to face a narrow courtyard 
garden.  So the traditional form of the courtyard madrassa is here articulated as a series of 
separate terraced units which echo the central elevated terrace without obscuring it.304 
Beneath this stepped arrangement another 18 cells provide space for graduate students or.
• !e final education building, the darulhadis or college of hadith (!e sayings of the 
Prophet as reported in a chain of transmission), extends from the southeast corner and 
sits over another row of 18 shops, facing the hamam or baths. 
• To the north, running from west to east, are a hospital, soup kitchen and hospice sitting 
on top of a caravanserai and shops.305   
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Approaching the place for wudu, the stepped entrance way of the Sultan, stone screens and verandas and loggias and 
arches all form part of an overall decorum that responds to the human scale and articulates space and structure 
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!e formal inheritance from Byzantine architecture is explicit. Kuban has defined the 
overriding theme of the Suleymaniye mosque as a ‘structural criticism’ and ‘rationalisation’ 
of Hagia Sophia’s scheme with a new spacial definition. A leading Turkish art historian and 
authority on the urban history of Istanbul, Kuban has sought in his writing to protect
Sinan’s work from the ‘cliches of orientalist theories and to set it into a more universal 
historical perspective,’ and identifies the chief architectural attributes of Sinan’s work as:
• !e centralised conception of space.
• !e structural rationalism of flexible domed baldachins.
• Ornament subordinated to functional form.
• An unparalleled contribution to domical construction in world architecture. 
!e Suleymaniye is the embodiment of these qualities, surpassed only by the later Selimiye 
in Edirne. Where Hagia Sophia’s side aisles and side domes are screened from it’s central 
dome, Suleymaniye’s side domes blend into the baldachin of the central dome. !e rhythm 
of the side aisle domes is syncopated, varying between two large and three small domes.306 
Where Hagia Sophia is dimly lit, Suleymaniye is filled with light. A transformation of 
atmospheres, an a"rmation of contrasting material qualities marks a new era clearly 
distinct from the previous Byzantine age. According to Kuban, the rich mosaics of Hagia 
Saphia are here the ‘rigorous geometrisation and articulation of tectonic structure.’307 
Decoration is here an integral aspect of and decorum.
Surface and structure express one another, sculpted space and decorated skin, and this 
clarity also connects the interior and the exterior massing of space. Unlike the gigantic 
impregnable massing of the buttresses at the Hagia Sophia, the weight of the Suleymaniye’s
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 Granite worn by centuries of wudu and the canopy overhead , decorated as finely as the interior
structural elements is divided and unfolds in an array of devices, and we read the interior 
space in the outer lateral galleries which cross the two pairs of outer buttresses. !e mass is 
absorbed by these many windowed flanks, and a further layer of fineness is introduced in 
the mosque midsection: a final outer layer of loggias which describe two stories of archways 
topped with a canopy (photograph above). !ese perforated screens do not conceal the 
structure that supports the central dome; they are in Goodwin’s terms ‘‘one-sided’ 
courtyards which can be seen as a definition of a facade ... half inside and half outside the 
mosque at first floor level: thus they achieve an ideal of Ottoman architecture in that 
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interior and exterior architecture should not be just complementary to each other but one 
and the same.’308 
At ground level on both flanks of the mosque the entire length of this canopy shelters a 
series of seats and fine bronze taps for wudu. !e stone foot rests beneath the taps are worn 
by centuries of ritual purification, a multitude of mosque goers preparing for the daily 
rhythm of the prayer for over five hundred years. It is only by looking up from one of these 
seats that one discovers a delicate filigree of painted vegetal decoration on the underside of 
the canopy, unseen from any other vantage point, adorning the small sheltered seat only for 
that moment of surprise and delight.
!e cascade of corner domes and buttresses resemble - in this hillside location - a 
continuation of the city landscape and the smaller close knit units of dwellings built upon 
its slopes. Despite the vast level plaza upon which the mosque is built - it’s silhouette is not 
isolated from the wider pattern of the city streets and the nodes of other mosque complexes 
- the central dome becomes the apex of the hill, the monumental garden is but a plateau in 
this ascension of forms from which to view the city below, or the summit of the 
Suleymaniye above. !e Sultanic pre-requisite of two minarets here becomes four, two pairs 
of di#ering heights. !e inner courtyard - the negative square harem space to the positive 
convex of the central dome - is flanked by the lower two minarets at the corners of the 
central axis entrance wall. !ese minarets are read as subservient to the greater pair rising 
from the far courtyard corners which mark the threshold elevation into the mosque itself. 
From near or far, these two sets of minarets are a visual device framing the dome. !e 
contrast reinforces the pyramidal composition of all surrounding elements to the central 
dome as a sculptural peak in the urban landscape. !ey themselves are a gateway, a visual 
portal to the inner domed space of the mosque. !ough the dome itself is dwarfed by both 
sizes of minaret, the ultimate hierachy of the actual masjid as the most noble point of this 
ornamented sequence is not diminished by them. !e harmony of key opposites, open 
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square and closed central dome, and the orchestration of lesser domes and buttresses and 
elephant domes and piers and loggias and the encircling garden create a balanced 
asymmetry, a composition of multiple perspectives, shifting scales and circular approaches 
Unlike Hagia Sophia the side domes blend into the baldachin of the main dome, expanding
the central space and admitting light (dim here at the maghrib sunset prayer)
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Hidden decorum: the qibla wall is pierced at floor level by two casement windows and above by finely carved stone screens 
filled with stained glass, only close inspection of the windows - seeing the burial ground
beyond and the tomb of Sultan Suleyman - reveals an eight pointed star arabesque
painted in the ceiling of the deep threshold 
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and layered spaces which end ultimately not at the rotational centre of the dome, but in the 
axis of qibla and the mihrab and the qibla wall.
At this juncture, the processional route is physically ended yet cosmologically extended; the 
line of prayer extends beyond the qibla wall and through the axis of the funerary garden. 
!e qibla line that passes through the centre of the mihrab exactly bisects the turbe or tomb 
of Suleyman. Even in death the Sultan is buried, facing Mecca, aligned with the 
worshippers he has built this mosque for. His body on its side in facing qibla poetically 
speaking faces his Lord, the single orientation of all Muslims in each prayer, and the 
required buried position of all Muslims. Some historians have stated that the siting of the 
turbe and in particular the line of the mihrab passing through the turbe is heretical. !is is a 
nonsense. !e Law of prayer stops at the Imam before the qibla wall, leading the prayer in 
front of the mihrab; in fact regardless of any built structure he stands at the head of the 
prayer, be it of four people or forty or four thousand. !e reality of the Sultan’s resting place 
is lyrical and symbolises the perpetuity of his good deeds in life by which he is benefitted in 
death. !is is the decorum of a Sultan, his embodied adab. !e concrete reality of 
worshippers seeing his tomb - through the qibla wall windows of the mosque or through 
the metal grille openings looking from the garden plaza into the funerary garden - is a way 
of benefitting from dua, the supplications for his well being beyond this life. Exactly the 
same appeal is architecturally made at the Semsi Pasha mosque, where the visitors proximity 
to the turbe is so much closer. !ere even the fishermen on the water have been beseeched 
to pray for the Pasha. !e praxis of the Suleymaniye complex, to this day and beyond, 
return to the intention of it’s founder as a servant of Allah and a sultan of the Ummah.
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Selimiye complex, Edirne
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Aptly, the complex of Suleyman is only surpassed in grandeur by the complex for his son 
Selim. !e Selimiye Mosque in Edirne - completed 1575 - which Sinan himself called his 
masterpiece, is the exemplar of the mature formulae for the mosque and the accompanying 
educational and social complexes, first established by the Suleymaniye and echoed by many 
smaller works with more specialist complexes (such as the Semsi Pasha Mosque). Sinan 
stated that he had matched the enormous proportions of the dome of Hagia Sophia - 
indeed ‘with God’s help and the support of the sultan,’ 123 he had considerably surpassed 
them. An intimate knowledge of Hagia Sophia had come from Sinan’s meticulous study of 
its proportions when restoring and repairing it. !e Selimiye Mosque has been achieved by 
a mastery of pure repeating geometry and the visual lifting of massive structural elements 
by piercing the entire construct with light. Its power comes equally from it being a 
continuation of Byzantine material ornamentation and spacial arrangement, transmogrified 
by an Islamic interpretation and evolution.
A cubic base rises up to form a system of repeating domes, arches and buttresses, which lift 
it from its foundations. Eight pillars carry an octagonal drum which in turn carries the 
massive dome, creating a geometric a"nity with the Dome of the Rock. Le Corbusier 
likened the dome to a ‘tiara of great splendour.’124 !e eight piers are a development and 
departure from the square baldachin layout of previous Sultanic mosques in Istanbul. !e 
dome is raised on squinches which are ‘muqarnas-corbelled,’ evolving away from the 
spherical pendentives which had been adopted in previous mosques such as the Sulymaniye, 
thereby innovating beyond a traditional form inherited from the Byzantino-Roman 
example of Hagia Sophia. !e resulting lightness of support ‘enhances the monumental 
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Selimiye Mosque dominates the center of Edirne, with a dome that finally conquered 
Hagia Safia and four identical minarets besting those of Suleymaniye in grandeur 
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e#ect of the dome crowning a perfectly unified space.’125 In Sinan’s own biography, the 
Tezkiretu’l-Bunyan, the Selimiye is hailed as the ‘un-rivaled monument of world 
architecture,’309 which is not as grand a proclamation as it may seem today, for the world 
had not seen such a building before it. !e C21st visitor must somehow separate 
themselves from the countless monuments, both good and bad, which this outline has 
inspired over the subsequent centuries to the present day. We must look at it with an artist’s 
unbiased eyes, as Le Corbusier undoubtedly did. 
Completed in 1575 with the revenues of the conquest of Cyprus assigned to it’s waqf 
properties, constructed from marble quarried across Anatolia and lead from the mines of 
Greece and Bulgaria, 310 the Selimiye was the opulent outcome of the Sultan Selim’s 
conquests, built in the town in which he chose to spend the majority of his Sultanate and 
in which he could create his most lasting monument. Imperial decree records tell us that 
Sinan asked his patron whether the mosque should be decorated ‘lavishly or in a plain 
manner,’311  following the sober dignity of his father’s complex. It was not Selim’s final 
resting place however, Sinan designed his turbe beside the Hagia Sophia. He also would not 
live to see his own commission completed, dying in 1574312 at the age of 50, having ruled 
for only eight years when his father had ruled for nearly half a century.313
Very little remains of the original income producing structures that once surrounded the 
core complex of mosque and madrassa and market. An auspicious example of the many 
vanished waqf properties across the Muslim world which have resulted in the terms of the 
waqfiyye, which are intended to exist in perpetuity, being broken. A park now isolates the 
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colleges - one for the memorisation of hadith and the other for the memorisation of Quran 
- survive, as does the impressively domed market place from which the mosque can be 
entered via a staircase. Nestled in the crook of the T-junction of the covered market can be 
found what once functioned as a small primary school. !e staircase entrance connection 
between lower ground market and upper courtyard of the mosque indicates the integrated 
manner in which mosque and general landscape were envisaged. !e market acts as a 
massive retaining wall for the western terraced courtyard of the plinth which raises the 
entire mosque above the park level where supporting waqf buildings would have sat at the 
datum level of the market. !e market is not merely a programmatic part of the complex, it 
is part of its very foundations. Like the madrassas and shops at Suleymaniye, Sinan masters 
the dynamic balance between monumental architecture: an archetypal geometric 
orchestration of an Ottoman vocabulary, and architecture as seamless urban landscape: 
specific to program knitting together the specific urban fabric of the place. 
All surviving dependencies surrounding the mosque are constructed modestly from 
alternating courses of stone and brick, Byzantine echoes as a humble setting, in keeping 
with the contemporary materiality of Edirne, for this new jewel of an entirely Ottoman 
building and Sinan’s finest innovation.314 In stark contrast the mosque walls are built from 
ashlar stone and marble inlay. Necipoglu observes that, ‘only in Princess Mihrimah’s smaller 
mosque and madrassa complex in Edirnekapi, constructed in the 1560’s, has the chief 
architect introduced comparable dependencies with a contrasting wall fabric.’315 Sinan had 
already translated and transformed the plan of Hagia Sophia in the Suleymaniye, here he 
finally achieves his career long goal of besting Constantinople’s finest dome, achieving a 
span of 31.22 meters,316 upon a circle of eight columns. All elements are subservient to this 





!e polychromatic stone work, fusion of arabesques, red edged muqarnas sand calligraphy seem to vibrate with light 
drawing the eye  up towards the centre of the dome, strangely calm compared 
to the structural and decorative kaleidoscope supporting it.
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summit; the pyramidal succession of domes and di#erently scaled minarets at the 
Suleymaniye are here replaced by a 360 degree orbital hierachy. All symmetrically points to 
the center of the dome, four identical minarets surround eight identical turrets which ring 
the dome’s base. 
Repetition of all fenestration is set by this eight fold arrangement from the highest story of 
windows downwards to the ground level. Resulting structures supporting the dome inform 
openings and visually join interior and exterior as one. !e extent of the openings result in 
a radiantly lit interior. Standing in the central space and looking up the focus of the eye fails 
to rest, and can only turn or travel to the still center of the dome. Upon entering the 
mosque, even the mihrab does not distract from this visual ascent, veiled as it is by the 
meuzzin’s platform. 
!is building has become the very idea of a mosque, in countless forms, across the globe 
and across the ages to the present day. Sinan has distilled essential elements of the mosque 
radically evolving purely Ottoman forms while at the same time perfecting what we 
understand today as quintessential Ottoman architecture. Kuban states for example that the 
use of eight turrets surrounding a dome has been found in a ‘design tradition stretching 
from Iran to Sind.’317  Sinan’s biographer likens Selimiye to the Dome of the Rock in 
Jerusalem, which from the time of Al-Walid has informed funerary and mosque 
architecture, outstripping in influence the programatic exemplar of all mosques: the 
Mosque of Madinah al-Munarawa. !e green dome in Madinah over the Prophet’s tomb  
is beloved to all but the modern Wahabi sect who fear that form of love. Al-Walid’s 
inclusion of a dome to the enlargement of the Prophet’s mosque would be diminutive in 
size if compared to even the smallest of Selimiye’s many porticoed domes. It therefore can 
be seen as both reflecting an Islamic archetype which is in itself the direct descendant of a 
Romano-Byzantine vocabulary and at the same time being a structurally 
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Every applied decoration and moulding, each baldachin and semi dome and column breaking into a muqarnas capital, is 
an explosive subservient element to the largest dome of Sinan’s career
and aesthetically unified and unique innovation in mosque architecture: it is the purest 
distillation of Sinan’s fusion of form and mastery of structural possibilities.
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Entering the mosque is truly overwhelming. !e polychromatic treatment of the exterior, 
so di#erent in tone to the austere Suleymaniye, becomes in this inner space a hypnotic 
ensemble. Where the Suleymaniye is sober, Selimiye is drunken, as befitting the contrasting 
natures of their patrons. !e warmth of the exterior sandstone and red stone corbeling 
intensifies into a palette of white and red moldings and stonework. Most apparent of all 
perhaps are the thin red outlined muqarnas corbelled squinches reflecting light and shade as 
they take the eye upwards to the dome and the highest line of fenestrations, outlined also in 
a fine red line where the sculptural cut of each window gives way to floral curvilinear 
illuminated arabesques. !e distinction between structural expression and surface 
ornamentation is strangely holographic, with each layer of structure or ornamentation 
articulating the other, increasing the sense of both spacial depth and the progression of 
forms, moving both upward toward the center while simultaneously radiating 
concentrically outwards. !e upward articulated movement dominates, towards the center 
of the dome, a single point of stillness in this whirlwind of articulated space. Cursive naksh 
script encircles and moves to this center to form an abstract knot work around this single 
point of ‘silence,’ the center of the whirlwind, the Quranic verse 112 - al-Ikhlas or Sincerity, 
known as the verse of tawhid:
Qul Hu Allahu Ahad - Say: ‘He is Allah, Absolute Oneness
Allah Hu Sama - Allah, the Everlasting Sustainer of all
Lam yulid wa lam yulad - He has not given birth and was not born.
Wa Lam ya kuluhu kufuan ahad - And no one is comparable to Him.
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!e central ring of lights surround the ‘muezzin mahfili’ - the platform which the muezzin stands on to echo the Imam’s 
call as he directs the prayer in front of a large congregation... at the centre of this building there is a spring,
which only heightens the power of the central focal point of the vertical axis to the dome
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!e spring water fountain is the ultimate adab of this building towards the visitor, to grant fresh water gifted from the 
ground; above this source the underbelly of the mahfili platform is decorated with cosmological decorum,
celebrating the hurricane of devotional details and composition that  surround
this centre point, this calm eye of the storm 
Lowering the gaze from the apex of the dome to the transition from octagon to circle dome 
base the  muqarnas, appear to be metamorphically articulated; the plasticity of each element 
and their relationship to each other creates a palpable sense of weightlessness: the 
illuminated space is balanced by a U-Shaped upper gallery and opposite, the projecting 
pavilion of the qibla wall, contained within a half dome. Hierachy dictates that the mihrab 
recess is the most important earth bound direction. Here however that compass bearing is 
ever joined to the all-pervading circular central and upwardly rotating axis between earth 
and sky. 
Cosmologically speaking the people in qibla face their Lord in prayer by facing the the 
house of Allah. !e overwhelming centrality of the space here connects this orientation 
with the primacy of a vertical heavenly ascent. All mosques with domes point to this idea, 
fewer create a truly concrete place where each visitor can experience aspects of this joining 
of horizontal and vertical planes, and none seem to echo tawhid beyond the multiplicity of 
it’s parts, as mirror of the Many and the One, as Selimiye does. !e declaration of Oneness 
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as a majestic manifestion of space that can be experienced standing upright, human scale 
then repeated upwards in the mihrab and many arched windows to reach the apex of the 
dome, standing still but dizzied by the polychromatic orchestration and the many structural 
orbital layers surrounding and enveloping. Sitting down quietly beneath the muezzin 
mahfili to take a drink of spring water at the very heart of this building makes complete 
sense after such intensity. 
Hidden in one corner, an elderly man sits making dua, a free form of prayer, 
palms turned upward toward the heavens, away from the ‘archi-pilgrims’ and cameras 
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Conclusion: Beyond the Ottoman Silhouette
!e simple framework of the AQAL diagram o#ers a useful sketch book summary of the 
main lessons drawn from these three examples of Sinan’s unrivaled body of work:
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!is  chapter has been an historic and phenomenological journey through buildings that are 
exemplars of Osmanli kulliye. It has been a celebration of mosques most associated with the 
splendour of Sultans. !e decorum of Ottoman architecture, perfected by Sinan, reflects a highly 
sophisticated civilisation on one hand and a codified and stratified theocratic society on the other: 
symbolised throughout the world architecturally by the silhouette of two or four minarets, and a 
centralised dome surrounded by semi-domes. It is important to reflect on the fertile tension 
between the limits of decorum and the way in which each mosque complex by Sinan was a free 
interpretation within these very boundaries as much as a creative negotiation of the limits of each 
site. Sinan authority Necipoglu has contributed a comprehensive ‘contextual study of Sinan’s ouvre 
framed by the architectural culture of his age,’ in which the notion of decorum is key. To appreciate 
the ground of Sinan’s work is to appreciate decorum as the ‘restricted use of visual signs of 
‘distinction’ (that) reinforced the corporate group identities of the ruling elite, and at the same time 
articulated its nuanced gradations of status, without daring to challenge the sultan’s overarching 
supremacy.318
Decorum relates social order to the formal spatial and decorative manifestation of the built 
environment. Like almost every established civilisation - past and present - development has been a 
process of technical evolution and expansive conquest, sustained by authoritarian governance and 
an absolute ruler. Within this Sultanic paradigm, literally by walking through the artefacts of 
Ottoman rule, seeing beyond the minaret has been to look at the details of architectural devotion and 
the additional spaces designed for the programs of service held in trust law as awqaf that surround 
the centralised place of prayer. Each kulliye manifests this in unique ways, di#ering from site to site 
and client to client: varying forms of edifices for the purpose of education, and healthcare, open 
market places and covered souks, Quranic and hadith instruction in madrassa schools and intensive 
sufi learning in tekke lodges. Where Suleymaniye once served all four schools or mudahib of Sunni 
Islam as microcosm of the Sunni Muslim world, even the miniscule Semsi Pasa o#ered a college for 
the memoristation of hadith. Surrounding these civic buildings lie the burial tombs of the royal and 
noble classes as well as everyone else (aesthetically regimental in death as in life), elaborate 
paradisiacal gardens and drinking water fountains which spill the generosity of the overall designed 
schema out onto the street scene. 
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An important urban lesson, which invariably produces the most varied and interesting 
buildings, is a reality of urban design that connects the mosques of this chapter to the 
Spanish mosque of the next, to the existing and proposed British mosque complexes of the 
final chapters: whether a mosque was commissioned by a Sultan or a wealthy merchant, 
land had to be acquired and permissions sought to create land held in trust, vakif in 
Turkish; founders had to negotiate the ‘purchase of sites and make do with the 
configuration of those available, possible consolidations not always being su"cient to 
regularize the outline of the plot.’319 Pierre Pinon aptly calls Sinan’s kulliyes ‘inscriptions 
into the urban fabric,’320 an important notion that draws attention to the contrasts and the 
limits of the plan of a minuscule mosque complex such as Semsi Pasa, and the supreme 
kulliye of Suleymaniye. Semsi Pasa, in sitting on and being confined purposely by the banks 
of the water - surrounded only today by a busy road that used to be part of the vizier’s 
private gardens - was sited freely. Sultan Suleyman himself, known not only as “!e 
Magnificient” but as “!e Lawgiver,” had to deal with both constraints of topography and 
private land ownership, following the very laws that he commanded as ruler.321 Pinon states 
that in the siting of the Suleymaniye, ‘concessions to the urban situation consist in sections 
which cut the corners' two of the madrasa (Salis and Rabi), the hospital or darus-sifa and of 
the enclosure of the ‘mosque so properly termed.’ Much of the main complex is built on an 
esplanade, but the two madrassa already mentioned are adapted to the slope.322 
Unique site specific permutations of mosque complexes emerge from such limits, with the 
genius of Sinan’s approach to challenging topography: an overall strategy makes 
Suleymaniye appear from so many vantage points across the city, and provides unrivaled 
views of the city and the water from the esplanade. Necipoglu well describes the power of 
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320 Ibid.
321 Vakif or waqf trust properties were protected in perpetuity and exist where Islamic law governs, to this very day. 
322 Ibid. p,107.
this combination of clusters of dependencies and the organic pyramidal centre point of the 
mosque itself:
He reshaped the sloping terrain with terracing and retaining walls in such a way that the 
mosque complex seems to grow organically from the third hill of the city... the Suleymaniye 
is sculpted in three dimensions upon layered terraces to enhance its mountainlike 
pyramidal silhouette. Manipulating changes of level and approach, Sinan created a dynamic 
interplay with the surrounding neighbourhood and with distant prospects.323
!is is the quintessence of the Ottoman silhouette, dominating the skyline, founded by a 
Sultan. It is Suleyman’s architectural epitaph, as ruler of the Muslim world. And it is equally 
a building grown from the place itself, the very hill, the dependencies of the kulliye gripping 
and embedded in the landscape, with functions that served the people in day to day life. 
Despite their grandeur as urban structures this is the main lesson of the Ottoman mosque: 
architectural adab is embodied as decorum in the architectural elements that shelter and 
contain and serve the primary human adab that is embodied by the sequence of moments 
that lead to the prayer, or the benefit of trade transactions, or education or healthcare. !e 
Sultan may have arrived by horse and set down upon a raised step at the Suleymaniye 
mosque, but every citizen who stepped through the succession of portals and thresholds to 
arrive at the safs or rows of prayer, was ennobled by a journey through a sequence of spaces, 
with all people arriving at the same place, cosmologically and phenomenologically facing 
the mihrab and the Divine. It is of course the psycho-spiritual rule of many great devotional 
buildings, to lead the devotee from the profane to the sacred. 
Despite the whole world being declared sacred in the Muslim world view, there are 
undoubtedly a range of degrees that lead the Muslim from the streets of dunya, the 
phenomenal world, to transport them to a glimpse or unveiling - tajjaliyat - of the ‘unseen,’ 
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malakut, and of the promised world to come, the akhira. Constantly the architecture of 
devotion is composed to delight the senses and mirror or hint at the sublime. !is liminal 
theme, of passing through literal and metaphorical thresholds, will continue throughout the 
following tours of both existing and proposed mosques, regardless of their scale. Two 
tensions are being played at once in this procession, and research has encountered it 
repeatedly, explicitly summarised in Jaje Nejdet Erzin's question and statement in an essay 
entitled !e Aesthetics of Space in Ottoman Architecture, 
Does this kind of progressive, di#erentiating process through space, especially in and 
around a religious site, not convey a sense of pilgrimage from ordinary to the supra 
ordinary? As one finally enters the innermost core, one has gone through a process of 
purification, of slowing down and making the passage from the quotidian to the religious 
realm …On the other hand, generally speaking, most neighbourhoods in Islamic cities do 
have in their street patterns not a homogenous distribution of equally accessible streets or 
alleys, but rather a progression from the public to the most private on a dead end.324
Erzin has observed the delicate parallel between private domestic life and mosque as the 
most public of Islamic spaces, underlining a paradox, that the most private moment for 
each Muslim is in this prayer, and yet five times a days it can also be communal. !e prayer 
is a practice both within and without, both public at times and ultimately private. !e end 
of an alley providing privacy to the entrance of a house mirrors in even the most grand of 
Ottoman mosques sequence of paths that end in facing the qibla wall. For every devout 
Muslim, the ultimate destination is a stopping point, the final station, like the diacritic dot 
above an Arabic consonant called a sukun, that indicates stopping, and also etymologically 
connects the meanings of being still and for tranquility of heart. 
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Qibla is in turn a portal to both the compass bearing degree of the Kaaba and the divine 
axis of qibla, connecting the heart of the human being to the Absolute. !e lessons from 
the Ottomans repeatedly connect this unparalleled space for the spirit with myriad arrays of 
places for the people arranged like cellular structures around this devotional core. 
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Sidi Karim Viudes, Spanish Sufi Muslim &
 Architect of the Great Mosque of Granada
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7 Lessons from ‘Sidi’ Karim Viudes 
& the Mosque of Granada
!e previous chapter surveyed Ottoman decorum looked again at moments and details 
hard to notice without close examination and first hand experience. !e following chapter 
is an experiential account of a visit to the Great Mosque of Granada for the first time, of 
being generously hosted and accompanied by the mosque’s architect, Karim Viudes, and of 
learning of the lived situation of the Muslim community there. !e details of Ottoman 
devotion were in the previous chapter specifically focussed on experiencing sublime 
architecture and understanding the relevance of the kulliye in the Ottoman period; here the 
focus of what it is to design a community mosque also comes from witnessing how the 
mosque supports and enriches not only the daily reality of the Muslim community but part 
of the wider reality of the city of Granada. !e mosque is an example of an architecture 
which has responded to the history of a place and people and the needs of todays Muslim 
community and has become therefore not only a place to serve a devotional program for 
the client congregation, but also a place of growth and exchange between the Andalusian 
Muslim and Non-muslim communities, as well as a popular tourist attraction for people 
from across the globe, coming to see this mosque as part of the experience of Andalusian 
Spain. Plans for general reference are provided at the end of the text.
My host as well as my guide for the duration of my stay is ‘Sidi’ Karim Viudes who now in 
his eighties is a vast source of historical and architectural knowledge. !e masculine title of 
respect, ‘Sidi,’ is from the Darija Arabic of Morocco and used by Sufi communities that 
have Morocco lineages. It is an infectious term as much of endearment to an elder as of 
respect and means “master.” I am shown my room, and it seems an apt reflection of the way 
in which the 780 years of Muslim society and rule is imbedded in Andalusia. !rough Sidi 
Karim’s kitchen there is a meter thick threshold into a small cave. !e architect had 
discovered, when opening a smaller niche directly into the rock - on which sits the 
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Alhambra Palace tens of meters above - that the fortress walls were built one in front of the 
other in layers. Between the layers, pockets were formed, one of which being this cave. Now 
a mihrab is carved into the opposite wall, and the space is an ideal musalla or prayer space. I 
sleep within the very bedrock of a palace where soldiers became gardeners, and emerge in 
the early morning to begin a day of learning and study.
We talk in the morning about Sinan, Ibn Ashir, and the global economy and about 
Bauhaus, and Sidi Karim’s appreciation of it, and the acknowledgement that the Granada 
mosque could not be a minimal composition of planes and openings in the way in which a 
amother site context might o#er, the Mosque had to speak with the surrounding quarter of 
the city and of the continuing legacy of al-Andalus. In broken English, my host lucidly 
speaks of architecture knowing its place and at the same time being part of a continuum 
rather than becoming merely an historic pastiche.
A walk from the foot of the Alhambra to a one thousand year old hammam or bath house. 
Here we see the cuts into the stone barrel roof of eight and six pointed stars, so simple yet 
evocative. !e columns have granite capitals, each one is di#erent. From the old hammam 
to a courtyard house built at the beginning of the re-conquest, a coat of arms sporting the 
towers of the Alhambra carved in stone above the doorway. Here the Andalusian Museum 
contains a large collection of capitals which clearly show the development of an evolved 
form, interpreting freely the composite - and in particular - the Corinthian order. Sidi 
Karim, smiling, says ‘this is not Arab.’ !e Islamic architecture of Spain took the forms of 
antiquity and continued to transform them into new intricate expressions, beyond the 
classical orders, too free and wildly varied to be categorised, complicated arabesques still 
displaying acanthus leaf fronds and symmetrical capital scrolls, engulfed by surrounding 
intricate organic forms. 
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Andalusian culture was a fusion of the existing society and just under eight hundred years 
of artistic development with an aesthetic understanding brought from North Africa and the 
Middle East - and everywhere in between - mixing with the growing cultural and 
intellectual centre of Southern Europe. !e arts, mathematics and science flourished, texts 
of ancient Greece and India and China were translated and developed, along with the 
transmission of Islamic knowledge, and di#erent religious teachings and philosophies were 
studied and the arts were developed. Layer upon layer in the cities were built and 
demolished, conquered and re-conquered, and each thread of this exists to be read in the 
city today. !e urban reality is and always will be constancy in change.
From the level of the Alhambra moat we take a small bus some of the way up through the 
impossibly narrow streets of the old Muslim Quarter known locally as the Albaicin, passing 
finely tiled openings and arched wooden doorways with intricate brass door knockers. 
Some are clearly the ‘Hand of Fatima’ protective talismanic door handles from Morocco. 
Over high walls can be seen the large courtyard houses that provide space at their centre, 
privacy and calm from the city, while retaining the suitable density to occupy the slope of 
the ravine. Stopping, a few final steps take us to a cli# top square from where can be seen 
the long flank of the of the fortress walls of the alhambra. !e square is full, on this 
Summer Saturday, with tourists, buskers, the odd street seller, hippies (to use an old word 
while we wait for a new one) and gypsies and nearby at all times, a police presence. !is 
strange mix reflects a city - beyond its chocolate box beauty and sultry climate - where the 
chaotic bustle rises up the sloping narrow citadel like paths from the shopping streets below, 
to gather in rare open squares for unobstructed vantage points and the overwhelmingly 
beautiful panorama of the Sierra Nevada.
From this busy square can be seen the white planes of the Granada Mosque, matching the 
surrounding white painted houses and red clay pan tile roofs while contrasting with the 
square outline of the minaret, which at first glance could be a church tower. With another 
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Cli#top square - approaching mosque, 
east elevation - minaret
with Kufic script 
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glance for some the simple form with its round arched roof supports is a visual reminder of 
the minara of north africa, or the archetypal form of the lighthouse of Alexandria; for most 
it must be likened for to a church tower, like the one of the church sitting on the edge of 
the busy square, directly beside the mosque. !e building sits quietly amongst the dense 
housing and labyrinth of alleys, simply built of brick and painted in the traditional local 
manner. !e roof tiles earth red is broken by ridge
tiles of alternating green and white, decoration seen often on the journey from Malaga to 
Granada, a regional motif throughout Andalusia. Everything seen from the outside of the 
Mosque - Islamic Centre built down a slope to the North and segued into an existing 
terrace of houses - is simple and robust and in keeping with the surrounding hill top urban 
fabric.
On closer inspection the unassuming minaret (kept within strict height restrictions to be 
lower than any Church spire in Granada) has eight equal arches supporting its roof. !e 
round arches protrude ‘just a little more,’325 in the words of Sidi Karim, beyond the vertical 
opening and return to create a type seen throughout the region. Grown from antiquity, 
predating the Gothic, never pointed. Above the arches and below the shadow of the eaves, a 
border of polychromatic iredesent tiles gleam in the sun. !e labyrinthian pattern is Kufic 
arabic; a visual maze to those who cannot read it, like the physical maze of the route here to 
those unfamiliar with its forking paths. !e visual pattern alone is a delight, and with 
understanding it reads la ilaha illallah muhammadur rasulullah: 
!" #$%& '()* !" +, -., +
Turning ninety degrees from the long flank of Mosque and wall we face East and pass 
through a gate into a walled garden with clear views across the ravine to the Alhambra 
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and development of classical orders or geographic di#erences in forms, into new variations now recognised by Sidi Karim as particular to 
Muslim Spain.
Palace, level with the fortress walls. A sign at this threshold clearly gives opening times for 
visitors. !e view now revealed shows the garden full of guests. Many sit or walk with a 
glass of mint tea served from an art and book shop, which serves as a gatehouse to a more 
intimate courtyard through which the Mosque is entered. !e shop contains books on 
Islam and Sufism for the novice and the person of experience, fine crafted tooled leather 
emblazoned with arabic inscriptions, delicate lithographs of the Alhambra. All money goes 
to the Mosque, a miniature waqf  along with any markets or paid events.
No one is being lectured, no expression of sombre religious blankness need be upheld. 
!ose who enter the garden find a place of calm and repose amidst the bustle of the city 
streets. People sit on the edges of low white painted brick flower beds, couples find quiet 
sunlit dappled seating beneath a pergola on the far side of the garden from the gate. Simple 
fountains provide the primordial musical accompaniment of running water. !ose who are 
more drawn to the building itself walk through the gatehouse shop into the bare tiled inner 
courtyard. Many people sitting gazing out across both city and hillscape, and many gaze 
again when leaving.
We enter the quiet space of the yard. A man waters his balcony flowers in a house beyond 
the Mosque, and smiles and waves. Apart from this house and some glimpses of roof ridge 
lines, all is openness, a total contrast with the journey through the narrow alleys of the 
Albaicin: the stray dogs and busy shop keepers, and the unrelenting cobbled streets that 
made it hard to stop and look upwards without stumbling.
Here we find a simple courtyard open to sky, leading to the covered mosque itself. We have 
returned to the origin. Within this overall bare elemental space, along the left hand side 
wall that leads from the shop entrance, fine tile ornamentation accommodates water taps 
for outside wudu or for drinking. !is most important place becomes a stopping point 
before the reorientation ninety degrees right again to face the double doors of the entrance. 
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Top two rows:
!e garden, overlooking valley 
towards the Alhambra Palace
Bottom two rows clockwise from top left: !e gatehouse & shop, inner courtyard, gatehouse murqarnas, elevation detail
drinking water & latecomers wudu tiling, carved Kufic Quran: ‘Sincerity’, threshold lintel with wooden muqarnas
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!rough the open doors can be seen a sublimely crafted mihrab, mirroring the position of 
this drinking place. We are on the axis of qibla, and we have not yet entered the building. 
Looking above the covered entrance way, a large timber lintel runs across the opening. 
Carved into its face can be seen the same maze like Kufic Arabic as the minaret, but here 
there is written an entire chapter of the Quran, al-Ikhlas or ‘Sincerity,’ as written in Sinan’s 
Selimiyye Camii:
Say: He is Allah, Absolute Oneness.
Allah the Everlasting Sustainer of all.
He has not given birth and was not born.
And no one is comparable to Him.
Only Muslims can pass without permission beyond this point, stopping to remove shoes 
and place them in wooden shelves within. Both men and women enter this way, to their 
distinct prayer areas within. In the minutes standing in the courtyard, five or six 
nationalities do so, while we discuss the Kufic inscription. !e way in which non-Muslims 
know not to pass is important. By request people can come and see the spaces within, but 
large numbers of visitors mean that the rhythm of the daily prayers and the calm within 
could be greatly disturbed by a counter rhythm of camera flashes and curious conversation. 
!is fate has already befallen Sinan’s Selimiyye during the days apart from Juma Friday 
prayers. Here two single chains hang from either side of the opening to a central brass post. 
!e barrier reminds me of a work of fine art which can be admired but cannot be touched, 
the private quarters of an historic house glimpsed by the touring party, even strangely like 
the entrance to the best nightclubs in a city. !e barrier is still therefore a place to stop and 
look beyond, no visual obstructions, no ugly forbidding signs.
Honouring the break in the wall of the opening and entrance way to the Mosque, fine tiles 
richly contrast with white walls, the raw timber Kufic inscription and a carved lintel. Sidi 
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prayer space facing garden towards the Alhambra
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Karim explained how ‘the big pieces arrived from Fez.326 Even these big pieces of intricate 
geometric tiling have been cut - each minute triangular fragment - by hand and assembled 
and sent. !e corner work joining the large pre-assembled sections was made on site. !e 
geometry allows an unbroken pattern between the large flat sections and the corner joints, 
the entire finished opening becomes a mosaic skin. Sidi Karim points to an innovation, the 
border within the entrance way is reflected exactly in the border lining the ground tiles. !e
joint between horizontal and vertical is mirrored. I am reminded of Juhani Pallasmaa’s 
reflections on architecture as workmanship, that the ‘architectural profession was 
traditionally regarded as a craft... ideas were created in close interaction with the actual 
physical construction at the site.’327 
Stepping from the bright sunlit day of the courtyard we enter a place of dappled light and 
shade. !e main light ahead comes from above the mihrab, clerestory windows set high and 
hidden from the entrance. !e magnificent mihrab, constructed from marble and wooden 
sections can be seen - once we have entered the main musalla, to be central to a richly 
patterned qibla wall whose entire surface is decorated in the repeated echoes of marble 
panels and wooden frames and edging established by the mihrab. Windows and doors form 
part of the general composition, and glimpses of garden take us visually beyond the 
sensuous weight of the wall. !ere is no mistaking the supremacy of qibla and the mihrab 
over all other elements.
Sidi Karim begins to talk about the mihrab, based in part on the mihrab in the Great 
Mosque of Cordoba, by drawing my attention to the central arch, an evolution of the 
Roman arch which has since become synonymous with Andalusian Muslim heritage. !e 
circle of the arch extends and returns, beyond where the arch meets the column or 
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supporting wall. With a smile Sidi Karim says that the arch is what came before plus ‘a little 
bit more: 
‘I imagine the people of Cordoba, very civilised...saying please its our arch, yes the Roman 
arch as you say, but please, a little bit more.’ <pointing at the mihrab> ‘Yes that is subtlely 
the Cordoba production, this is square, four meters ten by four meters ten. And from there 
<indicating the edge of one side of the mihrab square> to the window <pointing above the 
mihrab> is the diagonal <indicating the diagonal of the square>... that is the classic 
proportion of Cordoba. But this mihrab  is more perfect than than the mihrab of 
Cordoba...why? Because this is possible to do by ordinator (computer)... I talk of perfection 
as mathematical perfection because of...that, that and that (Sidi Karim touches alternating 
components of marble and wood).’
!e complexity of the construction of the mihrab came up against the constraints of 
schedule and the deadline to open the Mosque. I am reminded of Carlo Scarpa’s slow and 
careful collaborations with artisans. Sidi Karim explains that the marble on either side of 
the mihrab was completed ‘in the hurry to finish’ before the components of the mihrab 
arrived. !e surrounding wooden framing contains the same chapter of Quran as Cordoba, 
but its execution is totally di#erent. !e kufic calligraphy was created by Sidi Karim and 
crafted in Tetouan, the dark cedar wood coming from the Atlas Mountains. !e stone set in 
between the wood is from Granada, along with slim contrasting sections of pale wood. Sidi 
Karim tried to instruct the artisans to design the calligraphy to suit the space ‘but 
everybody said it is impossible to put all that there so with paper for a few days I tried to fit 
it all in to that corner (pointing to the end of the calligraphy). For all of that it is more 
perfect than Cordoba.’
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For a brief time Sidi Karim takes me back to the setting of the Royal Court of Cordoba to 
explain that the King of Byzantium sent the King of Spain, the ‘Amir al-Muminin,’328 the 
mosaic needed for the mihrab  of the Great Mosque. Like the Byzantine workmen, and 
mithqals of gold, and materials sent to al-Walid to extend the Prophet’s Mosque, this is an 
act of great adab between opposing rulers and heads of opposing faiths. !ese great 
buildings fused together many elements and many arts, indeed they were crafted by artisans 
from many places. We step into the actual niche of the mihrab  and look up at an eight 
pointed star in gold leaf. In the center of a receding and stepped series of frames the 
supreme name - ALLAH - is painted. !e acoustics of our conversation testify to the 
excellent properties of the mihrab to reflect the recitation of the Quran by the Imam in the 
prayer to the congregation. !e inside of the niche is unfinished, calligraphy will encircle 
the space, and Sidi Karim awaits the completion of the panels. !is kind of architecture 
does take time after all. 
We study one of the doors, behind which the minbar is kept. !e panelling displays the 
strong geometric pattern of the negative space of the swastika, seen again and again through 
my travels, from the mosques of  North Africa to Asplund’s Stockholm library. !e main 
wood is !uya from Morocco, a deep timber with beautiful dark burls. Inset a resin has 
been used instead of an ivory inlay. Sidi Karim indicates that the surrounding colours of the 
marble tiles are like those of both the Hagia Sophia in Istanbul and Al-Quds, the Mosque 
on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem beside the Dome of the Rock. !e entire composition 
once again shown to be a gathering and reinterpretation of the richest sources, unified yet 
freely arranged.
!e most free interpretation of all are the wooden murqanas - the equivalent English 
terminology would be a corbel - here in fact they could also be called mocárabe. I realise 
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328 !e title means ‘Chief of the Believers.’ While the Caliph or Ruler of the Muslim world sat in Baghdad, the rulers of Spain took the 
honorary title of Amir al-Muminin, which was first held by Umar ibn al-Khattab, known as the first ‘Rightly Guided Caliph.’ !e 
present King of Morocco - a descendant of the Prophet s.a.w.s. - carries this title today.
that Sidi Karim has played between the two types of corbel, as the murqanas are in various 
forms a build up of niches, and the mocárabe  are always a stalactite like formation. Here 
the pieces of timber are cut to form tiers of rhombus squares which create both familiar 
niche forms and stalactites; Sidi Karim states, ‘It is a new form in the Islamic art.’ !e 
muqarnas here are a complete innovation, ornament for honouring the joint between wall, 
column and beam. I am reminded of the capitols earlier in the hammam, where the classical 
orders had been adapted, extended (a little bit more) and finally engulfed by the arabesque 
foliage of a new order. !is is Sidi Karim’s decorum.
!e joyous acquisition and adaption and evolution of forms it not limited to Muslim lands 
or antiquity. !e wooden architrave design has come from France, ‘!is form... I take from 
the Louvre, because it’s beautiful,’ says Sidi Karim, smiling. !ey too await calligraphy, in 
this ever unfolding building. !e classical forms of the panels seem entirely fitting with the 
harmonic proportions of the mihrab, the proportions of doorways and windows, and 
intricate inlaid puzzle of marble and woodwork.
We look out of one window through a fine wrought iron grille at a wisteria covered pergola 
in a courtyard tucked between the qibla wall and the high neighbouring brick wall. Soft 
light filters through leaves and the opening creates a silhouette  of the qibla wall, a cut with 
light balancing the weight of marble and wood. Commenting on this incredibly beautiful 
and private scene, Sidi Karim asks, ‘You wish to take a picture?’ and laughing adds ‘It is 
kitsch, just a little more.’ It is true that the layer upon layer of detail and delight in 
materials are a sensuous assault, always something else adding a little more to the heady mix 
that seemed so calm at first. !e windows are exact replicas of those in the Blue Mosque in 
Istanbul, yet having not visited Istanbul yet I am reminded of the Georgian sash windows I 
grew up with in England, which let in so much light and seemed to ennoble the space 
within. !e mullions here are so elegant, that they create the finest of frames for the 
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landscape outside. !e shutters fold smoothly back into the casement, all fine carpentry 
work carried out in Granada. 
!rough French windows in the end gable to the right of the qibla wall I notice visitors in 
the garden now up close to the wrought iron grille, quietly listening to Sidi Karim, still and 
in silhouette. ‘We have the Alhambra and the garden,’ Sidi Karim continues, ‘our 
garden...the valley is invisible.’ Looking out of the French windows the perspective of the 
garden does indeed connect to the fortress walls of the Alhambra  standing on the Mount 
of Sabika, with the sudden drop of the Albacin down into the valley of the river Darro 
unseen below us. 
As the day moves from the noon time of Dhuhr to the mid-afternoon of Asr, the light shifts 
across the ceilings deep beams of plasterwork. !e roof ridge falls from the courtyard side of 
the hall, where it accommodates a mezzinine that sits over the entrance, to the single storey 
of the qibla wall. Sidi Karim reveals that the white  plasterwork ceiling - which great 
reduces the visual impact of the massive central concrete ridge beam - are actually three 
shades of yellow white, increasing the play of light and shadow. !e ‘result is like silk,’ 
which moves eyes away from the ‘Béton brut’ beam which awaits calligraphy in panels 
which will create movement on its flank, as seen above eye level from the mezzanine, where 
plaster murqanas also merge the beam with the ceiling. !e simple beams of the ceiling 
work are also a reference to the classical plasterwork of Spanish churches. Sidi Karim 
acknowledges that,
To do this mosque, it was impossible to do plaster like the Alhambra, impossible to do 
something in the style that I like... Bauhaus...it’s not the place to do it. !e way to do it... 
something with very good materials, marble and wood... a classical model... but a modern 
interpretation, that is completely new. So beautiful, something that permits many 
combinations.’ Sidi Karim returns to the murqanas as an example, explaining that the 
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original composite form has been cut diagonally and set in piers diagonally, ‘and the result 
is a hexagon... the shape, the crystaline structure of the diamond... for that it is so 
attractive... a carbon structure. 
We discuss further the symmetry of the mihrab in relation to the entire qibla wall. !e 
repetition of the 4.1 meter  wide mihrab dimension balances the series of panels and 
windows on either side, unifying the disparate formal elements to create an overall 
harmony, what Sidi Karim calls a ‘strange symmetry.’ What could be so loud, the 
polychromatic marble, the rich wood hues and ornate lettering, is silenced by symmetry. 
Nothing vies for attention over the centrality of the mihrab, yet the two-fold symmetry 
creates a balance that ‘dances.’ !e midpoints of mihrab, columns and points of end walls 
contain overlapping proportional mirror images. Smaller symmetries repeat within larger 
symmetries. Sidi Karim calls this ‘foolish’ symmetry, inspired by the Court of Lions in the 
Alhambra, and agrees on the gentler term of ‘playful’ after some convincing, talking of the 
‘total freedom’ found within the bounds of geometrical order and proportion. 
Much of the balance and harmony of pattern had to also pull the eye away from a concrete 
structure which in places Sidi Karim says was ‘terrible.’ !e decision to have no columns in 
the main prayer area beyond the overhanging mezzanine meant large deep concrete beams 
to span the roof. Sidi Karim’s preference would have been two pillars to slim down all 
structural elements. !is compromise has led to a strange and beautiful plaster form which 
scoops away at the massive cantilevers on either side of the mihrab vault in which the 
clerestory lights illuminate the space. And so the heavy concrete of the cantilever has been 
‘lightened’ and made ‘ethereal’ by the sweeping profiles of the plasterwork. An architectural 
element of such weight is made to float above the clear floor. !e result has both gravity 
and lightness, it is a square in place of a circle, and is a novel play on the dome which has 
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Top: Qibla wall, mihrab, ceiling & mezzanine
Above: Alhambra & inner courtyard from minaret 
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found a place in front or in the axis of the mihrab since the beginnings of the Dome of the 
Rock and al-Walid’s rebuilding of the Mosque of Madinah. 
Sidi Karim points to another part of the main space that needs completing, the wooden 
panelling on the wall to the left of qibla, which houses a door to the minaret and a door to 
the Imam’s o"ce. As the one who leads the prayer, and gives the khutba at Juma Friday 
prayers, the Imam’s place in the mosque is to be honored as a reflection of his authority, 
through ornament and articulation. Sidi Karim shows me the stairs to the minaret, and 
smiling says ‘I will rest.’
Climbing the spiral stairs of the minaret, tall slivers of the Albaicin and Sierra Nevada 
mountain range beyond can be glimpsed momentarily, rotating through narrow slit 
windows. Reaching the top the view is predictably stunning. From here the relaxed bustle 
of visitors in the garden can be contrasted fully with the more chaotic happenings in Plaza 
san Marco: Jugglers, junkies, buskers and tourists, mixing momentarily with Granada 
families out walking.
So, here the idhan is made, by a single muadhin, no amplification to spoil the natural 
sound. !e call for asr we hear shortly after comes deep from within the tower, for the one 
who called it did not need to climb to the top, the whole tower after all being a good 
amplifier of sound. !e minaret here carries all purpose and significance, as a place from 
which the idhan is called, as a watchtower with an unbroken radial view of this 
mountainous place, as a thing to be seen and understood as the tower of a mosque; a thing 
to be read and understood with its kufic inscription or a pattern to be simply admired as a 
maze and a mystery. It does all of this while being a white painted brick tower with a red 
tile roof, decorated with beautiful polychrome tiles which gleam in the Spanish sun.
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Towards asr, the light had shifted dramatically across the deep plasterwork of the ceiling. 
Far beyond asr now, and moving towards sunset and mahgrib, the lights in the main space 
of the mosque reflect o# the rich composition of timber and the Byzantine arrangement of 
coloured marble: subtle greens and pinks against a warm grey flecked white. Lights now 
shining up into the plasterwork lift the ceiling which continues past the panelling of the 
joint with the qibla wall. Again heavy elements are seen to float, and the well proportioned 
scene reminds me of Palladio’s Teatro Olimpico in Vicenza. !e congregation are a 
participatory audience here as the Imam recites the prayer; the regal patina of materials on 
the qibla wall in front of them becomes more luminous as night descends. A single deep red 
expanse of carpet furnishes and completes the space. A subtle bronze scroll motif line marks 
the rows of the prayer, as an echo of the qibla wall. Nothing is present to distract when eyes 
are lowered, the motif reminds us that orientation is all. !e building in all its devotional 
detail is merely an inticately ornamented receptacle of the architecture of the prayer, the 
joined intention and action of salat. 
After the prayer a circle recite Quran, the mosque is glowing with mid level lighting and 
humming with sound. Light pours through open windows into the garden where the heat 
of the day is being released from the ground. !e space inside the mosque is filled with 
sound. After the recitation men and women move from the mosque to the Islamic centre, 
down steps following the fall of the hill to a smaller courtyard. All is within the walls of the 
garden, the narrow streets are thereby not disturbed by this relatively large group of people. 
We enter the top story of a three story building and descend to a large room to sit in two 
circles and perform the wird, a chanted formula made from excerpts of the Quran and the 
mystical writings of Sufis. We sing from the famous diwan of Shaykh Muhammad ibn al 
Habib, a sufi master and teacher of Islamic sciences from Meknes, Morocco. !e Spanish 
community here are lead by a Moroccan teacher from the same lineage, and all here are part 
of the same Sufi tariqa or path. !e people rise later in the evening to form two circles in 
which all focus unfolds from the spoken Name of al-Hay or ‘!e Living,’ to the breath 
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alone. !e Sufi practice is known as the Hadra, or Presence. It is a powerful part of the 
communities lived situation, of worship and experience and knowledge. Although the 
evening of chanting and singing is undoubtedly beautiful, this is no performance. It is a 
celebratory evening, ended with a shared meal, an event second in importance only to the 
prayer. !is devotional intensity is completely contained, it does not impinge on the streets 
and houses surrounding it, it does not advertise itself, it is utterly an inward activity with 
the most expansive psychological and spiritual results for those involved. We have moved 
from the public realm of the gardens, from the minaret which communicates the presence 
of the community in the language of their locality, to the private domain of this very 
particular devotional praxis and ihsan. To re-iterate Vesely’s words:
‘What is praxis? Generally speaking, it is living and acting in accordance with ethical 
principles. More specifically, it is best to see praxis as a situation that includes not only 
people doing or experiencing something but also things that contribute to the fulfillment of 
human life.’
!e Muslim community who sustain the Mosque of Granada fulfill not only their own lives 
with the ethical principles they have chosen, they are part of the fulfillment of the shared 
cultural life-world of Granada, its past both real and romanticised, its rich and 
multicultural present and its possible shared future. !e day before my tour with Sidi 
Karim had been Juma, Friday. A full mosque of men and women and children had, after 
the Juma prayer, sat together for a meal of couscous. I had seen the last part of this on 
arrival, having escaped the labyrinth of the Albacin to find this plateau and this peace. !e 
air was electric with the atmosphere that inhabits a space after a large gathering has taken 
place. As one event ended another began, the opening times for the garden immediately 
after the Juma prayer and lunch. !e urban situation flourishes or fades on the presence or 
absence of such civitas, wherever in the world we may be.
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From the minaret can be seen the steep slopes of the Albaicin, and the strangely shaped beauty of the garden 
below & the imaret mosque complex, knitting into the existing urban fabric and landscape
Both the centre and the shop serve the wider community, and financially assist the running 
of the mosque, as a part of the waqf. Markets and musical events held in Plaza San Marco 
extend the cultural contribution of the community further still. !e highly skilled work of 
local Muslim artists, designers and artisans can be found throughout Granada’s high street 
shops. !e bohemian cafes in the Albaicin are more often than not run by the Muslim 
community. Accordingly, in relaxed language, we can say that the community has created a 
vibrant scene here over the last thirty or so years. More than this the mosque and 
surrounding buildings enable engagement with not only local residents and tourists visiting 
from across the globe, but with media, the police, politicians, schools and universities. !is 
is a group of people at the service of the wider community not only in terms of an 
understanding of traditional Islam and Sufism, but of those aspects of praxis on which 
agreement is immediate: local markets, economic and social grass roots community 
perspectives on what constitutes a healthy and happy society, cultural exchange, art, poetry 
and music.
!e whole complex of buildings and garden - mosque, shop, o"ces, Islamic centre and 
library, kitchens and courtyards - display a kind of adab, or highest behaviour, revealing 
their specific riches within, while externally being a humble part of the general topology of 
this Granada hillside, and the typology of these Spanish houses, shops and squares. !e 
Mosque of Granada is as far from the obsessive architectural pursuit of form finding and 
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the domination of the objectifying eye as can be imagined. It can barely be seen from the 
roads surrounding yet. !e power of the place that has been created, the space in which the 
spirit celebrates the rhythm of the day in the form of the prayer, comes from this balancing 
of the senses and meanings, this joining of the opposites: serious and playful, heavy and 
light, simple in external form and sumptuously manifested in interior materials. !e qibla 
wall is a manifestation of this rich devotional decorum in the most gathered, concentrated 
way; its multiple components unified by pure geometry. !e celebratory spirit of the 
architecture in composition and execution, is always a little more, and the resulting 
experience of the Mosque is therefore both sumptuous and subtle. 
!is core of a Muslim community, a place of learning and delight to others attracted to it, 
is an authentic manifestation of the rich Muslim legacy of Andalusia. !is lived situation 
and built manifestation recognises its place in the city and acts accordingly with the wider 
community. !is by definition is adab. !is is a very simple and natural thing, and 
anything less would not be Islamic. !e community of Granada behave with such adab and 
grace and beauty that the look of delight on visitors faces is as natural as the sound of 
falling water in the garden. !is narrative is a personal reflection on this Spanish ‘space for 
the spirit and place for the people,’ and a call to all communities to create beautiful 
mosques which are fitting for their time and place and are a transformative beneficial part 
of their existing urban fabric.
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Sidi Karim standing in the gap between the ancient walls of the Albaicin
and the qibla wall of the Great Mosque of Granada
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Conclusion: Spanish Synthesis, “a lIttle Bit More”
!is chapter has primarily been an phenomenological reading of the Granada Mosque, one 
focussed on community life and on the pragmatic post modernity of an undeniably Spanish 
mosque that has emerged from the constraints of site and budget. Delayed by years of 
debate between the local authorities and client community over what is deemed to be the 
identity of Granada today, encapsulated in the struggle of a community to build their place 
of worship, where the wonder of the Muslim past in the form of the Alhambra is far more 
palatable to some than signs of a living Muslim presence, this impasse to receive planning 
permission was resolved by agreeing to conditions such as that the minaret of the mosque 
would not exceed the height of the neighbouring church, and that the idhan would not be 
amplified by loudspeakers. Such compromises are part of the ethos of this humble mosque, 
and are essential attributes of an embodied adab. !e minaret is designed to amplify the 
natural voice, and the minaret’s Kufic Arabic announces itself to those who understand 
without disturbing those who do not. Ironically, conquest and reconquest as a narrative is 
annually played out on the streets of Granada, complete with ‘blackface’ Moors, and the 
local authorities do not find this o#ensive. It has become part of the secularly Christian 
story, where it is hard to accept that the Muslims were not all expelled, or have returned or 
more pointedly that the modern day Spaniards have become Muslim, converting from 
Christianity. Despite these cultural challenges, the Muslim jamaat of the Great Mosque of 
Granada are a vibrant part of the present, connecting spiritually and poetically to the 
Muslim ruled multicultural civilisation of the past, making more than mere nostalgia the 
legacy of the Alhambra.
!e taste for tradition and a design appropriate to context was not only encouraged and 
enforced by the local authorities, but desired in part by the Sufi Muslim community 
themselves, whose Spanish Andalusian spiritual tradition has part of its own lineage and 
cultural roots in both Spain and Morocco. !e building complex is a synthesis of the 
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traditional Spanish courtyard house, echoing Ummayad or ‘moorish’ spatial elements via a 
sequence of courtyards and thresholds approaching the inner sanctum of the mosque floor 
itself. Yet despite it’s improvised incorporation of fragments from several eras, it is 
quintessentially fitting to people, purpose and place. As evidenced by the previous 
interview, while being frustrated by structural compromises and the restrictions that made 
an entirely novel modernist mosque ‘impossible,’ Sidi Karim Viudes grew to enjoy the 
stealing of architectural elements from the Louvre and the Great Mosque of Cordoba and 
the fusing of these fragments with decorative !uya wood and calligraphy and tiling from 
Morocco. 
!e mosque then is a creature born from this mix of histories and it succeeds above all in 
being a ‘quiet’ mosque that invites strangers rather than intimidating them, welcome as 
guests, complete with a sign on the gate with visiting hours. !is natural exchange is rare, 
far too rare, in the European context, a bridge that does not demand the awkward 
discomfort of proselytisation. !e Spanish Muslim community know who they are and why 
they are in Granada, this natural attitude is the only dawa or ‘calling to Islam’ that is 
needed, and only for those who are naturally drawn. !e trust in these human dynamics is 
in fact an aspect of Sufi understanding. !e building may not have won architectural prizes 
or been published in architectural reviews, but it has won over the local populace and an 
ongoing stream of tourists season after season. As written here above in detail, it serves well 
its client congregation, and above all, it is beautiful.
To those who would declare that architectural merit be based upon minimal modernism or 
a thrist for novelty, this is not their exemplar C21st mosque. !e mosque avoids the cliche 
of being a symbol of conquest, while perhaps not avoiding the architectural crime of a 
playful postmodern pastiche; of this the architect was fully aware. Karim Viudes used the 
familiar architectural vocabulary of Andalusia and North Africa freely, always adding “a 
little bit more,” to reflect an evolution of styles, while knowingly appropriating elements 
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and removing them from their former context. !ere is something gleefully irreverent in 
incorporating the doors of the Louvre, that palace of secularism, into the qibla wall of a 
mosque, and calculating the ratio of the golden section to unify them with a mihrab copied 
exactly from the famous mihrab of Cordoba; and for that feat of mimicry to be in itself an 
immense computer aided and laser cut jigsaw puzzle rather than months of carving at the 
hand of an artisan. With the large scale of the complex softened by the gradient and narrow 
irregular plan of the site, this is a delicate synthesis despite the lack of avant garde forms, or 
perhaps because of them. It would be easy to not notice at all the postmodern games that 
the architect has played, and that makes it a humble and shamelessly eclectic delight, rather 
than an innovative avant garde C21st mosque.
!e plan and elevation overleaf reveal the intelligence of the juxtaposition of the qibla 
orientation and the limits of a narrow and steep site and the demands of a multipurpose 
program. Even at the scale of a neighbourhood mosque, nestled in among houses and 
sitting beside a church and esplanade, meeting the retaining walls and valley below, the 
Granada mosque echoes the countless unique spatial moments and vantage points found in 
Sinan’s mosques. In its compact layered composition the mosque also programmatically 
serves many aspects of would what be a much larger kulliye in the Ottoman context. 
Mosque and dependencies are here gathered together as one asymmetric sculptural joint, 
slicing through the hillside in a deft act of design as conservative surgery, to coin the 
visionary Geddes’s phrase. !e dramatic cut is only seen in section or felt traversing the 
many steps between the garden mosque level and the floors of the community complex 
below. Decorum is here a synthesis of styles that have a historic dialogue with the 
surrounding roofs and walls of the Albaicin historic Muslim quarter. Furthermore, the 
building reveals itself as a series of paths and stopping points, impossible to read from one 
single vantage point. In all of this is the attribute of venustas, beauty experienced as delight.
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KEY for Mosque Plan:
1. Entranceway into mosque garden
2. Covered threshold to mosque patio
3. Mosque patio with water taps 
4. Mosque entrance
5. Mihrab in centre of qibla wall
6. Spiral stair to top of minaret
7. Outside steps to dependencies
8. Retaining wall of higher level of Albaicin
North Elevation showing garden entrance gate to the right
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
East elevation showing dashed line level of mosque and garden 
and solid black level of imaret complex upper floor
Section showing severe gradient of Albaicin steps and and lower complex buildings set into the hill 
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8 Eton Green Mosque Project Case Study 
8.1 Socio-political Challenges for
Muslims in the UK
In the following chapter, a phenomenological approach to people, purpose and place will 
directly encounter the nuances, the direct lived experience, hopes and intentions of a client 
mosque congregation, in the grit and grain of a small Midlands town in the UK. !e 
Muslim experience will be communicated through the design consultation process itself. In 
contextualising this live mosque project in the socio-political ground of the early part of the 
C21st, it is of value to encounter key critical literature that engages with the subject of 
Muslims in the UK. Moving beyond the minaret is to encounter a specific Muslim 
community and consider fully their particular manifestation, the lifeworlds that are shared 
and become also this devotional space: a mosque in the UK. A vital aspect of seeing beyond 
the minaret, to agree with the excellent analysis of Ali Rattansi, is to look beyond the 
‘interpretation of ethnic cultures as having strictly definable boundaries, having 
unchangeable essential components, and lacking quite fundamental internal dissent.’329
In desiring a space for the spirit, and place for the people, challenges arise that require respect 
and understanding, and an avoidance of essentialism. !ree broad areas of concern appear 
repeatedly when reading studies on Muslims in the UK. !ese key issues not only pertain 
to the daily lives of the client congregation, and therefore to the development of the 
mosque complex, they are also the repeated concerns of the mosque trust in charge of the 
development, as shall be seen throughout the chapter.
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• !e Generation Gap: Between founding and earlier immigrant generations and 
younger British born Muslims, that incorporates di#erences of identity and social 
relationships with other Non-Muslim communities. !erefore the elders seeks a space 
for the cultivation of intergenerational relationships, and further across all social divides. 
• !e Culture Question: Negotiation of Islamophobia and religious and racial 
stereotyping, and various forms of social segregation and ghettoisation based on 
ethnicity, engaging with the general identity of the client congregation as being 
Pakistani and Mirpuri, as well as Muslim. Social tensions and beneficial potentialities 
exist from the scale of relations with nearest literal neighbours to the mosque, outwards 
to the townscape, reflecting back on the wellbeing of each Muslim and their 
neighbours. What is sought are social bridges between people and a safe space for people 
to meet, trade, study, socialise and so on. !e broader question of Multiculturalism is 
too vast and fine a topic for this introduction. One assertion is necessary however, 
agreeing with Ali Rattansi that, ‘instead of a mere celebration of diversity and di#erent 
cultures as in versions of classic multiculturalism, what is involved here is the positive 
encouragement of encounters between di#erent ethnic and faith groups and the setting 
up of dialogues and joint activities:’330 
!e Eton Green Mosque Project prioritises this Intercultural encounter, to provide a 
meeting place for people, Muslims and Non-Muslims.
• Space & Gender: Negotiating the limits and potentialities of the degree to which 
British Muslims’ social activities and opportunities are gendered, in the light of Islamic 
praxis and gender segregation as a cultural norm. !e need to serve the women of the 
congregation and overcome cultural stigma to revitalise the right of equal access to the 
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mosque. !e need to go beyond this basic provision and create a dynamic women’s 
centre as core part of both complex and immediate townscape, run for and by women.
!e entire chapter will be a gentle negotiation of these questions, always seeking a 
compassionate understanding as is a fundamental aspect of an embodied adab. Generation 
gaps are an ubiquitous human fact, and there is undoubtedly a culture gap between the 
lifeworlds of individuals informed by the experience of migration and the inner 
reconciliation of contrasting cultures and social mores, and the lifeworlds of younger British 
born Muslims with ethnic and cultural roots also in other lands. !e gap between young 
and old increases when we consider the socio-economically advantaged Muslim professional 
‘class’ that contribute so much to British society in every aspect of life today: the doctors, 
dentists and lawyers. Younger generations who are engaged equally with both contemporary 
British society as a part of their own identity and the forms of Islamic praxis and custom 
and culture that have been inherited from older generations are seeking to contribute to 
their Muslim community and therefore to the manifestation of the mosque in the UK. 
Reductivism in the teaching of Islam itself and in notions of piety and the priority of 
appearance have e#ected the very form and function of the mosque. A single raw answer 
sharply reflects the potentials and problems for Muslim communities today, from a 
conversation with Waqar I.U. Ahmad, former Chief Social Scientist at the O"ce of the 
Deputy Prime Minister and Fellow of the Muslim Institute with ‘Respondent 27, male 
polymath and public intellectual’ drawn from an ‘elite… group of academics, artists, 
writers, public intellectuals, policy makers, parliamentarians and senior local politicians:’331
Now all that has been reduced to a kind of monolithic notion of a mosque which is simply 
for prayer, and some of the mosques actually closed (outside prayer times)… then this is a 
mosque only for the Wahabis, and the mystics should not bother coming in, and the 
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women should come from the back… (It) performs no other function except prayers… 
Mosques have become very boring, monolithic institutions. And the architecture now 
reflects that… I think the tradition of openness, not just in mosques but… within Islam, 
has basically died down, and it didn’t happen overnight.’332
!e present study is undoubtedly also a privileged ‘elite’ work by its very nature, through 
which every generation’s needs must be met in serving both academic understanding and 
fashioning a good architectural response. It is important to consider the general shared life 
experience of many Muslims who have come to the UK. From a respectful glance at this 
journey the following direct engagement with the elder trustees of a specific jamaat will be 
better understood, for those outside both a Muslim and a Pakistani background. !e Other 
of the Muslim immigrant must be introduced, and made familiar, and from this beginning, 
the actual congregation of the Eton Green Mosque project can be best served by the design 
consultation process. 
Before building minarets and mosques in the United Kingdom, the founding Muslim 
communities that are now established had migrated from empires, their own and others. 
!ey had survived wars and partitions, lived through the fall of the Raj and the house of 
Osman that saw the rise of the Saudi royal family and Wahhabism; and they have seen its 
consequences in their own region and neighbouring Afghanistan, alongside the rewriting of 
the map of the Middle East throughout the C20th. !e present study has reexamined three 
of the great mosques of the fallen Ottoman Empire, and placed it beside a reading of a 
thriving contemporary Spanish mosque, to see other human aspects of mosque architecture, 
of devotion and decorum, beyond the expansion of empire. !ese lessons also come from 
abroad, drawn from both the bridge between Europe and the Muslim world that is 
Anatolia, modern day Turkey, and the quiet Spanish mosque that is no less European than 
its physical neighbour: a Catholic Church.
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According to the 2011 Census, Muslims form 4.8% of the population in England and 
Wales. !e population has increased from 1.55 million in 2001 to 2.71 million in 2011, 
and it is a fair assumption to say that at the date of writing in 2017 this increase 
continues.333 !e Muslim population is larger than all other non-Christian faith groups put 
together, in a country where the identity of being Christian is for many a cultural aspect of 
‘Britishness’ rather than an aspect of devotion; largely left alone outside the major holidays 
such as Christmas and Easter which transcend and include Christian belief and tradition. 
Pertinent to this fact - and the question concerning the place of mosque architecture in a 
European context today - 47% of Muslims are UK-born.334  While perhaps not only the 
fringe extremist groups such as the English Defense League, but a not inconsiderable 
disa#ected middle England, supporting the likes of UKIP, may argue for the protection of a 
monolithic mythic white Anglo-Saxon British identity (forgetting history, geography, and 
their own genetics as well as the benefits that they have gained from a pluralist 
multicultural society), the future of this island nation undoubtedly includes many Muslim 
communities, who are not only contrasting manifestations of Islamic praxis, but also 
include a wide range of cultural and ethnic backgrounds. 
A growing part of British society for hundreds of years, the first recorded Muslims to land 
on English shores were freed from ‘galley slavery on Spanish ships by English pirates and 
privateers in the mid to late sixteenth century;’ it is of note that these freed slaves were not 
identified as Muslim but as ‘Turks’ or ‘Moors.’335  !e story of many of the founding 
families of the jamaat congregation at Parker St Mosque, is largely one of economic 
migration, stemming back to before the formation of Pakistan in 1947 and the collapse of 
the English Raj.  To this day, the identity of being Pakistani is conflated with that of being 
Muslim, despite regional, dialectic, tribal, ‘caste’ (a Hindu system that a#ects Muslims no 
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less than others in the whole of the subcontinent) and theological di#erences found 
throughout the region. !ough the history of the Raj and the devastating exploits of the 
East India Trading Company connect the people of the Sub-Continent inexorably to those 
in the UK, it is the more recent diaspora of the creation of Pakistan that is the living 
memory of surviving mosque elders and the inherited memory for British born Muslims 
and the reality of Pakistani immigrants to the present day. Sophie Gilliat-Ray, the Director 
for the Centre for the Study of Islam in the UK, Cardi# University, cites the ‘‘push’ factor’’ 
of the creation of Pakistan as an Islamic State for those Indian Muslims already living in the 
UK who feared for their relatives during a time of mass migration and began to send for 
their kinsfolk.336  It is highly pertinent to an appreciation of the Mirpuri community of 
Parker St to consider that,
A further impetus behind immigration was the Pakistani government’s decision to build a 
dam at Mangla in 1960 (…), the Mirpur region lost some 250 villages, forcing entire 
communities to migrate. Once the migration process began, others were encouraged to 
follow. !e compensation received as a result of the dam building project was used by some 
to buy a one way ticket.337 
Focussing more closely on the locus of Burton-Upon-Trent, male boarding houses across 
the Midlands provided a foundation for an emerging system of ‘chain-migration,’ whereby 
one settler would sponsor another, leading to entire families or communities from 
particular areas settling in the UK. Once established, individuals and families could then 
support the migration of wives and children.338  !e story of diaspora and of establishing 
roots in a new country and of subsequent generations of family members growing and 
building communities centered around places of worship that evolved in ambition and 
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complexity - is the human story of so many migrant communities, defined by creed, culture 
and language and dialect, meeting and relating with the reception of a host society. 
!e following encounter with the people of the Eton Green Mosque project acknowledges 
the shared history of Muslims communities and the diverse particulars of this one 
congregation in this specific place. Gilliat-Ray warns against generalisations in the 
encounter with Islam or Muslims. To re-encounter the mosque is also to appreciate what 
reception first met the founding generations of the Muslim jamaat congregation when 
arriving in the UK, where issues of race and religion and a history of intrigue and suspicion 
with Islam created a general distrust, as they do to this day:
It is not wise, …to make generalized assumptions about perceptions of Islam or Muslims 
across time because the nature of the relationship and the character of the engagement have 
been diverse and constantly changing. Over the course of history the Islamic world has 
been resisted, traded with, negotiated with, written about and plundered. !e British have 
therefore apprehended Islam and the Muslim world in multiple and often paradoxical 
ways.339
Furthermore, to move beyond the minaret is to appreciate a specific Muslim community and 
cleanse the perception of any insidious cliches of racial and religious stereotypes that 
abound in the current cultural climate and have historic roots embedded in colonialism and 
the centuries-worn orientalism of the ‘Other.’ !e topic can only be addressed here as a 
caution to reduce neither Muslims nor their mosques to homogenous cliches. It is a 
plausible proposition to state that the silhouette of minarets that this study refuses to stop 
at - the mosque as symbol of conquest and of Islam as a religion of hate - is tied to a fearful 
and mutually destructive idea of Muslim communities, a fear that is co opted by various 
ideological groups (Non-Muslim and Muslim), and by domestic and international political 
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and economic interests. A phenomenological approach to design consultation and 
becoming familiar with the client is to see the subject of the mosque as never an object but 
a synthesis and unique manifestation of people, purpose and place. Prioritising a 
phenomenologically embodied adab is to respect all people involved, and deal with each 
individual with adab.
!e present study rejects the racist and politically divisive stereotype of Muslims as a threat 
to British society, be they born here or be they migrants or be they people who become 
Muslim. !is is not a denial of the many forms of socio and psychopathic madness that do 
coagulate in the people, groups and ideologies that may call themselves or are called 
‘Muslim’ or ‘Islam.’ To rigorously reject the fear narrative is to not support those nefarious 
groups labelled ‘extremist’ or ‘Islamist’ (in themselves such loaded words), the groups such 
as Daesh that appear to sincerely wish to embody the very stereotypes promoted by their 
homogenous historic ‘enemy’ the ‘West,’ feeding Samuel Huntington’s tired threadbare 
dialectic. !is potentiality, of mass consciousness making monstrous in particular every 
Muslim man and boy, is the daily climate that has seen a spike in racism since 9/11. It is, 
tragically and geo-politically, the backdrop to this entire study and the major conflicts of 
the C21st. !e present study rejects the ‘toxically masculine’ Muslim man, a character 
founded in mythologies explored brilliantly in the work of Sophia Rose Arjana who states 
that:
For centuries, Muslim men have been characterized as monstrous beings, exhibiting many 
of the qualities portrayed by contemporary Orientalism. !e idea that all Muslim men are 
naturally violent - blowing up buildings, planes, and markets, and willingly killing 
themselves in the process - is often explained as an innate Islamic impulse, a product of 
race, ethnicity, or religious impulse, at times cast as an “Islamic rage” that emerges from 
sexual repression and frustration.340
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It is a sobering and fitting fact that Arjana dedicates her book to ‘Trayvon Martin and all 
victims of an imagination run riot.’341  Many young Pakistani men find themselves the 
victim of a racially profiled stop and search policy in the UK, witnessed directly by the 
author’s engagement with Pakistani architecture students in the Midlands. Isolation and 
vilification are well accepted contributing factors to the choices that we make, especially in 
the formative years of our adult lives. Knowledge of self - as a Muslim spiritual injunction 
to look within at the nature of our being - becomes too easily bruised by institutionalised 
and socially ingrained forms of racism from without. !e award winning journalist Kurt 
Barling, maker of the documentary Trouble at the Mosque, which exposed the ‘hate 
preacher’ Abu Hamza, underlines the problem of race and belonging in the strained 
relationship between the police and the Asian community in the short polemic !e ‘R’ 
Word, Racism:
Until 9/11, the principal tension in police minority community relations was with young 
people of Afro-Carribean and Pakistani descent. !at all changed with the emergence of 
home-grown British jihadists and the threat of terror attacks. Muslim communities and 
individuals in Britain have found themselves under ever-closer scrutiny. Of course, this 
hasn't helped the old classifications and stereotypes one bit. Gone are the passive and docile 
cliches of ‘Asian youth’; now it is assumed too that brown-skinned males with beards have 
suspicious murderous tendencies… In fact, such is the plurality of those with a leaning 
towards jihadism that it defies skin colour coding. It rather subversively reinforces the point 
that ‘race’ is an entirely unhelpful way of trying to deal with the complexity of multi-ethnic 
Britain.342
!is polemic cannot be ignored in the here and now of reading fully the situation of 
Muslims in the UK. !e creation of a space for the spirit and place for the people, beyond or 
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rather despite prejudice and racism, is echoed poetically in Arjana’s use of Philosopher 
Slavoj Zizek’s warning, which to the letter this present study agrees:
We should never reduce the Other to our enemy, to the barer of false knowledge, and 
so forth; always within him or her there is the Absolute of the impenetrable abyss of 
another person.343
!e Othering of Muslims often includes a wholesale depiction of Muslim men and women 
as ‘the oppressor and the oppressed,’ a binary prejudice that is neither true nor useful. It is 
not a revelatory insight to state that Pakistani Muslim communities - like many 
communities - can be described as patriarchal. While this work does not act as an apology 
for any normalisation of control or abuse or subjugation or persecution, be it claimed to be 
rooted in either cultural custom or religion, no single notion of Islamic patriarchy will fit 
the client congregation as a generic whole. Every human society is in flux, within which 
flux is enmeshed the continuity of cultural customs and spiritual traditions. Sadly the very 
consultation process below does however reflect the limits of the community, for not a 
single woman presided on the board of trustees for Parket St Mosque/ Eton Green Mosque 
Project during the period of research. !e conclusion will briefly address this paradox of 
tradition and flux in relation to gendered space, and indicate the slow but sure progression 
of each voice in the mosque community finally being heard.
!e household realm, of which the program for the Eton Green Mosque proposal will act 
as an extension, especially for women, tells us another part of the story of space and gender. 
Gilliat-Ray states that,
Nearly half of Pakistani and Bangladeshi women over the age of twenty-five are looking 
after the home and family full time, compared to just 30 per cent for all Muslim women 
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aged twenty-five and over… although religious considerations and expectations 
surrounding motherhood are clearly significant factors in determining overall rates of 
female Muslim employment, they are by no means the only ones. !e lack of formal 
education is significant. Amongst Pakistanis and Bangladeshis (who make up 70 per cent of 
Muslims in the UK), 40 per cent of women of working age have no qualifications at all.344
Education and the world of work are but one facet by which we can read the Muslim 
experience in the UK, and the proposal will engage with the desires and intentions of 
Muslims themselves, rather than adopt a cooler academic eye that judges what will serve a 
good life for the men and women of the jamaat congregation. However, there are many 
challenges facing the Muslim communities today in the UK, and some of these are evident 
in the consultation process below. !e present study engages with the equal needs of the 
men and women and children of this future mosque complex, while negotiating sensitive 
issues regarding gender politics, segregation and privacy. Here too the public realm must be 
considered to be a di#erent terrain for any particular Muslim group. A wealth of di#erences 
must be encountered, hence the strategy and trajectory of this entire study overall, in 
crossing cultural boundaries to o#er insights and perspectives and avoid generalisations. A 
key aspect of the development of the mosque complex is to honour the community centre 
aspect of the women’s spaces. !is part of the program comes from a long history in the 
UK of women’s groups such as Quran and sewing circles, where Gilliatt-Ray states that 
‘women took to sustain themselves socially, spiritually and emotionally, following their 
arrival in Britain;’345 the existing Parker St mosque complex has housed a sewing circle, in 
an ad hoc structure within the existing church building, for decades. 
!e final proposal will reflect in its program this evolution of Muslim women’s groups from 
the days of the first Muslim communities in the UK. Groups that began in many homes 
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have become well established study circles and grown in parallel to key language and 
literacy development classes and also into necessary activism that includes legal advice and 
social care. One excellent example is the An-Nisa Society in London which works to 
‘improve the provision of Muslim-sensitive social services, and to influence government 
policy on issues that a#ect women and families.’346 Members of An-Nisa have for over two 
decades worked on a ‘wide range of projects, relating to health (mental and physical), 
parenting (including fatherhood), arts and culture.’347  !e growth of An-Nisa as an 
organisation mirrors the rise of British Muslim Women in general in all spheres of pubic 
life, and undoubtedly ‘such women o#er a powerful challenge to stereotypical images of 
Muslim women as either ‘passive’ or ‘oppressed,’ as well as highlighting individuality and 
diversity among Muslim women.’348
!e Prophet’s mosque was a courtyard in which all were welcome: men, women and 
children. It was a place of prayer and it was the centre of the community. !e nearest 
dwelling places belonged to the Prophet’s wives who all took part in daily civic life. Aisha, 
as the most famous example of early Muslim female leaders and teachers, became a military 
general, legal judge, and the most immediate source of the sayings and actions of her 
husband the Prophet . Over 1400 years later, the present study seeks to develop and 
design a C21st centre for the whole community. It has caused confusion for some 
historians, that this archetypal building ‘where both the spiritual and secular life were 
pursued,’ was - and is - both the Prophet’s house or dar and a mosque where, ‘here, in the 
very lifetime of the Prophet, were laid down the norms for the central religious building 
type of the new community.’ It is worth grounding this introduction to the Eton Green 
Mosque project by quoting Hillenbrand at length, to connect the original building of the 
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Prophet’s Mosque, far away in Madina in the Middle East, with the present time and place 
and needs of the mosque community in the Midlands UK:
For a full understanding of the mosque in the crucial early stages of its development it is 
necessary to remember its role as a community centre. It is that role which explains the 
apparently contradictory reports about how Muhammad’s house was used. Both the 
spiritual and the secular were pursued there simultaneously. !is was the formative period 
of Islamic society, and so it is not surprising that the architecture which that society 
generated should also be in a state of flux. In later centuries, the development of specifically 
Islamic institutions removed from the mosque the functions which it had earlier, if only 
sporadically performed: teaching, burial, the care of the sick, and many more. Some of 
these functions lingered for a long time. !us in the 9th and 10th centuries mosques were 
usually open day and night, and the law permitted their use to shelter travellers, penitents 
and the homeless. As the mosque grew more specialised in its functions, so it naturally 
developed its own specialised architecture. But in the first century of Islam, all this lay in 
the future.349
!e Eton Green Mosque project’s core intention is to generate a beneficial and beautiful 
centre for the community. !e client congregation trust committee of the Parker St mosque 
are mindfully attempting to look out beyond their own cultural perspective - to transcend 
and include it while not denying cultural wealth and identity and roots - seeking 
consultation from a Muslim NGO and all that is gained from the findings and design work 
of the present study. !e head of the NGO involved, known here as ‘Zain,’ o#ers valuable 
first hand insights into the project below. A Sufi Muslim who serves the Muslims of Burton, 
well before heading an NGO, who builds bridges within the sometimes divided Muslim 
community as well as with the wider Non-Muslim people of Burton, Zain’s voice will begin 
and conclude this chapter. Zain is an accurate mirror of young Muslim Britain, as one who 
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studied at a madrassa as a young boy (as his sons do today) and whose wife - the other side 
of the statistic concerning women and work above - is the undisputed rock of his working 
and family life, so that he is able to run businesses, and also volunteer to make local 
mosques safer places for all -  introducing fire drills and health and safety lessons - when not 
bringing together estranged Imams or di#ering sects, or in the case of the Eton Green 
Project, mending a long standing feud between a hard working mosque builder and a 
quarrelsome neighbour. !e following interview between the author (YA) and NGO head 
‘Zain’ (ZH)took place on the 27th June 2017:
Y.A. Could you begin by giving a Muslim’s eye view of your home town, Burton?
Z.H. !e town of Burton is viewed by most muslim’s locally as a close knit community. 
Despite having five mosques, the muslim community generally get on well together. !is is 
evident during weddings and funerals. Burton is often regarded as a large village which has 
a relatively good choice of shops, hospital, and a number of primary and secondary schools. 
Some within also view Burton as having a “bubble town mentality and limited exposure to 
the wider world”...in some ways I would agree!
Y.A. What are the main social issues and challenges facing the Muslims of Burton today?
Z.H. !e main social issues and challenges facing the muslim community of Burton 
include poor quality housing, social deprivation, issues relating to mental and physical 
health (especially Depression, Diabetes and Arthritis). !e challenges include the need to 
have more information on local services and opportunities along with better community 
engagement activities.
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Y.A. Please could you explain briefly how you came to be involved with Hajji and Parker 
Street Mosque and what your vision was for the development as a whole at the time of my 
getting involved also as pro bono designer and researcher?
Z.H. I became involved in the Parker Street Mosque following a noise nuisance complaint 
by the neighbours in regard to the Mosque and the “alleged” stubborn approach of Haji 
when dealing with neighbours and authorities. !e local councillors were frustrated of 
involvement by certain other individuals acting as representatives of the mosque and using 
their positions for political point scoring. When I began attending the meetings, it became 
clear that Haji, whilst sincere in his quest to provide a facility for worship, his agenda had 
been hijacked by the so called representatives and his motivation to develop the place had 
been replaced by a day to day “fire fighting” with authorities and neighbours alike. Myself 
having travelled to Cape Town, South Africa, and Skopje, Macedonia, only a few years 
before, and being exposed to a much more diverse  body of muslims, it became clear that 
Parker Street mosque, whilst being smaller in size and congregation than some of the other 
mosques in the area, had the opportunity to develop much more of an inclusive 
community based facility which would welcome the wider community and begin 
addressing some of the social and economic issues plaguing the area.
!e following summary of the meetings, feasibility studies and sketch design proposals for 
the Eton Green Mosque Project is a personal first hand account drawing from notes of 
meetings and conversations, photographs, building surveys, sketches, CAD drawings, and 
3D models. !e role of the architect is one that serves a legal code of conduct, and even the 
very Muslim-specific language of an embodied adab, seen from the perspective of the 
architect, is an extension of this role of service to all realms of behaviour in a proposed 
building. !e names of all trust and community and NGO members are aliases. !e 
existing and proposed pattern language of people, the overall purpose or design intention 
and a reading of the place must always be seen in relation to one another. Envisioned via an 
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embodied adab the intention has been to design a harmonious whole from a sum of parts, 
appropriate for the praxis of the Muslim community. To serve best the needs of a client is to 
ask many questions and deal with many more often conflicting answers and desires. !e 
role of architectural design is therefore one of consultation and interpretation, questions 
and answers, limits and possibilities. Despite the high intentions of an embodied adab, the 
designer can never assume that a work’s purpose or meaning or use may not change or be 
lost. !e end users complete the intent that the architect serves. !e mosque complex has 
to o#er up the most presently-needed benefit and beauty to those who use it and to those 
who live with it as a part of their built environment. What is sought via an embodied adab is 
a humble form that indicates the sublime, via the embodied grit and grain and grace of the 
context or ground that can be summarised as ‘People, Purpose and Place.’ !e basic AQAL 
diagram can summarise once again the intention of integrating perspectives appropriate to 
the task of consultation and design:
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8.2 Initial Meetings & Impressions of People, Purpose & Place
In the Summer of 2010 I was approached by the head of a Muslim NGO in Burton-Upon-
Trent UK who wanted my impressions of a community build and advice on the potential 
of reconfiguration and expansion of an existing group of buildings in a socially deprived 
residential and light industrial area of the town. !e NGO head had explained that he had 
grown up in the area and seen the hard work of a very small group of Pakistani elders, 
mainly the figure and family of one elder who shall be known as ‘Haji,’ who had acquired 
bit by bit a rather neglected corner block to create a humble Juma mosque. !e small 
congregation or jamaat of Pakistani Muslims, including this elder generation of diaspora 
immigrants of which Haji is the mosque trust founder, and subsequent generations of 
British born men and women with ethnically Sub-Continental and cultural Pakistani roots. 
!e jamaat currently uses this late C18th corner block of former church, Sunday school 
and public house as a mosque; with the largest male attendance being the noon Juma 
prayer on Friday. Additional ad hoc use as a community centre, sees the main prayer space 
of the former sunday school as a place of Quranic memorisation, and the gathering space 
for the fast break of iftar in Ramadan, and celebrating the two annual Eid festivals after 
Ramadan and Hajj. !roughout the year the Islamic calendar is further filled with 
devotional gatherings and auspicious celebrations like the birthday of the Prophet , the 
Night of Power or Layla’at al Qadr during the final week of Ramadan and the Eid 
celebrations at the end of Ramadan and Hajj. Apart from the main spaces for prayer, a 
single terraced house and the top floor of the former pub are currently let as residences, the 
rent of which contributing to the running cost of the complex as a whole. 
Currently all properties are singly owned by Haji, who for well over a decade has poured his 
savings into the purchase of each building, most recently being the pub where the nature 
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and noise of revelry had become a nuisance beside the sound of prayer. Haji intends to 
form a more comprehensive binding legal trust and establish the mosque complex as a 
charitable edifice, cared for by three main trustees.
!e first meeting was a conversation and tour of the site which established the project as an 
integral part of the present work, balancing realms of theory and practice. 
From top: Current ‘musallah’ prayer space bedecked with tinsel and Pakistani flags,
South elevation showing building debris in yard with church on left, 
North elevation showing former pub, Sunday school and church
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!e first impression of the site was that beyond the dedication to provide a prayer space, 
other spaces were inevitably neglected, and all remaining areas have been repurposed as 
storage for domestic appliances; building materials and items included in the purchase of 
the buildings. !e decline of the buildings, which once would have been the central public 
meeting places for the local residents, reflects the larger decline of the area, increasing 
unemployment and a lack of local investment. !erefore the tour of the existing site was a 
bittersweet journey through spaces such as a church occupied by pigeons, the sole recent 
human inhabitants having been a women’s sewing circle in a small enclosed plywood box of 
a room built in the middle of the nave. !e layers of pigeon muck indicated that the sewing 
circle and accidental pigeon refuge were functioning together for some years. To the rear of 
the church sits a humble courtyard space, initially complete with abandoned car and 
shopping trolley. One of two vestries was filled with old car doors, and the entire church 
hall was a mix of surviving pews and stored buildings materials and forgotten household 
furnishings. 
Despite the detritus and broken lead windows and general cosmetic decay, the church 
building and the remaining buildings are in sound structural condition. !e elders have 
repaired and made good to the best of their abilities, including fitting a new tile roof to the 
church about ten years ago. !e street scene - and therefore the most publicly faced aspect 
of the building - has not benefitted from such care. !e main church facade, which is 
undoubtedly the most embellished and articulated aspect of the whole original complex, 
with stone mullions and monochrome stained glass and lead frame windows, is 
foregrounded by a rusting clothes bank beside which broken window frames have been 
dumped. !e church’s oak timber double doors are gra"ti’d, and the small window 
openings flanking them have been boarded in with timber, naively decorated with green 
stars. Only this single act of crude beautification signals a change of use; an often seen a 
priori symbol, long associated alongside the crescent moon as the symbol of Islam, applied 
here to signify an ‘Islamic’ building. 
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Suspicious glances from windows facing the complex on two sides signal something much 
more specific, tensions between di#erent social groups in this socio-economically deprived 
area are palpable. Weeks after this meeting, just around the corner from the complex, an 
old grenade demolished in seconds the entire ground floor of a house, facing the local 
primary school. No one was hurt in this attack, but it exposed an ongoing feud between 
two major drug dealing families. !e entire side of back to back houses is infamously 
known for drug dealers, many of whom happen to be Pakistani. Extended family ties have 
resulted in law abiding local Muslims being related to criminals, in a town where most long 
standing residents in the Burton Pakistani community know or know of each other. In the 
blurring of community cohesion and the cultural priority of  family ties, the elders of all 
Mosque communities in Burton seem unable to confront social problems such as drug 
dealing and associated violence. Ironically this concentration of alleged drug dealers is 
called Goodman Street. !e headmistress has had to chase away car thieves, and despite her 
love of her school pupils and her school, is constantly fearing the security of her pupils, her 
school, and herself. 
In the middle of such pressing social problems, among the detritus of impromptu private 
storage areas, and street facing gra"ti and material neglect, sit a cluster of solid Victorian 
buildings. !e urgency of developing a design for a mixed use complex that includes aspects 
of social infrastructure or systems of wellbeing and general benefit and exchange seems to 
be as important here as concerns of beauty or tradition. !e mosque community have a rare 
opportunity to think integrally and for the purpose of the wider community as a whole. 
!e charitable nature of funding the project, and the priority of socio-spiritual benefit 
rather than economic profit make this a multi-use complex not even suitable for typical 
commercial developers to consider. However, the present socio-economic needs of the 
congregation and the wider community mean that some aspects of financial sustainability 
must also be considered. From the first site visit it is apparent that money is needed to 
repair and sustain the very fabric of the buildings. Sustainable forms of fundraising that 
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include a business model can be developed to create not only financial autonomy for the 
complex as a whole, governed by a trust,350 but also by being Landlord to a small business 
community. 
!e current mosque conversion, and the proposed role of the whole complex, is another 
manifestation of its original purpose of devotion; in the case of the pub there was also the 
purpose of a quality of life involving communal gathering and celebration. When originally 
built, the collection of pub, sunday school and church was envisaged as the social and 
spiritual hub of an industrial working class area. !e late Neo-Gothic Non Conformist 
Baptist Church, designed by local Architect William Underhill and built in 1893, was once 
the centerpiece of this humbly built red brick residential area. Built from the same material 
as the humble housing, and detailed in hand carved stone, the Church would have been 
attended by the Christian Baptist faithful for Sunday sermons at a time when attendance in 
the UK was still a cultural norm. 
Today it is the norm of Muslims, Jews and other faiths to regularly attend their religious 
buildings. Here a conversion from a place of Christian to Muslim prayer could be seen to 
be a fitting change of use, however it is a cause of local social conflict and division. Many 
generations of weddings, baptisms and funeral prayers are the collective memory of 
previous generations living in this part of the Eton Ward, and the Muslim community is 
quite rightly establishing their own collective and living memory and communal life. 
Sensitivity to the specific history of the place, the ‘critical regionalism’ espoused by 
Frampton, is especially relevant in such a highly politicised project.  !e integral aspects of 
all people, of all purpose must be read to appreciate design as a layer of history. Only then 
can the act of design - with humility in the spirit of creating an ethos for the common good 
- honour the intersubjective and interobjective realms of architecture as a whole. If this was 
purely a proposed mix-use residential development with a ground floor street frontage of 
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shops, it would still have to address these issues even if only on commercial terms, to 
identify economic needs. Surely then in this time, a Muslim community has even greater 
opportunity and the need to fully exploit the potential of the site, and manifest social 
bridging and exchange in as many ways as possible. 
Sitting down to discuss these intentions, a young Muslim man mentioned that as a child he 
remembers going to plays held in the church. Despite dwindling congregation numbers, 
the church was still a local venue, on occasion open to all. No such exchange is evident 
today sadly, and it is mentioned that neighbours in the immediate vicinity have complained 
about the amplified prayers and call to prayers, which echo inside the current masjid space. 
Where the pub was a noise and nuisance to the present Muslim congregation, the distorted 
amplification of the foreign tongues of Urdu and Arabic are no less a noise to the 
surrounding Non-Muslims. 
Friction has also arisen over the number of cars that appear en masse before the Friday 
Juma prayer. Across the globe, this largest gathering of people on Juma (which is both the 
day and the prayer that is the pivot of the week) often means a vibrant and joyous event 
which naturally includes extra social and economic activities. Instead, the only indicator of 
Juma on the street is a deluge of cars and small neighbourhood wrangles and increasing 
frustration for all involved. Initial discussions inevitably involve turning the existing 
courtyard into a tiny car park, and it is clarified that this would in no way solve the parking 
issue. It is also clear that valuable areas needed for ‘servant spaces’ essential to the function 
of a mosque, would be lost if used for car access. 
!e Trustees agree that this small courtyard could in fact be a key congregation area before 
and after prayer, relieving the street pavement and north forecourt of the church during 
peak times. All present at the initial meetings understand that when the street is 
overwhelmed by a standing crowd, the narrow pavement and straight line of terraces 
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provides no route for other users who inevitably then cross the street to pass by. Such 
simple repeated actions have a great e#ect on the relations between the Jamaat or 
congregation and other sectors of the local community. It is clear from this first meeting 
that the act of designing a fitting mosque complex will be a process of translation and 
interpretation: unifying the disparate perspectives of the people and the place. Part of that 
translation is literal in this first community meeting, when Urdu overrode English and all 
non Urdu speaking attendees became reliant on the rapid translation skills of the NGO 
head. As stated repeatedly throughout the present study, all design is an act of 
interpretation, where the limits of the site meet the needs of the client. 
It was clear that the Eton Green Mosque project was rich with transformative potential and 
worth forming part of the present study, still only an intention, because of the very limits of 
the specific context and the abandoned state of neglect of its existing fabric. Between the 
ideal and the reality lay the problem of an Islamic ethos. If part of Islamic practice is to see 
the perfection of life beneath the apparent imperfection of lived experience - a perfect 
cosmological living unseen unity existing beneath each person’s fragmented visible everyday 
life no less - then surely the ‘gathering together of all good’ as an embodied adab is a suitable 
means and aim by which the Muslim community can pragmatically re-imagine and 
redesign their environment. !e very process of design consultation is the means by which 
the community can best of all manifest their means of devotion. !e task in this case 
involves a re-purposing of existing edifices, a fittingly ‘green’ challenge which is a further act 
of adab. !e mosque provides the opportunity for a unique synthesis of the existing 
vernacular with entirely new interventions which complement and juxtapose familiar 
traditional forms. 
Once communication di"culties were overcome, the main intention was agreed as that of 
establishing a mosque complex that improves an area rather than imposing itself on the 
existing urban fabric. !e community group were keen to simultaneously look beyond the 
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pseudo traditional pastiche of a priori Islamic symbols, the silhouette of dome and minaret 
as a religious form of ‘blob’ architecture. O#ering an alternative to such an ‘Islamic blob’ 
seemed an exciting and worthy challenge. By the end of this first meeting it was agreed that 
a consultation and design process would run alongside all doctoral research on the subject 
of the mosque, and academic inquiry would be able to support questions that cannot be 
answered under the constraints of a purely commercial project. !is neglected, broken and 
imperfect site became then the real locus of an Integral design process, unifying Integral 
theory and practice, guided by the ethos of an embodied adab. 
!is work was to be undertaken by myself and a team of people with the relevant 
experience to develop and deliver a charitably funded community build. !e first meeting 
was an unusual sight for the area, with Muslim men and women of various ethnicities 
gathering together to discuss the Mosque’s future. Attendees included an Albanian and 
English couple and their children, a Sri Lankan and English couple who have been actively 
involved in Islamic Environmentalism for decades, an English Sufi convert who has raised 
funds for many excellently performing Islamic Schools and community projects, and the 
invaluable support of the local NGO head, and a well loved and respected Local 
Community Street Warden. Apart from the last two members, who are both born and 
raised Burtonians with a Pakistani heritage, most of the attendees were new faces for the 
three existing trust elders. !ough all based in Burton, they along with the majority of 
Burton Muslims tend to use the larger well established newly built or more recently 
repurposed mosque buildings in town. !e presence of such a mixed group of people was 
already a response from the NGO head Zain to Haji’s intention, to utilise the complex as a 
whole, and benefit Muslims and also Non-Muslims on a non-sectarian basis. Haji, as lead 
elder and mosque founder, concluded our meeting by saying, ‘today is the happiest day of 
my life.’ It seemed a bright and positive beginning to what would be a slow and engaging 
process of consultation, consolidation of trust agreements, and fund raising e#orts.
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Subsequent meetings identified the priority of establishing a trust recognised by British law. 
Part of this process enabled the existing uno"cial trust - comprising of the three long 
standing ‘elder’ members of the jamaat - to be extended to include both the dynamic young 
NGO head Zain, and a new ‘elder;’ a white South African convert, Junaid, who had 
studied with the vibrant and culturally diverse Sufi Muslim community of Cape Town. 
Despite the dynamic energy of the initial meeting attended by men and women and very 
patient children, the suggestion of adding women to the trust committee went no further 
than agreement from the two new trustees. !is is despite the very real need for specific 
areas to be designed for the women only. !ough addition of new trust members was 
limited to men, it was noted that further consultation with the female members of the 
community would be an essential aspect of the design process. !e three elders could not 
extend their wish for a transformative community design to include the women at all levels 
of consultation, though they would also be using the complex on a daily basis as much as 
the men. Despite this narrow horizon, it was humbling to have a client who knew that his 
vision of what to do with the existing spaces and uses was in itself limited. !is acceptance 
that transformation of the complex as a whole is vital, was an acknowledgement of what is 
lacking and a desire to re imagine an ad hoc mosque, the fabric of which has stood largely 
unchanged for over a decade. 
Over the course of twelve years Haji had acquired each building slowly, establishing the 
general mosque and Quran teaching space in the former Sunday school. Changes have been 
made to the existing buildings over the years, to accommodate prayer and wudu, and 
provide a kitchen. !e most surprising addition was the ply walled and roofed pod built 
within the semi-derelict interior of the church, accessed directly via an existing side door. 
For many years I am told this strange intervention accommodated a women’s sewing circle, 
now abandoned. Somehow this strange space, fabricated for the sweetest of reasons, is a 
microcosm and metaphor of the problems of the whole site, and the communities lack of 
integrating purpose and people to the existing spaces. !e church has become over the years 
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A charming Victorian church in disarray
a store for materials for the building trade, and despite a new roof, pigeons have made the 
church their home; accessing the impressive double story height space via small broken lead 
window panes. !e ply box sewing room was at the time of the first site visits entirely
covered in pigeon droppings. So too were the stacks of church pews, as were the varied 
detritus of Haji’s years in the building trade. !e odd pigeon carcass littered the floor 
between objects, some being recently deceased while others were now only a small pile of 
gleaming white bones. Sundry objects survived in this space, defunct and not yet disposed 
of: a broken typewriter, piles of old telephone directories, and a former vestry filled entirely 
with car doors. It was on first impression a surreal site visit, in that the great potential of the 
existing group of buildings was obscured by years of neglect, while at the same time a 
perfectly perfunctory, well maintained prayer space in the former Sunday school has been 
maintained, amidst the chaos. 
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8.3 There May be Trouble Ahead 
!e first initial general advice to the elders, regardless of any future development of the site, 
was for them to prioritise the safe and professional clearing of the hoarded materials and 
forgotten debris and hazardous waste from the church, and further detritus surrounding 
access and courtyard. !e NGO charitably funded the hire of a digger to clear the 
surrounding area, and volunteers cleared the ply sewing room and array of clutter from 
inside the church. Despite this positive action after years of neglect, the lack of professional 
sanitary treatment inside the church meant that the voluntary clearing e#ort was only part 
of the necessary process. Such an approach to preparing the site - even purely for access for 
an initial survey - indicated the di"culties in uno"cially advising the trust, and was to 
prove in future to be part of the greater complication of designing for a committee of 
trustees. 
While rudimentary e#orts were being made to clear away highly toxic pigeon carcasses and 
droppings, the NGO enthusiastically organised inexperienced digger drivers, who 
uprooted, and placed in an open heap in a corner, a few large growths of Japanese 
Knotweed. !is is despite being warned that Knotweed is highly prolific and a threat to the 
structural fabric of buildings, and must be dealt with properly by Knotweed specialists, to 
avoid further spreading. !e hardworking digger drivers pulled out the weeds by hand 
without poisoning or containing them first. Seeds were then shaken from the plants and 
scattered over the soil of the site from where they were uprooted to where they were piled 
high, on the far side of the yard. !e digger was then driven over the entire area clearing 
building rubble and general waste and earth, which ploughed the seeds even further into 
the soil. It was a perfect horticultural disaster. Despite having advised the NGO and 
trustees in writing about the threat of the Knotweed, events showed there to be an 
organisational problem with the various individuals involved. !is challenge needed to be 
resolved at the same time as establishing the trust properly as a legal entity, appointing the 
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new trust members, and involving further consultation from both the congregation and 
wider community.  
8.4 Memorandum of Understanding 
!e NGO paid for a vital basic survey of the existing site and buildings, and continued to 
assist in meetings with the trust members. However, the important lesson of the manner in 
which the church and courtyard was cleared underlined the need to create a Memorandum 
of Understanding, which included both an agreed program and intended general ethos and 
duty of care for the complex as a whole. !is adab is an integral part of any Islamic trust 
agreement as seen in the terms of Ottoman waqfiyye documents. !e waqfiyye lies at the 
heart of the very notion of an embodied adab, when it is both the intent of the client and 
patron of the kulliye or imaret and also the intent of how the building materially manifests 
and to what purpose it serves. 
Although prior to establishment of an o"cial trust, the memorandum was written in terms 
of an amana contract or contract of ‘trust,’ the traditional Islamic practice of agreeing the 
terms of any business contract or financial transaction. Below is a copy of the 
memorandum in full, which underlines not only the spiritual ethos of the project, and 
future use of the mosque complex or imaret, but also the priority of an embodied adab, as 
the beneficial way of acting and thinking and designing that is praiseworthy in itself. It is a 
document which outlines and unifies the objective functions, and systems, and outer 
aspects of Islamic praxis, with the subjective inner aspects of Islamic belief, and its cultural 
manifestation. !e amana contract is a written niyyat or intention.
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Eton Green Mosque Trust
Memorandum of Understanding
The establishment and purpose of the Trust is for:
Establishment and ongoing  maintenance of the Eton Green Mosque Complex, and the 
program of the complex as a whole: 
Dedicated to the benefit of the created to please the Creator
This includes:
The sensitive reconfiguration and extension of the old church building  and its conversion 
into a Juma mosque to provide prayer space for men and women, with suitable 
extensions for wudu and toilet facilities.
The sensitive reconfiguration and extension of the current madrassa building  and 
community spaces, in which the memorisation of Quran is currently taught.
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To create if possible a garden to beautify the area as a whole, a place of meeting  and 
reflection, a market place and celebration space for the Eids, and minimum disabled 
parking, possible only by purchasing adjacent land.
The establishment of a waqf, or property held in perpetuity as a trust, the terms of the 
waqf to be stipulated, agreed and drawn up by the members of the trust or an agreed 
representative as a waqfiyye document, to provide on-going  income to support and 
maintain the following  buildings (please refer map appendix indicating  initial proposed 
zones of use, to be confirmed and agreed by Board: approximate meter squared areas 
pending full survey):
I. Mosque: 250m2
II. Madrassa and community spaces (with preference for self contained women’s 
spaces): 400m2
III. Community Hall and kitchen: 70m2
Beyond running  costs and maintenance of above buildings, extra monies can be used to 
provide funding  for learning  programs such as teaching  Urdu and English and Arabic and 
supporting  social and cultural events such as Qawwali performances and public lectures 
on Islam, Iman and Ihsan.
The waqf income is to be derived from the rental income earned from the following 
buildings, designated for commercial use (nominal names):
I. Corner House: 480m2. Mixed use commercial with preference for key services 
(health clinic, day nursery and crèche).
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II. Eton Terrace (Re-zoned terrace houses): 200m2. Commercial space with place for 
indoor/outdoor cafe.
III. The Gatehouse: 60m2. Preference for dental surgery.
Please note that currently areas I & II are the first phase to be designed and entered for 
planning  permission, with design proposals aiming  to be completed pending  funding 
support, from feasibility stages onwards, RIBA stages A-D.
Memorandum of Association
A Board of 5 Trustees is established, made up of those who are actively involved in the 
development and maintenance of the Imaret that is both a place of prayer and learning, 
and a place for social and commercial activities that bridge local communities. The 
Trustees will ensure that the highest standards of ethics and behaviour are maintained 
between themselves and throughout the Imaret.
• Haji Mohammad A_____ is appointed as a permanent member of the Board of Trustees, 
and mutawalli, or Carer in Trust, of the mosque complex. 
• Hajj Mohammad R_____ is appointed as a permanent member of the Board of Trustees.
• Hajj Muhammad J_____ is appointed as a probationary member of the Board of 
Trustees.
• Hajj Mahboob Y_____ is appointed as a probationary member of the Board of Trustees.
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• Hafiz Abdul R_____ is appointed as a probationary member of the Board of Trustees.
The Board of Trustees will appoint a suitable teacher and Imam well educated in the 
sciences of Islam to advise in all matters pertaining to correct practice. 
In the event of a permanent member of the board resigning  or ceasing  to be able to fulfill 
their responsibilities to the trust for any reason, a new member will be chosen by the 
board. 
• Yusuf Adams, Royal Institute of British Architecture Assistant Part II & Jameel Scholar & 
PhD Candidate at the Welsh School of Architecture, University of Cardiff, is appointed 
as the lead designer, and will use the feasibility, fund raising, design and building 
construction phases - to completion – as intended qualifying  R.I.B.A. Part III live project 
and an integral part of PhD. The aim of the PhD is to revive an understanding of adab 
and an Islamic ethos and create a resource for future mosque complexes in the UK and 
abroad based upon the model of the Eton Green Mosque if funding  is successful. An 
architectural practice will be appointed to serve the delivery of the design  proposal to 
completion, lead by Yusuf Adams as lead consultant and designer. The client for all 
considerations will be the Board of Trustees.
The Trustees or their appointed representative will:
•  Appoint a Chairman and a Treasurer.
• Initiate fund raising initiatives to finance the build of the project to completion.
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• Be responsible for the negotiations and signing  off of all contracts concerning  the 
construction to completion of the building project.
• Be responsible for ensuring  that an effective and transparent accounting  program is 
maintained that is fully audited by an appointed external auditor once a year.
• Be responsible for the security and ongoing maintenance of the mosque complex. 
• Will negotiate tenancy agreements for the commercial properties.
• Ensure that the tenants and their business comply with the adab of the complex as a 
whole.
• Will negotiate the terms of the waqf funding, to be summarised in the waqfiyye 
document. 
• Will ensure that all legal documents, appropriate insurance contracts including  property 
deeds and architectural plans and local authority approvals for the complex are 
correctly in place.
All voting  procedures will be based on a simple majority with the Chairman’s vote being 
decisive when there is a stalemate.
The Eton Green mosque complex must meet all aspects of current health and safety 
legislation, and incorporate from the outset sustainable design solutions and construction 
methods and materiality where possible, and the ultimate use of the complex should 
include an ecological awareness such as the responsibility for the recycling  of waste, the 
re-use of rain water etc, and the general upkeep of all green spaces.
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As a place of worship, all aspects of Islamic prayer, work and commercial transactions are 
intended to be beautiful in themselves, beautiful actions: hasanatan. The building  and 
landscape is above all merely providing  a place of good adab in which people can feel 
welcome, the ethos of the entire complex is that of the host serving the guest.
O Allah, bless our master Muhammad, who opened what was closed, who sealed what had gone 
before; the helper of Truth by the Truth, the guide to Your straight path, & on his family, may 
this prayer be equal to his immense position & grandeur, Amin.
(Signed by five trustees and Yusuf Adams)
!e AQAL diagram neatly summarises the initial aim of the Memorandum:
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8.5 Small Steps Toward an Embodied Adab
!e energy of a few, most notably the two new probationary members of the trust, and the 
fundraiser who shall be known here as ‘Dervish,’ had to carry the problems and potential of 
a larger future largely unknown congregation. !e trust had to envision a growth that 
would see many people using the mosque for the first time, where people from di#erent 
backgrounds could finally come together in a more inclusive environment than previously 
seen in Burton. Working with such a trust lies at the polar opposite end of the architectural 
practice scale from a strictly commercial venture with a professional or informed client. !e 
drip feed of fundraising is its own idiosyncratic timeline, with all decisions having to be 
agreed by consensus. Via a series of meetings and communications, from a rather chaotic 
initial collection of people - varied input from volunteer community members, 
conversations with local councilors, advice from successful mosque founders - we agreed 
upon a first phase ‘complex-core’ program as described above in the Memorandum, 
incorporating the church, Sunday school and inner courtyard. A second phase supported by 
revenue raised from the design and planning application process of the first phase, would 
include the remaining former public house, terraced house and neighbouring land. !e 
Memorandum not only agrees the program for the proposed mosque complex core, and the 
outline of an agreed Trust; it establishes an intended ethical code of conduct, the ethos of 
daily re-iterated activities or patterns of praxis, which is no less an integral aspect of an 
embodied adab. 
Despite the non-sectarian desires for the community complex as a whole, the existing 
community have a very clearly defined form of Islamic belief and practice. Beyond the 
broadest definition as Sunni Muslims, the community identify themselves as Berelvi 
Muslims from the Hanifi School of jurisprudence and the Maturidi school of theology. 
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What unifies this Barelvi community with the general mainstream of Sunni Muslim 
England is the acknowledgement of the Quran, and the sunnah of the Prophet, as the heart 
of Islamic knowledge and practice. From this spiritual source come the subsequent 
tributaries of spiritual lineages which have travelled from the Prophet to the present day 
from living master to living master. Despite the pervading theological and political 
di#erences between the Barelvi and Deobandi schools, which ethnocentrically characterise - 
and polarise - the identities of the majority of Muslims originating from the sub-continent, 
both schools hold to the Hanifi school of law and to the Sufi paths of learning (tassawuf ). 
!e ethnocentric and theological division and somewhat transcended by connection to the 
same spiritual masters through the ages. 
!e great master of Sufism and jurisprudence Shaykh Abdalqadir al Jilani of Baghdad 
(1077–1166 CE) is loved by the existing congregation, and he is also loved throughout the 
Muslim world, by various groups and sects. !e ethos of the mosque complex must reach 
beyond, must ‘transcend and include’ divisions, and it is here that shared spiritual patrons 
can be invoked. Such an invocation a"rms that the community follow an Orthodox or 
‘Sunni’ Islam that acknowledges a hierachy of teachers or Shayukh and a living transmission 
of knowledge, passed from the Prophet to the teachers of today. Shaykh Abdalqadir al Jilani 
is honoured an exemplary teacher about which there is no doubt in the traditional Islamic 
world. His name and teaching transcend ethnic and cultural divisions, or the centuries that 
have passed since he taught. !is a"rmation is in the very name of the existing complex, 
Dar-ul-Uloom Islamia Ghausia, meaning the ‘House of Knowledge’ of the ‘Ghawth’ or 
‘pole’ or main teacher of the age... a direct reference to Shaykh Abdalqadir al-Jilani. !e 
pole, or qutb, is seen as the greatest teacher living in each age. !e larger sub-continental 
Dar-ul-Uloom movement states that its mission is ‘to create a generation of talented, 
educated scholars, who understand the Islamic way of life from its most authentic sources 
in accordance with Islam’s own intellectual heritage; whilst reflecting the environment and 
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society they are from with appropriate academic knowledge, so that they may benefit the 
local community and enrich the wider society.’351 Such a statement is a good outline for the 
ethos of an embodied adab, where correct teaching and practice must meet the needs of the 
context in which they are established. 
In extending and transforming the existing complex, Haji is deeply concerned that any 
‘Extremist’ or ‘Salafi’ or ‘Wahabi’ groups would attempt to influence the Eton Green 
Mosque Complex’s teaching and practice of Islam, or indeed attempt any kind of takeover 
of the building or its congregation. !e complex as a whole is in e#ect Hajji’s spiritual 
legacy, and the most welcoming and open ethos must still defend against extremes (or one 
could say modernist deviations) in practice - and more locally - negotiate the often bitter 
divides between Barelvi and Deobandi sects. 
Added to this is the cultural sea change of general interest in Islam, post 9/11, where the 
general populace and local authorities both require a deeper understanding of Islam. While 
guarding against erroneous or extreme schools of thought, the complex program must 
involve from its inception the provision of services for the surrounding housing area, and 
the provision of a neutral space where talks and meetings can be held that bring together 
often disparate members of the local community. !e balance between openness and 
guarding against any form of extreme is a fine one, in which the core congregation must 
also reflect deeply on their own manifestation of Islam as characteristically ‘Barelvi,’ ‘Hanifi’ 
or even ‘Pakistani.’ 
A glaring metaphor to the question of identity is seen in the existing majlis or prayer space: 
Currently the main men’s space is festooned in a continuous dark green bunting of 
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351 See: <http://dictionnaire.sensagent.leparisien.fr/darul+uloom+birmingham/en-en/> [accessed 16 Jan 2017].
Pakistani flags and flashing electric lights and plastic glittering decorations, to the point that 
spiritual focus or calm is compromised by cultural symbolism. As much as an embodied 
adab is desired, the client jamaat too must be able adapt and grow their own sense of an 
embodied adab, to meet the needs of a broader more integral spiritual vision of Islam, Iman 
and Ihsan.
!e pursuit of a non-sectarian place of prayer is impossible when portions of any jamaat are 
determined to propagate their particular brand of Islam. Naturally, a Barelvi or Deobandi 
or Shia community have established their own buildings. A Sunni Muslim does not 
necessarily pray in a Shia mosque or visa versa, nor is it more than an idealistic wish to 
imagine a mosque in which all people who call themselves Muslim would pray. !e 
contentious subject can fill other books and need not be discussed here. What concerns the 
Eton Green Mosque Complex is the praiseworthy desire to provide a mosque for all men 
and women from traditional Islam, a place where di#erent schools of thought are equally 
accepted, along with the equal tradition of Sufism, which transcends and includes the 
practice of all schools. Hajji has generously stated that, were a Shia to come and pray, no 
one would question him (said to the great surprise of another elder present). Such an event 
is unlikely to occur, but indicates the level at which this Barelvi Pakistani elder wishes to 
expand the jamaat to serve Muslims in general. Even if this unitarian ideal fails, and only 
those Muslims from a mainly Barevli background were to pray in the proposed mosque, it 
would still serve the majority of Muslims in Burton today. 
Whatever ethos expands the existing communities’ remit of service beyond their own 
cultural and theological limits must pragmatically do so, responding to local realities and 
needs. !is responsive program must echo out from an inclusive congregation, to a useful 
cluster of services that support forms of socio-economic exchange and bridging between 
disparate disconnected local communities. !is response begins with addressing the 
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inhabitants of the facing streets and ripples out to include wider networks of professional 
and social life. 
To celebrate a connection to as well loved a spiritual master as Shaykh Abdalqadir al-Jilani 
is to signal to the Muslim population at least that the ethos of the mosque returns to the 
source of traditional Islamic practice and teaching. It is a symbol that indicates to all who 
know of the Shaykh and those like him can identify with. While the paradox of the Barelvi 
and Deobandi schools’ often bitter religious feuding, and their dogmatic quarrel within the 
same Hanifi school of law having lasted as long as the history of Muslims in Britain from 
the outset, it is possible that younger generations who wish to transcend and include the 
cultures of their forebears, may be able to establish a more universal traditional Islamic 
practice and teaching, all the while treading softly on not clashing with their elders’s form 
of Islam. Such a future intent needs room to grow, hence the broad intent of the 
Memorandum.
!e responsive program must address the needs of a community that needs space to change 
and grow and manifest what is beneficial and beautiful via the knowledge and practice of 
their faith. !is approach begins with the most humble of concerns and needs, and orders 
each need in relation with another via a hierachy of needs, of organisation and of function. 
!e individual faces the collective and the collective life pattern faces those of the 
surrounding locality. !is is the holarchic vision of Integral !eory realised in the mundane 
as well as sublime orders of urban patterns and ‘grain (that favourite urban designer’s 
word),’ the shifting boundaries of each neighbourhood, pulling up and out to the scale of 
the townscape. As DeKay states, it must be remembered that from the ‘Integral Perspective, 
self, culture and Nature are all holarchic.’352 DeKay continues:
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352 DeKay, p. 309.
!is holds true for individual holons (organisms transcend and include organs) and for the 
social holons (tribes transcend and include familial clans), but we have to be careful in these 
generalizations because individuals can participate in several overlapping (lattice-like) social 
holons (family institutions, neighbourhoods, church, etc.). Nevertheless, the vertical 
structures are holarchic.353 
!is response is the interpretive ‘speech’ of an urban dialogue, and the interpretation is the 
beginning of all design. Sometimes the boundaries between di#erent holarchies are not 
clear, or overlap socially or spatially. It is the reading of inner and outer realms in relation to 
one another that enables a richer reading of people, purpose, and place. Notions such as 
manifesting the genius loci of the place can misguide if it is thought that there is one most 
immediately identifiable spirit to manifest. So it must be asked which spirit is being 
manifested and which community identity? Which historical reading of existing buildings 
and uses constitute the place more than others? What from the past needs to be 
remembered? What can manifest and grow in the future? Most importantly, what are the 




Zone plan and massing (overleaf ) of key spaces for phase I including former church and Sunday school
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8.6 Agreeing a Program for the Core Mosque Complex 
(Phase 1)
Apart from the conversion of the church into a Juma Mosque, the design brief for Phase 1 
was agreed by all Trustees as follows:
• Women’s Majlis with main sitting room and exercise room, mother and baby sleeping 
room, kitchen, toilets, wudu room, attic art and business studio, sunlight lounge, first 
floor patio and garden room.
• Men’s Majlis which is also the main ‘neutral’ meeting place for general public and the 
mixing of genders and age groups and for large meals as a general refectory, with main 
kitchen and greenhouse/conservatory for kitchen garden.
• Enclosed 1st courtyard garden with beehives, rose pergola, insect friendly planting, and 
Poplar tree minaret
Women’s Majlis
Despite the often chaotic nature of reaching agreement to move the design of brief 
forwards, some design intentions were agreed unanimously: the elders promptly agreed to 
the author’s suggestion of a self contained first storey and attic space majlis for women in 
the former sunday school  with a bridge access to a dedicated mezzanine level in the 
mosque. !e formation of a women’s majlis in Burton extends beyond the current female 
congregation, who until this point have had little dedicated space within the sprawl of 
adhoc male dominated spaces. Such a two tiered space, with its own services such as an 
interior wudu room and private secure access to the mosque, would be unique to the town, 
and a rare thing even in much larger mosque complexes. Although provision for women in 
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the mosques in the UK is increasing, not many mosque complexes extend their gender 
specific use beyond that of worship or religious education. To have a bonafide social space is 
to re-instate the importance of understanding the role and requirements of a dedicated 
male and female space as a part of Muslim everyday life. An imaret, as the sum of parts that 
all serve and benefit the local Muslim built environment as a unified whole, can only begin 
to engage with the wider local community if the core Muslim community of men, women 
and children have been equally honoured. Only then can their wider growing relations, in a 
world of work, study and education, and above all personal intellectual and spiritual 
development, be addressed.
Currently, local mothers from all cultural backgrounds meet in the school on Goodman 
Street in parent and toddler sessions initiated by local parents needing social space. It is of 
note that large groups of Muslim women meeting and socialising in public are largely 
absent in the town centre of Burton. !e assumption that can be made, supported by 
speaking to the women of the toddler group, is that there is no or little place for these 
particular Muslim women in the public realm. !is is not an assumption that can be made 
about all Muslim women across the UK, but is visible on the streets of Burton on a day to 
day basis. !e private realm of domestic life can possibly be a kind of purda or isolation, 
only alleviated by family visits and time with one’s husband and children, but the activity of 
meeting with women from di#erent generations, beyond family ties, is harder to achieve. 
!e women’s majlis is an opportunity to positively serve women rather than merely preserve 
the segregation of the sexes, practised to greatly varying degrees in Muslim societies, in 
accordance with Islamic and cultural custom. !e positive active role of the majlis is as a 
dedicated meeting place for women; it is a social locus, a caring and knowledge base for all 
ages (extending naturally to young children of both sexes). !e majlis is a dynamic space 
which can directly serve and benefit the female congregation, and by extension their invited
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guests, fellow mothers and friends, giving the female Muslims of Eton Green an autonomy 
within the mosque complex program strangely more akin to the recorded free movement 
and social engagement, dwelling and living together, that is seen in the first generations of 
Muslim men and women around the mosque of Madinah, and yet not in the C21st streets 
of Burton Upon Trent. Apropos to where Islamic and cultural custom regarding gender and 
space has since travelled, and simply stated, it is a women’s space for women controlled by 
women. Despite the total lack of o"cial female trust members, the male elders were able to 
agree that the detailed design of such a space must come from consultation with the less 
heard female voices in the jamaat .
!e overall intention of creating a women only environment for social interaction, learning, 
exercise, child care and the mixing of generations were given equal weight in the design 
process to the provision of a prayer space, addressing the areas where social and devotionally 
social realms meet. During a woman’s menstrual cycle, she does not pray. !is has 
consequences if a group of women meet and some wish to pray at a mosque. !e joining of 
the women’s majlis and the women’s area in the mosque addresses this most fundamental of 
life patterns by providing a space in which no woman need be isolated from social activites. 
!e day to day activities of the women’s majlis can address this change in movement: 
Women can pray in congregation with the men, and attend Juma if they so wish (it being 
compulsory only for men) and those that must stay in the majlis can do so. If any lesson or 
sermon, such as the integral khutba of Juma prayer, is given then the women in the majlis 
can listen via remote speaker if so desired. Such a basic service is sometimes all that women 
are given in a mosque complex, where no sight or sometimes natural light or sound 
connects the male leader of the prayer to the female prayer space but that of a distorted 
loudspeaker system. 
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!is disconnection between men and women in the prayer, and in related talks and lessons 
that may arise in a mosque space, is a disservice to the women, and to the collective spirit of 
the prayer. !e separation of women’s and men’s zones is an acknowledgement of human 
attributes and social dynamics and gender defined group prayer at best, and a grossly 
simplified act of cultural control and a religiously rigid reading of morality at worst. Much 
argument could be provoked by such a statement, but it is hoped that what is understood is 
how broadly the spectrum of how gender and space is negotiated ranges in a Muslim 
context from group to group and country to country.
One final quiet coup for the women’s majlis was the provision of a sun lounge that opens 
onto a terrace. !e lounge and terrace must play the worthy trick of protecting the women 
from the eyes of men below, while o#ering exposure to whatever sunlight and serotonin 
producing weather the UK might annually receive. A room that opens up to the sky seems 
vital to a group of women, when many of whom have been born and partially raised in the 
Subcontinent, who have memories of ‘home’ which must be filled with instances of warmth 
and light, of baked earth and a vibrant spectrum of colour even in the most humble of 
settings. !e grey skies of the UK seem so less expansive seen from the small windows of 
deep planned and narrow Victorian terraces, where patches of direct sun may catch the wall 
of one or two rooms. !e addition of no outdoor space at all in which women can relax 
uncovered by hijab (due to the unseen eyes of neighbours behind a terrace of curtains), no 
inner sanctum or courtyard typology by which one can be protected and private yet open to 
sky. !e hijab was once worn only when a woman left her home and entered the public 
realm, leaving the ubiquitous walled family complex found throughout the Muslim world -. 
Now the hijab is removed only when in the confines of the home, and in fact sometimes it 
can only be removed in the confines of a woman’s own bedroom due to the presence of 
extend family or friends. 
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!is has very real implications for one’s own sense of happiness and comfort and for the 
necessary exposure to Vitamin D which our bodies need. If the hijab is to actually be an 
empowering mode of dress as Islamic gracefulness, best behaviour and religious adherence, 
then it also needs to not be at the expense of a woman’s health or wellbeing. !is critical 
understanding is necessary when appreciating the disjunction between common practice 
and context, when Islamic law in fact demands context (zaman wa makan, or time and 
place) in all legal rulings. !e Integral design of a mosque complex therefore may require a 
sensitive and respectful reading of the traditional contextual understanding of Islamic 
practice, that can negotiate cultural norms which do not necessarily have an Islamic basis.
!e desire for a beautiful mosque complex ends at the detail of devotion, and the way in 
which forms have a dialogue with the existing environment. !e desire begins however with 
what is Islamically acceptable, and further still what has the greatest benefit to people, 
purpose, and place within the real limits of site and budget. !e above issues emerged from 
many discussions and meetings where the trust members began to envision broad horizons 
for their future program for prayer and study. !e social well-being of the jamaat was 
considered in balance with the outward looking benefits of the complex in relation to the 
wider community, to see where shared meaning and function may lie.
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Men’s Majlis
From the self contained, private yet open to sky and bright social spaces of the women’s 
majlis, a more public multiple use realm is possible on the ground floor area designated as 
the men’s majlis and main kitchen. !e current men’s mosque space and kitchen, where the 
teaching of the Quran to children takes place, was agreed to become not only the general 
daily gathering space for men, but also the main space for public events as well. Open to 
the garden and to the main street entrance, the space is perfectly located to serve any public 
functions and large gatherings and meals. !is decision also allows for the mixing of men, 
women and children when appropriate (though for some it will never be appropriate); 
events such as the two Eid festivals often see a relaxation of the segregation between men 
and women in the form of a banquet. !is is also a time in which non-Muslims are invited 
to join the celebrations, a time when the congregation literally opens doors to others. !is 
returns to the core meaning of an embodied adab where the host community have the 
opportunity to invite and serve their surrounding fellow Burtonians in a number 
entertaining, educational or festive ways. 
Examples of potential use come from Hajji himself who has suggested inviting qawwali 
musicians to perform intimate concerts, and a desire to continue Urdu lessons for those UK 
born generations who are losing an understanding of this useful and poetic language. Hajji 
wants the younger generations in particular to know their cultural roots and feel proud of 
them. Served by a large kitchen, such a space can hold a wide range of functions. Where the 
women’s majlis is to be secure and raised up to overlook the street scene and courtyard 
garden, the men’s majlis will open up its entire south facade to the courtyard garden and 
include a conservatory to act as kitchen greenhouse and passive heating space.
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Courtyard Garden
 !e wider web of events and transactions can center on the locus of the ground floor space, 
opening onto the garden which will provide the green heart of the larger complex. !e first 
phase of mosque and majlis and garden will provide the functioning core to the later stages 
of development, where the former public house, the existing terraced house, the small 
charming double garage and neighbouring land (if purchase goes through) grow to 
surround it. Even at its humble size, the proposed courtyard garden can support market 
trading events, and the mosque can open its south eastern aspect to the garden. !is 
connection between mosque and garden could also be utilised to extend the rows of prayer 
into the garden in the summer to increase capacity. Outdoor gathering spaces increase the 
sense of occasion of every Eid, every marriage and even the prayer for the dead or janaza 
before a burial. Early discussion concerning the adjoining derelict former timber yard - 
which Hajji has been trying to purchase for years - address the possibility of an entirely new 
structure; a dedicated pavilion for lectures, celebrations and gatherings, joining and 
increasing the capacity of the ground floor majlis. 
It is commonplace for the larger celebrations to take place in hired community centers and 
churches due to the lack of provision in small residential mosques. In gathering the socially 
and culturally valuable events into the remit of the mosque complex, life patterns are 
brought together. !e multiple reality of devotional life underlines the lack of separation 
between the sacred and the profane, a fundamental aspect of  a Muslim’s psychology and 
awareness of tawhid. Another aspect of  overlapping uses is the need to serve some kind of 
bridging between radically di#erent sectors in the surrounding community. For the Muslim 
community this may be part of an overriding spiritual ethos, it need only be only a practical 
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need for the other members of the community. A pragmatic understanding, in the spirit of 
Maslow’s ‘Hierachy of Needs,’ is vital in creating a truly useful program for all.
8.7 Learning From Children: An Assembly with the Pupils of 
the Preparatory School Near the Eton Green Mosque Site
One important indicator of the problems and potential of the local environment are the 
children of the area who attend the local school. From the needs of the men and women we 
must look to the quality of life of the children and how this small complex could possibly 
benefit them all, Muslims and Non-Muslims alike. !e following account is a 
phenomenological report written after visiting the school that lies close to the Eton Green 
site, and speaking with the headmistress and giving an assembly on mosques and 
architecture in general, to gain some understanding on living in the area from the 
perspective of a child.
At the center of the Eton Green Ward lies Goodman Street, A long unbroken line of 
terraced houses punctuated mercifully by young trees planted at the entrance to the School, 
visual respite from a socially deprived single perspective. !e school accepts pupils up to the 
age of seven, and over half of the pupils are from Pakistani Muslim backgrounds. !e 
bright eyed and playful nature of the children belies the harrowing fact of many of their 
domestic environments. Before me are sitting the Muslim and Non-Muslim children of 
working couples and single parents, drug dealers and drugs addicts, the short and long term 
unemployed, abusers and the abused, young professionals and pious mosque goers, the 
more recently arrived Polish immigrants and the large established Pakistani families who 
have helped to build this town. !e range of the town's hopes and fears are in microcosm 
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in such a Ward as this, and these children are dealing with the realities of this social 
construct on a daily basis.
!e social disjunction between the Muslim and the Non-Muslim children outside of 
school, compounded by the di#erent ways of life of their respective families, are not felt in 
ways that are too concerning for the Headmistress of the school. A gentle and caring 
environment supports the essential similarities of children and the ways in which 
di#erences can be celebrated. !e day begins for the children with this acknowledgement of 
di#erence. !e young, fiercely protective and joyously proud English (Non-Muslim) 
Headmistress greets the pupils in the morning with a “Good morning, asalaamualaikum.”
In broad terms the school can be seen as a place of nurturing and care in an area filled with 
social deprivation, domestic abuse and crime. !e Headmistress has highlighted the kind of 
problem she has to deal with on a weekly basis: a Non-Muslim child came in with burns 
and calmly told her that her mother chased her around the house to burn her with a lighter. 
!e horror of such abuse is that it is so prevalent in such cases that it becomes strangely 
mundane to the young victims, and they grow numb in response. !e Headmistress's 
righteous anger and frustration is clearly apparent when she speaks of such terrible abuse. 
Recently though it is the criminal activity that has been the largest general concern. !is in 
concrete terms is contained in the line of terraces facing the school, disappearing in the 
distance to the left and to the right, in which some of the most notorious drug dealers in 
Burton live. Everyone knows it. I am standing before some of their children too, all without 
exception of course, perfectly good natured infants. !e question of how a mosque complex 
can somehow benefit these children in some way could not feel more urgent than when 
standing before this sea of young faces. !e notion of a nature and nurture balance 
crumbles to dust when each young person here can clearly be recognised as brimming with 
potential and possibility, and yet beset on all sides by the bad behaviour of their elders and 
supposed guardians.
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A few weeks ago, a house opposite the school had a grenade thrown into it which blew out 
the ground floor street elevation. Just another decisive move in an ongoing conflict between 
two drug families. Incredibly no one was killed or injured. !e house is now boarded up 
and stands as a warning to any local residents involved, that the police are cracking down 
ever so slowly on the area in an attempt to sweep away the main criminal groups. !is 
ongoing e#ort, while encouraging, requires a project such as the proposed mosque complex 
to pragmatically engage with the social needs of the area if possible. By meeting and talking 
to teachers, it is clear that the school can only do so much to support children and parents 
alike. 'Toddler and Parent' playgroups are held in classrooms, where meetings with parents 
attempt to sensitively assess the well being of the children and the level of care or neglect in 
their homes, and regular events bring parents together with their children to engender some 
kind of community spirit. Only people like the school sta# can make real Cameron’s 
Conservatively glib notion of a ‘Big Society,’ because both their hearts and their hands are 
engaged in their work; they have taken responsibility for their own environment, where 
their work ahead will often be the main deciding factor in some of these children’s futures. 
With limited resources and creative imaginations, the teachers are doing all they can; and so 
perhaps a (not strictly commercial) mixed use development in the area could support and 
expand their ongoing work. Perhaps the local Muslim community can also engage en masse 
with the time and place - zaman wa makan - that they are in, by prioritising benefit and 
wellbeing for all who live in the area. Perhaps this can seem more real or apparent when 
seen as a spiritual duty of care, a good or hasanatan action or act of adab; perhaps not. And 
where the human realm fails to honour its duties to serve a greater good, then perhaps the 
vegetable realm of a garden will at the very least beautify and break up the barrage of red 
brick. !e school teachers and pupils plants trees and care for and cultivate their patch of 
land, they are leading the way with very little help. Currently there is no more powerful act 
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in these streets than this, two green fingers have been raised in defiance against the idiotic 
act and murderous intent of narrow minded men.
In an assembly in front of the entire school I talk to the children about the proposed 
mosque complex - “in that old church around the corner,” -about transforming the derelict 
building into a mosque, about the current inhabitants being pigeons, and about the need to 
make it beautiful again. I ask them to tell me what they think is important in a mosque. An 
array of polite arms are raised before me and a Pakistani boy smiles and says “Respect,” and 
a Polish boy says “Love.” !e list of ideas that follows from some thoughtful looking faces 
include, “A clean face, prayer cushions and reading the...” !e Muslim boy before me goes 
blank and makes an open book gesture. Some of the children’s attention starts to wander, 
and some are looking a little disappointed; the Royal wedding follows the day of my visit, 
and some children had hoped that their visitor today would be Prince William.
I move swiftly from the needs of the place of prayer to the idea of a nursery and children’s 
playroom, once glazed over eyes light up now and I have everybody’s full attention. When 
asked what is needed in such a space, a string of murmured voices whisper “toys,” forgetting 
all about the raising of hands for a moment. After we have ascertained that such a space 
needs toys, books, chairs, cushions and a sandpit (the young lady who suggests this is 
adamant), I tell them all that they are all designing in their minds, that what they are doing 
is what architects do, deciding ‘what’ to put ‘where.’ A little boy on the front row with a 
cheeky smile gives me a double thumbs up, and we bring the assembly to a close, concluded 
with a prayer initiated by the headmistress. 
!e headmistress asks all of the children to think of a prayer, and to think about the project 
near their school and what they have heard. A girl from the back row is picked from 
another field of raised hands, to come forward and say her prayer out loud. Resplendent in 
red fake-fur-collared coronation cape, which is conspicuously regal even amongst the many 
red, white and blue outfits of the day (and the occasional wedding dress), the little 
bespeckled child glides serenely from the back of the assembly to face her schoolmates. 
Hands raised in the posture of prayer, a quiet voice is heard clearly in the silence: “Builders 
build so we can live there.” 
8.8 Bridge Building: Services, Offices & 2nd Garden Venue 
(Phase II) 
At the time of writing - Ramadan 2016 - the British general public are being o#ered a wide 
range of perspectives on the Muslim community in newspaper editorials and television 
items. !is is an interesting sea change on a popular cultural level after twelve years of fear 
and mistrust post 9/11; understanding is no longer an ideal but a pragmatic necessity to 
prevent further polarisation between di#erent communities in the UK. From an Integral 
perspective this necessary social bridging has design ramifications on an experiential, 
behavioural, systems or ecological and cultural level. !e client’s ongoing program of prayer 
and learning was spoken about no more than their desire to address the time and place in 
which they find themselves. No greater starting point is possible for an embodied adab, than 
to accept the present reality and context, however outwardly broken or imperfect. Indeed, 
architecture of great beauty and presence most often comes from such limits. 
!is synthesis is the bare minimum required by the Muslim devotional community.  It is 
not enough from an Islamic perspective to ‘serve oneself ’ through the requests and hopes 
and gratitudes expressed in prayer. Adab al-waqt, or the best behaviour due to each 
moment, is a goal that engages the limbs and the tongue, one’s vocation, social relations 
and innermost reflection. Entirely interconnected, this transcendent and immanent notion 
of human service, also extends to the natural world of which we are a part. In the grit and 
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grain of an urban environment, a ‘working’ garden can be the first answer to the search for 
delight, as well as providing a small scale sanctuary for the animal and insect kingdoms.
!e immediate pleasure and delight of a large garden extends to the ecological systems of 
the natural world, the khalq or creation for which each Muslim ideally has a duty of care in 
their own realm of responsibility, beyond transitory (and necessary) self interest and 
satisfaction. !e simple act of utilising rainwater, of planting a garden which feeds creatures 
and sustains their ecosystems, while providing also a micro habitat, is as much a part of the 
devotional ethos of an embodied adab as the act of obligatory prayer. 
All green acts of devotion echo out into the surrounding urban landscape to benefit by 
beauty alone those beyond the confines of the mosque complex, in a neighbourhood sorely 
lacking green space.  !e roads surrounding the existing complex, unbroken lines of 
terraced housing, conceal small back gardens. Potential sight lines run down three flanking 
street to the site; the corner block of buildings has the potential to articulate the existing 
grain of red brick and tile with colour and plant life. !is pivotal site also has the 
opportunity to connect the two streets, via the garden, when the building is in use. !e 
palimpsest of familiar buildings undergoing changes of use, and the local inhabitants’s 
experiential memories of past uses degrading as the buildings themselves have begun to fall 
into decline, these layers are in need of reconfiguration and new interventions to brings the 
entire site to life and establish a new program. !is act of reconfiguration and intervention 
is also an act of preservation of the historic fragments, the expression of new life patterns 
manifesting without obliterating the memory of former uses; a sensitive balance indeed 
when the former uses were a public house and a Sunday school and Church. It must be 
understood that to some local inhabitants the very change of use is a painful issue that 
augments social division and mistrust between the Muslim community and others. 
Reconfiguration and intervention also means judicious demolition where appropriate. Here 
too, an added aspect of an embodied adab is possible; the re-use of the raw material of brick 
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by grinding down to a fine grain to make a highly e#ective building aggregate (and dye) in 
poured concrete. Upcycling is an increasingly important part of sustainable design, and 
naturally can have ramifications for material and construction costs, as well as for the total 
embodied energy of the build. 
A wider program continues the work of the first phase or devotional core of mosque, majlis 
and garden. Auxillary buildings are agreed by all trustees in the Memorandum to become 
sources of income as well as social exchange where possible. Commercial rental spaces can 
also contribute to the financial sustainability of the complex as a whole, while also 
supporting a well populated day to day life pattern of o"ce and studio users. !e presence 
of professionals on site can in itself increase the security for not only the complex, but for 
the surrounding streets and houses. Commercial activity can occur in the private and public 
realm, with work spaces being supported by a larger outdoor space in which market trade 
activities can take place. !e common act of trade is the act by which the largest cross 
section of any society meets on a daily basis. Trade pragmatically transcends social divides, 
including those of ethnocentric or religious isolation. It is commerce that most immediately 
o#ers a quiet resistance to urban forms of ghettoisation between di#erent communities. !e 
distinction need not be an ethnic or linguistic or religious one. Socio-economically defined 
urban areas are an accepted part of the built environment; and by this definition the Eton 
Ward in Burton and its inhabitants are all in need. 
Postmodern musings on the ideal of a multicultural society often speak of integration or 
assimilation as an ideal, when what is most lacking are concrete real daily interactions 
between ethnically, linguistically and religiously defined communities. !e individually 
tasted thingly-real, of Merleau Ponty’s phenomenological mode of enquiry, points to the 
embodied daily life of the mosque complex as a priority, over and above the assurances of a 
purely multicultural identity as ‘good,’ or ‘unthreatening,’ mosque architecture. !e 
mosque, as religious edifice, need not be read in terms of the cultural exchange (or 
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compromise) of apriori symbols and signs. Grabar and others have read the behaviour of 
the mosque, throughout its history, and have challenged the overarching Islamic spiritual 
theories assumed of premodern master craftsmen and patrons by the likes of Burkhart, Nasr 
and Ardelan. !e present work will argue that the very walls of the mosque complex can 
indeed speak to its surroundings, but this is only the poetic attributes of the buildings 
public face, that aim to resonate with the buildings intent and use. !is is no less a spiritual 
matter than the passing movements of each person’s prayer. An accord is sought between 
the articulated skin of the building, and the sensation and meaning - hiss wa mana - of daily 
life.
A wider program extends this devotional core of space for the people, the sanctuary of a 
garden and the main Juma mosque. !e need for religious and community buildings to 
attain as high a level of autonomy as possible is essential, in not only the economic sense 
but in the ecological sense: utilising natural energy as well as recycling systems and 
weighing the embodied energy of construction. Such a series of spaces can attempt to 
provide the chora or embodied space where people meet, wherever the existing public space 
is lacking in this regard. !us commercial activities can provide not only the specific 
services needed in a locality, it can sustain the space needed for all subtle forms of cultural 
exchange that contribute to our shared quality of life in the polis.
After a number of discussions it is agreed that the former public house and terraced house 
can form a mixed use corner block to the site, splitting the entrance to the mosque and 
majlis from that of the entrance to the courtyard garden. A dentist’s practice and a nursery 
are identified as greatly in need and appropriate for the large ground floor spaces which 
have street frontage. First floor spaces to let to small businesses enables the mosque complex 
to gain long term financial autonomy, while establishing an economic model which can 
encourage financial investment from the project’s inception. !e model of establishing a 
core trust to care for the complex as a whole can fit into entirely practical rental agreements. 
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!e charitable and business aspects need to come together to create a mosque complex that 
does not have to ask for donations from its congregation to survive. Rather, the complex 
can produce a modest income and simultaneously provide key services for the local 
community. 
Above the proposed nursery space and dentist’s practice or medical space, the existing 
rooms were agreed to become available to let to small businesses; to provide a floor of secure 
and well serviced o"ce and studio spaces that can provide another form of income. !e 
Memorandum or initial amaana contract has stipulated that all businesses must be in 
agreement with the spiritual ethos of Islamic practice. !is limit may seem at odds with 
sensible business practice, but for the trustees it is an essential part of opening up the site to 
multiple uses. In crude terms this control essentially means no gambling bookies (there is 
already one down the road), no premises serving or selling alcohol or pork (the pub is gone 
and many are closing down in the area, and there are ample shops to purchase alcohol). 
Beyond the obvious di#erence of life practice and the halal and the haram the limit of an 
embodied adab is also an agreement in the Memorandum of Understanding: to utilise and 
make beautiful and enjoyable the entire site, to achieve some version of maximum benefit 
and purposefulness that transcends di#erence. Can a space be both universal and specific 
and does not architectural space strike both these chords. Shaykh Rumi spoke about a place 
in human life when he said,
Beyond thoughts of right and wrong there is a field - I’ll meet you there.354
If we can take this Islamic koan quite literally, and the parts of the Muslim community that 
know Rumi as a Shaykh and not merely the world’s most celebrated poet indeed do, then a 
place for all can echo this idea of a field, a garden, a sanctuary, in which a common 
communal ground is found. As the child from the school assembly said, “Builders build so 
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354 < http://www.elise.com/quotes/rumi_-_there_is_a_field > [accessed 16 Jan 2017].
we can live there.” It is mentioned in a design development meeting and then agreed that if 
this child’s schoolmates and their parents can not both also be served by some aspect of the 
program, than the intention of an embodied adab is not architecturally and 
programmatically manifesting. 
To open up the possibility of who rents work spaces, and of who can be invited into social 
spaces, is to open the doors of the neighbourhood to each other. For those who may only 
use the dentist’s practice, there is at least one single important purpose that benefits them 
personally. Every design decision that provides a purpose: to be able to pray, meet, eat, buy, 
sell, reflect, smile in the sunlight, or get a filling, is worth consideration. Equally important 
is to consider whatever removes a harm and improves the current place (broken glass in 
unused churches, abandoned cars and trolleys and padlocked gates and dead adjoining 
land); it lies in the core meaning of imaret: to establish, inhabit and benefit. Unknown to 
many still would be the meaning of halal, as what benefits; and the meaning of haram, as 
what harms. Without any specifically Islamic moral value judgement it can still be said that 
the short, long and permanent e#ects of drug crime, addiction, alcoholism, and gambling 
have all been felt in the recent history of the Eton Ward. Social engagement with the 
majority of the Non-Muslim people of the place, who want a safe and happy life for 
themselves and their children, is possible by purely pragmatic means. 
!e complex cannot be seen as some kind of micro-utopia, but it can be seen as what it 
intends to be and no less a sanctuary: a hortus conclusus or enclosed garden, across which a 
good southern light is thrown into a tight cluster of socially beneficial businesses and social 
spaces and vegetable patches and beehives. In summary, the ‘gathering of all good’ of the 
present study, and the application of research to pragmatically serve the Eton Green 
Mosque project can be outlined by the AQAL diagram:
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9 Walking through Eton Green Mosque
From the street only a miniature portico is glimpsed beyond a wall broken with wrought 
iron openings, a small covered courtyard giving some small breathing space from the 
unbroken line of terraced housing and the road and parking. Light glints o# bronze strips 
set into concrete pillars, some kind of rectilinear geometry creating shadows and sharp folds 
in the surface with each bronze strip at their inner center. Along with these non classical 
columns, the interwoven metal bars of the openings and asymmetrically placed gateway are 
the other presence of pattern on the street apart from brickwork. A small sign on the 
gatepost indicates what is within - !e Eton Green Mosque - and a dimly lit geometric 
pattern set behind the glass of the end gable of the mosque can be seen, rectilinear kufic 
Arabic, words to some and pattern to others. It is in fact the Ninety Nine Names of Allah, 
known as the “key to the garden.”
   
One strange element above the covered courtyard greets the visitor’s eye for the first time: a 
metal skinned enclosed bridge peppered with small openings spanning the first floor of the 
former Sunday school and the roof of the former church. !e object is a bold intervention 
indicating radical reconfiguration within, perhaps curiosity is piqued. Such a sculptural 
paradoxical new object joining old buildings triggers the experiential elements of surprise, 
and delight.
Stepping through the gateway, a pool of water is revealed, bouncing light up into the 
forecourt and punctuating the point where paths split between a women’s entrance to the 
left leading to the upstairs women only majlis, a men’s entrance beyond the pool to the 
right of the mosque, and a communal entrance directly ahead and in between, which leads 
to the rear courtyard garden and multipurpose majlis with kitchen and refectory and lounge 
areas. !ree forking paths playing with the late Neo-Gothic symmetry of the original 
church building, establishing new relationships with old structures.
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The Men’s Journey to the Prayer 
Taking the path to the men’s entrance we circumambulate the ground floor men’s prayer 
area. First we must take our shoes o# in a threshold space with a timber raised floor and 
timber shoe cupboards and benches. Walking down a long corridor which opens repeatedly 
to the prayer space on the left, where what were once high church windows are now 
openings down to the floor for sliding doors directly accessing the prayer rows. !e hard 
concrete floor is warm. To the right a low leg-level window runs below eye level and beside 
us and looks out onto ferns and gravel, pulling our attention down to our bare feet, and the 
underfloor heated slabs imprinted with a pattern the feet feel and grip to. We observe in 
this walking of a path to wash for the prayer the ritual space of every mosque that has 
existed and every mosque that ever will; the path to the prayer is both function and 
meaning, the joining of inner and outer realms for each Muslim. Senses are heightened by 
the garden outside, and our barefooted journey makes us mindful of our feet, removed 
from the shoe clad dirt of the street, step by step we leave that realm and walk towards a 
space of ritual purity.
Following the path around the masjid space to the wudu room the path breaks, with toilets 
behind a closed corridor to the right and a garden entrance to the left opening onto the 
courtyard garden. Another small timber threshold space designates this place for taking o# 
shoes. !e doors are high and the corridor is flooded with light from the side and above, a 
painted wooden screen reveals the main space, behind us.
Catching glimpses of planting and pools of water in the garden through the garden 
entrance we enter the wudu room; it is one pink/grey poured concrete container, a single 
vessel for ritual purification. !e wudu room is high ceilinged with an oculus flooding the 
space with light. !e wudu washing bench and taps face qibla - the direction of prayer 
being the most approved of direction also for this devotional act of purification and 
conscious focussing. !e room is not a utility space, it is a place of intention and 
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contemplation and relaxation (unless you are late for the prayer) before the act of prayer. 
Islamic faith or iman demands that actions are by their intentions, with some Islamic 
schools having very specific spoken or thought prayers that directly correspond to the act of 
wudu.
Copper bowls cup the water to prevent waste. !e function of the simple space is to 
heighten awareness of the act and the possibility of the highest adab in accordance with the 
tradition of the sunna. An embodied adab is served by the simplest means. People then have 
the freedom to perform wudu finely or throw water around and keep the tap running... 
such is life. As Adolf Loos knew - when writing about the house where a space for the 
owner’s slippers is designed so that he puts them on as soon as he gets out of bed - the 
assumption of a perfect program being followed perfectly is... presumptuous. !e realm of 
behavior serves and aims for but cannot force ideal use. Simply put, a lack of bowls would 
not give this choice, and only the most adept practitioner of wudu can use their hands as a 
cup and not waste water. Devotion is an art that people master. Design in this case can 
help. 
Asymmetric relief work dissolves and breaks up the wall that faces those washing, with only 
light from above to cast shadows. !e ornamental wall is a prelude to the mihrab and 
indicates the direction of qibla. !is decorative decorum raises the status of the room from 
a place to wash to place of ritual and intention, joining function and cultural meaning.
Beneath each tap is a single drain, avoiding the trench used in most modern mosques. !is 
singular sink and drain, like the copper bowl, celebrates the individual act of using water 
and avoids the utilitarian reduction of what is a profoundly important ritual. Wudu areas 
can be cold and ironically the ubiquitous drainage trench in most mosques unfortunately 
resembles a communal urinal, ironic because it is considered bad adab for a muslim man to 
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urinate standing up, and this is after all the place of purification not urination! To make this 
space beautiful is to honour the beauty of the act of wudu, considered a prayer in itself.
!e floor is once again the heated slabs of concrete lining the hallway, but this hard surface 
is broken with a natural seagrass matting that borders the wudu seating. !is simple 
measure helps to dry the feet after the act of wudu without relying only on towels or 
wasting paper. !e wudu drains and seats and wall are all a continuous form, a water 
containing vessel. !is complex form work celebrates the wudu room as one of the only 
separate elements of the mosque complex. Most other mosque complex spaces are 
interventions and reconfigurations joining the fragments of existing buildings as new layers. 
!e mens’ wudu room stands alone joined only by new covered walkways, it is a space that 
practically and poetically celebrates its unique spiritual role.
Returning to the toilets... !e door to the toilets opens onto a blind corridor with a single 
window. Leather slippers are left for those who will not walk into the toilets with bare feet. 
!is culture of sharing slippers is global, idiosyncratic and problematic, and essential in this 
shared intimate space. If ever there was a need for the best adab this shared architectural 
space is it. Heavy timber doors open onto two self contained toilets: one eastern squat toilet 
and one western seated toilet. Here people can choose their preferred posture for going to 
the toilet! !e eastern toilet is raised above the floor level and timber slats o#er purchase for 
the feet, with water for washing piped in to both. Amazing that the UK is so behind the 
rest of Europe when it comes to serving the washing of the genitalia and anus, beside hotel 
suites. For the Muslim (and many other practices and cultures around the world), washing 
in the toilet can potentially be an art, and part of being human and whole and happy; no 
less than this.
Much is written on the adab of going to the toilet, and the use of water, and the need for 
total cleanliness. It is a part of basic Islamic practice, and the first thing a person learns 
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when becoming Muslim. Without physical purity wudu for the prayer is not possible. Great 
spiritual Sufi texts emphasise the point repeatedly. Transcending the ego or nafs and finding 
real union with the Real, with Allah, is written about in the same breath as making sure 
that one’s body and clothes are truly clean.
Once ready for the prayer we must either double back on ourselves, or take a further path 
and walk into the garden. In this imaginary tour of Eton Green Mosque it is too cool for 
such a route, it is an average grey British day. Perhaps on a Summer’s day we could walk out 
into the garden and breath in the plants and use one of the sliding doors on the veranda to 
join the prayer rows or safs. !at would be a pleasing circle of a journey for the men’s route 
through to the prayer, and we would have to carry our shoes. While we dream of Summer 
(this is written in January) we can appreciate the wudu fountain set beside the veranda, 
complete with three places to prepare for the prayer, three copper bowls beneath three taps. 
!e run o# from this fountain connects back into the irrigation of the garden. In fact the 
entire garden is a system of pools and pipes for the purpose of beauty and for the purpose 
of water retention and reuse. 
Meaning from the individual level of each person meditating in this garden, moves to the 
function of wudu at the fountain or the feeling of foliage or the smell or flowers, to the 
system of water capture and irrigation and the stewardship of the small eco system here to 
all combine in the ethos of an embodied adab. Perhaps then it could be said that all simple 
working gardens are the most profound and meaningful spaces; perhaps every gardener in 
every allotment knows this. Here, in warmer days, people can prepare for the prayer 
without even entering the mosque corridor if they so wish, kicking o# shoes on the veranda 
and stepping through the statuesque french windows.
Today we turn back to the corridor beside the mosque and see again the ferns and white 
gravel beside our feet, now on the left.  !e corridor is wide enough for the flow of people 
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in two directions, the proportion and rhythm of openings, the original window arches that 
are now doorways, all elements together are almost monastic. !e sliding doors open onto 
the relatively vast space of the masjid itself. !e old original pitched roof ceiling is 
punctured with points of natural light. A constellation of artificial lighting also fills the 
space, suspended blown glass bulbs hang level with the women’s mezzanine floor to the rear 
of the mosque. !e prayer rows or safs are drawn diagonally across the narrow rectangular 
footprint of the church to align with qibla. !e old meets and is juxtaposed against the 
new. What once was a matter of facing South in this Non Conformist Baptist space is now 
a matter of face South East toward Mecca in this place of Muslim prayer. 
To face South East is to face the qibla wall and the mihrab, in e#ect this vital focal point for 
all in the mosque is the broken corner of the original building, the removed vestry and 
small washroom which once served a Vicar. Now this absence, this judicious demolition, 
has created room for the mihrab, the gateway or portal which indicates a direct line 
stretching beyond itself toward Mecca across land and sea. Now this niche serves the Imam 
who leads all in the prayer five times a day. !e qibla ‘wall’ which houses the mihrab begins 
that line and orientation here simply as an absence, a hole, a window, an opening. !e 
opening shows us glimpses of the garden and a pool of water is directly attached to the 
outside of the qibla window, throwing reflected light up into the vast hall itself, which was 
originally prone to deep cast and dark shadows. !e far side of the pool is the only wall 
facing qibla; it is low enough to sit on to enjoy watching the koi fish that, like the 
waterlilies, can barely be seen from outside the mosque itself.
!e mihrab itself is a jewel; fragments of alabaster cut and arranged as one single geometric 
tessallating pattern. Fragments indicate multiplicity while the overriding geometry a"rms a 
unity, at the centre of the pattern the center dot of a circle is clearly described. What is 
usually a flat planar euclidian decoration has here been sculpted into a three dimensional 
niche. Two traditions have been merged. Gaps let light through, and the mihrab is 
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suspended. A fine bronze frame supports and connects these fragments, forming a 
sculptural screen between the qibla window and the main space.
To the right of the qibla wall stands the existing South facing wall, formerly the central 
focal point of the altar stage, now removed. A single circular window punctures the wall, a 
fitting historic element no less relevant now. !e circle becomes an o#set moon or sun 
orbiting the new focal point of the mihrab, pure geometry complimenting the complex 
geometry of the new intervention. !e circle is the geometric mother, the compositional 
beginning of all Islamic patterns, and practically speaking the window is another needed 
point of light. Beneath this in the existing Southern niche stands the minbar used as a stand 
and as a seat for the khutba or sermon which occurs every Friday at the juma prayer. !e 
minbar is formed from the same fine square bars of bronze as the mihrab. !ere is not an 
excess of room at the front of the prayer line due to the diagonal o#set grid of qibla, so the 
breathing space of the existing niche for the minbar is ultimately a happy accident.   
!e access to prayer lines from two sides is often not possible in modern or historic 
mosques. To enter from the rear of a mosque space and line up and pray is to know that 
after the prayer you may well have to wait for others behind you to finish their 
supererogatory prayers. Flow is always an issue when designing for the complex ritual space 
of the mosque, from the moment shoes are removed. No one can walk in front of another 
person if they are praying, to do so invalidates their prayer. Leaving a mosque can therefore 
become quite a game of moving and hopping from prayer row to prayer row. Here the 
sliding doors, even if only used from one side during colder or wetter days, ease access to a 
few prayer rows at a time. After the prayer people can therefore move quickly sideways to 
exit and avoid being trapped by the less rushed or more pious.
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Tour Interlude: A Brief Note on Space & Gender 
When people step into the forecourt of the Eton Green Mosque, gender is immediately at 
the forefront. !e men turn to the right and make their way along a new corridor around 
the side of the ground floor of the mosque. !e ground floor prayer space is theirs, and in 
many ways preference for the male program has become the norm for mosque design. 
Justifiably, the men’s prayer space is larger than the women’s, due to the general serving of a 
pattern where more men come to the mosque at the same time, especially for the juma 
prayer, obligatory only for men. !e first ‘designed’ mosque, in Madinah, did not specify so 
clearly these aspects of segregation. However even that first mosque transformed over time 
into a series of segregated spaces, with only perhaps the burial place of the Prophet  
being available to men and women, until the modern regime controlling it became 
suspicious of the love exhibited there for the Messenger of Islam. In this C21st proposal, 
the women’s prayer space may be smaller, and in this case raised above - and behind half of 
the rows of the men’s prayer space - but it is of no less importance. !e di#erence of the 
men only and women only spaces can either be one of discrimination or of distinction. !e 
attempt of this mosque proposal is to design each space with the embodied adab that is due, 
this being no less than a core aspect of the decorum of the design, as well as a manifestation 
of praise in itself. !is adab is due equally to men, women and children. 
!e women's majlis is run for and by women, however design meetings were held hastily 
with a group of mothers at the local primary school, due to this specific mosque committee 
deeming it too strange an idea to include women o"cially. It is here perhaps then that adab 
or best behaviour in the design of the mosque complex is most needed, toward those voices 
which are less heard. A question arose from ongoing all male meetings that surely no idea - 
Islamic or otherwise - of serving the Divine could possibly be complete without all voices 
being heard, and all people being served, surely? Allah Hu Alim... Allah He/ She Knows.
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The Women’s Journey to the Prayer and Exploration of the Women’s 
Majlis
!e women turn left to a door opened with a keypad. !e combination is theirs alone, but 
the door can be set to stay open at any time where newcomers may be arriving, and there is 
an intercom. All beyond this door is intended as a Women’s space, not only the access to 
the mosque but to the self contained lounge or majlis. A polished concrete floor is under-
heated and shoes are removed and stored in cupboards lining the walls. It is a compact 
lobby, but with large timber floor to ceiling cupboard space for prams, and coats and 
umbrellas. A small domestic lift can carry a wheelchair user or a sleeping baby in a pram or 
an elderly lady or children having fun before they get told o# for playing with the lift. Light 
is thrown down the staircase to the right of the entrance from some kind of screened 
window on the first floor. !e treads of the stairs are timber, and their grain can be felt 
underfoot. !e small lobby is the humble welcoming threshold before ascending to two 
floors of space designed for women, intended as a collective home away from the atomised 
home, a formidable and fun five roomed inter-generational social base.
At the top of the stairs we meet a mashrabiyya screen on the right, containing at its center 
an opening: the bridge seen from the street. !e screen enables us to look more closely at 
the bridge itself. Beyond this screen of light and bridge entrance is a doorway into the 
compact wudu area. Here too a screened window sends patterns of light and shade across 
the space. !e same muqarnas that are found in the men’s wudu room are here, now 
breaking up the frames of the opaque window. !e entire insert of new wall is the warm 
cement mix created onsite with the aggregate of the demolished brickwork. !e warm light 
from the south and the clay hues of the wall are lightyears away from the white tiled wudu 
areas used in most mosques. Hopefully this is a comforting space to take time and care over 
the preparation for prayer, the act of ritual washing being prayer in itself.
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On the opposite side of the landing there is a compact toilet area. !e choice of bare oiled 
wood makes surfaces warm to the touch and beautiful as they wear and age. Sanitary 
conditions do not demand spartan clinical surroundings. A large mirror and two sinks serve 
the needs of adjusting hair and arranging scarves. !is woman only area provides an instant 
service: those who want to do so need not wear scarves, though it is needed if crossing over 
the bridge to the mosque to pray.  As every woman who wears a hijab - and any man who 
knows a woman who does - knows, hair is flattened beyond belief. Undoubtedly as much 
adjusting of turbans and hair and hats and perfuming of beards goes on down below on the 
Men’s Ground Floor wudu room. More aspects of the women’s majlis will later reveal the 
practical purpose of removing the hijab, but for now we, as women in this writing that is a 
building, prepare for the prayer and adjust our hijab to cross the bridge into our prayer 
space. 
!e crossing itself give us tiny views to both street and garden, mere glimpses. We can see 
but not be seen. !e walls are warm to touch - brilliant blue ceramic faence tiles - six or 
seven strides across seagrass matting and we are entering the mosque. A band of continuous 
light pours down through a glass roof showing us all the shades of grey English sky or the 
occasional triumphant blue. Only the sides are screened, the roof is visually open, 
emphasising the human horizontal stroll and the celestial axis of the vertical, sky above and 
earth below. !e bridge is the space between daily shared life patterns of the women’s majlis 
and the repeated unified pattern of the daily prayers. Stepping across the threshold into the 
mezzanine prayer space the huge scale of the former church is instantly felt. !e screen 
surrounding the bridge is here folded into both the balustrade to the south of this viewing 
platform and to the north behind the graceful arches of the stone neo-gothic windows that 
look out onto the street. Old and new meet as layers providing privacy and pattern and 
articulate shadows that move throughout the day.
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!e mezzanine floor, though smaller than the space below, is still substantial. Before us a 
sequence of lights level with the belly - blown glass lamps - hang all the way to the qibla 
wall and mihrab. !e orchestration of the lights become sparser in arrangement toward the 
Southern end of the building, giving way to the focal points of both mihrab and minbar. 
Skylights cut through the roof, opening up both floors to the sky and to natural light. 
When we sit, either to listen to the khutba or sermon or in the seated postures of the prayer 
or in conversation, these suspended lights are above us. !e screen that veils our position 
from the floor below is horizontal, while the balustrades horizontal elements are as open as 
possible while still providing safety. One unique central chandelier hung square in the 
center of the floor celebrates this feminine space. Designing with a play of light, both 
natural and artificial, unifies both floors and echoes the metaphor of the mihrab prayer 
niche that so often implicitly - and explicitly via decorative calligraphy - references the 
Quranic chapter of ‘Light,’ al-Nur, a chapter of the Quran that has been repeatedly seen 
throughout the present study in mosques built in other times and places.
!e adab owed to the women’s prayer space is that it gives pleasure and delight, that it 
honours this specific Islamic act of prayer, while also being a comfortable and practical 
space. !e Imam should be able to be seen and heard and the experience of prayer should 
be in no way diminished by the physical separation of floors. On the contrary, the women 
are able to experience something here that the men cannot, a sweeping perspective of the 
entire interior of the mosque and an easy proximity to both the elemental sky and to their 
entirely self-contained majlis. 
!e bridge equally connects and separates. During a woman’s menstrual cycle it is haraam 
or forbidden to enter the mosque; in fact a woman does not perform the obligatory prayer 
at all. !is in e#ect means that in many mosques a woman does not join in either the 
prayer congregation or in any further communal activities - key gathering events such as the 
two Eids - that may take place in mosque complexes where the prayer space is also the 
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general multi-purpose space for men and women. !e majlis however is not the mosque. 
All women can come, whatever time in their menstrual cycle. !e entire Muslim calender is 
lunar, is attuned to the movement of cycles and seasons in the same way that womankind 
are connected to the cycle of life and birth. !e intention of the Eton Green majlis - 
continuing a tradition that is historically evident and relevant throughout the Middle East 
and beyond across many di#erent cultures - is to transcend and include any social 
separation of nuclear family and social status and enable intergenerational relationships to 
develop among Muslim (And Non-Muslim) women. In this spirit, a woman can in the 
Eton Green Mosque Complex listen to the Juma khutba in the comfort of one of the 
lounges in the majlis, and other women can leave her only to go and pray and return.
Back across the bridge after the prayer, the rest of each day’s activities take place in five 
contrasting spaces: the main lounge, the kitchen, the sun lounge, the garden room and the 
studio. If we cross the bridge we can walk straight ahead into the kitchen, and turn right 
into the sun lounge or left into the main lounge. !e main lounge faces the street with 
north light from two original sash windows. !e large room includes a secure play area for 
small toddlers to play safely in and give their mothers some close freedom of movement. 
Aside from this specific space the main area is made up of low couch seating around the 
entire perimeter of the room. !is lack of tables and chairs makes the space useful as both 
large lounge and eating space and a flexible space for meetings and extra forms of devotion 
such as dhikr.
Moving back in to the kitchen we can enjoy the light from the sun lounge through an 
opaque wall. !is preparation space is compact and secondary to the large communal 
kitchen on the GF of the majlis building; the main kitchen will serve the two Eid 
celebrations and the duration of Ramadan and other celebrations and community 
gatherings. !e women’s kitchen is an in-between space for simple meal and tea making. A 
single poured concrete work top contains sink and gas hobbs. Two kitchens answer the 
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segregation needs of di#erent sections of the Muslim community who use the Mosque 
complex. Despite the appearances of some popular narratives, the Muslim community - 
anywhere in the world and at all times - is far from homogeneous. In this majlis some 
woman may never use the main kitchen if men are present, and many others will. !is is 
the dynamic that an embodied adab must answer. !e kitchen is flooded with light from the 
south and visually connected via one floor to ceiling cut of a window into the sun lounge. 
!is control of light di#uses as far as the main lounge and minimises the need for artificial 
lighting in the day. 
Walking from the kitchen back into the hall and into the sun lounge through a glass door, 
we look out onto a small terraced area, which screens us from the rear garden below; all we 
see are the roofs of nearby houses and the tops of the trees in the mosque garden and there 
amongst them and most prominent, the tall poplar tree as minaret. !e double height sun 
lounge is open to the attic studio which sits above the other rooms, forming a mezzanine. 
!e french doors onto the raised terrace divide the glass expanse in half. !e intention of 
the glass walled sun lounge is to not only provide the depth of the women’s majlis with light 
but to o#er an intense sunlit space where women can come together and remove their 
headscarves if they so wish. Here it is hoped all can catch the unpredictable fleeting English 
sun in this space run for and by women. !is is a simple yet radical program, when 
appreciating the long narrow Victorian terraced house in which most of the female client’s 
family life is centered o#er inadequate access to sunlight. If a space is to evoke traces of a 
‘home’ now left for marriage or even a home that is merely a memory or a story told by 
ones’ family and visited every so often to connect with ones’ larger extended family, it is still 
called home. It is the light, natural light, that conversations with the client congregation 
reveal is missed the most. We cannot bring the sun of the sub-continent to Burton but we 
can optimise the quality of natural lighting in all interior spaces.
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For many women their own gardens are out of bounds unless covered, due to being 
overlooked by neighbours. !e town centre is a public domain in which men and women 
mix freely and so it is therefore a place in which also for many women the hijab must be 
worn. For this reason the sun lounge and tiny terrace is a gentle o#ering to address that lack 
of female communal social gathering space - space for women and controlled by women - a 
gathering space that has existed within early Islamic and therefore Arab custom for 
centuries but has not translated well - yet - to the built environment of immigrant 
communities in the UK. And so it can be said that this space is both sanctuary, and a place 
to receive vitamin D.
Stepping out of the sun lounge onto the terrace, the garden can be surveyed from above as 
can much of the interior space of the mosque. A rectilinear lantern floods the terrace with 
light at night, and dimly makes clear the paths in the garden below. Across the paved 
terrace sits the self contained garden room. Window seats occupy the walls, creating 
informal booth spaces for closer conversation, or solitary reflection away from the busier 
rooms of the main majlis. Mashrabiya wooden screens mask the the garden room from 
without while permitting unimpeded views of the garden from within. !e ceiling has a 
generous oculus opening up the sight of the sky to those seated below. 
Every excuse to capture natural light and let the movement of light be a delight and 
punctuate the day is used throughout the mosque complex. !e rhythm of the prayer and 
the passing of daylight can together o#er those who use the complex a di#erent taste of 
time not as artifice but as experienced temporality.
Looking back from the garden room across the terrace, many layers can be enjoyed 
simultaneously: the room itself and the terrace and the sun lounge and mezzanine studio 
above. Looking out across the local townscape in all other directions, we can see the empty 
neighbouring former lumber yard (which at the time of writing almost became a larger 
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open market for the area as part of the complex, but was halted by the personal family feuds 
of fellow Muslims), and across tiny fence divided back gardens bereft of mature planting or 
trees. !is little room looks out in a wide arc on three aspects across this ‘flatscape’ and up 
at a large expanse of sky, the smallest and most expansive space in the complex.
Walking back from the garden, we cross the terrace and we re enter the sun lounge, looking 
up we can see the mezzanine of the studio. Surgery-like demolition has stripped back the 
modest yet now double height space held open with proud new steel beams, and exposed 
the previous store space attic hidden in the steep roof pitch of this former sunday school; 
almost barn like proportions have won an extra room for the women’s majlis. Reached via a 
steel in the hallway, the space is laid out for group and solitary work with drawing tables, 
storage for materials to be stowed away, and a small media suite. !e roof space is a creative 
suite, with adjustable shades to the south and openly lit with north lights for more 
consistent natural lighting. !e view of the garden below is steep and the open space 
beyond gives the luxury of a big sky in a built up area. !is is the ‘crow’s nest’ of the vessel, 
from which the main floor of the majlis can be spied. !e studio is a place for research, 
learning, sharing skills and enjoying art and making; it is a place for both small 
independent business meetings and children finger painting.
The Main Majlis Serving All 
!e mosque’s veranda side doors take us to either the garden or hallway connecting us to 
the main or men’s majlis and large kitchen. In this main communal space we can access an 
extensive area of bench seating for eating, which can be stowed away in a long purpose built 
cupboard area near the kitchen when the space is needed for larger community meetings 
and trade events where the general public are invited; and perhaps for when the segregation 
of the sexes relaxes, when the whole congregation comes together for family weddings and 
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the major celebrations of the two Eid festivals. Most of the time however, the main space is 
a relaxed and well lit cafeteria served by the main kitchen. One intention of the brief is to 
gain all related hygiene certification and actually make this a source of income and cultural 
well being as a Pakistani cafe and restaurant. !e belly is a beautiful bridge between 
cultures. !e former makeshift kitchen was making and selling traditional Pakistani/ Sub-
continental food for fast breaking throughout Ramadan (bought and taste tested and 
approved by the author at the same time as site surveying).
Beside this communal space is set a sunken lounge edging into the garden lawn area. !is 
seating is more visually open to the garden than the women’s majlis echoing the cultural life 
patterns that characterise the sexes in this particular manifestation of Islam (remembering 
the premise that Islam is a filter for culture and not a culture itself ). !e men’s lounge space 
is literally lounge seating at the centre of the whole complex. Its open aspect is an integrally 
designed hope that when the spaces are opened to all, the men here will naturally be hosts 
to all. 
At the time of researching the existing complex in all of its adhoc glory, the local Muslim 
NGO head supporting community relations between the mosque congrehation and the 
local residents had advised the Imam to take flowers to a white english Burton born couple 
who live opposite, to apologise about the badly amplified and loud calls to prayer and 
Friday Sermon. !e neighbours has repeatedly complained about the detrimental e#ect the 
unfamiliar and distorted sounds were having on their day to day life. !at single act 
resulted in these very same neighbours crossing the street a few months later to help to clear 
debris from the site to prepare for the building project. Furthermore better amplification 
was sought and feedback from neighbours surrounding the complex was welcomed. !is 
then is a particular manifestation of Islamic praxis, unique to this place.
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!e program of an embodied adab seeks to expand the spirit of this simple action, this 
giving of flowers, until it is part of the daily life pattern of the complex as a whole. !e 
hosts invite and serve the guests at a banquet that is open to all, without question or 
condition, but because service itself is praise of Allah to the Muslim. !is ideal intent is 
prefigured in the Quran, and contains the very shared root meaning of adab as the 
‘gathering of all good,’   or the invitation to the banquet. As ever in the Muslim lifeworld, 
cosmology and praxis and the built environment are ever intertwined.
!e main majlis is then the main breaking out space after communal prayers, in 
conjunction with the garden which acts as a cloister to the surrounding tight knit private 
domestic terraced sprawl. When considering all users the main majlis is the main bridging 
space for the area; the bringing together of public and private, of male and female, young 
and old, Muslim and Non-Muslim, of devotional and secularly social praxis. Alongside the 
sunken lounge runs a small greenhouse which serves the kitchen with vegetables, and the 
lounge area with greenery and dappled light.
The Enclosed Garden or Hortus Conclusus 
As the seasonal shared space for all regular and occasional visitors, the garden of open and 
closed paths uses the capture rainwater from all roofs. At the time of writing it is designed 
as a broken kind of cloister, awaiting the purchase of the neighbouring lot, which it is 
hoped will become a large garden for the area, and a market place free to those who trade 
there. For the foreseeable future however, for the first phase of the development, this 
modest space will host trading events, along with the bi-folding doored space of the main 
majlis. Water is captured and runs down tributaries to collect in pools. Paths are lined with 
the columns of pergolas up which climb rose bushes. !is is a rose garden and the 
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symbolism could not be more fitting, running back through the English romantic tradition 
to the Knights Templar and the far from romantic Crusades where it joins the mystic 
symbolism of the then ancient adversary (and source of numerous knowledges): the 
Muslims, and the integral mysticism known as Sufism or tassawuf.
Amongst this small network of pergolas are plants chosen to attract bees and butterflies and 
birds; the role of host extending through the biosphere to include not only the realm of 
human guests but the natural realm of birds and insects. !e caretaker or mutawali355 is to 
be trained in the art of beekeeping, and this knowledge can echo out amongst the Jumaat to 
include interested visitors and the nearby children of the Primary School. !e plants and 
small “insect hotels” ensure that the insect kingdom is a well served realm, with its own 
biodiversity. !is mindful inclusion can then draw the dwindling number of birds to the 
garden. Bees are now endangered, and seem a fitting part of the sustainable garden 
program. !ey are written about in subtle terms in the Quran in the Sura or Chapter of the 
Bee (1668-69):
And your Lord revealed to the bees: Build your hives in mountains, trees and in what people 
build. !en eat from every fruit and follow your Lord's enslaved paths, from their bellies exits 
drink of di#erent colors, in it healing for man. !ese are signs for those who contemplate.
!e tree that is planted as a minaret, the tall Poplar, will it is hoped be joined by other 
broad leaf trees with the purchase of the former lumber yard. !e investment in time made 
possible by this tight knit urban design extends over future decades, and demands great care 
and cultivation on the part of the Mosque Trustees and community volunteers to succeed. 
!e bricks and mortar alone do not breathe and benefit; the program of the mosque 
complex is a lived one, a living life pattern. All of the elements found in this small and 
waiting to expand garden, the shifting scales from the insect to the animal to the human 
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355 See the Memorandum of Understanding.
kingdom, manifest the embodied adab ethos of the Eton Green Mosque complex. !is 
humble English hortus conclusus echoes the sheltered cloisters of monasteries and 
Cathedrals, and medieval colleges, and further afield, the courtyard mosque complexes of 
Turkey, North Africa, Asia and the Middle East. 
!e material qualities of water and light connect back into the main mosque space via the 
main pool, which is attached to the outside of the qibla wall and mihrab. !e mihrab is a 
window and a portal and forms one side of the pool, playing with the traditional norms of 
the mihrab as merely arch, or architectural feature in the qibla wall. !e cosmological 
function of the mihrab is visually described as a compass bearing marker and a focus of 
intention for the purpose of prayer. Water is sacred to life, to all living things, the 
fundamental element that all of the sacred books agree upon. !is powerful architectural 
element connects sublime cultural associations and narratives with the mundane beauty of 
watering a garden. Light reflects from the sky in the ever moving pool of water - as above so 
below - bouncing into the mosque, a concrete manifestation of lux aeternam,  the ‘eternal 
light.’ !is feeds back into the overriding symbolism found throughout the mosque, that of 
light: natural day light, be it ambient or direct sunlight, artificial light, even the light of 
understanding and self knowledge and self cultivation, or the light of a sanctuary space 
surrounded by social trials and di"culties, all earthly reflections of the Name of Allah, the 
sublime Light, an-Nur. 
Mother nature’s minaret 
Grammatically, symbolically and significantly, the Poplar tree as minaret marks the mosque 
in the townscape, it revives the root Arabic meaning of  ‘a place of light,’ its leaves and 
branches rising above the surrounding buildings as earlier historic minarets stood with 
domes and columns and rows of muqarnas. In twenty years a Poplar can reach 
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approximately 20m in height. Perhaps the Barelvi Pakistani community will want to 
decorate this minaret tree in fairy lights, as is customarily done in many doorways and 
mihrabs across the globe. Perhaps not, but the results if minimal could be a beautiful and 
honest reflection of the Islamically filtered Indo-Pakistani cultural fusion that this particular 
group of Muslims manifest. !e architect can try and cherry pick a client group’s desire but 
the final use of the building will see these ideal design notions settle and change into 
something more lived and real. In anticipation of the use of artificial light for both practical 
and decorative purposes, a generous number of posts hung with lanterns throughout the 
small garden will illuminate the night time, continuing the arrangement of the blown glass 
lamps found within the Mosque. Returning again to the priority cited at the beginning of 
the chapter concerning the importance of speaking to people in a manner of their 
understanding, this minaret as home to birds and insects is free from being a cause of the 
fear that ignorance brings. Fearlessly timeless and universal, the beautiful Poplar marks the 
landscape and symbolises the deep ecology and embodied adab that has been prioritised 
where humanly possible in each design decision.
Final Reflection on Further Phases & Autonomy
As a reminder in this imagined tour of Eton Green Mosque Phase I: Beyond this small 
garden and mosque and communal areas, Phase II will extend the building complex into 
the former Pub and single terraced house, and the landscape into the former lumber yard. 
A ground floor nursery would stretch along the pavement and open onto a thin slice of 
garden as playground to the rear. !e street frontage will be completed by an adjacent 
dentist’s surgery, as identified in the feasibility study as beneficial commercial and social 
needs in the area. !e rental income of these spaces provides support to the mutawalli and 
his family and to the preservation of the complex as a whole. Economic autonomy, overseen 
by the trustees, prevents this place of worship from being a constant financial drain on the 
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jamaat congregation. Floor space above would be serviced o"ce space, making the entire 
corner building a source of income which also brings people to the market space and other 
public events. !e guidelines laid out in the Memorandum of Understanding indicate a 
general spiritual ethos, upheld by the trustees. It is left then to the greater or lesser wisdom 
of the trustees as to whether or not the complex can serve and sustain a culturally diverse 
community. A further more subtle problem is whether or not businesses run by those 
outside of the Muslim population would actually see the complex as a desirable venue. !is 
is a question that cannot be answered perfectly by designed intent, but only completed by 
the daily praxis of the local people. !e cosmopolitan social fabric of famous areas in 
London such as Brick Lane intensely demonstrate such a possibility, but provincial UK 
cities have yet to catch up with the capital, let alone the towns. If every space is rented by 
Muslims, including the accredited Nursery and registered Dentist’s o"ce, the local place 
would be served and the possibilities of customers and clients would be open ended. No 
politically correct fairytale vision of cultural integration can be demanded in the grit and 
grain of a real design proposal. !e small complex o#ers the possibility of often segregated 
people to come together, and nothing more can be desired.
!e ‘gathering of good’ that defines adab includes financial as well as ecological 
sustainability. Much more could be said about the 1400 year old critique of riba or interest 
debt or usury to call it by its old testament name, upon which the world’s modern capitalist 
financial system is built, and which many see as detrimental to not only the wellbeing of 
human societies but the entire ecosphere as a whole. It is enough to say that riba as a system 
of exponential growth and debt ‘from nothing’ (ex nihilo) in a world of plentiful but 
precious and sometimes finite resources is named as the greatest human crime by the 
Prophet Muhammad , second only to associating divine partners with Allah, so worth 
noting in this study of sustainable mosque complex designing and building. A systems 
understanding of ecologies as oikos, returns to the root meaning of ‘the household’ which 
must be cared for. !e complex must be cared for, and must ‘care for itself,’ and this is an 
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architectural extension of spiritual devotion and good adab. Equally as every architect 
knows, this is increasingly an ecological concern beyond any particular religious practice, or 
perhaps at the root of religious practices. Undoubtedly, Islamic practice and belief contains 
an inherent ecologically aware worldview, often overlooked, where humankind is khalif or 
custodian of the world, tasked with the duty to maintain a conscious balance or mizan in 
his or her relationship with the world as part of an inter related web of relationships that 
make up each life world. !is is equally part of amal or behaviour and ibada or worship. It 
is worth noting that trade free of currency is possible as bartering in a market place, and 
that skills and crafts and knowledge can be given freely generation to generation, and that 
teaching itself can be an act of serving or devotion. All of these humble acts are profound 
ones. 
!e following images are taken from the virtual model used during design consultation and 
development, which were almost a design proposal. A further fully detailed proposal 
developed from this would have addressed sustainable materiality and construction 
methods and water and energy systems. !e reusue of brick as aggregate and the reuse of 
water were the beginning of that adab. !e amount of gray water produced by wudu, when 
using a running tap, is highly wasteful from an ecological perspective, yet is rarely 
questioned in the modernised world. !ose societies who know the scarcity and value of 
water are in keeping with the desert dwelling mindset of the early Muslim communities of 
the Middle East as it stretched out. !e earliest practice of wudu - and therefore to the 
Muslim the best - conserves water and is an art in itself. !e adab described above in using 
small bowls to encourage less wasted running water is extended further if all water used and 
collected in the drainage system can be used again. !ese are the small and simple and 
mundane aspects of good green engineering, and these are equally parts of a fine and 
sublime adab where water is known to be gifted to us and precious. !e following images 
are fragmentary illustrations, tests renders, of the developing forms serving the model that 
prioritise adab as the decorum that not only conserves water but ornaments space and 
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celebrates the joining of materials and integrates forms and use, it shows how new forms 
have begun to integrate with old and how ritual space is served and how space for one 
religion has begun to become a beautiful suitable space for another practice entirely.
Initial GF plan as extension of massing model
for client consultation, to calculate capacity and resolve
program and develop extensions and reconfigure existing spaces
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9.1 Unfinished Process Model: The Beginnings of Tectonic 
Embodied Adab
North entranceway above
View of connecting bridge and glimpse of garden
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 West elevation showing the men’s corridor and break out space connecting to the high oculus wudu room
Left and right: kneeling and standing shots of men’s interior corridor 
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View of exterior of women’s wudu room, with windows facing qibla and patio of women’s majlis
View of garden room interior, leading to double height sun lounge,
the studio attic space beyond and the wall of the women’s wudu room with windows facing qibla
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East entranceway showing outside of mihrab/ qibla wall, and in the foreground right the patio room
of the women’s majlis and the columns of the men’s majlis below with the skeleton of the greenhouse
Development of faence outer skin for mihrab/ qibla wall,  and wudu fountain above
Below interior space for mihrab and minbar, (to be completed pending project going live) showing qibla wall
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Early process North elevation showing central Kufic screen and women’s majlis bridge 
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!e open resolved threshold of the Eton Green Mosque
Conclusion
!e Ninety-Nine Names of Allah in Kufic, shown on the previous page North elevation, 
were initially to be the only public facing indicators that the church had become a mosque, 
set symmetrically beyond a new boundary wall pierced with iron bar grilled openings, 
which were to be developed into a more gentle pattern. Security was an issue for the client 
in the current cultural climate. !is austere brick addition was only lifted by the presence of 
the strange bridge above. !rough consultation the client became responsive to a pavilion 
that sheltered visitors and a more visually permeable bronze mesh screen and a pool to 
reflect light and quietly indicate the split of genders to the left and the right. Each decision 
was  a process of open dialogue and a translation of ideas that intensified as trust was gained 
between client and architectural designer. !e Ninety-Names also then was agreed to 
become a layer hanging inside the main mosque, lit from behind at night, presented behind 
another layer of glass, to be seen from the street. Design development evolved as a kind of 
increasing gentleness - seeking more inviting spaces, and a design that delights and does not 
reveal itself at once - and a clearer reflection of both Pakistani Elders’ heritage and cultural 
wealth and the younger generation’s identity as British Muslims with Pakistani roots, as well 
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as being a space for Muslim devotion and service and beneficial transactions. Ultimately 
this design process will only benefit by all voices being heard - men, women and children - 
if the project continues in the future.
!e Eton Green Mosque has been a testing ground for the notion of a specifically Muslim 
ethos, that connects to the universal meaning of ethos beyond a specifically Islamic 
paradigm. On paper at least, an embodied adab has been manifested in the development of 
the complex, and in the humble materiality of the new interventions of  ‘upcycled’ brick 
dust as aggregate, and in the interpretation of the needs of people, purpose and place. !e 
filter of culture that is Islam has here sifted through the collection of buildings and the 
specificity of the locality and the distinct and contrasting situations of the Muslim client 
congregation and the secondary surrounding users who are not Muslims. !e adab that is 
due to all as an Islamic priority is a balance - al-mizan - of these two groups and their often 
contrasting life patterns, therefore it has been a case of seeking where shared benefit lies. 
Perhaps to some this is not the concern of architecture, when architecture is celebrated 
primarily as the agreed final outcome of a designed inhabitable object. !e question of the 
final outcome will be addressed below, however this writing is a call to be concerned with 
the ethical role of architecture, via the foil of a proposed mixed use mosque complex. 
For any project, from the feasibility stage onwards, architects can design with a more 
socially, economically, environmentally and perhaps even a psycho-spiritually aware intent. 
All of these realms are the overlapping aspects in which architecture serves human dwelling. 
Architecture may never be only a work of art, in Gadamerian terms, but it is also never only 
a building. Integral design as a framework aims to be inclusive of all related possibilities 
connecting to any architectural question. Shared ground between the varied members of 
the local community have been identified and ordered by the AQAL diagram, and the 
mosque has begun to be designed to accommodate this ground. !e holistic gathering of 
the 4 quadrants mirrors the unitarian worldview of Islamic practice where the 
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interconnectedness of phenomena and noumena is reiterated throughout the Quran. !is 
awareness of a deep ecology, and existence as interconnected systems at varying levels, has 
fed back into simple and a#ordable low tech forms of sustainability on site. However the 
deepest ecology and one of the finest forms of adab is actually the proposed tiny courtyard 
garden as haven for insects and birdlife, and the tending of beehives, and the use of tree as 
minaret. Adab as the gathering of all good has undoubtedly been embodied in this strange 
and idiosyncratic yet ambitious project brief.
In the case of the mosque, looking beyond the minaret has meant to look again at the 
notions of what constitutes Islamic practice - in the context of the ‘here’ and ‘now’ of the 
Muslim community - and see what must be gathered to a particular masjid or place of 
prostration and worship in a specific context. It is to distill the essential attributes of the 
mosque, inform the sequence or play of a spatial sunnah and an embodied adab, and 
transmogrify and morph these elements to suit each unique people, purpose and place. 
!en a reciprocal design process of value can occur between a) the mosque as a historic 
building type, b) Islam as living tradition and memory, and c) the problems and potential 
of the existing site and environment of people, purpose and place. 
As an original contribution to knowledge, the present study has asserted the vital attribute 
of decorum, reuniting it with the Vitruvian attributes of venustas, utilitas and firmitas. 
Decorum as ethos and what is prepon has been interpreted further and across languages and 
cultures to revive an understanding of adab. !is understanding has come via a reading of 
Islamic architectural history to appreciate fully Perez-Gomez’s vital insight, supported by 
key Islamic architectural historians - most notably Hillenbrand and Grabar - that each work 
of architecture is a linguistic culturally specific artefact. Grounding discourse in the 
mediated fact of architecture as human dwelling, and in first hand experience of Islamic 
praxis, an embodied adab has then been proposed as the gathering of ethical and experiential 
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and aesthetic realms of architectural theory and practice pertinent to the question of the 
mosque. 
It is hoped that the lessons learned here can be of benefit and use to future mosque complex 
designers. !e AQAL diagram clearly helps to order the interrelated subjective and 
objective realms that are manifested by the experiential, functional, systemic and cultural 
aspects of the proposed mosque complex. Cansever’s observation that Sinan’s work can be 
seen as ‘a continuous attempt to resolve the controversial elements of existence - juxtaposing 
the sublime and the modest, the plain and the ornamental, the grand and the small-scale, 
the complex and the simple’356 is a vital lesson for mosque architecture. !e sublime and 
the modest, the complex and the simple, these are the dualities which architecture seeks 
concrete and poetic resolution by in each unique context.
Some analysis of the unfinished state of the Eton Green Proposal is necessary, to understand 
why the design is paused as a written narrative supported by illustrations and not yet a full 
design proposal, that is was hoped would be underway on site during the research period of 
the thesis. It is the nature of some prospective projects to stall at any stage of the 
architectural process, most poignantly when construction has begun. !e Eton Green 
Mosque serves as an excellent prompt for the questions that arose concerning the notion of 
an embodied adab, but did not provide the present study with what was originally intended 
in the first meeting with Haji; that of manifesting as a built project. !e project had at the 
time of thesis submission stalled due to what can only be called a fundamental lack of adab 
between the owner ‘Hajji’ and his neighbour, and the delay of establishing a legal trust, and 
the complex and complicating dynamics of NGO, fundraiser, patron, and trust members 
new and old. Despite great e#orts by Zain and Dervish, the project did not have a clear 
leader, or rather all active individuals failed to coordinate as one client body. !e 
Memorandum of Understanding was a means to guide all concerns and was not followed. 
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356 Turgut Canseveran, ‘!e Architecture of Mimar Sinan’, pp.xx-xx (p. 65).
!e author as lead architectural designer, along with a successful architectural practice in 
Birmingham, were dropped from the project by certain members of the trust and other 
interested parties, who became the main decision makers due to their roles as messengers 
and go betweens between other trust members, the NGO head, the patron who wished to 
support the development, and the author and architectural practice engaged in the early 
discussion of developing the design. !e author discovered this ‘battle of clienthood’ when 
returning from a month long period of writing the present study abroad over winter. 
During this same period, the practice in Birmingham had been waiting for a response 
following a meeting in which they submitted an outline of costs to take the project through 
stages A-D to construction stage and on to completion. !ey never heard from the Board 
of Trustees or NGO or fundraiser again, even though program and massing had been 
approved by the patron and were in the process of being developed further (glimpses of 
which are in Chapter 8). No reason was given to the practice after the meeting and it was 
later gleaned that there was an unexplainable mistrust of the practice’s cost outline. More 
facts have emerged years later: NGO head Zain had also tried in vain to broker a peace 
between Hajji and the owner of the land beside the existing mosque complex, and the trust 
had to be established for the NGO to continue invaluable support. !is rancour between 
Muslim neighbours and the delay to establishing a legal trust has thwarted the steady 
progress of the project indefinitely. 
!e practice had costed services at a low charity rate due to the novel nature of the build 
itself and the intentions of the brief to benefit in grass roots ways the local community as a 
whole. !ey are a research and design lead practice and were also intrigued by the notion of 
an embodied adab. Material and labour costs were estimated at £1,200,000, based on early 
plans, and outline inclusion of bespoke items such as the mihrab. Proposed project costs for 
design and delivery were £75,000. Not a penny had yet been spent on these design 
development and delivery stages, but the patron was eager to see more progress and a legal 
trust. He also could not donate a penny without the assurance of a waqf and the agreement 
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of the ethos established in the Memorandum. !e patron had already supported essential 
early survey work carried out by engineers. 
!e author was encouraged to support the purchase by the patron of a building for a much 
more privileged and high profile, multi-cultural, scholastic Muslim Sufi community 
elsewhere in the UK, and apply all research thus far to the conversion work for this new 
project. !is felt like a conflict of interest at the time as the community was one that the 
author had personally studied with and benefitted from. !erefore the invitation to design 
new interventions and reconfigure existing spaces, after months of unpaid work on the 
Eton Green Mosque proposal, was declined. !is project may be a good use of design and 
research in the future, but for the saddest of reasons: the original patron has passed away 
rahimullah.357 As shall be seen below however, not all is lost and this part of the conclusion 
is still a hopeful one: that the project may continue once organisational issues are fully 
resolved.
!e concrete manifestation of an embodied adab in the grit and grain of Midlands Burton-
Upon-Trent, as a beautiful mosque complex, is left for now at its inception. Nonetheless 
the learning arc and research trajectory have been profound, and within the specific 
paradigm of Islamic praxis have proven the importance of an amana contract, and what 
would have been a detailed waqfiyye document. !e contract was simply not followed in the 
time of this present study. Yet as shall be seen below, this work, as an open exploration and 
a thesis, is the beginning of establishing the notion of an embodied adab in the general 
understanding of the mosque complex, as well as prioritising the cultural ethical role of 
architecture in general, beyond the ‘Islamic’ architectural realm. In conclusion it must be 
reiterated that Islam is not a culture but a filter for culture.
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357 ‘May Allah have Mercy on Him.’ !e adab due when mentioning the dead.
!e final account of the Eton Green Project belongs to NGO head Zain, who by upholding 
adab and strengthening relations on a personal human level with the client congregation, 
has managed to finally begin the work of the Memorandum of Understanding: the 
intention of an embodied adab. Below is the conclusion of the interview with Zain that 
begins Chapter 8. It is a fitting bookend to the Eton Green project.
Y.A. Since the completion of the research period of the present study, I am glad to hear that 
many previous communication issues have been resolved, trustee members that somewhat 
hindered the development of the Eton Green Mosque proposal have moved on, and 
therefore dynamics have changed, and thanks I think mainly to your involvement, you have 
a very sociable and proactive traditional Imam at Parker St. now, and Hajji has resolved 
issues with his Muslim neighbour, and that you are working with Hajji again to support 
improvements in general. Please could you talk about the scope of the project now in 
contrast to our initial brief of redeveloping the site as a whole? Is it a more low budget 
route, less about reconfiguration and extension of buildings and landscapes and making 
legal in trust law all property as a waqf, via the memorandum of understanding signed by 
all trustees to establish an ethos of an embodied adab, as well as designing and delivering a 
mosque complex of architectural merit and is it more about making existing spaces 
inhabitable, such as the church, and providing suitable provision for women, and working 
on community relations in the area?  
Z.H. A few years later...unfortunately having had the project sit in limbo for while.....a new 
opportunity began to emerge...an Imam who was previously based in the largest mosque in 
Burton moved to Parker Street Mosque, and with his move, the numbers attending the 
Parker Street Mosque increased and with this, the original idea of developing the mosque 
with a vision for a better future re-emerged. !e issues of the past nineteen years with the 
neighbours and authorities were explored, and an audit of the organisation was undertaken 
by myself. Practical advice was given to the trustees of the mosque, this included a 
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reflection on how neighbours were treated by Haji, and what remedies could be put in 
place to foster better relationships, the trustees began with giving food to all the neighbours 
throughout the month of Ramadhan, informing the congregation to leave the mosque 
quietly after the night prayers in Ramadhan (around 1am in the morning for a month) 
thereby not disturbing the neighbours. !e local authority and councillors were contacted 
to invite them for a more open and transparent relationship and the mosque members have 
also become local parish councillors. !e mosque and complex are now being registered as a 
Charitable Incorporated Organisation. !e community relations in the area have been 
greatly improved!
Haji _____ and his colleague _____ have agreed in writing to transfer the buildings into 
the new charity. !e new committee (and myself as the Amir) have begun to develop an 
active youth and women’s committee. !e dilapidated church building will now be restored 
(once fully costed and “designed?”) to its former glory, the prayer facilities will be moved 
into this building and the Sunday school where prayers are now held will be transformed 
into communities facilities which will be opened to everyone insha’Allah.
I want the former attendees to the church and the neighbours to be present at the open day 
of the new Masjid insha’Allah. - I want them to see that we have restored this beautiful 
place of worship and given honour to where they prayed (insha’Allah).”
Despite the stall of a designed architectural project, there is no better conclusion to the 
journey that has been researching and designing for the Eton Green Mosque Project, no 
better embodiment of adab, than this final answer, which prioritises best behaviour and 
cultivation and improvement via good intentions and human interactions. !is is the fruits 
of the Memorandum of Trust being honoured by one remaining volunteer and signatory, 
the last Muslim man standing, with the author awaiting word of this fascinating project 
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once again going live. Via the behavioural aspects of an embodied adab, the Eton Green 
Mosque project will gain a possible future.
!e real challenges of a live project has greatly aided exploring fully the notion of an 
embodied adab, encountered phenomenologically as well as hermeneutically by returning to 
a) the source of Madinah both as built place and as Islamic teaching, and b) to a reading 
again of Ottoman architectural history and the work of Sinan and c) via an appreciation of 
the contemporary Sufi example of the Spanish Granada mosque. !e use of the AQAL 
diagram orders has ordered an understanding of specifically Islamic architectural 
perspectives. For the purposes of ordering research, emphasis has been placed on the 
Quadrants but not explicitly on the line of development. Uniquely in this study, this line is 
the intention of an embodied adab reaching towards the limits and ideals of Ihsan. 
!roughout the study the overlay of Iman, Islam and Ihsan has holarchically indicated that 
all interrelated aspects of Islamic praxis have implications in each Quadrant. !is is a matter 
for further open interpretation and study, to o#er up a range of meanings concerning the 
built environment and Islam:
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Growing from this expansive research, a future study can succinctly explore in further detail 
how each quadrant explicitly correlates with each interrelated aspect of Islamic practice and 
faith and highest behaviour. Such an interpretation would be best grounded in the overall 
brief and fully designed detail of a live mosque project. !e flaw of the present study is the 
incomplete testing ground application of a revived and embodied understanding of adab, as 
an integral part of a completed mosque project. !e original intention has been explored 
and answered in many ways however, to ground what is subjective and open to 
interpretation in the concrete manifestation of a specific design. !e phenomenological 
reading of the prayer, and even the exploratory reading of the onto-theology of Heidegger, 
have also undoubtedly grounded the hermeneutic aspects of research and returned the 
business of mosque architecture to the experiencing centre of the body. !e completed 
building would only have deepened and refined and celebrated this interpretation in the 
detail of its design and in the proof of experiencing it. Regardless, for the purposes of this 
text, important instances have had to be imagined, such as washing for wudu in copper 
bowls as an act of high adab. Every architect and client dreams. In this sense every 
architectural writing is a hologram, and is only magically real, whether a building is built or 
not. 
One future possibility which has grown from this work is further collaboration with an 
architect who has himself designed several mosques and who is compiling a work on the 
future of the mosque in Britain for English Heritage, and has suggested including the 
findings of this work as a chapter. !e subject of the mosque today is rapidly gaining 
general interest. Learning from the lessons of the present study, there is now the future 
intent to resolve the sketch proposal with the client, pending the formation of necessary 
trusts and the support of all members of the client congregation. !is final proposal would 
include phases II & III, to demonstrate the urban scale of a complete imaret mosque 
complex within a residential area. An embodied adab can then be shown as a beneficial 
transformative place for the people surrounding it, and an exemplar that can be further 
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adapted to the specificity of people, purpose and place elsewhere. !e three appendixes are 
presented to indicate and encapsulate the personal, political and social realms that 
contextualise this specific study, and in the qiestion of the role of architecture and the 
subject of the mosque: A critique of the Government’s Prevention of Violent Extremism 
policy, a Paper delivered to the European Muslim Union, on the role of the mosque in 
Europe, and a conversation that predates all writing and academic research: a conversation 
with the Irish Sufi Muslim Imam and translator and teacher Hajj Abdassamad Clarke, a 
man who embodies adab, with great humour and kindness.
!ere is an adab that is still due to this study, to make real a strange and intricate series of 
built interventions and reconfigurations, and to benefit the people of the place by it. !e 
live project for another Sufi community, already mentioned, has grown from research, and 
potentially means working in collaboration with a landscape architect to reconfigure the 
existing buildings and land of a Sunday school chapel and former women’s refuge which is 
now a combined mosque and alternative therapy center. !e period of the buildings is 
within a decade of that of the Eton Green Mosque Proposal, and seems a fitting direct 
extension of what has been explored here. Both projects now await the ‘green light.’
By establishing the priority of examining the ethical role of architecture, a further  personal 
lesson has emerged from the present research; to comprehensively see the social and cultural 
importance of the web of relationships that a multi-use building program both relies upon 
and generates. From the feasibility stage onwards, pragmatic means to serve people, purpose 
and place can be identified. Maslow’s ‘Hierachy of Needs’ can in this time of great financial 
and social instability be seen as an integral part of reading the ground of a site and its 
proposed purpose, if of course the design brief is open to development. !e cliche of the 
value of an ‘enlightened client’ is proven here. It behooves communities such as the Muslim 
communities of the UK to find sustainable ways to benefit their own community and also 
serve the wider community. A revival of an understanding of adab as the highest aims and 
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means of Islamic praxis unequivocally prioritises the need to serve all other beings, human 
or otherwise, down to the birds and the bees of a small courtyard garden. !is ‘space for the 
spirit and place for the people’ is a neutral space where people can safely meet, and freely 
trade, and learn and socialise; a thing more and more sorely needed in our commodified 
pseudo-public cityscapes. In the context of areas such as the Eton Green Ward, younger 
generations in particular have the opportunity to connect beyond the intermittently more 
dogmatic religious or social or ethnic divides of their elders, outside of school. British 
mosque builders could recognise this need, as a part of their spiritual devotion. As the six 
year old girl in the Assembly at the ‘Eton Green School’ said, in her statement as prayer 
prompted by a hopeful Headmistress, “Builders build so we can live there.” No further 
complexity in fact is needed than this insight from an infant; what is desired is a real place, 
a good place, to live.
!e present study has linguistically and historically and experientially explored the depths 
of the key thesis, that even the simplest and humblest mosque is adorned by and serves an 
ethos, named most succinctly as an embodied adab: by human rhythms that are contained by 
its walls, the walls themselves being the ornamentation and articulation of this ethos. !is is 
the role of mosque architecture: to serve, shelter and sustain the dwelling of each human 
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Appendix 1
Paper Presented at the European Muslim Union 
Conference in Vienna, 2011
Given Title: !e Special Place of Muslims in the Regeneration of European Cities: the Role of the 
Mosque
The Adab or Best Behaviour of Urban Design
!e Terrain !e emphasis of this gathering has been the vital issue of the transformative 
and beneficial role of Muslims in Europe. Let us now focus on the finer grain of the 
Mosque, and it’s role within the wider urban fabric, in which it is enmeshed. As a designer 
and researcher working in the UK, I will concentrate on this specific terrain, which is 
indicative of the wider European situation. !e problems and possibilities are the same.
At the time of writing - August 2011 - the UK has witnessed an urban breakdown: the 
cracks of social inequality and cultural nihilism are appearing; Children as young as 11, 
boys and girls, have been arrested following days of group rampages through areas of 
London, Nottingham, Birmingham, and smaller city centers, setting fire to buildings and 
cars and looting shops for trainers and mobile phones. All this occurs against the globally 
shared backdrop of prolonged war e#orts and an ongoing worldwide financial crisis. Not 
for an instant can we say that the these chaotic scenes are, for those involved, consciously 
connected to the tumult across the Arab world nor the protests in Greece and Spain, nor 
the largely unreported political coup in Iceland, however symptomatically linked they may 
be.
During these so called ‘riots’ it has been the actions of some residents in a#ected areas - in 
Birmingham in particular - that have shone above the willful destruction and petty desires 
of the looters on one hand, and the inability to address root causes by the political class. 
Muslims in particular have been out in force protecting their homes and businesses, and 
those of their surrounding community. !ree young men have died in doing so. !eir 
358
noble actions and those of their mourning families has shown a side of the Muslim 
community that some have perhaps never seen. Unprecedented numbers - approx. 30,000 - 
attended the men’s open air funeral.
!e Pew Forum Report of 2010 states that the British Muslim community is 2,87 million, 
the third largest minority, in absolute terms, after Germany and France. !e rate of 
population growth for Muslims is estimated to be ten times faster than the rest of society.358 
!is statistic is of interest to some, and a source of great concern for others. !e issue is 
veiled by devastating world events and an ever-increasingly polarised society. !e 
manifestation of this Muslim thread of life, woven into a largely secular framework, displays 
both the divisions between disparate groups and the possibilities of a shared future. 
Despite recent reports in the national and international media supporting the bravery of 
individual actions in the countries’ unrest, the usual reportage for the last decade has been 
dominated by a climate of fear and distrust. !e recent ban on minaret construction in 
Switzerland reflects the political potency of architecture, where the minaret has become 
associated with conquest - reduced to symbol - falling short of its common function as a 
tower to call Muslims to pray at the prescribed time. Layla Dawson, writing in the 
Architectural Review in 2010, states that if we, ‘Substitute ‘Islam’ for “minarets”’ we ‘have the 
real subject of this referendum. It has little to do with architecture, except as a cultural baseball 
bat, and has bound such disparate groups as feminists (who see minarets as phallic) and Neo-
Nazis (who see them as something else) into an unholy alliance.’359
!e ‘clash of civilisations’ fallacy fails to accurately grasp either an east or a west, and of 
course misunderstands Islam as a way of life, which in the words of the Scottish Shaykh, 
Dr. Abdalqadir as-Sufi, is ‘not a culture,’ but ‘a filter for culture.’ As a lived and experienced 
reality Islam has swept from the Middle East outwards from its beginning, in its path 
encountering myriad forms of cultures which have been embraced, preserved, transformed, 
and revivified. !e United Kingdom and the rest of Europe can be seen as an example of 
this process, if we can look beyond the frame of assimilation; it must be separated from any 
confrontations of culture or ethnic identity, as Islam is limited by neither. Muslim 
communities must also free themselves from this confusion. Once understood, questions 
need to be asked. Can Muslim communities living within a secular system draw fully from 
359
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their practice to beneficially transform, in British PM David Cameron’s phrasing, ‘!e Big 
Society,’ from within a failing social nexus, a post-industrial wilderness?
!e Source Now we must clear the ground, returning to the desert and sky, as Cambridge 
Professor  and Imam Abdalhakim Murad Winters states, ‘Islam appeared in a time and 
place where there was no civilisation.’360 To return to the source is to travel back to Madina, 
where the first Muslim community in which the entire lived situation or praxis manifested 
as a dynamic transmission of knowledge, with the completion of Quranic revelation 
twinned with the life pattern of its Messenger, may Allah bless him and grant him peace. 
!e archetypal Mosque of Madina, built in 622AD by the Prophet and his companions, 
had a most unusual siting; the Prophet’s camel walked freely and come to a rest. Once she 
had knelt down Muhammad said, ‘!is, if Allah wills, is the dwelling.’361
So, first of all we can say that the mosque is a dwelling place for the people. !e 
phenomenologist and architect Christian Norberg-Schultz states that, ‘A place is a centre of 
action and intention, it is a focus where we experience the meaningful events of our 
existence.’362 If we list the elements of the first mosque we see the transformative role of its 
program, the praxis which parallels aspects of amal: knowledge put into action as an entire 
way of life. !e aesthetic considerations of architectural vocabulary: geometry, proportion 
and materiality, are not relevant, until this role has been fully grasped. Gadamer reminds us 
in Truth and Method that ‘a building is never only a work of art.’363 Architectural beauty 
unfolds from purpose. 
I. !e Courtyard !e stark elemental simplicity of it strips away all notions of formal 
typologies acquired since by the multicultural embrace of empire and by technical 
innovation. !e House of the Prophet is a walled courtyard, approximately 56 by 53 
meters, largely open to sky. Within the perimeter of this wall, all who needed it could 
find shelter. Before all else then we can say that the first mosque was a home for the 
destitute, where the guest was welcomed, to sleep and eat, and the ground was no less 
sacred for it.
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II. Shelter Between earth and sky the community built a shelter in the form of a 
hypostyle from palm leaves supported by palm trunks. In this oblong hall the 
congregation met, prayed, and studied and addressed all matters life.  Perpendicular to 
the dappled shaded area, along the eastern outer flank of the courtyard, were the small 
dwellings of the Prophet and his family. Domestic life distinct but not detached from 
public life. !e mosque was essentially public in nature, and intimately connected 
with being in the company of the Prophet and his family. !e very root of insan - man 
- is ins: To be sociable, on intimate terms, accustomed, habituated, to recognise. 
III. !e Minbar Here the first public Juma were held and the Prophet would give the 
khutba (or sermon) from the minbar: a three stepped stool. It is here that all Imams - 
standing on the lower steps in honour of their role as inheritors of the Prophet’s 
example and message - address the matters of the time with verses from the Quran 
that point to their reality. !is clarifying filter can shed light on the events and context 
of each persons life and be the sociable axis of the Muslims’ seven day cycle. All aspects 
of leadership: the assessment and collection of Zakat, the announcement of the two 
Eid’s, the rights of the funeral prayer and so on, flow from the informative role of the 
Imams and the informed actions of an appointed Amir. 
IV. !e Qibla !e qibla wall, denoting the direction of prayer towards Mecca, was 
unadorned in the lifetime of Muhammad. Architectural historians have agreed that, 
‘In it’s simplest terms, a mosque is a building erected around a single horizontal axis, 
the qibla, which passes invisibly down the middle of the floor and, issuing from the far 
wall, terminates eventually in Mecca.’ !e mihrab ubiquitous in mosque architecture 
worldwide - was an addition by Al-Walid ibn Abd al-Malik, eighty years after the 
death of the Prophet. 
Transformational Space Like the mihrab, a small dome above the place of the Imam and 
four slender and inaccessible minarets were all additions by Al-Walid. !ese later elements 
have become the main focus and priority when communities seek to build a new mosque, 
however incongruous to a specific site context. Yet it is the multifaceted functionality of the 
space as the nodal center of each community, that is the vital key to the transformative 
reality of the mosque. All else is adornment.
!e many renovations of the Prophet’s Mosque are the architectural story of the spread of 
Islam. Yet the key vocabulary - the qibla wall, a covered hall, a minbar for juma’, and a 
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courtyard, are the only original elements. !e original Prophet’s Mosque has been seen as a 
‘remarkably modern building which could be expanded and contracted according to the 
needs of the community.‘ !e mosque can be extended in any direction without upsetting 
the necessary spatial order; and the collective focus of the congregation continues beyond 
the confines of the building. !e author of Cosmology and Architecture in Premodern Islam, 
Samer Akkach, describes the ambience of this archetypal place as having a sense of 
‘neutrality, non-procession, repose, and equilibrium... allowing every point in the space to 
be of equal significance.’
Lessons from Istanbul Very few mosque spaces convey a sense of equilibrium and unity 
better than the centrally domed mosques by the C16th Ottoman Master, Mimar Sinan. On 
a recent research trip, I studied the vast range of Sinan’s mosque complexes, whose 
magnificent silhouettes punctuate the rolling hills of Istanbul’s skyline. Many communities 
to this day want an Osmanli silhouette when designing a mosque, regardless of the time 
and place they live in, nostalgically hoping to transplant such immense beauty and majesty. 
It is less well known to what great extent each of Sinan’s buildings constituted ‘the “nerve 
centers” of the city in closed, self-contained entities;’364 to discover this the various paths 
and gateways to each mosque complex must be experienced by foot. A greater 
understanding of Sinan’s choreography of space will show how he was working with the 
layers and limits of an existing cityscape, the largest in the world at that time. 365
Lessons for our adab of urban design lie in the spatial organisation of smaller 
neighbourhood mosque complexes, known today as kulliye - from the Arabic, kull meaning 
‘whole.’ - which fit tightly into the dense urban fabric, often largely unseen from the now 
tra"c filled streets. A microcosm within the city, which traditionally has contained not only 
the space of prayer but places of education, trade, and charitable service. Today’s authority 
on Sinan, Gulru Necipoglu, states that the term kulliye is modern, and uses instead the 
word imaret, as did Sinan and the C16th Ottoman court. It’s meaning, for novice Arabic 
students like myself, is enlightening: Imaret in Turkish, from the Arabic ‘imara, semantically 
embodies improvement by cultivating, building, inhabiting, populating and civilising. 
From the same Arabic trilateral root the term ‘umran (‘-m-r) denotes inhabitedness, 





We are returning to the Prophet’s siting of a dwelling place, ‘imara. !ere is a striking 
resonance with Heidegger’s notions of dwelling - the locus of dasein - where ‘Building is 
really dwelling,’ and ‘Dwelling is the manner in which we mortals are on the earth.’367 
Heidegger connects the ontology of Ich bin, of ‘I am,’ to the topology of bauen, to 
‘building,’ stating that bauen means at the same time to cherish and protect, to preserve and 
care for, specifically to till the soil, to cultivate the vine.368 In the words of the Sufis, this is 
no less than to plant the shariah, the law, from which grows the haqqiqa, the reality; 
hearing the words of Muhammad s.a.w.s. that, ‘Actions are only by intentions(...)’369 !e 
role of the mosque, with correct knowledge, intention and action, is the subject of all 
human dwelling.
In Ottoman society those who were able competed with one another in this cultivation and 
developed  the practice of waqfs - from the example of the Prophet  - into a series of 
complexes that are to quote the late architect Dogun Koban, ‘the focus of social life and the 
backbone of the city pattern.’ Historian Professor Mehmet Maksudoglu states that a waqf is 
any, ‘Property or amount of wealth et cetera, dedicated to the benefit of the created to 
please the Creator,’370  and that ‘During the Osmanli era, people established waqfs... for 
every need and case that could be imagined or thought of,’ and some historians state that 
‘two thirds of the city of Istanbul was waqf property.’371 
Our task is not to see such a beneficial reality relegated to a golden past age of Islam, or 
some distant land. Regardless of just or corrupt governance, geology, or varying cultural 
identities, waqf property has been created and remnants survive across the globe. All scales 
of waqf property must be embraced, by the Mosque of Sultan Ayyub, where the waqf of 
Mihirishah Valide Sultan still serves people today, one can see a waqf for the feeding of 
birds, complete with low fountain and a ‘birds only’ fenced o# area. No act of service must 
be deemed too small.
Simple & Profound Design Currently, British Trust Law cannot establish property in 
perpetuity; yet we must work within this system to achieve socio-economic change. Waiting 
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alongside the market forces of exponential growth and debt, is not an option. Where it is 
possible to establish property as a trust, we move in the right direction. We can then avoid 
the crime of inheritance tax on property, by making descendants the mutawallis, the 
caretakers of the waqf. From the generosity of one person to the care-taking of one family 
to the activities of each Jamaat, the reality of the Deen grows from the ground up. !e 
design of each mosque complex must unfold from this reality of service. 
As Sinan introduced markets into the integral design and function of the mosque complex, 
we can create mosque market gardens, to beautify the area as a whole, and o#er a free 
trading space within which independent produce and means of trade can be established. 
Massive car parks must be sacrificed, so let us o#er this green solution, when sending in our 
planning applications! People will know their local mosque by walking to it, and non-
Muslims can be engaged with in the most natural of ways, trade. Such an action has 
profound implications for the nature of each neighbourhood in which an imaret is sited. 
!e mosque becomes the unconditional and authentic bridge between people that is so 
lacking in our privately commodified urban environment. Professional nurseries, dental and 
alternative health practices, all business that brings benefit must be considered. To this end 
the imaret can also contain training workshop guilds where needed things are made, and 
people in need of skills are trained. !e education system alone seems barely able to teach 
or train: the former Mayor of London stated in 2011 - albeit bombastically - that one in 
four 11 year old children in London are functionally illiterate.372
What are propose here are simple instances, manifestations of Mu’amalat, the transactions 
along with ibada, worship, which constitute the amal or praxis of Islam. Islamic scholar 
Hashim Ismail Dockrat highlights these integrated socio-economic elements as follows:
I. Open markets - !e physical arena where trading takes place.
II. Guilds - !e organising bodies of traders, craftsmen and artisans.
III. !e imaret system - A complex that fulfills the spiritual, social and economic needs of 
a community within towns and cities, most common during the Ottoman period.
IV. Islamic currency - !e bimetal currency consisting of gold and silver.
V. Islamic business contracts - !e types of permitted business and partnership contracts.
VI. Caravans - !e networking of distance trading and international trade.
VII. Muslim personal law.
VIII. Waqfs - !e charitable real estate foundations common to Muslim societies.
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IX. Zawiyas - !e homes of the Sufi orders to which all the guilds belong.
X. Architecture - !e importance of architecture and urbanism in Islamic development.
!is is a most succinct summary of the organic nexus that each Mosque complex is the 
unifying centre of, if it can programmatically ‘know it’s place.’373
  
Places of Light One final note on the pre-occupation with minarets. Change to the 
original mosque was actually strongly objected to by the people of Madina - the 
descendants of the Prophet and of his companions - the minarets were additions after the 
demolition and expansion by Al-Walid.374 Naturally they became the means of identifying 
the greatly expanded mosque from a distance. !e key to understanding lies in the name of 
thing. !e most common term manara or manar - travelling via Turkey to the English 
language as minaret - means a place for fire or light, connecting once again like the image of 
the mihrab containing a lamp to the word nur, ‘light.’ Ribats (fortresses) along the North 
African coast have rounded minarets - manara - which are lighthouses.375  !e term not 
only connects to nur but also to the words for a watch tower, boundary stones, a sign post 
and an oil lamp.376 !ese meanings correlate with the minaret as having a ‘connection with 
light’ which ‘has been used as the basis for a symbolic interpretation of the minaret as an 
emanation of divine light or as an image of spiritual illumination.’377
With this image in mind, let us create places of light, of attraction, that draw people to 
them, quiet poetic buildings fitting to place and purpose, that welcome people when they 
enter, from the handshake of the door handle to the depth of the threshold and the natural light 
within, and that serve people by what they need, with beneficial functions that are needed by 
all. We must seek no less than the illumination of each locus by the transformative daily 
rhythms that make up the way of life that is Islam. We must poetically orchestrate these 
spaces and their materiality, and connect these dwelling places to the well being of the city. 
To look at the lived situation of a community and see its pattern language is to address 
Christopher Alexander’s reflection that, ‘!ose of us who are concerned with building tend 
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to forget too easily that all the life and soul of a space, all of our experiences there, depend 
not simply on the physical environment, but on the pattern of events which we experience 
there.’378
!e praxis of the community in question is a clear mirror to the urban condition and 
notions of dwelling within it, because the practice or ‘amal of Islam pertains to all aspects of 
human activity. It can therefore be envisaged holistically. Our Muslim communities 
themselves may be surprised in the ways in which this has a transformative e#ect on a wider 
secular society. !e writer, teacher and architect Dalibor Veseley, who questions the way in 
which architecture is used as an instrument or commodity, and argues that what the book is 
to our literacy, architecture is to culture as a whole, considers the potential of praxis, when 
an authentic place for the people is realised. He asks, ‘What is praxis? Generally speaking, it 
is living and acting in accordance with ethical principles. More specifically, it is best to see 
praxis as a situation that includes not only people doing or experiencing something but also 
(those) things that contribute to the fulfillment of human life.’379 No matter how modest, 
each mosque is this locus, if it draws from the clear source that has travelled to it: this praxis 
is no less than the amal  of Madina al-Munawarra, ‘!e City of Light.’
Yusuf Adams is a Jameel Scholar at the Cardi# School of Architecture  in association with !e Centre for the Study of 
Islam in the UK (CSIUK) working on a Phd thesis entitled, Beyond the Minaret: A Space for the Spirit  - A Place for the 
People; which incorporates a Mosque Complex (imaret) live building project in the Midlands. He also tutors architectural 





NGO’s vs. Non Profit People of the Place & Social 
Workers
It would be impossible in today’s political climate to not mention the British 
government’s challenges in dealing with Muslim communities in the UK, in 
the context of various war campaigns often in Muslim countries, the rise of 
groups of extremist Muslims, and the blanket notion of the War on Terror. 
Non Government Organisations currently tasked with the Government’s 
priority policy for !e Prevention of Violent Extreme (PVI), have a very 
di"cult job to fulfil an extremely broad remit. It is a generally held perception 
that the initiative has caused further division and mistrust amongst the Muslim 
communities in the UK. !e Government’s own 2010 report, requested by the 
House of Commons from the Communities and Local Government 
Committee, is worth quoting in length. It refers to the PVI program as:
A complex and sensitive agenda which has met with widely varying perceptions as 
to what the programme stands for and what it aims to deliver on the ground. Our 
inquiry has shown that the current overall approach to Prevent is contentious and 
unlikely ever to be fully accepted in its existing form by those it is most important to 
engage.!e current breadth of focus of Prevent—from community work to crime 
prevention—sits uncomfortably within a counter-terrorism strategy. We support the 
logic behind the ‘Four P’s’ of the CONTEST strategy—Pursue, Prevent, Protect and 
Prepare—and we do not wish to see this approach deconstructed. We also strongly 
support the need for a clear national strategy which deals with the specific threat 
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from al-Qaeda-inspired terrorism. However, we question the appropriateness of the 
Department of Communities and Local Government—a Government department 
which has responsibility for promoting cohesive communities—taking a leading role 
in counter-terrorism initiatives. We agree with the majority of our witnesses that 
Prevent risks undermining positive cross-cultural work on cohesion and capacity 
building to combat exclusion and alienation in many communities. We see a very 
important role for CLG in continuing such work and acknowledge its contribution 
to the aims of Prevent. However, we believe that this work can be successful only if 
untainted by the negative association with a counter-terrorism agenda.!e single 
focus on Muslims in Prevent has been unhelpful. We conclude that any programme 
which focuses solely on one section of a community is stigmatising, potentially 
alienating, and fails to address the fact that that no section of a population exists in 
isolation from others.380 
!e issue of spying has tarnished every Muslim NGO which has tried to 
engage with both the PVI agenda and the wellbeing of their own community 
and the wider community, where isolation and mistrust abound. !e 
government funding of Muslim or Islamic NGO’s has also sparked fierce 
debate from all sides, with the Muslim community losing trust in agencies 
which exist to create cohesion and stem any escalation of what is considered to 
be any form of ‘extremism:’ 
!e need to address extremism of all kinds on a cross-community basis, 
dependent on assessed local risk, is paramount.We remain concerned by the 
number of our witnesses who felt that Prevent had been used to ‘spy’ on 
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Muslim communities.(...) Information collected for the purposes of project 
monitoring and community mapping—both of which are to be encouraged—
are sometimes being confused with the kind of intelligence gathering and 
surveillance undertaken by the police and security services to combat crime and 
actively pursue suspects. However, despite rebuttals, the allegations of spying 
retain widespread credibility within certain sections of the Muslim 
community.381 
!e very terms by which the PVI agenda defines ‘extremism’ in order to 
combat it have had to adapt from a ‘pre-occupation with the theological basis 
of radicalisation, when the evidence seems to indicate that politics, policy and 
socio-economics may be more important factors in the process.’382  !is 
consideration leads the report to recommend that ‘Communities and Local 
Government Committee strengthen the interaction and engagement with 
society not only of Muslims, but of other excluded groups.’383 !e report warns 
that there is a ‘sense that Government has sought to engineer a ‘moderate’ form 
of Islam, promoting and funding only those groups which conform to this 
model. We do not think it is the job of Government to intervene in theological 
matters, but we are also concerned that local authorities have been left with too 
much responsibility for deciding how engagement and project funding should 
be managed.’384 
It is clear from the summary above that the PVI initiative is not only failing to 






concerns of local government and community organisations regarding the 
Muslim community in its many forms. Government funded NGO’s are far 
from the street level understanding needed to identify important social and 
economic challenges, congregation by congregation. Part of accepting the real 
context of the mosque complex is to look unflinchingly at the most challenging 
issues facing the Muslim community today. 
In the case of the Eton Green Mosque project, it is worth noting that none of 
the concerns of the report quoted above deviate from the Trust members own 
concerns for their own jamaat, or mosque congregation. !e Trust are tasked 
with addressing the very same concerns for their jamaat and for wider users of 
the complex, and in contrast it is the very ethos which can be discovered in the 
study of Islam from which they draw knowledge of how to live and pray and 
serve their environment.
Fortunately for the Trust, the local NGO created by Zain has grown organically 
out of voluntary social work; since leaving school and while establishing his 
own businesses. !e NGO is concerned with serving and unifying the ‘middle 
path’ or mainstream Muslims of Burton, and increasing all forms of interaction 
and social bridging between the Muslim community and others. !is is the 
sincere case of a British Muslim individual seeking ways to worship, work and 
benefit wider society, who has been brought up with the traditional values of 
Islam and Sufism by Pakistani born parents, and raised to value supporting his 
local community, both Muslim and Non-Muslim. !e charitable ethos of 
Muslim communities is seen mostly by wider society only when a new mosque 
emerges; a wider socio economic approach, where familiar members of any 
community create a means to integrate their work and devotional life and 
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means of serving others, can connect pragmatically into the broader socio-
economic realm of local life. 
In stark contrast, high profile and highly paid quangos such as the infamous 
Quilliam Foundation, connected to Government and Intelligence agencies, fail 
to touch the Muslims’ day to day life and challenges and beneficial potential of 
real social exchange, having been deemed untrustworthy from the outset by the 
majority of the Muslims of Britain. While the National Security Council 
continues to hunt for any trace or ghostly echo of Britains involved in Terror at 
home and abroad, the Eton Green Trust are eager to discover a means of mass 
instruction and mutual benefit; all forms of education and social engagement 
and means of financial exchange and a general contribution to the quality of 
life for local inhabitants. All of these parts of the program return to the 
devotional path of Muslim life, if they can but be integrated.
For Eton Green Mosque, how can such ideals be realistically attained? Even the 
NGO involved has had to deal with fear and suspicion. !e local street warden 
Habib however is the grass roots version of what the PVI initiative fails to 
connect to. A community development o"ce in the complex itself is seen as 
not only a useful base for existing social work, such as that carried out by 
Habib and others, but as a means to organise and run events and celebrations 
that can educate or entertain. Such an o"ce could support the staging of a 
Qawwali concert or the challenge of hosting wedding parties, and organise 
holding English, Urdu, Arabic, or Quranic Arabic classes to preparing meals for 
tens of guests. !e o"ce could act as the liaison to arrange guest speakers and 
host events that answer the questions of the local community who seek a 
greater understanding of Islam. Both communal spaces and the mosque can be 
used for such activities, but all trustees agree that a larger outdoor space and 
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auxilary building would complement Phase 1: !e devotional core of womens’ 
and mens’ majlis and courtyard garden and mosque and Phase II: !e ground 
floor nursery and dentist proposal, and first floor cluster of work spaces.
To this end the Trust intend a Phase 3 development, that of purchasing the 
neighbouring derelict lumber yard, and its two empty terraced house shells, in 
order to extend the existing courtyard into a much larger green space upon 
which a garden pavilion can be built as a free standing social space. !erefore 
this final ambitious third phase would provide the only freestanding new 
building in the entire complex.
!e complex as a whole is a reorientation of existing uses to embrace a wider 
inclusive program to serve the needs of the local context. !is is the 
manifestation of an embodied adab, as the best behaviour of the host to the 
guest as discussed throughout the present work. Design via an embodied adab 
answers the need of the community to face the ‘here’ and now’ of their specific 
situation and build a complex that integrates the experiential, behavioural, 
systemic or ecological and cultural aspects of a specifically Muslim praxis. 
It could be argued that such a proposal is not original and is merely the natural 
idea of religious institutions: a religious core with various charitable and health 
and business services surrounding it. !is is true: there is an obvious, tried and 
tested pattern for enduringly beautiful and beneficial mosque complexes. !e 
benefits of such a complex are proven by history. !e premodern lessons for the 
mosque complex are, as Lessons from the Ottomans attempts to underline, in the 
behaviour or decorum of the buildings. A mosque’s meaning arises in the ease 
and joy of its daily use, and its enduring multiple leveled manifestation, more 
than in its particular silhouette or number of minarets. 
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!is is the simple premise of this entire work; which it is hoped will be of use 
to the designing of future mosque complexes, as well as open up a holistically 
integrated and not necessarily religious application of Integral !eory. As 
Christopher Alexander has famously demonstrated in his writing and practice, 
there is an ever-present pattern language which transcends and includes 
religious praxis, as part of the common contemporary life patterns which form 
societies today. For some quarters of society however, all specifically religious 
patterns of religious or spiritual (both often controversial to define) praxis may 
seem to be dead history. For Muslims, the day to day practice of Islam involves 
varying degrees of a 1400 year old living tradition, which is also a revelatory 
reading of human history before Islam. Even for individuals personally for 
whom religion, prayer or notions of ‘God’ are obsolete, still the fabric of 
Ecclesiastic architecture forms part of our collective cultural identity. In the 
UK, many Churches are empty or repurposed, and monasteries are in the main 
the broken ruins of King Henry IIX’s Reformation project. Such fragments 
retain, even in their state as ruined monuments, an important place in the 
collective memory of British society. Such a claim hopefully does not need a 
footnote. Mosque complexes are already an established part of our collective 
living cultural identity, but they have largely yet to become a familiar place of 
exchange and trade and well being for people in general, despite the spiritual 
example of adab for the Muslim community embodied above all by their 
Prophet Muhammad, that is undisputedly a core aspect of Islamic praxis.
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Appendix 3
Reflections: In Conversation with Hajj Abdassamad Clarke, Imam of the 
Norwich Mosque and founder of the Dublin Mosque -  01.05.11.
A.C. The first thing is about the Muslim Ummah being a multi-faith, 
multi-cultural one, even where the Muslims ruled they were at the 
most fifteen percent of the population, in India for example, no more 
than fifteen percent of the population.
A.C. If we look at the foundation of Pakistan we have this idea which 
has spread everywhere of an exclusively Muslim dawla, which is a 
complete falsehood and very damaging; it has affected our Muslim 
communities everywhere... somehow we need to resurrect the idea of 
a completely multi-cultural community.
We discuss the bridge of good behaviour, and most ostensibly the 
older generations of this country who have a behaviour which as 
Muslims we would be in accordance with: making do with what one 
has, being self sufficient, being grateful for what one has, the specific 
courtesy due to family, friends, neighbours and strangers. Hajj 
Abdassamad speaks of his wife’s Non-Muslim family in Denmark, who 
they visit. H.A.’s wife’s family had a birthday party for her.
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A.C. They made do with Hot Chocolate rather than the usual beer or 
wine...! It will look like that, Islam will look like that when it takes root in 
these countries, it’s not going to be Arabic or Turkish.’
 Y.A. So what do I do when I see the respectable elders in a 
community, looking wistful, being cut off from their surroundings, in a 
small town... and their grandsons or sons are British born and looking 
around and importantly identifying their place... how do we respect 
different age groups? It comes back to this honouring, we must of 
course honour our elders... there must be space for them to retain 
memories and traces (architecturally speaking) in such a project, but 
at the same time there has to be that new bridge.
A.C. If things are approached rightly they will relax a bit. Give me a 
chance and I’ll tell a story... A German Professor I know was in 
Afghanistan. He was saying, he went to a jurga (tribal meeting), 
bearded turbaned older men, you know? He was really seeing it in 
another epoch. He went up to one of the tribal elders very respectfully 
and said, “Do you mind if I take a photograph?” The man agreed and 
he took the photograph. The elder said, “Do you mind if I take a 
photograph?” and took out his mobile phone. The professor said, 
“Modernity has arrived, but it is just not going to look like it does with 
us.” This man is totally at home with the modern world, but it fits in 
with his jurga and so on.
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Y.A. Likewise, we have to have adab (good behaviour) towards 
tradition. It’s true, to not stop at appearances.
A.C. Yes. The problem with the older people is their having Islam 
articulated in a certain way, that forced them into the ghetto, in fact 
by articulating Islam correctly, they will find themselves as British. 
There’s another thing going on now, this kind of strident ‘We’re British, 
we really are British!” which is not it either. For someone to articulate 
Islam correctly, they will recognise, by Book and by Sunnah, they will 
find their place here. There will be young men from the EDL who will 
become Muslim, who will find themselves beside Urdu speaking 
gentlemen and be the best of friends.
Y.A. Yes, that’s where you want people to meet and it isn’t just this 
forced idea of dawa (properly speaking meaning to ‘invite’ often 
misunderstood by Muslim and Non-Muslim alike as ‘to proselytise’), 
where we are going to tell you this and you are going to accept or 
reject.  There are laws of attraction and repulsion and Muslims just 
have to open the door.
A story about this church. A young man man, when he was a little boy, 
used to go to that Church - he is a Muslim - to watch plays, and he has 
good memories of that place, which is now inhabited by pigeons and 
partly derelict. If I imagine a group of people, working hard, and living 
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around these buildings, watching their pub disappear, their church 
disappear, their jobs disappear, and an unfamiliar group of people 
move in, you are going to feel out of place. So for me even trees 
poking up over the rooftops in a courtyard will start to be an 
honouring of the area.
A.C. In Dublin when we bought that building, it’s a beautiful granite 
building... with lintels that are sandstone... and we sandblasted.. the 
granite was alright but not a good idea for the sandstone! Some 
people had lived in the area all their lives, and when they saw it they 
thought we’d built it, because they’d never seen it, it was a grey old 
building and suddenly it was this shining thing - you know granite how 
it can shine. Then I insisted that the name of the Mosque went up in 
Arabic and Gaelic. Then when Muhammad John Webster came - this 
Irishman from Finchley - a wonderful man, we did a dawa event there 
just to get people in. One was, “If You’re Irish Come Into Our Parlour.” 
We had about 200 people from the area. While we were doing the 
work, the committee also wanted to build a wall. Musa and I fought it, 
putting up a wall would be absolutely the wrong signal, so it remained 
a little fence and garden.
Y.A. That’s interesting because I’m trying to preserve the boundaries 
of these Victorian terraces, the church and so on and it’s quite 
defensive. Right now the church opens onto the pavement and has 
more pavement than the houses, it is slightly set back from the row of 
terraces... It’s whether you do indeed build up a wall and have a gate 
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or whether you try and have something... just a beautiful fence, and 
you plant in front of the church... right now it’s just tarmac.
What I realise hearing you talk about Dublin is that it was a strange 
thing, you come to a new building and it’s a strange thing... there’s 
previous Muslim communities there, naturally, but you come to it and 
you almost have to imagine that it’s never happened before... a 
freshness to how you approach the people, tabula rasa. That’s what I 
realise I’m trying to do in this work, is to not get caught up in all the 
mosque projects in England, I literally want to say “Imagine it again.”
How do you make that introduction? The people have been there for 
twelve thirteen years, but the introductions with the surroundings 
haven’t been made. 
A.C. You could involve the neighbours in the design process in some 
way, ask for input, you might not get anything from it but having 
made the gesture.
Y.A. I have fallen into worry about not wanting too many people to 
know in case the building gets attacked and all that nonsense, but in a 
way it comes with the job.
A.C. Years ago in Norwich - it was during the Gulf War in the nineties - 
we had one of those flashpoint moments, when Ibrahim the Moroccan 
heard the front door open and someone threw a petrol bomb into the 
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foyer. He dealt with the whole thing, police were called et cetera. The 
community wanted to go into ‘lockdown mode,’ Hajj Idris (the head of 
the Norwich community at the time) threw the doors open, and he 
invited the people of Norwich in for a lecture on the situation in the 
Middle East: ‘What was Iraq?’... just factual things, “What is Islam, who 
are the Arabs, what is Iraq, what is the history of this thing, what is this 
event that is happening? Farouq Malloy (British ‘outsider artist’) came 
to that event (and became Muslim). 
Y.A. ... and that was a petrol bomb!
A.C. It’s that thing where you feel you want to go into defense mode, 
Hajj Idris, his response is always generosity. 
Y.A. I thinking of it always from an architectural perspective, six years 
of programming, of saying. ‘No, not until the drawings are in to 
planning!’ I am meeting with the local councillors and will soon meet 
with the county councillors... people are very interested because they 
have never heard about some of these things, just talking about what 
a waqf is. 
A.C. The Spanish took 25 years for Granada (The Great Mosque of 
Granada, the first purpose built mosque built in Granada for 500 
years), but you know there was an embedded Catholic Church 
stopping them, it was all about politics. It won’t take you that long(!). 
But even if there are a few setbacks... in a documentary about the 
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Granada project, they interviewed the neighbours, you know, and 
people who run bars, around the area, they see themselves as 
neighbours. 
Y.A. Also, it is a Spanish mosque, it fits in with the place.
A.C. The community have enduring conversations with all the people 
around, you see? That’s more important than the actual mosque, in 
fact. It’s the community, not the stones.
Y.A.  Here we have a Hanafi Barelvi community. and I am trying to 
honour and serve something, and help to expand horizons and say, 
let’s have a dentist because everyone needs a dentist, and let us have 
a nursery... getting in a proper professional team of people. 
A.C. How are you going to sustain them? Are they going to charge?
Y.A. It is going to have to charge, at the same time, having gone into 
the school and met the local children I realise that the school cannot 
do it all. Sometimes the facility can be at the service of people and 
free of charge, and other times it must charge as a professional 
service... when it is a creche for example. But sometimes there can be 
parent and children groups at particular times, to have more social 
events. I think that people will pay for the service and that will 
increase the respect for the place. The dentist of course can be totally 
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commercial, paying rent and part of the ongoing waqf to support the 
maintenance of the buildings. 
A.C. The Granada mosque courtyard is a real feature, people often just 
come into the courtyard and sit there, and look at the mosque.
Y.A. It does have a profound effect on people when they visit, and all 
they have there is a hot urn of mint tea which is served to their guests, 
the visitors and people have a chance to sit down in the garden and 
reflect, and things start to happen. 
A.C. Although you can’t replicate that exactly it is something which is 
much more than just for the Muslim community.
Y.A. Absolutely. I love the idea that in this particular project it can still 
have its Victorian industrial town terraced exterior, and then as you 
go towards a courtyard, the building starts to alter and shift, until it 
opens up into a space open to the sky which is planted, and you are in 
a retreat, a sanctuary space. 
Y.A. explains in greater detail the existing layout of the buildings and 
courtyard areas and the possibility of the inclusion of a neighbouring 
derelict timber yard storage facility, as a more generous garden and 
minimum parking area. 
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Y.A. & A.C. have a discussion about the ownership of the site, matters 
concerning trust law and the impermissibility of establishing Awqaf on 
any property for which there are monies owed... and about ways in 
which the flow of people to the mosque can interfere less with the 
street and pedestrian access during peak use times. Matters 
concerning the inclusion of a women’s prayer area as a mezzanine 
and how this is seen as a radical step by some are reflected upon, and 
A.C. refers to the legal position of the Hanifi Madhab (One of the four 
major schools in Islam)
A.C. It’s actually embedded in Hanifi fiqh (law), from the very first day 
they have said that women can’t come to the mosque.  
Y.A. I must respect that, but I also have to overcome that. Is that 
possible?! It is the Trustee’s wish for women to have a place to pray. 
He has already accommodated a prayer space in the existing mosque. 
The intention is to not have yet another back room in which women 
pray. There has already been a sewing circle in the existing buildings, 
which could become a fully fledged women’s studio or workshop, an 
education and enterprise space.
A.C. I think they’re ditching it here, you come across women’s prayer 
areas all the time. It might have worked in Kufa 1400 years ago, but 
it’s not working here.
Y.A. Yes.
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A.C. It’s interesting because in the Muwatta it’s quite clear: “Do not 
prevent the female slaves of Allah from entering the mosque.” The 
Hanafi base it on a tradition of Aisha r.a. where she says that if the 
Rasul s.a.w.s. had seen the women he would have forbidden them from 
coming to the mosque, you know, the change in the next generation. 
They base all that fiqh on that one statement. But the Muwatta has got 
it there quite clearly, “Do not prevent the female slaves of Allah from 
entering the mosque.” 
Y.A. discusses the importance of the word Imaret and it’s etymological 
meanings connected to benefitting an area through inhabitation, and 
how it has become the word for the soup kitchen alone and has been 
superseded by the word kulliye, translated as ‘complex.’
A.C.  It would be a good initiative to begin with, of feeding people on a 
regular basis. 
Y.A. That is the thing, to get the Muslim community to be as generous 
as it has often been through the ages. The Ottoman noble or merchant 
classes jostled each other in the competition of generosity. Here it 
would mean feeding Non-Muslims and Muslims, and this behaviour 
above all has largely stopped. Even sadaqa (charity) goes out of this 
country. To actually give benefit in this place, service is needed to the 
people of this place. 
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A.C. Yes. We are going to see serious poverty. This recession has only 
just begun. We are going to see a lot of things we wouldn’t have 
believed possible. Generosity like that, the sharing of food with people 
is very fundamental. You do it for Allah but it will have political 
repercussions... buying people, you can’t do it for that reason. 
Y.A. You give it as a service which is there, people can just take it and 
go, you’re not expecting any human payback, or people transforming 
overnight. 
I saw in Istanbul a gated area by Ayyub Sultan mosque, a gated area, 
a waqf for birds. Someone feeds them everyday, and there is a 
fountain for the birds alone, low down to the ground for the pigeons to 
hop up onto.  It has happened in that spot for hundreds of years.
A.C. Professor Mehmet Maksudoglu gave a talk once, where he was 
detailing the types of waqf, and he told us that there was a waqf for 
migratory stalks that became tired, and couldn’t go on. He said that 
there was a waqf to feed hungry wolves in the hills of Anatolia!
Y.A. That is amazing! On another note entirely, I would like to write to 
the Prince Charles School and ask if someone can come up and help 
with the stained glass windows, or employ someone else to fabricate 
the door handles... one other main idea of this is the gesamtkunstwerk, 
the whole or totally unified artwork (analogous with the word kulliye 
as a building complex). From the door handle to the door, just the art 
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of the door, and the idea of a threshold... your heart knows what a 
threshold is, and it has nothing to do with sacred and profane.
A.C. Yes, not all of that stuff (laughs).
Y.A. I want to talk to the potters of Stoke and say right, lets get some 
mosaic tiling done, and lets not import it from here or here, lets get 
some nice proper Stoke tiling done. It is like your wife’s work (Suad 
Ostergaard, Textile Artist, Weaver & Indigo Dyer). Her Scandanavian 
roots are there in her prayer mats, her weaving, and they are just as 
authentic as the Afghan carpets and kilims we love, and they 
communicate with each other. Because it is genuinely from her, from 
the land, and from the natural dyes of this land. That is what we are 
talking about, we are talking about the earth, and the raum (the 
specific space). So I want to bring these people into the work. 
A.C. Hajj Abdal Halim (Architect) used to always talk about Ruskin, the 
Gothic and the Renaissance. Then I caught a documentary one day 
with an architect talking about Ruskin. He stood there in Venice, in St. 
Marks Square, at one end there was a Gothic building, at the other a 
renaissance building. To the uneducated eye they are the same, 
what’s the difference? He said that what happened in the Gothic time, 
is that every craftsman was an artist... one man would be working at 
one window and another man would be working at another, and they 
are different. They look the same but then you look a bit closer and 
you realise no, it’s not completely symmetrical. The brick work is not 
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absolutely mathematical, mathematically regular. What happened in 
the Renaissance was a shift when the architect was the artist and 
everybody else was a drone, carrying out his vision. It’s wonderful for 
his ego but then suddenly you get bricks, all these straight lines which 
are really tedious for the eye. They look wonderful in drawings but 
when they’re done they’re just tedious! 
Y.A. This is it. It needs the investment of time made by the craftsman, 
that reciprocal relationship between the hand and the eye and then it 
lives, and our eyes know it, no history of art class needed. 
Y.A. initiates a detour about Venice, tourism and advertising, the 
Bridge of Sighs engulfed in building  works advertising boards yet left 
in view, suspended...  A.C. discusses Mariano Fortuny: Lighting 
Engineer, set designer, architect, inventor, and director... Y.A. 
comments on the theatre as chora, the space of experience.
A.C. We’re quite a long way from your mosque!
Y.A. (Laughter) So... It is very good to have these reflections on the 
place, it is really in the end about service to people and place, and the 
idea of decorum.
A.C. Yes exactly, and that sense of the community, and the community 
in fact being Muslims and Non-Muslims, not us and them. It always has 
been. Read all the accounts, the Jewish neighbour and so on, from 
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Madinah onwards. The Muslims never ever lived in this isolated, pure 
Islamic tradition.
Y.A.  That comes later with the nation state. 
A.C.  Pakistan is a huge idol. A story about the Raja of Mahmudabad 
(R.A.)... he worked with Iqbal and Jinna and all these people to bring 
about the creation of Pakistan and on the day it was founded he went 
into a mosque to do the prayer, and when people did the takbir 
(declaring ‘Allah Hu Akbar,’ Allah is Greater), he ran out crying. It had 
become a military salute to the founding of a nation, rather than a 
declaration of Allah’s Glory. So that was one story... and then they say 
that after that he travelled overland to the West, through Baghdad, to 
go to the Sufis... and then ended up in London. 
Y.A. So that was his turning point?
A.C. That was his turning point.
Y.A. Likewise we wouldn’t have a Union Jack on a qibla wall, we 
wouldn’t have the Pakistani flag on a qibla wall. The idea of embracing 
the Ummah (The worldwide community of Muslims) is so important, a 
community sometimes doesn’t know why it is not well in a place, but 
often it needs to be fed and watered by other people, to be in a 
healthy state. The Trustee of this project is such a gift to the area, 
because he has just been humble and teaching Quran there all these 
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years, and realises he wants to see beyond his own horizons, to me 
that’s real wisdom. He sees someone like me come out of the blue, and 
on the day when I said I’ll form my research work around this project, 
he said it was the happiest day of his life. On that, I’m good to go.
A.C. With such a starting point, you’ve got everything, because the 
starting point is right. So something good will definitely come from it.
Y.A. Alhamdulillah. Thank you Hajj.
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